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Abstract

This dissertation is a study of free African American politics, in the cities of Baltimore
and Philadelphia, between 1817 and 1863. At the heart of this black politics were efforts
to assert the right of free African Americans to citizenship in their native United States.
Claims on the ambiguous notion of citizenship were important to free blacks both as a
means of improving their own lives and as a way to combat slavery. The dissertation
begins with the organized black protest against the founding of the American
Colonization Society. The contest over the notion, advanced by the ACS, that free blacks
were not truly American, or that they could not ever be citizens in the land of their birth,
powerfully shaped the language and tactics of black politics. The dissertation ends with
the enlistment of black troops in the Civil War, a development which powerfully shaped
subsequent arguments for full black citizenship. It argues that in this period, free African
Americans developed a rhetorical language of black nativism, the assertion that birth on
American soil and the contribution of one’s ancestors to the American nation, had won
for African Americans the right to be citizens of the United States. This assertion was
made even more resonant by the increasing levels of white immigration during this
period; African Americans pointed to the injustice of granting to white immigrants that
which was denied to native born blacks. This discourse of nativism served as a means of
weaving the fight for black citizenship into the fabric of American politics. The
dissertation also argues that the cities of Philadelphia and Baltimore were part of a
distinctive borderland where the issues of slavery and black citizenship were particularly
explosive, and where free African Americans, therefore, found themselves with
significant political leverage.
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Introduction – Black Politics, Black Nativism
Whereas information has been received that in the year 1825 several free persons of colour
inhabitants of the city of Philadelphia were forcibly seized within its limits by persons unknown and carried
off into slavery; and whereas public outrage on the rights of the inhabitants thereof should not remain
unpunished, therefore
Resolved by the Select and Common Councils that the Mayor of the City be authorized to issue
his proclamation offering in the name and on the behalf of the City a reward of five hundred dollars for the
discovery and prosecution to conviction of any person concerned in the forcible abduction of certain free
persons of colour from the City of Philadelphia in the year 1825. 1

On February 8, 1827, the Select Council of the City of Philadelphia passed a
resolution condemning the practice of kidnapping free blacks for sale as slaves, and
appropriating funds to assist the mayor, Joseph Watson, in combating this practice. The
prevalence of the kidnapping of free African Americans made it clear just how precarious
the liberties of free blacks were in antebellum America. Of course free blacks in any part
of the United States could find themselves sold into slavery by illegal means, but
kidnapping posed a special danger for those who lived in the cities of Baltimore and
Philadelphia (and in region between and around those cities). 2 In this region, free blacks
banded together to help defend themselves and their neighbors from kidnappers (as well
as from “legitimate” slave-catchers), but they also recognized that white allies were
crucial to their fight. Free blacks employed the sympathies, no matter how minimal, of
white allies to advance their legal fight against slavery. This sort of legalistic assault on
slavery, it has been noted, was characteristic of the earlier period of abolition, prior to the
more radical turn toward immediatism.3 Yet in the border region, this sort of strategy, or

1

“Resolution by Philadelphia Select Council, February 8, 1827,” reprinted in Eric Ledell Smith, “Rescuing
African American Kidnapping Victims in Philadelphia as Documented in the Joseph Watson Papers at the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania,” Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 129, No. 3
(Jul., 2005), 340-341.
2
Carol Wilson, Freedom at Risk: The Kidnapping of Free Blacks in America, 1780-1865 (Lexington:
University Press of Kentucky, 1994), 10-11.
3
Richard S. Newman, The Transformation of American Abolitionism: Fighting Slavery in the Early
Republic (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 60-85.
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at least a variant of it, remained an essential part of black resistance to slavery throughout
the antebellum period. This strategy necessitated the cultivation of white allies, including
elected white politicians like Watson, and it depended on the assumption, often implicit,
that free blacks were citizens of the United States.
Recent decades have helped turn the study of free African Americans, once a
relatively undisturbed corner of antebellum history, into one of the most robust subfields
in the history of early America. Studies of free black communities throughout the nation
have given us a complex picture of black life in this period, illuminating both the internal
struggles of black communities and their interactions with the broader culture of the
United States. Fifty years ago, when he published his foundational work on free blacks
in the North, Leon Litwack felt the need to disabuse his readers of the general impression
that the experience of northern African Americans was characterized by white
“benevolence and liberality.” 4 A decade later, in writing his own path-breaking work on
free black abolitionists, Benjamin Quarles sought to counter the long neglect of the
importance of African Americans in the struggle against slavery. 5 No historian writing
today would depict the antebellum North as a racial utopia, nor would any ignore the free
African American as an important factor in antebellum history (or at the very least in the
history of antislavery). Decades of scholars have helped to rescue free African American
communities from obscurity and have situated them in the context of a northern society

4

Leon F. Litwack, North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1961), vii.
5
Benjamin Quarles, Black Abolitionists (New York: Oxford University Press, 1969), vii-x.
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which was for the most part committed to the idea that black men and women could not
(indeed should not) be the equal of white men and women. 6
Some of the works which have most illuminated the history of free African
Americans have not been specifically studies of “black history.” It has become
increasingly difficult to write the history of antebellum America without thinking
seriously about the role of free blacks in it. In no area has this been clearer than in the
study of abolition; we now know that free blacks (in particular, I might add, free blacks in
Baltimore and Philadelphia) were a catalyst for the emergence of Garrisonian, immediate
abolition in the 1830s. Free blacks were crucial supporters and sustainers of abolition,
especially in the early years, and they played a central role in the struggle against slavery
throughout the period leading up to the Civil War. 7 Additionally, even as we have come
to appreciate the racial discrimination that was so prevalent in the North, we have also
come to see free blacks as crucial players in the intellectual battle against this racial
ideology. 8

6

African Americans were the first to document black contributions to the history of the United States, a
process that we now recognize began in the midst of the struggle against slavery. On this development, see
John Ernest, Liberation Historiography: African American Writers and the Challenge of History, 17941861 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2004).
7
Litwack, “The Emancipation of the Negro Abolitionist,” in Martin Duberman, ed., The Antislavery
Vanguard (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965); Quarles; Jane H. Pease and William H. Pease,
They Who Would Be Free: Blacks’ Search for Freedom, 1830-1861 (New York: Atheneum, 1974) ; Paul
Goodman, Of One Blood: Abolitionism and the Origins of Racial Equality (Berkley: University of
California Press, 1998); Newman, The Transformation of American Abolitionism; Henry Mayer, All On
Fire: William Lloyd Garrison and the Abolition of Slavery (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998); “The
Growth of the Antebellum Antislavery Movement,” in James Oliver Horton and Lois E. Horton, In Hope of
Liberty: Culture Community and Protest Among Northern Free Blacks, 1700-1860 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1997), 203-236; John Stauffer, The Black Hearts of Men: Radical Abolitionists and the
Transformation of Race (Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2002); Timothy Patrick McCarthy,
“’To Plead Our Own Cause’ : Black Print Culture and the Origins of American Abolitionism,” in Timothy
Patrick McCarthy and John Stauffer, eds., Prophets of Protest: Reconsidering the History of American
Abolitionism (New York: The New Press, 2006), 114-144.
8
James Brewer Stewart, “The Emergence of Racial Modernity and the Rise of the White North, 17901840,” Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 18, No. 2 (Summer 1998), 181-217 and “Modernizing
‘Difference’: The Political Meanings of Color in the Free States, 1776-1840, Journal of the Early Republic,
Vol. 19, No. 4 (Winter, 1999), 691-712; Goodman; Mia Bay, The White Image in the Black Mind: African
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Yet for the most part, free African Americans have not been a part of the story of
antebellum politics. In part this is the result of the fact that black suffrage was
increasingly restricted in this period. The work of historians who have looked most
closely at elections, therefore, has tended to write African Americans out of political
history. 9 Free blacks have (occasionally) appeared as the subject of political debate, but
rarely as participants in those debates. 10 Additionally, as the story of anti-slavery

American Ideas About White People, 1830-1925 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999); Patrick Rael,
“A Common Nature, A United Destiny: African American Responses to Racial Science from the
Revolution to the Civil War,” in McCarthy and Stauffer, eds. Prophets of Protest, 183-199; Bruce R. Dain,
A Hideous Monster of the Mind: American Race Theory in the Early Republic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2002); Stauffer, Black Hearts of Men: Radical Abolitionists and the Transformation of
Race (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002).
9
I am thinking here of the so-called “new” political historians (not so “new” anymore), who brought a
greater attention to quantification in the study of political history. The work of many these historians
tended to downplay slavery as a persistent issue in nineteenth century politics, though perhaps not as much
as some of their critics would have it. Perhaps the most important legacy of this work, certainly this is the
case for my own work, is its attention to the local and state context of politics in the nineteenth century, as
well as its insistence on the wide variety of issues which were important to nineteenth century voters.
Though the story I tell in this dissertation differs in important ways from these works, the best of this
scholarship provides a framework which is indispensable for those hoping to understand antebellum
politics. The finest of these works, in my estimation, are Michael F. Holt, The Political Crisis of the 1850s
(New York: Wiley, 1978) and The Rise and Fall of the American Whig Party: Jacksonian Politics and the
Onset of the Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press); and William Gienapp, The Origins of the
Republican Party, 1852-1856 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987). More recently, Bruce Laurie
has provided an account of politics in Massachusetts which, while indebted to the work of the new political
historians, is significantly more interested in showing how antislavery actors worked within this complex
political environment. He provides an important model for how historians should approach the history of
antislavery politics. See Bruce Laurie, Beyond Garrison: Antislavery and Social Reform (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2005).
10
Studies of antebellum political culture have often recognized the importance of white attitudes towards
blacks (free or not). See Daniel Walker Howe, The Political Culture of the American Whigs (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1979); Jean Baker, Affairs of Party: The Political Culture of Northern
Democrats in the mid-Nineteenth Century (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983); Ronald Formisano, The
Transformation of Political Culture: Massachusetts Parties, 1790s to 1840s (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1983). An essay that has influenced my thinking on the concept of political culture and is usefulness
for historians is Formisano, “The Concept of Political Culture,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History, Vol.
31, Mo. 3 (Winter,2001), 393-426. The historians who have been at the forefront of so-called “whiteness
studies,” have been particularly attuned to the intersections of race and class and their significance for
antebellum politics. See for example, David Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of
the American Working Class (New York: Verso, 1991); Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New
York: Routledge, 1995); and (to my mind) the most useful of these works, Alexander Saxton, The Rise and
Fall of the White Republic: Class, Politics and Mass Culture in Nineteenth Century America (New York:
Verso, 1990). Though all of these works have provided important insight into race and its role in
antebellum politics and society, I tend to side with the criticisms of this work noted by Peter Kolchin,
“Whiteness Studies: The New History of Race in American,” Journal of American History, Vol. 89, No. 1
(Jun. 2002), 154-173.
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progresses, getting away from its biracial, Garrisonian origins in the 1820s and 1830s,
and moving into the ostensibly white world of politics, free blacks seem to become
increasingly irrelevant to the history of the fight against slavery. This is especially true of
accounts which emphasize the struggle over the expansion of slavery as the heart of late
antebellum political conflict. 11 Additionally, many works on free African Americans in
the late antebellum period have focused on the development of black nationalism. Much
of this work has shown how black nationalism was influenced by developments in
American politics, but it has not always been seen as an attempt to influence that
politics. 12
Community studies of free African Americans in the North have often reinforced
this larger political narrative, even if unintentionally. Inspired in part the study of culture
in slave communities, these works have tended to depict free black communities which
ultimately, in response to white racism, turned inward, developing internal solutions to
the problems of the black community. Just as historians of slavery had depicted the
culture of the slave quarters and the day to day resistance of the enslaved as a triumph of
11

Eric Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men: The Ideology of the Republican Party Before the Civil
War, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970, 1995); Michael A. Morrison, Slavery and the
American West: The Eclipse of Manifest Destiny and the Coming of the Civil War (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1997); Sean Wilentz, The Rise of American Democracy: Jefferson to Lincoln
(New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2005); Jonathan H. Earle, Jacksonian Antislavery & the Politics of Free
Soil, 1824-1854 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004).
12
Sterling Stuckey has made the most forceful case that black nationalism was driven by African cultural
inheritance within the slave community, though he also provides a thoughtful and compelling reading of
the work of free black intellectuals in developing theories of black nationalism. Slave Culture: Nationalist
Theory & The Foundations of Black America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987). Many other
scholars have focused on the desire to emigrate, whether to Africa or some other place as the heart of black
nationalism; Floyd Miller provides an account of the development of black nationalism in the nineteenth
century through the study of leaders who embraced emigration, The Search for a Black Nationality: Black
Emigration and Colonization, 1787-1863 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1975). Wilson Jeremiah
Moses, on the other hand, is careful to distinguish between emigration and nationalism, and argues that
nineteenth century black nationalism was a complex, pragmatic movement which sought to deal with the
reality of oppression. Moses identifies nationalist tendencies in a wide variety of antebellum black leaders;
black nationalism emerges in dialogue with the broader culture and politics of the United States. See The
Golden Age of Black Nationalism, 1850-1925 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978). I have found
Moses’s take on black nationalism to be most useful for my own study.
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black agency, so historians of free blacks have pointed to the growth of black institutions
as the great achievement of antebellum African Americans in the North. While these
works have not ignored the black communities’ negotiations with white dominated
politics and culture, they have stressed the importance of developments internal to the
free black communities of the North. 13
The history of free blacks cannot be separated from the history of the enslaved.
Historians have noted the political importance of slave resistance, especially the
resistance of the men and women who fled from bondage. Fugitive slaves undermined
the institution of slavery in a number of ways. First, they refuted the claims of their
“paternalistic” masters that the enslaved were docile and content. Secondly, slave flight
provoked responses from slaveholders which made it increasingly difficult for ostensibly
antislavery northerners to look the other way. The recovery of fugitive slaves, and the
laws which facilitated this recovery, were the most important of these measures. Finally,
fugitive slaves helped to weaken slavery on its borders (in Maryland for example), by
making an investment in slaves less secure. This often led masters to hedge their
investment, either by negotiating contracts with the enslaved so that they might
eventually purchase their own freedom, or instead by selling slaves further south to where
they would be less likely to run away. Either way, the border slave states became less
13

Among the most important of these community studies are Leonard P. Curry, The Free Black in Urban
America, 1800-1850: The Shadow of the Dream (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981); Gary Nash,
Forging Freedom: The Formation of Philadelphia’s Black Community, 1720-1840 (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1988); Julie Winch, Philadelphia’s Black Elite: Activism, Accommodation and
the Struggle for Autonomy, 1787-1848 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988); James Oliver Horton
and Lois E. Horton, Black Bostonians: Family Life and Community Struggle in the Antebellum North (New
York: Holmes and Meier, 1979); George A. Levesque, Black Boston: African American Life and Culture in
Urban America, 1750-1860 (New York: Garland Pub., 1994); Graham Russell Hodges, Slavery and
Freedom in the Rural North: African Americans in Monmouth County, New Jersey, 1665-1865 (Madison
WI: Madison House, 1997) and Root and Branch: African Americans in New York and East Jersey, 16131863 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999); Leslie M. Harris, In the Shadow of Slavery:
African Americans in New York City, 1626-1863 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003).
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and less invested in the institution of slavery, and the Lower South states became
increasingly concerned about the future of slavery in those Border States. 14 Studies of
the Underground Railroad have made it clear that northern free blacks were the crucial
participants in the efforts of the enslaved to flee from bondage. 15 What has received less
attention has been the effort of free blacks in the North to shape politics in order to
facilitate this flight: sympathy among whites needed to be cultivated, laws needed to be
exploited or changed, and slave catchers needed to be portrayed as the violators of the
rights of northern citizens (both black and white). These were among the most crucial
tasks of black politics.
In this dissertation, I challenge the notion that free African Americans were
marginal to the political history of the antebellum United States. I hope to illuminate the
efforts of men and women in two free black communities to shape American politics, a
politics from which they were formally excluded for most of this period. In 1860,
Baltimore (City) and Philadelphia were the counties with the largest total free black
populations in the nation. Only six states contained a free black population larger than
that of Baltimore (and that includes, of course, the state of Maryland). Only seven states

14

On the general political implications of fugitives from slavery, see James Oakes, “The Political
Significance of Slave Resistance,” in Patrick Rael, ed. African American Activism Before the Civil War:
The Freedom Struggle in the Antebellum North (New York: Routledge, 2008), 188-205; Leonard L.
Richards, The Slave Power: The Free North and Southern Domination, 1780-1860 (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 2000); Elizabeth Varon, Disunion: The Coming of the American Civil
War, 1789-1859 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008). On the process by which the
threat of flight undermined the institution of slavery in Maryland, see T. Stephen Whitman, The Price of
Freedom: Slavery and Manumission in Baltimore and Early National Maryland (Lexington, KY:
University Press of Kentucky, 1997). On Lower South fears of the weakening of slavery in the Border
South as a cause of secession, see especially William W. Freehling, The Road to Disunion, vol. 1,
Secessionists At Bay, 1776-1854, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990) and The Road to Disunion,
vol. 2, Secessionists Triumphant, 1854-1861, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).
15
For a recent overview of the Underground Railroad, which does a nice job returning African Americans
to their rightfully prominent place within that movement, see Fergus M. Bordewich, Bound for Canaan:
The Epic Story of the Underground Railroad, America’s First Civil Rights Movement (New York: Harper
Collins, 2005).

xiv

had a free black population larger than Philadelphia’s. 16 Additionally, the two cities are
only about 90 miles apart (as the crow flies). 17 Even more than this, the two cities were
profoundly shaped by their proximity to the legal border between slavery and freedom,
even though (or perhaps because) the meaning of that border was a subject of almost
constant disagreement.
While not voters, free blacks in Philadelphia and Baltimore sought to play a role
in the political debates and the elections which shaped public policy. In some cases, of
course, these efforts failed, but free blacks also succeeded more often than has been
appreciated. 18 In order to understand black politics in these two cities, it is absolutely
essential that we look at their local and state context, as well as the regional context of the
border. 19 Additionally, we can only see free blacks as political actors if we conceive of
politics as something which occurs on the page and in the streets, not simply in the ballot
box, and in the halls of the legislature. 20 There is a danger, however, that in expanding

16

Historical Census Browser. Retrieved [Feb 15, 2011], from the University of Virginia, Geospatial and
Statistical Data Center: http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/collections/stats/histcensus/index.html. By 1860, the
city of Philadelphia was coterminous with the county of Philadelphia. The city and county of Baltimore
were separate designations. Here I am referring to the City of Baltimore, treated as a county equivalent by
the US Census.
17
National Weather Service, “Latitude/Longitude Distance Calculator,”
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gccalc.shtml.
18
I am, therefore, not primarily asserting black politics as simply a form of “agency,” but rather as a way in
which African Americans influenced public policy and relationships of power. On the problem of
“agency,” specifically in the study of the enslaved, see Walter Johnson, “On Agency,” Journal of Social
History, Vol. 37, No. 1 (Autumn, 2003), 113-124.
19
Stanley Harrold’s excellent book, Border Wars: Fighting Over Slavery Before the Civil War (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010), appeared while this project was in its later stages, but this
book, along with his earlier work, provides a broader framework for my project. My thinking about the
border between slavery and freedom has also been spurred by the work of Edward Ayers, especially In the
Presence of Mine Enemies: War in the Heart of America, 1859-1863 (New York: W.W. Norton & Co.,
2003). Perhaps most important of all has been the work of William Freehling, though he is, of course,
primarily interested in divisions within the South. See especially Freehling, The Road to Disunion.
20
For an important examination of the ways in which African Americans practiced politics outside of the
formal world of electoral politics, see Richard S. Newman, “Protest in Black and White: The Formation
and Transformation of an African American Political Community during the Early Republic,” in Jeffrey L.
Pasley, Andrew W. Robertson and David Waldstreicher, Beyond the Founders: New Approaches to the
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the scope of what is considered political, historians run the risk of losing sight of the
consequences of politics. In searching for the meaning of political culture, we must not
ignore its relationship to political power. 21 In this dissertation I hope to illustrate the
importance of both cultural and electoral politics, and indeed the ways in which they
were intertwined.
At the heart of black politics was a struggle for citizenship. The concept of
citizenship, however, should not be confused with simply the right to vote, or, on the
other hand, with some sort of perfect state of equality. Citizenship in early America was
a complex and overlapping category of privileges and responsibilities which flowed not
simply from the nation, but from all levels of government. 22 In many cases, black
politics exploited the very ambiguity of the idea of citizenship in the early nineteenth
century. Whites might support the notion that free blacks were citizens in some sense,
even while denying that blacks should be accorded all the rights which might have been
granted white citizens. Free blacks almost always claimed that they deserved to be full
citizens of their state and nation, but they also recognized the reality of white
discrimination, and fought for their rights at the margins of citizenship.
Central to the conflict over black citizenship in early America was the American
Colonization Society (ACS), and black resistance to it. The ACS was founded in order to
promote the emigration of free blacks out of the United States; the motives of its founders
Political History of the Early American Republic (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004),
180-206.
21
See, for example, critiques of Beyond the Founders, in reviews by Ronald Formisano, Daniel Feller and
Donald Ratcliffe, as well as the essay by Donald Shade which closes out the volume. Formisano, review of
Beyond the Founders, eds. Pasley, et. al., The American Historical Review, Vol. 111, No. 1 (Feb., 2006),
160-161; Feller, review of Beyond the Founders, eds. Pasley, et. al., The Journal of American History, Vol.
92, No. 3 (Dec., 2005), 967-968; Ratcliffe, review of Beyond the Founders, eds. Pasley, et. al., The Journal
of Southern History, Vol. 71, No. 4 (Nov., 2005), 872-874; Shade, “Commentary: Déjà vu All Over Again:
Is there a New New Political History?” Beyond the Founders, 387-412.
22
I discuss the complex nature of antebellum citizenship later, in chapter one.
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and supporters were diverse, but what they could agree on was the fact that it was best for
both blacks and whites if free African Americans left the United States and settled in a
new colony in Africa. Not all, but most white colonizationists made the case that free
blacks could not be truly American – that they were “aliens in the land of their birth.”
This denial of the right to be American led, whether explicitly or implicitly, to a denial
that free blacks were citizens. Indeed, the link was not purely rhetorical, as we will see.
Attempts to deny various citizenship rights to free blacks were frequently bundled with
support for colonization in the legislatures of antebellum Pennsylvania and Maryland.
The rhetorical importance of the ACS’s attempt to define African Americans as
“alien” to the United States should not, however, be underestimated. There was no
consensus in early America, even among white supporters of African colonization, on
race as an immutable physical difference, which might have made whites more willing to
forcibly remove free blacks from the United States. Instead, the ACS leaned on notions
that blacks themselves would recognize that they had no place in the United States – that
they could not truly be American – and so would leave consensually. Many free blacks
felt that this notion was so powerful and seductive that even voluntary black emigration
which was not done under the auspices of the ACS would be seen by whites as an
implicit recognition of the blacks’ status as alien to the United States. 23
Free blacks, perhaps especially in Philadelphia, made the assertion and
celebration of their birth on American soil a centerpiece of their larger attempts to refute
the ACS. These assertions of nativity as the foundation of a claim for black citizenship
23
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would prove to be an enduring element of black political discourse. Ultimately, these
assertions of black nativity would be combined with comparisons to whites who could
not make this claim, to form what I have termed “black nativism,” an idea which would
play a central role in the language of black political discourse. In general, this language
of black nativism both expressed a genuine desire for the inclusion of blacks in American
society and served as a practical tool in the fight against slavery and for black
citizenship.24
“Nativism” is of course a term freighted with powerful connotations, perhaps
never more so than in nineteenth century America. White nativism, which flourished in
the years before the Civil War, often sought to deny rights, especially political rights, to
immigrants, or more specifically to extend the amount of time it took for immigrants to
earn the rights of full citizenship. 25 Black nativism, on the other hand, was mostly a tool
for arguing in favor of granting the rights of citizenship to African Americans. Nativism
was more, however, than simply defending the interests of the native born from the
encroachment of the foreign born. In its nineteenth century American form it was also an
argument that birth on American soil, understanding of American culture, and exposure
to American institutions were critical elements in the creation of good, republican
citizens. Nativism was also generally, though not always, tied into anti-Catholicism; for
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many Americans, Catholicism was foreign and antithetical to American liberty. 26 In a
larger sense nativism made an argument about what made a good citizen, and in this
sense it unintentionally opened up opportunities for African Americans to make their own
claims on citizenship. Black Nativism, I argue, is not the same as Black American
nationalism; it was, however, often a part of free black (American) nationalism.
Nativism served as a form of what Rogers Smith has termed an “ethically constitutive
story,” which African Americans used to explain their membership in the body of the
American people. 27 This sort of membership was not voluntary or consensual, and it did
not necessarily require the renunciation of allegiances other than national. Nativism (as
an element of ways in which free blacks explained what it meant to be an American) did
not achieve its place of prominence because of some intrinsic value or logic; it was
pushed to the center of free black discourse, rather, by the context of early American
politics.
It was also no accident that the whites who were most open to arguments for
black citizenship were also frequently those to whom various forms of nativism appealed.
Historians of the white working classes have illuminated the ways in which immigrants
in particular cultivated and received “a public and psychological wage” for being white. 28
Yet the role of white immigrants in hardening the racial divide in early America only
deepened and made more resonant a black political discourse of nativism. More than
26
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simply a convenient reaction to white racism, black nativism was part of a longer effort to
weave the notion of black citizenship into the fabric of American political culture.
Additionally, though harder notions of race as a fixed biological factor which made
blacks incapable of American citizenship were certainly on the rise in this period, quite
often the arguments against black citizenship were tied to nebulous notions of “national”
differences. Black nativism took aim not primarily at the harder notions of race, but at
these softer conceptions.
Black nativism also served a number of useful purposes within the culture of
black protest. Many free African Americans worried that efforts to refute the racial
ideology of whites would unintentionally reinforce those very ideas. 29 Black nativism in
essence side-steps race as a determinant of citizenship. Similarly, many black reformers
worried that efforts to promote racial “uplift” would have the unintended effect of
supporting white claims that blacks were particularly degraded. Black nativism tempered
these concerns, both by insisting that African Americans had already earned American
citizenship, and by comparing the claims of free blacks to those of immigrant whites who
had done less to earn theirs. 30 Finally, black nativism became a tool for pursuing
cosmopolitan, international approaches to antislavery and black uplift, while at the same
time maintaining rhetorical claims on American citizenship.31
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Similarly, black nativism proved useful in negotiating the question of race and its
relationship to citizenship. Historians have noted that white abolitionists put tremendous
stock in a kind of millennial transformation as the key to undermining the power of caste.
Free African Americans, on the other hand, tended to have a different sense of the
persistence of race in the United States, as well as considerable resistance to the idea that
in order to become American citizens they needed to become “white men in black
skins”. 32 Black nativism was a part of a persistent struggle for often small, incremental
gains, rather than an effort to transform white views of racial difference in a single blow.
It also provided a means of arguing for black citizenship without accepting the notion that
their blackness needed to be abandoned.
In a broader sense, this dissertation seeks to recover a distinctively border state
approach to black politics. Especially in the late antebellum period, free blacks living in
other parts of the North seem to have recognized this distinctiveness of border politics,
though their comments generally criticized what they saw as the complacency of black
Philadelphians (especially those who were relatively wealthy). Frederick Douglass was
perhaps most prominent among these critical voices. Douglass is such a compelling
figure that it is sometimes easy to let him stand as the “representative” black man of the
nineteenth century, implying that those who failed to take his side were necessarily
wrong, or that they were less committed to the fight against slavery and racial
discrimination. 33 Without taking sides in this debate, I hope to provide a better
explanation as to why black Philadelphians acted as they did. Black Philadelphians felt
32
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that they needed to pursue both short term and long term political goals, and their
political tactics fit this notion. Looking at black Philadelphians alongside free blacks
from that city on the other side of the border, Baltimore, helps us see how much those
communities had in common, and the ways in which they differed from black
communities elsewhere. Black activism in these two cities is best understood as a form
of “practical antislavery.”
This story told in this dissertation brings to the forefront a group of black men
who sought to navigate the political world of antebellum Baltimore and Philadelphia.
Some of these men are well known, and in fact a number of them have been the subjects
of recent biographies. This group includes the wealthy black sail maker, James Forten;
the Black Methodist pioneer, Bishop Richard Allen; and the wealthy abolitionist, Robert
Purvis. 34 Others will be somewhat familiar to students of early African American
history: the religious leader and missionary, Daniel Coker; the enigmatic advocate of
black moral reform, William Whipper; the teacher and antislavery activist, William
Watkins; and the tireless worker on the Underground Railroad, William Still. Beyond
this group are others, many of them obscure to all but specialists, yet I hope to show how
these individuals were vital actors within the complex politics of the border.
As has been mentioned, this is not a study of two black communities; its goals are
both narrower and broader than that. Historians have the benefit of two excellent
community studies of black Philadelphia, by Gary Nash and Julie Winch. I have relied
greatly on both of these works, especially in the early chapters of this dissertation. I have
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also leaned on Christopher Phillips’s fine study of free blacks in Baltimore. 35 Those
works provide a much fuller picture of black life, which of course was not solely or even
primarily about “politics,” than I do here. Yet I hope that by looking specifically at the
development of black politics we can better understand the connections between the story
of free blacks in early America and the larger story of popular politics and sectionalism in
this period.
Chapter one begins with the opposition of free blacks to the founding of the
American Colonization Society (ACS), which proposed both the establishment of a
colony on the West Coast of Africa, and the promotion of the emigration of American
free blacks to that colony. Free black opposition, centered in Philadelphia, challenged
not simply the abstract idea of African colonization, but it assaulted the language with
which the ACS had attempted to create a nationwide coalition in support of African
Colonization. Free blacks worried that African Colonization was a part of a larger
political effort to remove free blacks from the land of their birth, first by defining them as
not truly American. The organized effort by free blacks to undermine the ACS
demonstrated that African Americans wielded surprising political power, even as they
were denied access to the most common sorts of political practice.
Chapter Two follows the ways in which the political and legal status of free
blacks became intertwined with the state and national politics of slavery. These issues
became especially explosive in the border cities of Philadelphia and Baltimore. While
the national politics of slavery often focused on the west, the state and local struggle over
slavery tended to focus on the movement of African Americans across this border. At the
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same time, black interest in Haitian emigration added new complexity to the fight over
what sort of connections African Americans had to the land of their birth. All of these
issues emerged in the electoral politics of the period, sometimes in surprising ways.
The third chapter explores the attempts of free blacks to weather the crisis
provoked by Nat Turner’s rebellion. This event triggered a debate in the Maryland
legislature over the future of slavery in the state. This debate ultimately led to new
legislation which (its supporters claimed) would ultimately end slavery in Maryland; it
would begin, however, by eliminating the state’s free black population. In Pennsylvania,
on the other hand, fears that Maryland would simply drive its free black population
across the border provoked a reconsideration of what rights free blacks should and did
possess in the state. At the same time, African colonization became ever more closely
entwined with the national political struggle over slavery. All of these developments
forced free blacks living in the border cities of Philadelphia and Baltimore to recognize
the importance of politics at all levels of government to their own lives.
Chapter Four investigates the intersections of moral reform and antislavery in the
politics of Pennsylvania. Black Philadelphians sought to tie their own struggle for
citizenship and against slavery into the reform politics of the Antimasonic Party and of
the political temperance movement. The drive to ensure that accused fugitive slaves
would be tried by a jury in Pennsylvania demonstrates the stakes of the fight for
citizenship; the discussion of the issue of black voting in the Pennsylvania Constitutional
Convention of 1837-8 illustrates the complexities of the issue of black citizenship.
Though the decision by that convention to explicitly disfranchise black Pennsylvanians
(and the eventual ratification of this new constitution by the people of Pennsylvania)
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must be seen as a defeat for African Americans in the state, it also points to the political
possibilities that black Pennsylvanians still might exploit.
The fifth chapter examines the further development of “practical” antislavery in
the two border cities of Philadelphia and Baltimore. During the 1840s, black abolitionists
from other parts of the North strongly criticized the black leadership of Philadelphia, for
what was perceived as its overly cautious and accommodating approach. Yet what some
of this criticism missed was that in many cases this Philadelphia approach was more
appropriate to the black community of that city than was the approach being pushed by
activists elsewhere. In this way, many black Philadelphians saw their situation as closer
to that of free blacks in Baltimore than to the situation faced by free blacks in Boston or
New York. At the heart of practical antislavery in Philadelphia lay their support of
fugitives and resistance to kidnappers, and much of the rest of the activism of black
Philadelphians flowed from this commitment. Black politics in Philadelphia also became
entangled in the ethnic, nativist politics which exploded during these years, and white
immigration became an even more important way that black Philadelphians understood
their own place in the United States, and made their own claims on American citizenship.
The passage of the new Fugitive Slave Law in 1850 led many free African
Americans to rethink their political strategies, and in some cases their very connection to
their native United States. Chapter Six takes up the developments of the years
immediately surrounding the passage of this new law. African Colonizationists sought to
capitalize on this new law in order to convince free blacks that they could never achieve
equality in the United States, and they found some African Americans newly open to
their overtures. Many free blacks, however, dug in and continued to denounce any effort
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to remove them from their native land. The politics of the Fugitive Slave Law led many
free blacks, perhaps especially in the Border North City of Philadelphia, to see the
cultivation of white sympathy for black citizenship (however limited) as a practical
necessity. At the same time, the broader political scene was in turmoil, as the Whig Party
dissolved and was replaced not by an (explicitly) antislavery party, but by a number of
reformist political movements.
Even as Northerners denounced the Kansas Nebraska Act and its repeal of the
Missouri Compromise, northern voters turned not to a nascent Republican Party but to
the anti-Catholic Know Nothing Party, which enjoyed stunning victories across the North
(and in the Border South) in 1854. Chapter Seven examines the attempts of free blacks in
both Philadelphia and Baltimore to navigate this new political terrain. In Philadelphia,
many free blacks took up the language of black nativism as a means of fighting to
connect black citizenship to this tumultuous politics. In Baltimore, a newly assertive free
black community faced an attempt to present them with a choice of deportation or reenslavement. Across the nation, the Dred Scott decision called into question the very
possibility that free blacks could be citizens of the United States, yet in both of these
border cities, free blacks won surprising victories, in part by playing on latent white
sympathy for some sort of black citizenship. These victories in turn helped to heighten
Lower South anxieties about the Border South’s support for slavery. Eventually, after
secession and the start of the Civil War, free blacks began to demand that they be allowed
to serve in the Union military. This service, and more broadly the loyalty of African
Americans to the Union cause, would ultimately form the heart of a new, and ultimately
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successful, argument for black citizenship, though one still rooted in the older discourse
of black nativism.
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Chapter One – “One Long, Loud, Aye TREMENDOUS NO”:
Colonization and Black Politics

In December of 1816, Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser of Philadelphia
began publishing a series of pieces laying out the case for African Colonization. The first
article was a brief notice of a meeting of citizens in Princeton, New Jersey, asking the
legislature to promote “some plan of colonizing the Free Blacks,” though few details
were given. Weeks later, a writer assuming the name of “Argus” argued the virtues of
colonization, emphasizing its potential to promote emancipation, as a “mode of getting
rid of this National evil.” The writer also scoffed at the notion that “the Middle and
Northern States are to afford Asylums for those freed negroes.” A few days after this,
Poulson published a long piece which emphasized the potential for colonization to
redeem Africa. A free black transported back to “the abode of his fathers,” it argued,
would become “the instrument of introducing amongst his savage brethren the blessings
of civilization,” chief among them, the Gospel. 1
Poulson’s, along with other papers throughout the United States, also began
printing reports on the formation of a new national organization devoted to promoting the
colonization of free blacks. The printed proceedings of the meetings which established
this national colonization society demonstrate why holding together a national coalition
to promote colonization would prove to be a challenge. Upon taking the chair of the
December 21, 1816 meeting, Kentucky Congressman Henry Clay reiterated some of the
themes which had characterized Poulson’s previous discussion of colonization. It would,
he argued, help civilize Africa, providing some atonement for the wrongs that had been
1
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done her through the slave trade. Colonization, continued Clay, would remove free
blacks, both for their own benefit and for the benefit of white Americans. As to what the
organization would not do, “It was not proposed to deliberate upon,” noted Clay, “or
consider at all, any question of emancipation, or that was connected to the abolition of
slavery.” John Randolph of Roanoke, Virginia went further than this, insisting that
slaveholders were sure to support the efforts of the colonization society, since it was
widely believed that the presence of free blacks posed one of the greatest dangers to the
security of their slave property. The official resolution adopted by this meeting made
clear the emphasis on the removal of free blacks and civilizing of Africa, though the
question of blacks who were still enslaved went unmentioned. 2
On January 10, 1817, Poulson’s printed an account of a meeting of free blacks in
Georgetown. This group rejected African colonization and argued instead for the
creation of a settlement for free blacks along the Mississippi, within the boundaries of
what the writers termed their “beloved union.” Before long, black Philadelphians had
weighed in on this matter as well. At a January meeting held at Bethel church, which a
witness estimated at more than 3,000 attendees, “the large assemblage remained in almost
breathless and fixed attention during the reading of the resolutions and other business of
the meeting.” When it was asked who supported the notion of colonization, “you might
have heard a pin drop, so profound was the silence.” But when it was asked who was
opposed, the crowd’s rejection of the prospect of African colonization was clear. “One
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long, loud, aye TREMENDOUS NO, from this vast audience, seemed as if it would bring
down the walls of the building.” 3
Historians have long noted that one of the great strengths of the American Society
for the Colonization of Free People of Color (ACS) was the ambiguity surrounding its
purpose. 4 Those who sought to end slavery could support African colonization, as could
those who wished to strengthen it. The ACS attracted those who desired the civilizing of
Africa and those who wished to purify the United States, those who sought to benefit
American free blacks and those who despised them. Such a coalition would necessarily
be fraught with tension. What is less obvious is just how such a coalition was held
together. The colonization of free African Americans was not a self-evident solution to
the “problems” its supporters ultimately hoped it would address; those who promoted
African colonization had a difficult case to make in appealing to such profoundly
divergent audiences. At the heart of this case, was an argument about the nature of the
American nation, and an attempt to exclude free blacks from membership in that nation.
Free black opponents of colonization, especially but by no means only those from
Philadelphia, recognized this argument that free blacks had no place in the nation as the
glue which held the colonizationist coalition together. It was this argument, and the
desire to answer it, that shaped the language and strategies of black opponents of
colonization. The free black response to colonization also helps show how political
participation constituted a fundamental part of black life in the early republic. By no
means did the fight over colonization initiate black political practice in the United States,
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but it did shape the form it would take and left a lasting imprint on free black political
culture. Opposition to the ACS helped bring to the forefront of black politics a demand
for black citizenship based not upon the cosmopolitan and internationalist arguments
which had previously dominated free black rhetoric, but rather upon the grounds of birth
on American soil and contribution to the American nation. Free blacks adopted a rhetoric
of black nativism.

African Colonization and Early American Politics

The argument being made by the American Colonization Society rested on two
related concepts: nationalism and consent. The founders of the ACS pointed to their
historical moment in the wake of the war with Great Britain as one in which Americans
were finally able to turn their attention to strengthening and perfecting their nation. The
preamble to the constitution of the ACS, passed unanimously at its organizational
meeting in December of 1816, made this sentiment clear. While noting that from the
start Americans had been troubled by the “situation of the free people of Colour,” it
declared that the events surrounding the founding of the United States and “the
subsequent great convulsions of Europe” had prevented the new nation from addressing
the problem.
The ACS positioned itself as a part of a resurgent American nationalism.
Tellingly, Henry Clay took the chair at this organizational meeting, and the language
used to describe the colonization of free blacks would be echoed by the rhetoric of Clay’s
American system. Both were seen by their supporters as ambitious national projects
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which would strengthen the bonds of union. According to its advocates, colonization was
not a sectional undertaking for the benefit of one group of Americans at the expense of
another.
From the start, colonizationists were carefully attuned to the importance of
symbols in expressing this national purpose. Crucial to the portrayal of the ACS as a
national institution was its membership. It drew its support from leading men of all
sections, including three of the men (Clay, Andrew Jackson and William Crawford,
slaveholders all,) who would seek the United States presidency in 1824, as well as
northern philanthropists, such as Richard Rush and Robert Ralston from Philadelphia.
Not only was the society founded in the nation’s capital, but from the start it held its
annual meetings in the House Chamber itself. Perhaps just as important, the ACS chose
as its first president a man with a name which transcended the sectional and the partisan:
Bushrod Washington. The Supreme Court justice and nephew of the first president (who
also happened to reside at his uncle’s former estate, Mount Vernon), brought immediate
national credibility. For good measure, the first annual report of the ACS also included a
copy of a letter written by Thomas Jefferson in 1811 in which he supported the idea of
colonizing free blacks. 5
Northern supporters of colonization, while fully embracing the patriotic depiction
of colonization, also attempted to portray the ACS as a part of God’s providential design
for the American nation. This argument held that Americans were living in a unique
moment in history in which divine providence was shaping the United States. The
redemption of Africa and the removal of an unwanted free black population from the
5
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United States were both part of God’s plan. This argument helped both to depoliticize
colonization and to make what was, admittedly, an enormous undertaking seem possible. 6
The second concept on which the ACS rested was related to, but distinct from the
first. The word “consent” was ubiquitous in the printed discourse of colonization, and the
propagandists of the ACS generally saw fit to italicize the word in order to emphasize its
importance to their project. Colonizationists made it clear that whatever possibility their
undertaking was to present for the eventual emancipation of slaves, emancipation was to
be contingent upon the consent of the owners of those slaves. Charles Fenton Mercer of
Virginia, a driving force behind the early colonization movement, argued that the
continued presence of free blacks was the primary reason that slaveholders refused to
emancipate their slaves, despite what he claimed was a general desire to do so.
Colonization, therefore, rather that forcing the actions of slaveholders, would actually
provide them with a liberty which was currently denied them. Clay, speaking after
Mercer, seconded the sentiment that the society did not intend to “encroach” on the rights
of property holders. He was also quick to note that he would not go as far as Mercer in
ascribing to slaveholders the desire to emancipate their slaves, and that he did not intend
to emancipate his slaves even if they were then to be removed to Africa. 7
Consent, of course, was also at the heart of slaveholders’ justifications for claimed
consistency between republicanism and human bondage. As the historian William
Freehling has pointed out, “Consent to be governed was the first requirement of
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American republican legitimacy, and few slaveholders could respect themselves if they
altogether embodied the antithetical despotic creed: that the governed must be terrorized
into subjection.” As a result, they demanded that their slaves participate in the “charade”
of consent. More recently, François Furstenberg has argued that early American “civic
texts,” such as Washington’s Farewell Address, helped Americans to see both citizenship
and slavery as consensual. Similarly, the printed rhetoric of the ACS depicted a
consensual solution to America’s slavery dilemma: slaveholders would consent to
emancipate their slaves and those slaves who remained behind would have consented to
their status. John Randolph, both a colonizationist and fierce defender of slavery, argued
that colonization, far from promoting the abolition of slavery, would actually secure the
property of slave holders, as free blacks “serve to excite in their fellow beings a feeling of
discontent” which undermined what would otherwise be the consensual relationship of
master and slave. 8
If the political viability of colonization depended on the consent of slaveholders,
it also proclaimed the importance of the consent of free blacks. Immediately after
insisting that he had no intention of freeing his own slaves, Clay added that “it was
equally remote from the intention of the society that any sort of coercion should be
employed in regard to the free people of color who were the objects of these
proceedings.” At the founding of the ACS, the members resolved that such plans were to
be carried out “with their consent.” It was hoped that free blacks would consent to
8
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colonize the west coast of Africa, but the ACS stated its denial of any intention to force
them to do so against their will. 9
Certainly, by emphasizing consent colonizationists sought to appeal to the free
blacks who were to be colonized, but they also intended to appeal to the potential white
northern supporters of colonization. Not only did many northerners hope that
colonization had the potential to promote the emancipation of slaves, but many also
believed that whether or not it had any impact on slavery, the removal of free blacks from
the United States would genuinely be for their own good. Some historians have
emphasized northern racism as the impetus for the support of colonization. While there
is clearly a great deal of evidence documenting the bigotry of northern colonizationists,
the motives of many northern supporters of the ACS were more complex. Robert
Ralston, for example, one of the leading colonizationists of Philadelphia, had also been
instrumental in raising the funds to build an independent black church in 1791. Appeals
which were directed to these men reinforced the sense that free blacks, even in the north,
were a particularly degraded people, though they did not specifically claim any inherent
inferiority. Often, these appeals decried the racial prejudice which helped to produce
these conditions, but at the same time suggested that this prejudice was insurmountable.
As a result, it was contended, free blacks would freely consent to leave the United States.
Northern supporters of colonization filled the newspapers with articles of support for the
ACS which expressed great optimism at the prospect of Christianizing Africa, combined
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with a seemingly sincere desire to remove blacks from the oppression of white
prejudice. 10

African colonization was not a new idea in 1816. From time to time various
Americans, both white and black, had discussed the idea of establishing a settlement on
the west coast of Africa. By the mid-1810s, the idea was being advanced most
vigorously by an African American Quaker ship captain from Rhode Island named Paul
Cuffe. His father had been a slave, born in Ghana (later emancipated by his Quaker
master), and his mother was a Wampanoag from Martha’s Vineyard. Freed by his
Quaker master, Cuffe’s father established himself as a prosperous businessman and
settled his family in a small Quaker community of southeast New England. Paul
followed in his father’s footsteps and by 1800 he was a successful merchant and ship
captain. At the same time, he sought to promote education that would be open to people
of color, establishing a school on his own property which was open to all local children,
regardless of race. In the same time, Cuffe also became interested in the possibility of
settling a colony on the coast of Africa. 11
Cuffe clearly saw the project of African colonization as a means of promoting a
larger black Atlantic community. His intent was not to remove African Americans from
the United States, but rather to promote Christianity and civilization in Africa, especially
as a means of undermining the slave trade. Implicit in his efforts was a vision of a more
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cosmopolitan community which would span national boundaries, but he certainly did not
intend to reject the possibility that blacks could have a place in the American nation. In
his June, 1813, memorial to Congress, Cuffe noted that several respectable families from
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York and Boston were eager to go “to Africa for a
Temporary residence” (Cuffe capitalizes the word) in order to promote the “Civilization
of Africa.” The historian Floyd Miller argues that by late 1816, Cuffe had come to
believe that colonization would undermine slavery itself, and not simply the slave trade,
yet still he was not arguing that African Americans needed to be removed to Africa.
While Cuffe increasingly believed that it was necessary to establish a colony which
would be able to accept large numbers of African Americans (presumably freed slaves),
he continued to support the idea that blacks should remain a part of the United States. In
fact he also advocated for the establishment of a colony for free blacks in some part of
the western United States. 12
It was in this spirit that Cuffe found supporters among the black elite in
Philadelphia. James Forten, a successful black sail maker from Philadelphia, was closely
involved in Cuffe’s efforts. The African Institution of Philadelphia, of which Forten was
president, took an active role in supporting the colonizing of West Africa by American
free blacks, including providing financial assistance for prospective emigrants. Though
he had no interest in settling in Africa himself, Forten saw colonization as a means of
promoting commercial ties which would benefit both Africa and descendents of Africans
in America. The fact that some free blacks were to be settled in Africa was by no means
an indication that Forten accepted the idea that African Americans could not be
12
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Americans. He also gave indication that for some, their stay in Africa was to be
temporary. In an October 1815 letter to Cuffe, Forten inquired as to who would bear the
financial burden for the return of those for whom the “climet [in Africa] did not agree.”
For most black supporters, colonization was a way to bring Africa and the United States
closer together, not a way to permanently remove free blacks. 13

This international approach was in fact characteristic of the leaders of
Philadelphia’s black community in the early nineteenth-century. The published rhetoric
of black freedom celebrations and other pamphlets produced in Philadelphia from 1808 to
1817 help illustrate the centrality of a cosmopolitan (often anglophile) worldview to
black protest in these years. 14 By comparison, it will become clear that the black nativist
discourse which emerged out of the opposition to the ACS constituted a distinct shift in
black political culture. Of particular interest are those which were written and delivered
by men who would take part in the movement to oppose colonization.
Absalom Jones, the black pastor of Philadelphia’s St. Thomas Episcopal Church,
in a sermon delivered on January 1, 1808, celebrated the end of the slave trade by
comparing African Americans’ trials to those of the Jews enslaved in Egypt.
Unsurprisingly, Jones devotes most of his attention to the role of God in securing the
liberties of His children. He details the influence of God upon the governments of both
Britain and the United States, “He came down into the British Parliament…He came
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down into the Congress of the United States.” For Jones, what was to be celebrated was
an international movement, inspired by God. Certainly he celebrated the United States
for its actions, and referred to it as “our country,” but he was equally sure to point out the
great failings of his country. Additionally, he praised Britain at least as heartily as the
United States. Jones appealed to the United States government to emancipate the
remaining slaves, but he did not claim that this should be done out of allegiance to its
founding principles, but rather because of the will of God. Finally, Jones was just as
concerned that the end of the slave trade should bring the Gospel to “our African
brethren” as he was that it should produce the end of slavery in America. 15
Russell Parrott, who would go on to co-author with James Forten the written
protests against the ACS, also delivered and published three orations between 1812 and
1816. In the first, Parrott celebrated a transnational, divinely inspired, tradition of
abolitionist agitation, listing as the heroes of this movement not only the American
Woolman, Benezet and Rush, but also British abolitionists Sharp, Clarkson and
Wilberforce. He closes the first oration by noting that, if needed, African Americans
would prove themselves loyal defenders of America, but his kindest words are for the
state of Pennsylvania. It is Pennsylvania, not the United States, to which Parrott declares
his appreciation. In the next oration, delivered in 1814, he builds upon his first, tracing
the bonds which slavery had created between Europe, Africa and the United States.
Abolition, according to Parrott, would spread civilization and the Gospel throughout the
world. In his third address, delivered two years later, he explicitly sets out to “defend our
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degraded race from the foul aspersions which malevolence and interest have cast upon
us.” Though he does refer to the United States as “my native land,” he is interested in
asserting the humanity of “the oppressed of every colour, and of every clime.” In all
three orations, the United States is celebrated not for its exceptionalism but for its
participation in an international effort to end the slave trade. Abolitionism emerges as an
Atlantic alternative to a specifically American claim on liberty. 16
Sermons of thanksgiving for the end of the slave trade were not the only works of
political protest published by free blacks in these years. In response to a proposed ban on
the emigration of free blacks to Pennsylvania, James Forten published his “Series of
Letters by a Man of Color.” He opens by quoting the Declaration of Independence, but
then quickly notes that its principles are not distinctly American, but are universal. “The
idea embraces the Indian and the European, the Savage and the Saint, the Peruvian and
the Laplander, the White man and the African…” Then, in defense of black rights, he
appeals not to his rights as an American, but rather to “our native state.” It is the state of
Pennsylvania that he calls upon to defend its proud tradition as the asylum of African
Americans. By contrast, he mocks the fact that black Philadelphians “dare not to be seen
after twelve o’clock in the day” on the Fourth of July. 17
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Free Blacks and the American Colonization Society

When Cuffe was contacted in January of 1817 by Robert Finley, a white, northern
evangelical and early supporter of colonization, he was receptive to the idea of working
with the new colonization society in Washington, and he hoped that his black allies in
Philadelphia would be willing also. Cuffe recognized that the support of the national
government would be crucial to the success of any effort to establish a colony in Africa.
His correspondence with Finley indicates that Cuffe had read some of the early printed
material relating to the new organization, but does not reveal whether Cuffe recognized
the conflicting motives among colonizationists. He did, however, reiterate to Finley his
hopes that colonization might undermine the African slave trade. The historian Floyd
Miller suggests that Cuffe never understood how many colonizationists rejected the
proposed connection between colonization and emancipation. His dealings with Finley
might have led him to hope that the supporters of emancipation would ultimately win out
over their opponents within the ACS. 18
Despite their interest in the working with the organization, the overwhelming
opposition of black Philadelphians to the American Colonization Society in January 1817
could not have been a complete surprise to James Forten and Paul Cuffe. By the middle
of 1816, Cuffe had become aware that a significant number of black Philadelphians were
skeptical of plans to colonize Africa, even as members of the black elite were working
with Cuffe in support of his efforts. Yet some of the same men who had promoted
colonization now took the lead, at least in public, in opposing the American Colonization
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Society. This included Forten, who took the chair of the meeting, and Russell Parrott,
who was appointed secretary. The public account of the meeting indicates a unanimous
opposition to colonization, but in his account of the meeting, written for Paul Cuffe a few
days after it occurred, Forten continued to express sympathy for Cuffe’s plan, and though
he acquiesced in the majority’s opinion, he claimed that he would freely give his opinion
when asked. 19
Historians have tried to explain the actions of these members of the black elite of
Philadelphia, and their seeming shift from the support for colonization to a staunch
opposition to it. Floyd Miller points out that while many scholars had depicted Forten’s
and Parrott’s support for Cuffe’s colonization plan as the anomaly, in fact these men
demonstrated a long term commitment to what he terms “Christian humanism and racial
awareness,” which renders their support of Cuffe as perfectly understandable. The
historian Julie Winch argues that of primary concern was the question of whether or not
the black elite were to be in control of colonization. Philadelphia’s black leaders turned
against the ACS when it became clear that white colonizationists were to be in control.
Just as importantly, she argues, in light of the broad opposition to colonization in
Philadelphia’s black community, these leaders recognized that their own status would be
compromised by a continuing support for colonization. 20
Perhaps it is ultimately impossible to know just what motivated black
Philadelphians to oppose the ACS with such force. While Forten’s letter to Cuffe
indicates some discrepancy between his private sentiments and public words, it is also
19
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important that we not take those private words at face value when they are written to a
friend (and business partner) who was passionately committed to the endeavor in
question. In that same letter, Forten ascribed the opposition of many black
Philadelphians to the mistaken belief that free blacks would be compelled to go to Africa.
We should also be wary of this assertion, not least because it was the line many white
colonizationists took as an explanation for this opposition. Black Philadelphians had a
particular insight into the kinds of coercion they might face, despite the professions of
white colonizationists that the “consent” of free blacks would be defended. 21
The resolutions passed by the anti-colonization meeting provide crucial insight
into just what it was that black Philadelphians were trying to argue. The men who
participated in the protest against the ACS were not simply resistant to the idea of
moving to Africa, or to some vague (perhaps mistaken) sense that they were to be
coerced into moving there. Instead they were specifically addressing the arguments that
had been made by the printed public discourse of the American Colonization Society,
arguments which had been flooding Philadelphia newspapers for weeks. Additionally,
they were not content just to talk amongst themselves about this opposition, but instead
put their words into action as a way to counter the discourse of the ACS. Though they
did not command the same resources, institutional and financial, which were enjoyed by
the colonizationists, over the course of the year, the resolutions passed by the
Philadelphia meeting found their way into newspapers across the nation, including some
in the upper south states of Virginia and Kentucky. 22
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To begin, the resolution terms the “contemplated measure” of colonization to be
an effort “to exile us from the land of our nativity.” Before listing the meeting’s
resolutions, the writers opened with a statement of their opposition to colonization which
would echo down through the decades of the nineteenth century.
Whereas our ancestors (not of choice) were the first successful cultivators of the wilds of America,
we their descendents feel ourselves entitled to participate in the blessings of her luxuriant soil,
which their blood and sweat manured; and that any measure or system of measures, having a
tendency to banish us from her bosom, would not only be cruel, but in direct violation of those
principles, which have been the boast of this republic.

Despite the claims of colonizationists that free blacks would surely wish to return to “the
land of their fathers” (or often simply “their native land”), these black Philadelphians
asserted unequivocally that the United States was their native land. It was only after
asserting this right of American citizenship through their, and their ancestors, “blood and
sweat,” that they made a further appeal to the nation’s republican principles. 23
The meeting followed up this assertion with a series of resolutions. The first
denounced the implication of colonizationists that free blacks constituted “a dangerous
and useless part of the community.” It notes that despite this prejudice, free blacks had
served their country in the recent war. The second resolution states the refusal of free
black Philadelphians to abandon those who remained enslaved in the United States,
insisting that they are bound together by “consanguinity,” but also by “suffering” and
“wrong.” These two resolutions quite clearly are addressed to the rhetoric of the ACS,
both in its attempt to depict free blacks as hopelessly degraded, and in its desire to
separate colonization from emancipation. It also speaks directly to northern
colonizationists who might have hoped that colonization would promote emancipation
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23
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despite the stated purposes of the ACS. The Philadelphians insisted that colonization was
intended as a means of strengthening slavery. 24
The next resolution denounced the ACS not simply for its desire to remove free
blacks to Africa, but for its intent to do so without preparing them for “the savage wilds
of Africa.” Certainly here they are denigrating the conditions of Africa, and by
extensions the people who resided there, but they also provide a hint as to what an
acceptable colonization scheme might look like. As with the efforts championed by Paul
Cuffe and James Forten, these would bring to Africa “arts,” and “science,” and “a proper
knowledge of government.” The fourth resolution stated that the meeting had a faith in
“the justice of God,” to dictate what is best for his children. This served both as a nod to
the missionary efforts of black colonizationists and as a rejoinder to the claims of white
colonizationists that Providence dictated the removal of free blacks from the United
States. Finally, the meeting resolved that a committee should be formed to correspond
with Joseph Hopkinson, the Federalist congressman from Philadelphia, and to inform him
of the meeting’s sentiments. 25 We see an arc to this argument, beginning with assertions
of citizenship based on nativity, moving through denunciations of prejudice and slavery,
suggestions of what might constitute appropriate colonization, appeals to divine
Providence, and finally a statement of their plan for political action. This is a response to
the specific arguments being made by the ACS, not simply a denunciation of the idea of
colonization.
This document also reveals two themes, two clusters of ideas around which the
meeting’s statement is built. These themes work in concert here, but there is an inherent
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tension as well. The first theme is nationalist. The writers assert their own rights to
membership in the American nation through nativity, not simply through a stated desire
to be American. This nativity also tied them to those who were enslaved, implicitly
claiming membership in the nation for slaves as well; it is unabashedly populist. At the
same time, the writers also draw on the older cosmopolitan and international political
culture of the eighteenth and early nineteenth-century. They makes claims on American
citizenship through liberal assertion of manhood, but it also by connecting African
Americans with a larger Atlantic world, both black and white.
We can also see this internationalism in James Forten’s private correspondence
with Paul Cuffe. Writing of his own continuing, though silent, support for colonization,
he states, “My opinion is that they will never become a people until they come out from
amongst the white people.” Notice that his use of the word “they” for his fellow
American free blacks reinforces the idea that he is not advocating the removal of all free
blacks from the United States (certainly he was not planning to go). Not only is he not
denying his own American-ness, but he suggests that by becoming a people outside of the
United States, free blacks might strengthen the claims on American-ness of blacks
remaining behind. At the very least, he leaves open the possibility of an international
identity, not bound to Africa, for American free blacks. 26
Ifeoma Nwankwo has traced the development of what she terms “Black
Cosmopolitanism” during the nineteenth-century, in which people of African descent
came to define themselves “through the world beyond one’s own origins.” Crucially,
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however, Nwankwo argues that individuals tended not to embrace black cosmopolitanism
for its own sake, but rather sought to use it as a way of advancing claims upon
membership in the nation. Similarly, in his study of black seamen in early America, W.
Jeffrey Bolster points out that sailors often hoped to use the expanded freedom afforded
them not as a means of asserting their membership in a transnational community, but
rather as a way to claim American citizenship. 27
If, as Nwankwo notes, nineteenth-century black cosmopolitanism existed both in
top-down and bottom-up forms, the cosmopolitanism which led some of the Philadelphia
elite to look more favorably upon colonization in 1817 seems to have been linked to elite
status. The historian Richard Newman has suggested that “as wealthy and respected
men, Allen, Forten and Cuffe could go back and forth among continents.” Even before
the 1817 protests, Forten had written to Cuffe regarding the need for financial assurances
to potential emigrants to Africa who were concerned about their ability to return to the
United States. 28
In addition, it seems possible that participation in transnational networks, whether
financial or religious, might have promoted confidence in the proposition that movement
across the Atlantic could go in both directions. Acceptance of a cosmopolitan worldview
required a leap of faith, especially for those not accustomed to transatlantic commerce
and communication.

Elite black Philadelphians were participants in an international
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network, through commercial contacts, through religious and reform print, and through
private correspondence with British abolitionists. Not all black Philadelphians, however,
were as connected to these networks as were men like Allen and Forten.
For those who were skeptical to begin with, the appearance of an imposter
claiming to be Paul Cuffe (or sometimes his son), at this very moment, only seemed to
confirm their worst fears. Stories circulated in the press of this man who traveled through
Pennsylvania and Maryland, using Cuffe’s name in order to swindle the unwary. Even
those who accepted the premise that colonization would benefit black emigrants might
have had additional reason to be wary of the promises of a distant organization.
Colonization demanded a tremendous amount of trust. If Paul Cuffe was not who he
seemed, how could the white-led ACS be trusted? 29
The emergence of a rhetoric which emphasized the rights of free blacks to
American citizenship based their birth in the country, and their and their fathers’ “blood
and sweat” is clearly distinct from this earlier discourse, which emphasized an
international, cosmopolitan view of black rights. Of course, to a significant extent this
rhetoric was shaped by the political context in which it was formed. It is perhaps
unsurprising that a sermon on the end of the slave trade would appeal to divine law and
would emphasize the international nature of that system and its demise. It is also
important to note that the cosmopolitan argument against slavery and for the rights of
African Americans did not by any means disappear after 1817. For example, an 1823
slave trade oration by black Philadelphia preacher Jeremiah Gloucester, despite its
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critique of the ACS, essentially embraced an international worldview. 30 It would remain
an important element of black political culture throughout the nineteenth century, but
after 1817, it would compete with an alternative framework which emphasized American
nativity.

Black nativism owed at least some debt to the close connection between African
Americans and Federalist politics. By the early nineteenth-century, white abolition was
mainly associated with the Federalist Party, especially in Philadelphia. Perhaps even
more important, Federalists were far more likely to support the rights of free blacks than
were their Jeffersonian opponents. 31 In this light, black Philadelphians seem to be
borrowing the political culture of many Federalists who by the late eighteenth-century
had moved from an earlier cosmopolitanism toward a more nativist stance, most
famously demonstrated by the Alien acts of 1798, but also on display in Washington’s
Farewell Address in 1797. Seth Cotlar has argued that this Federalist “cultural offensive”
attempted to define America as “a community of blood,” while depicting radical
“cosmopolitan universalism” as a foreign import. This revised understanding of the
nature of the United States, and its embrace by their political allies, can at least partly
explain the free black embrace of nativist definitions of citizenship. 32
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On the other hand, black nativism must not be seen simply, or primarily, as a
borrowing from white Federalism. It was, instead, an attempt to exploit a fundamental
tension in the way Americans conceived of citizenship. Rogers Smith has argued that
though Americans commonly spoke and thought of their citizenship in universalist terms,
whether liberal or republican, those traditions have coexisted with what he terms
ascriptive civic ideologies. American citizenship laws, he insists, were always the result
of a mix of these three traditions. If many Americans liked to think of their natural rights
as universal, not linked specifically to their nation, this presented a problem for their
attempts to understand what made Americans distinct. Smith holds that ascriptive
understandings of citizenship, among them a continuing belief in the importance of
birthright, were far more important than has been commonly recognized. 33 While those
who sought to lead the United States advanced an ascriptive version of civic identity for
their own purposes, African Americans recognized in this conflict over citizenship a
tremendous opportunity to argue for their own right to be included in the nation as full
citizens. While nativism, as employed by white Federalists, could serve to narrow the
realm of political participation, in the hands of free black Philadelphians, it became a
powerful argument for an expansion of the citizenry.

Whatever their place in the American political nation, free blacks made up a
constituency which colonizationists recognized that they could ill afford to ignore.
Following the January protest meeting, Robert Finley traveled to Philadelphia in order to
meet with the leaders of the black opposition to colonization. While he privately sought
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to assuage the worries of prominent black Philadelphians, Finley also endeavored to
shape the public perception of black attitudes toward colonization. In a letter first
published by the National Intelligencer, but which was subsequently republished in other
papers, Finley attributed free black opposition to colonization to the work of an
anonymous circular printed in Washington. According to Finley, this circular, which was
sent to black leaders throughout the North, had stirred up unfounded fears among free
blacks. Once he had spoken to these leaders, he claimed that he was able to convince
them that their fears were unfounded and Finley claimed that eight out of the eleven men
with whom he met “gave their opinion in favor of an establishment in Africa.” Finley’s
account of this meeting comes from a hagiographic biography published in 1819, soon
after his death, and from a letter which was later published as evidence that “the more
enlightened” people of color generally supported colonization. Forten’s depiction of
continuing black support for colonization was, as has been noted, significantly more
complex. 34
Finley attempted to separate the enlightened black elite from the black masses,
who he argued had been inflamed by “some person from Washington,” but the circular to
which he attributed this unfounded fear bears a remarkable similarity to the printed
rhetoric of the Philadelphia anti-colonization meeting. Certainly the anonymous writer
suggests that colonization may ultimately be enforced, but he does so not by ignoring the
protestations of the ACS that it will only act with the consent of free blacks. He argues
instead that his skepticism arises from the fact that “divers white persons, currently
unknown to your memorialists, and without authority of law... [were] devising ways and
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means for the transportation of your memorialists beyond the seas.” As a result, the
writer makes the reasonable point that such an endeavor can “pass easily from persuasion
to force.” The author also makes repeated reference to the United States as “their
[African Americans’] native country,” where they and their parents were born. The
continuity between the Washington protest and that of the Philadelphians suggests that
opposition to the ACS arose not from the irrational fears of the black lower classes, but
from a concerted effort to counter the rhetoric of colonization. This effort brought
together free blacks with varying attitudes toward Africa and a larger Atlantic world. 35
By January of 1817, not only had free blacks emerged as crucial players in the
fight over colonization, but the debate had also settled into a pattern which would endure
for years. Defenders of colonization argued for their project as one built on consent.
Free blacks, on the other hand, called that consent into question, and grounded their
claims on American citizenship instead on their nativity. It was not simply that they
chose to remain in America (though they did that as well,) but rather that they were
Americans, by birth.

As the national leadership of the ACS sought to assuage the fears of both free
blacks and slaveholders, supporters of colonization in Baltimore assembled in order to
establish a local auxiliary to the ACS. On July 8th, a number of gentlemen met at the
First Presbyterian Church of one Dr. Inglis in order to discuss the possibility of forming a
society in support of the ACS. Published reports of this meeting include an apparently
stirring speech delivered by Francis Key, representative of the national society. He asked
his fellow colonizationists to look forward to a day when the new colony would proclaim
35
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the greatness of its founders, and “when it was asked what nation had been the parent of
such multiplied blessings, the natives would reply, pointing to the emblem of our
sovereignty, the nation with the star spangled banner.” Local societies, like the ACS,
clothed themselves in the glow of post-war nationalism. 36
Though free blacks outnumbered the enslaved in Baltimore, the continued
existence of slavery had profound consequences for those who had secured their freedom.
Historians have termed the condition of free African Americans in a Baltimore a sort of
“quasi-freedom” in which slavery continued to assert control over free blacks, even while
urban life provided opportunities for the enslaved to assert greater control over their own
lives. Compared to Philadelphia, Baltimore lacked a prosperous free black upper class,
and in general, free blacks in Baltimore were far less likely to own property. 37
There were also other specific conditions which might have deterred the
emergence of a broad based opposition to colonization in the eighteen teens. More than
any other city on the eastern seaboard, and in advance of the panic of 1819, Baltimore
suffered economically in the wake of the War of 1812. The city had been particularly
dependent on the West Indies trade, which never fully recovered after the war.
Additionally, free blacks of Baltimore had already experienced, in the riots of 1812, some
of the vicious anti-black violence which would characterize Philadelphia in coming years.
Initially aimed at pro-British sentiment among the city’s Federalists, the mob’s sights
eventually settled on the city’s free black population, also suspected of harboring
sympathy for the British. A number of black residences were destroyed, and the Sharp
36
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Street church was only saved through the fierce resistance of free blacks. The riots of
1812 showed the danger that even perceived political allegiances might pose for African
Americans in Baltimore. 38

If the free blacks of Baltimore did not at first take an active role in the opposition
to colonization, the ACS and its local auxiliary did not go unchallenged in that city. Most
prominent of these critics was white printer Hezekiah Niles. While Niles admitted the
“degeneracy” and “brutality” of free blacks, he argued that colonization was at best a
distraction from attempts to address this condition, which he blamed, at least in part, on
laws prohibiting the education of African Americans. His central critique of African
colonization was that it was utterly impractical. Niles was challenged (in a series of
letters which he published in his own newspaper) by one of the leaders of Baltimore’s
auxiliary of the ACS, Col. J.E. Howard. Howard disputed Niles’s calculations of the cost
which colonization would entail, and suggested that an African colony would in large
part pay for itself, as had (so he claimed) other colonies founded by European powers
throughout the world. Niles remained unconvinced and called explicitly for policies
which would encourage emancipation, a topic which Baltimore colonizationists sought to
avoid. His own prescription for the “problem” of free blacks involved settling them in
non-slave holding states, where “a gradual change of complexion would be effected” by
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mixture with whites.” Even Niles recognized that leaving free blacks among those who
were enslaved was an untenable situation. 39
In his essays in support of colonization, Howard presented perhaps more clearly
than anyone else, an argument for the removal of free blacks which was rooted in
American politics. This line of thinking insisted that free blacks posed a great threat to
America’s republican government. Howard began his argument by asserting that “in a
free representative government,” all people “should possess alike, personal and political
liberty.” Since, he argued “it was utterly impossible, that the negroes should, even whilst
amongst us, be admitted to a full, free, and equal participation in those rights and
privileges,” they would always constitute a marginalized class. The presence of this class
of non-citizens posed a grave threat to the republic. Supporters of colonizationists also
cited this lack of political rights as a reason that free blacks would want to emigrate. The
African colony, insisted the founders of the Baltimore auxiliary, would provide a place
where free blacks “might enjoy the inestimable blessings of entire political in addition to
their personal liberties.” 40
On one hand, there is nothing new about anxieties concerning the place of free
blacks in a society which had for more than a century been struggling to draw clear lines
between freemen and slaves. On the other hand, what is striking is the emphasis placed
on the lack of political rights as a reason for the need for the removal of free blacks.
Howard notes the threat of violence posed by free blacks, but interestingly he does not
argue that violence will be the result of the free black influence upon the enslaved, as
many others had. Instead he insists that free blacks will never be content with the denial
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of their political rights. Howard, in fact, was perhaps more perceptive of the profound
drive among free blacks for political participation than were the vast majority of those
whites who were “friends” of African Americans. In private, Baltimore colonizationists
coupled anxieties about free blacks’ status as men but not citizens with worries about the
danger they posed as fomenters of slave rebellion. In public, however, emphasis on the
political status of free blacks enabled colonizationists to appeal both to slaveholders and
to those who frowned upon slavery. 41
The founding of the Baltimore auxiliary seems to have led to a renewed
discussion of colonization in Philadelphia. Defenders of colonization attempted to refute
the claims that free blacks would be coerced into emigrating to Africa, and also presented
the ACS as a force for emancipation. They depicted African colonization as a reenactment of the colonization of America, while at the same time scoffing at the dangers
faced by African colonists, noting that “when our ancestors were first thrown upon this
coast they were abandoned by their mother country to the mercy of savages.” Opponents
disputed the anti-slavery claims of colonization, and implied that leaders of the ACS
intended “to rivet upon them more closely, the fetters of servitude.” On August 12, a
group of white Philadelphians met to discuss their support for the colonization
movement, and to form a local auxiliary. They chose as their place of meeting the State
House (later known as Independence Hall), following in the footsteps of the national
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society in its efforts to link the project of colonization with symbols of the American
Revolution. 42
On August 10, actually anticipating the formation of the local auxiliary by two
days, free black Philadelphians met once again “for the purpose of taking into
consideration the plan of colonizing the free people of color.” As had been the case in
the previous meeting, James Forten was called to the chair and Russell Parrott was
chosen as the secretary. While the January meeting had addressed the general
proposition of colonization, and the particular arguments being made by the ACS in
support of that proposition, this second meeting and the address it drafted and circulated,
was especially focused upon Philadelphia supporters of colonization. Its language is less
strident, most likely as a result of its intended audience. It was clear that supporters of
colonization in Philadelphia were not the same as the leadership of the national
organization, men whose opposition to slavery was dubious at best. Not only were many
of the Philadelphia colonizationists opponents of slavery, but, as has been noted, some
had been active in supporting the free black community. 43
Unsurprisingly, the address of Philadelphia’s free black leaders to this group of
men took a different tone, seeking to express its concerns “HUMBLY and
RESPECTFULLY.” They did not back down from their assertion that they did not wish
to leave “our present homes,” but in place of the previous insistence on their right to
American citizenship was a more measured challenge to the colonizationists’ depictions
of free black misery. The Philadelphians argued that they wished to stay, at least in part,
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due to the relatively happy conditions they enjoyed. Considering that some of those
colonizationists they sought to convince had been involved in benevolent efforts which
had helped to produce those conditions, this is a call for continuity rather than the radical
shift toward colonization. Their only request was that they “shall be permitted to share
the protection of the excellent laws, and just government, which we now enjoy in
common with every individual of the community.” Not only did they not wish to go to
Africa, they also argued that conditions in Philadelphia were improving. 44
The second part of their address emphasized their connections to blacks who
continued to be enslaved. Here they once again provided a somewhat flattering picture of
the efforts already underway (in large part under the leadership of white Philadelphians,)
to promote emancipation. These efforts, they argued, would lead ultimately to the final
extinction of slavery. Colonization, on the other hand, even if it did lead to the
emancipation of some slaves, would separate families, abandon those who have not been
prepared for it to suffering in Africa, and deprive emancipated blacks of the “consolation
of our past sufferings,” that is the right to enjoy opportunities in America. Most
importantly, those slaves who were left behind would be more securely enslaved by their
masters. This rhetorical shift on the part of black Philadelphians demonstrated not a
retreat from the early demands for American citizenship, but was rather a tactical move to
attack the ACS coalition where blacks might have the greatest influence. Henry Clay
might not have cared what free black Philadelphians thought about colonization, but
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many Philadelphia colonizationists (or potential colonizationists) did. Clay did need to
worry about what they thought. 45

Not all free blacks rejected the ACS, however. On February 6, 1820, after a two
day delay due to ice, the Rev. Daniel Coker set sail from New York aboard the Elizabeth,
along with about ninety other African Americans. Coker had been an influential leader in
the black community of Baltimore and had helped found the AME general convention in
1816, along with Richard Allen. Initially there had been some support for Coker as the
first bishop of the conference (or possibly a dual bishopric), but Coker stepped aside for
Allen. Not only was Coker a religious leader of great ability, but he was also an early
antislavery pamphleteer. 46
In 1820, however, Coker chose to set sail for Africa under the support of the ACS.
Opposition to African colonization seems not to have been as fierce in Baltimore as it
was in Philadelphia, at least in 1820. Coker also may have had more personal reasons for
leaving the United States. Despite his stature within the church, in April of 1818, at a
meeting of the AME Conference, charges were brought against Coker. It is unclear just
what was the nature of these charges, but Coker was found guilty and expelled from the
conference for a year. Though he was reinstated a year later, he was admitted to the
pulpit “at the discretion of the Elder.” Less than a year later he would set sail for Africa.
There is no hard evidence that one caused the other, but in a letter back to “my dear
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African Brethren in America,” Coker alluded to the religious divisions which existed in
the United States, and insisted that in Africa those divisions needed to be set aside. It
seems likely that Africa was for Daniel Coker a refuge from black politics as well as from
white prejudice. 47
The key to understanding Coker’s perceptions of colonization, and the motives
behind his cooperation with the ACS, is the journal he kept, and which the ACS
published. In it, Coker does celebrate the new African settlement as a place where “you
can do much better than you can possibly do in America.” He also marveled at the sight
of an all black grand jury. Yet the journal makes it clear that Coker saw the colony
primarily as a means of evangelizing the men and women of Africa. The settlement of
African Americans would improve their own conditions, but for Coker colonization was
less a means of escape and more a way to civilize Africans by incorporating them into a
wider Atlantic world. Coker also served as a middle man between the white agents of the
ACS and the black settlers. Before long this status produced conflict between the pastor
and the majority of the black settlers, who primarily hoped to escape from white
dominance, and resented Coker’s cozy relationship with the ACS. 48

The Meaning of Black Politics

The efforts of free blacks to define themselves as Americans must be seen,
fundamentally, as a form of political practice. Black politics always had a dual motive.
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On one hand, it sought to shape the actions of government, to influence the levers of
power in American society. On the other, its practitioners also sought to use politics as
an argument for their own right to American citizenship.
In early nineteenth century America, voting was not synonymous with political
participation, nor was the franchise the same as citizenship. On the other hand, voting
was hardly unimportant as a form of political practice and as a marker for citizenship.
The first half of the century did see a diminution of the property requirements which had
existed previously, though it was not a simple, straight-line “rise of democracy.”
Pennsylvania, on the leading edge of this trend, allowed for close to universal manhood
suffrage under the constitution of 1790, while Maryland had also significantly broadened
the franchise in the years following the Revolution. In both states, free blacks were
legally granted the right to vote, though by 1805 Maryland had disfranchised its free
black population. 49
Though Pennsylvania legally allowed free blacks to vote, they seem not to have
done so in Philadelphia. There are likely a few reasons for this. The most important
seems to have been that free blacks recognized the potentially violent reaction that an
attempt to vote was likely to provoke. Though in 1822 James Forten informed
Congressman Samuel Breck that he had instructed his white workers to vote for him,
Forten himself did not vote, and black Philadelphians, despite their vigorous political
activity, did not make public claims on the franchise. 50
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Additionally, the nature of electoral politics in Philadelphia might have deterred
free blacks from engaging in risky attempts at voting. While nationally the Federalist
party suffered dramatic losses in the years after the end of the War of 1812, Philadelphia
continued to consistently return its Federalist Congressmen to Washington. Additionally,
Pennsylvania political parties were particularly muddled in these years, engaging in what
one historian has termed “a game without rules.” Newspapers printing the election
returns in 1820 did not label candidates by party, as had been the custom, since it was
impossible to label each candidate with the name of a single party. While Federalist
Congressmen, such as John Sergeant, were staunch critics of slavery extension, it was
less clear where state and local politicians stood on issues which related to free blacks.
White abolitionist William Rawle remarked in his journals on the absurdity of the
political coalitions he observed in Philadelphia, and “the strange involutions of parties.”
In such an environment, voting might not have seemed worth the risk. 51
The fact that black Philadelphians seem not to have voted did not prevent them
from becoming an issue. Opponents of Governor William Findley denounced him for
having been a slaveholder, and implied that (due to a legal technicality) he remained one.
After he went down to defeat in the election of 1820, those favorable to the former
governor attributed his loss to fraudulent voters and in particular to the votes of
“negroes,” who they alleged had voted for the Governor’s opponent. 52
Generations of political historians had depicted the emergence of stable political
parties and widespread participation in elections as the quintessence of democracy. In
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recent years, however, historians of the early American Republic have illuminated the
rich world of political practice which existed beyond (though not necessarily separated
from) the boundaries of formal, electoral politics. Notably, they have shown that public
political celebrations, and the printed accounts of those performances, constituted a
crucial forum for political conflict. Participation in patriotic celebrations provided a
means of participation in the world of politics for those who were excluded, whether by
law or by practice, from formal politics. Unsurprisingly then, this politics of the street
proved attractive to African Americans seeking to assert their right to citizenship, and
hoping influence the actions of government. Yet their right to do so did not go
uncontested. 53
In the early American republic, patriotic celebrations, especially those
surrounding the Fourth of July, emerged as crucial battlegrounds of American
nationalism, and competing, often partisan visions of what that nation should look like.
Opponents of slavery throughout the United States recognized the importance of infusing
the patriotic rituals of the Fourth with their own anti-slavery politics. The incorporation
of anti-slavery into the rhetoric of patriotism was not limited to explicitly anti-slavery
organizations. In Baltimore, for example, in 1818, the Fourth of July toasts of the
“Regular Blues” included “10. Slavery – contrary to the declaration that ‘all men are
created equal,’ may Congress consider the necessity of an immediate eradication of this
evil.” In coming years, the ACS would also seek to tie its message to American
patriotism and the celebration of the Fourth. In both cases, the implicit message was that
53
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this problem to be addressed, whether slavery or the presence of free blacks, was a
national one. 54
Free blacks also recognized the importance of these celebrations, and in the
decades following the Declaration of Independence, sought to use the streets both to
combat slavery and to make their own claims on citizenship. On the evening of July 4,
1804, a number of black Philadelphians had organized themselves into a militia-style
company, selecting a captain, a lieutenant and an ensign, though they did not, according
to one report, bear any arms. According this report, they then proceeded to assault a
number of white Philadelphians, though a different account mentions only that the
assembly had “a threatening aspect.” Constables dispersed the group, but the following
evening they reassembled, and this time, allegedly damned “the whites” and claimed that
“they would shew them St. Domingo.” Whatever the truthfulness of these accounts, they
suggest a case of black Philadelphians who had embraced an American claim on
citizenship, falling back on one rooted more in a black Atlantic radicalism. Of course,
the accounts by bystanders suggest that either of these options worried white
Philadelphians. Free blacks appear both as too unruly to participate properly in American
patriotic rituals, and then more explicitly as not truly American. 55
In the years to come, white Philadelphians would fight to exclude blacks from the
public celebration of the Fourth. The year after this incident in Philadelphia, whites
drove African Americans away from the square in front of Independence Hall, a place
where Philadelphians, both black and white, had customarily celebrated the Fourth.
54
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White Philadelphians well understood the implications of allowing black participation in
the politics of celebrating the nation’s birth. In a series of letters which were printed in
pamphlet form, James Forten commented on the contradiction of white-only celebrations
of the Fourth: “Is it not wonderful, that the day set apart for the Festival of Liberty should
be abused by the advocates of Freedom, in endeavoring to sully what they profess to
adore.” The removal of Philadelphia’s free black population from the public celebration
of the Fourth is also clear in John Lewis Krimmel’s 1819 painting, “Fourth of July
Celebration in Center Square.” Krimmel paints a wide ranging picture of the Fourth of
July in Philadelphia. He includes both sedate gentlemen and riotous commoners;
drunken revelers and temperance advocates. Yet the only African Americans to appear
are two young boys. 56
In withdrawing from the public celebration of the Fourth, black Philadelphians
had not surrendered their claims on American citizenship. They did shift, after 1808, to a
celebration of New Years day, incorporating some of the forms of patriotic American
celebration into the commemoration of the end of the slave trade. Historians have noted
that these celebrations embraced the “double-consciousness” of being both black and
American. Celebration of the end of the slave trade, according to one historian, “gave
roots to an emerging black identity ‘within the embrace of American nationality.’” David
Waldstreicher, on the other hand, has questioned whether this concept accurately
characterizes black political culture in the first two decades of the nineteenth century. He
suggests, instead, that free blacks “used the tools of American nationalism to create black
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nationalism.” Their goal was often not American citizenship for its own sake, but rather
as a means to fight slavery and promote their own group interests. 57

In a recent article, William J. Novak has cautioned historians that early
nineteenth-century conceptions of citizenship were not identical to those which would
emerge later in that century. He argues that in the wake of the Civil War, the Fourteenth
Amendment created a national citizenship, repudiating Taney’s Dred Scott decision, and
simplifying (at least in theory) the question of who was and was not a citizen. Earlier in
the century, on the other hand, citizenship was not a binary characteristic, and it flowed
from the bottom up, rather than from the top down. As Novak puts it, “membership in
and exclusion from a range of differentiated associations determined one’s bundle of
privileges, obligations and immunities much more than the abstract and underdeveloped
constitutional category of national citizenship.” It is in this context which we must see
the struggle of free blacks to be political actors. 58
Novak’s formulation provides a different angle on the work of historians who
have convincingly demonstrated that during the first decades of the nineteenth-century
urban free blacks focused considerable energy on the building of black institutions. Chief
among these were black churches, but they also included benevolent societies, schools,
Masonic lodges and cultural institutions. What becomes clear, however, is that this
institution building did not constitute a turning away from politics, but rather it was
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essentially a part of black engagement with a broader, public world. Novak notes that
early American associations were “distinctly public rather than private” in character. As
such, they were often chartered and regulated by state authorities. For example, in 1815,
Robert Green had brought suit against Richard Allen’s Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church. He claimed that the church had unlawfully expelled him as a trustee
without a fair hearing. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled against Bethel, seemingly
undermining the church’s attempt to assert its independence from white control, and yet,
as Allen’s biographer, Richard Newman, points out, there was a silver lining. The court
had essentially recognized Allen’s church, and held it to the same standards as any other
body incorporated in the state of Pennsylvania. 59
When advocates for colonization cited the inability of free blacks to participate in
American politics as a crucial argument for the need to remove them to Africa, they were
not describing black politics as it was, but rather as it should be. Of course, there is a
kind of circular logic at play here: African Americans cannot participate in American
politics, therefore they cannot be Americans, and therefore they cannot participate in
American politics. Pushing back against these assertions, then, took on a double meaning
for free blacks. On one hand, they were arguing explicitly that they were Americans, and
entitled to the rights and privileges of other Americans. On the other hand, by inserting
themselves into the world of politics, they were implicitly countering one of the principle
reasons that their opponents claimed they could not be Americans. Careful attention to
the actions of free blacks in this period makes clear that all parties recognized what was
at stake in this contest.
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In July of 1818, a group of free black men in Philadelphia sought to form a fire
company. There was an immediate outcry against the prospect of such a company.
Opposition made clear that such companies had political significance beyond their
practical purpose. A hastily organized meeting of the existing fire companies drafted a
resolution insisting that the formation of “Fire Engine and Hose Companies, by persons
of color,” would undermine the public safety. One letter writer argued that fire
companies were intended to serve the public good, implying that this black company
would serve something other than the public good. What is clear is that, as Novak had
suggested, fire companies were not private organizations, but were seen as a part of a
larger public sphere, and as such were subject to public approval or disapproval. By
forming a fire company, black men were not simply acting as private individuals, they
were asserting themselves as public citizens. 60
Another letter writer, claiming to be “A White Man” sympathetic to the efforts of
free blacks, argued that free blacks were better off trying to distinguish themselves
through “industry, frugality and sobriety,” rather than stirring up trouble by forming a fire
company. Such “friends” recognized how potentially explosive this form of public
service could be. Leaders of the Philadelphia free black community also recognized how
dangerous the formation of such a company would be. In fact, James Forten himself
chaired a meeting which declared its opposition to the formation of this fire company (as
with the anti-colonization meeting, Russell Parrott served as secretary). In the face of
such opposition, the would-be firefighters decided to disband, returning the donations
they had collected. While they too had been attempting to expand the political role of
black Philadelphians, leaders like Forten recognized that black politics needed to be
60
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carefully considered, lest it provoke a violent response which might undermine their
larger efforts. 61
An important avenue of black political influence, especially in Philadelphia, was
cooperation with white led antislavery societies. The Pennsylvania Abolition Society
(PAS), as had antislavery elements within the colonization movement, declared the
aftermath of the War of 1812 as a particularly auspicious time to address the stain of
American slavery. Yet the PAS demonstrated that not all white opponents of slavery saw
colonization as the best or only way to address the problem. In addition to their
continuing efforts to emancipate individual slaves, the leaders of the PAS focused on an
issue that was of particular importance to the black community of Philadelphia, the
interstate slave trade and its relation to the kidnapping of free blacks. As an institution,
the PAS refused to take a stand on the issue of colonization, declaring it distinct from its
goals. On one hand, this clearly sets the PAS apart from later, more radical white
abolitionists, as Richard Newman has noted. On the other hand, preventing white
abolitionists from explicitly embracing colonization should be seen as a significant
achievement. 62
In private, some leaders of the organization declared their doubts about the ACS,
sometimes in language which echoed that of the printed free black protests. Samuel
Emlen voiced his concerns in a letter to Roberts Vaux in September 1817.

[W]hen I see such men as H. Clay and Andrew Jackson appear as advocates of the plan, some or
both at the same time avowing the fixed sentiments of Slave Holders, I am disposed to pause – my
61
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suspicions are excited that their object is little more than by sending away the free blacks to reduce
the numerical force of that people in order that the fetters of the remaining portion may be more
firmly riveted – a colony, or even the semblance of one, formed on the African coast may furnish
the legislatures of the Southern States with a pretext for the enactment of laws prohibiting the
residence of free blacks among them, this then would be banishment without any crime alleged.

One letter writer insisted that “a great number of persons, altho’ certainly a minority”
walked out of the meeting which formed the Philadelphia auxiliary to the ACS as a
means of expressing their belief that it would undermine the fight against slavery. While
some white opponents of slavery continued to support colonization, there was enough
dissent on the issue that the PAS continued to remain neutral on the issue, more than a
decade before William Lloyd Garrison would make opposition to colonization central to
his vision of immediate abolition.63
The doubts of white abolitionists did not always remain private. An address
drafted by the American Convention of Abolition Societies, meeting in Philadelphia in
1818, set out its reasons for refusing to support colonization. “In the first place, and this
alone is sufficient, the people of color are averse to the plan, and cannot be transported to
Africa unless by force.” As evidence, it cited the circular drafted in August of 1817 by
Forten and Parrott. The proponents of colonization, who spilled a great deal of ink in an
effort to explain away the opposition of free blacks, obviously considered them to be
important. It is also clear that though there were no black members of the PAS, white
abolitionists in Philadelphia did, in fact, work closely with free blacks. An 1818 letter
indicates that the African American leaders Russell Parrott and Prince Saunders met with
Roberts Vaux at his country estate. Saunders was traveling the country promoting the
emigration of free blacks to Haiti, and Parrott, of course, was one of the leaders of the
63
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free black opposition to African colonization. It is likely that the topic of their
conversation at least included the question of African colonization, and certainly could
have influenced Vaux’s opposition (at least for a time) to the ACS. 64
The publication in Philadelphia newspapers in mid-1818 of “Dialogues between
William Penn, Paul Cuffe, and Absalom Jones” (anonymously penned by Robert Finley),
also suggests the influence of free black opinion on white abolitionist support for
colonization. The first dialogue depicts a scene in the “world of spirits” in which recently
deceased African Americans, Cuffe and Jones, explain to Penn their opposing positions
on the colonization of Africa. The discussion is fairly evenhanded and neither side seems
to get the better of the debate (though in a subsequent dialogue, the pro-colonizationist
argument would win the day). Penn admires Cuffe’s plans, yet shares the concerns
voiced by Jones. At the end, Penn is unable to determine which side is right, and resolves
to consult with Washington. What is most significant is the implication that white
opponents of slavery placed great stock in the opinions of free blacks on this matter. Of
course, ultimately, one suspects that Washington’s opinion would prove decisive. 65
Black political practice hardly went unnoticed by white Philadelphians. A
number of satirical prints published during these years illustrate white attitudes toward
the assertion of political rights on the part of free blacks. One 1819 print, from a sketch
by Philadelphia born artist David Claypool Johnston, “A splendid procession of free
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masons,” depicts a disorderly and comical parade of black freemasons. While the later,
and more widely known prints by Edward Clay, mock black pretensions to upper class
dress and manners, here the emphasis is on the ridiculousness of African Americans
participating in the kind of political displays which were common among white masons.
Freemasonry, perhaps more than any other voluntary organization in early nineteenthcentury America, possessed political dimensions. 66
A second Johnston print makes even more explicit its emphasis on the absurdity
of black politics. In “A Meeting of the Free & Independent Wood Sawyers, Boot
Cleaners, Chimney Sweepers, Porters, of Phila.,” Johnston depicts a group of black men
sitting around an improvised table, discussing, in purportedly black dialect, what to do
about the indignities which they have been suffering at the hands of whites. It is telling
that this image was created when it was, in the midst of a period of black political
ferment. Indeed there are echoes of the most prominent of black political meetings, those
which addressed the ACS. In the print, one man declares that though the committee had
inquired “into the spediency of [illegible] all de whites back to Africa where de come
from,” it seems better to send them to the North Pole. Overall, the meeting is disorderly
and the participants seem to be at each other’s throats. Once again, the emphasis is not
on class pretensions (some seem to be fairly well dressed, while others are a little
shabbier). Instead, the thrust of the image is that blacks have sought to engage in
political endeavors for which they are not equipped. 67
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These images did the same work as did the “Bobalition” broadsides which in
Boston mocked black celebrations of abolition. David Waldstreicher writes of these
“bobalition” prints, that they “were part and parcel of whites’ purposeful, if at times
subtle, marginalization of blacks in public life during the early nineteenth century.”
Similarly, the Johnston prints purport to be depicting the actions of free blacks, but they
also are part of an effort to push black Philadelphians out of the public world of
politics. 68

In late 1819, amidst the emerging crisis over the extension of slavery west of the
Mississippi, free blacks in Philadelphia once again met to express their opposition to
colonization. The immediate catalyst for this meeting was a letter published in
newspapers and addressed to “the citizens of New York and Philadelphia.” The writer
claimed to be writing on behalf of free blacks in those cities who wished to emigrate to
Africa due to the “many disadvantages under which they labour in this country.” The
writer claimed that these African Americans recognized they and their children had no
hope to achieve relief in this country, but hoped for better in “the land of their
forefathers.” The implied denial of any claims on American nationality is furthered by
the writers own reference to “our forefathers, who migrated to these shores,” and the
hope that these African American colonists would be as successful in founding their own
nation. The explicit intent of the letter was to plead for funds to support colonization, but
yet again the major subtext was the impossibility of free blacks being American. 69
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Free blacks in Philadelphia met on November 16 in order to discuss the matter,
and drafted a resolution which was soon published in numerous newspapers throughout
the country. It seems that they were particularly disturbed by the use of free blacks to
voice these arguments of the ACS. These willing colonizationists the resolution termed
“obscure and dissatisfied strangers.” It implied that these men primarily wished to be
given plum offices in a new African colony. Once again, James Forten served as chair of
the meeting, and Russell Parrott was the secretary. They reiterated their previous
opposition to colonization, but also noted that the recent attempt to “introduce slavery, in
all its objectionable features into the new states,” only served to confirm their conviction
that the ACS intended to strengthen slavery, not to undermine it. 70
If free blacks were among the first to make a connection between colonization
and the Missouri question, many more would follow. In Baltimore, Hezekiah Niles had
already made the argument that the extension of slavery made colonization as a means of
emancipation even less feasible than it had been, reasoning that any expansion of slavery
would increase the value of slaves, making voluntary manumission less likely. A
meeting of prominent white Philadelphians (including a number of supporters of the ACS
as well as members of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society), gathering in order to oppose
the extension of slavery into Missouri, drafted a resolution which argued the expansion of
slavery would promote a clandestine slave trade and would render any effort at
colonization impossible, except as a means of removing the “vicious and burdensome
part of the black population.” Perhaps unsurprisingly, even in the North the ACS
increasingly emphasized the danger which free blacks presented, and it sought to portray
itself as a means of combating the slave trade, rather than slavery itself. Not only was the
70
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African slave trade more widely unpopular, but the increase of the value of slaves which
would result from the expansion of slavery, and the argument that this increase in value
would diminish the likelihood of consensual manumission, had an undeniable logic. 71

Between 1817 and 1820, free black Philadelphians emerged as an important force
in American politics, despite their de facto disfranchisement. Recognizing their leverage
in determining the success and failure of the ACS, and enjoying the opportunity that such
leverage gave to them to voice their arguments, free blacks demanded to be recognized as
Americans and citizens. While aware of the dangers that political participation might
present, African Americans sought to navigate the treacherous waters of the politics of
the early republic. As a result, black political participation, or the threat of such
participation, became an increasingly important issue in American politics.
Additionally, the fight against the ACS helped shape black political culture.
While an older, cosmopolitan critique of slavery and white supremacy continued to be
important to African American politics, increasingly free blacks demanded citizenship
based on nativity and contribution to the nation. African Americans, both free and
enslaved, claimed a right to the “luxuriant soil, which their blood and sweat manured.”
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Chapter Two – Free Blacks, the Border, and American Identity

Wednesday Morning, July 5, 1820
It is suggested to those who are in the habit of exhibiting this paper, on the 4th of July, as a
declaration of Principles in regard to our governments, whether it would not now be most fit and
proper to omit the part which declares that all men are born free and equal, inasmuch as we, as a
nation, have more especially of late, discarded that principle, and on the floor of the Congress, the
best patriots, the southern men, have openly declared that this part of the Declaration means
nothing – Let us then play the hypocrite no longer – Washington said honesty was the best policy,
as well for nations as individuals.

1

As the United States celebrated its most sacred of days in 1820, the issue of
slavery had forced Americans to ask questions about just what sort of nation theirs was.
Zachariah Poulson’s paper was referring particularly to the recent crisis over the
extension of slavery into the Missouri Territory. If patriotic rituals could at times help to
assuage partisan and sectional differences, it is clear that this was not always the case. At
other times the meaning of these rituals was bitterly contested. Poulson was not alone in
using the Fourth as an opportunity to denounce the hypocrisy of a slaveholding republic.
That same year, two separate militia groups in Philadelphia made reference to the issue of
slavery in their own celebrations of the Fourth. One of these, the Washington Guards,
denounced slavery as “a foul stain on our national character.” These claims did not go
unchallenged, though, as other Philadelphia newspapers reprinted toasts which had been
given at southern celebrations of the Fourth, which had praised the failure of the northern
effort to restrict slavery’s extension. 2
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While the potential expansion of slavery into the West proved to be a source of
conflict in national politics, the border between slavery and freedom generated its own
intense conflicts in the border cities of Baltimore and Philadelphia. Federal, state and
local governments struggled to exert control over the meaning of this border, and sought
to control the movement of African Americans, whether free or enslaved, across it. This
struggle had profound implications for blacks residing in these two cities. It provided
opportunities for African Americans to undermine slavery, and it also made it more
difficult for moderately antislavery whites to see slavery as something that would
disappear without conflict.
The border conflicts of the 1820s also demonstrated that the status of free blacks,
in particular the question of whether or not they could be American citizens, had an
importance far beyond what traditional narratives of the decade have allowed. The
ambiguous status of African Americans in this Mid-Atlantic borderland mattered not only
for the slaveholders of Baltimore, the white abolitionists of Philadelphia, or the blacks
(free or enslaved) of these two cities. It also became clear that the efforts of free blacks
in this region to assert themselves as political actors and as citizens illuminated the
contradictions of a slaveholding republic.
African Americans in Philadelphia and Baltimore continued to struggle to define
their own identity within the United States. The conflict over the American Colonization
Society had illustrated the political dangers of claiming an extra-national identity, and as
a result many free blacks had come to fiercely insist upon their own right to their native
land; the struggle against the ACS continued to be a focus of free black politics. On the
other hand, the rejection of African colonization by most free blacks did not extinguish
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all interest in creating a more cosmopolitan, international conception of black identity.
The political struggles of the 1820s would once again put these ideas to the test. While a
dispute between the states of Maryland and Pennsylvania over the border between slavery
and freedom reinforced for free blacks the importance of claiming the rights of
citizenship, the encounter with Haiti would have profound consequences for the ways in
which free blacks saw their relationship with their native United States. Both the border
conflict and the debate over Haitian emigration involved free blacks in the heated
political debates between the followers of Andrew Jackson, who emphasized the dangers
of both colonization and Haiti to American society, and the followers of Henry Clay, who
saw the ACS and commercial links to the Caribbean as a vital part of the American
System.

The Politics of the Border in the Era of the Missouri Crisis

On February 13, 1819, James Tallmadge, a Republican congressman from New
York, introduced an amendment to the bill for Missouri statehood. It called for the
restriction of slavery as a condition for statehood, prohibiting the introduction of new
slaves and providing for the emancipation of all children of slaves born in the state upon
their twenty-first birthday. This measure inaugurated what one historian has called
“probably the most candid discussion of slavery ever held in Congress.” At issue were
two crucial questions: whether the federal government had the constitutional authority to
restrict slavery in Missouri, and if so, whether it was appropriate to do so. Debate was
fierce, and almost immediately southern congressmen warned that the discussion of
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slavery restriction, especially before a Congressional audience that contained African
Americans, was akin to inciting servile rebellion. Edward Colston of Virginia accused
one of his colleagues of “speaking to the galleries,” in his speech in support of slavery
restriction, which made this opponent no better than “Arbuthnot and Ambrister.” Those
two Englishmen had been executed by General Andrew Jackson, on the accusation that
they, as foreign agents, had attempted to arm and lead Indians and fugitive slaves to fight
against the United States. This traitor in the United States Congress, Colston insisted,
“deserves no better fate.” 3
Initially, the debate attracted little attention outside the halls of Congress, yet as
the year wore on, the movement for slavery restriction gathered momentum throughout
the North, and northern congressmen who had opposed the measure began to feel intense
pressure from their constituents. Prominent Philadelphians met in November to draft a
resolution to Congress in opposition to the extension of slavery, and it was passed
unanimously by a large public meeting. When Congress returned to Washington in
December 1819, the fight over restriction took center stage, and received prominent
coverage in newspapers. The debate shattered any impression that there was a national
consensus on slavery. 4
Philadelphia area congressmen played a prominent role in the debate, and in the
ultimate Missouri Compromises. Some of the strongest voices in favor of the restriction
of slavery belonged to Philadelphians. Congressman Joseph Hemphill delivered an
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impassioned argument for the Tallmadge amendment that the Franklin Gazette termed
“unanswerable.” A few days later, John Sergeant delivered a tour de force defense of
restriction which even his opponents appreciated for its eloquence. After Sergeant was
finished, John Randolph, staunch critic of slavery restriction, reportedly told him “never
speak again as long as you live.” 5
Not all Philadelphia area congressmen, however, remained such firm defenders of
slavery restriction. Congressional leaders hoping to find northerners to support
“compromise” on the issue of restriction of slavery looked to Pennsylvania. Henry Clay
himself appealed to “the unambitious Pennsylvania, the keystone of the federal arch,” to
join with him to fight any attempt to disturb the union. Jonathan Roberts, a Republican
Senator from just outside of Philadelphia, became a key swing vote in the effort to secure
a compromise. Roberts had initially opposed the Tallmadge amendment, but had later
softened his position, most likely in response at least in part to the outrage expressed by
many of his constituents. As a potential swing vote he was evidently courted by both
sides. He disliked the attitude of many of the southern opponents of restriction, but
ultimately it seems that Roberts was swayed into supporting the compromise by fear that
northern Federalists were using the slavery issue to revive their moribund party.
Roberts’s decision, that concerns over slavery needed to be suppressed in order to
preserve party unity, foreshadowed the shape of party politics in the coming decades. 6
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Black Philadelphians also recognized the importance of the Missouri debate, and
sought, paradoxically, to use anti-restriction sentiment as a means of winning over antislavery supporters of African colonization. Free blacks of Philadelphia met on
November 16, 1819, with James Forten in the chair, to once again express their
opposition to African colonization. This time, they had further evidence that the
supporters of the ACS were not genuinely interested in undermining slavery: the
proposed extension of slavery into Missouri. Though the remonstrance did not name
names, prominent supporters of colonization had, in fact come out publicly against
slavery restriction. Henry Clay, of course, had taken the lead in promoting the Missouri
Compromise in the House. Robert Goodloe Harper also spoke in favor of an antirestriction resolution in the Maryland House. The link between slavery restriction and
colonization would later be taken up by others, though perhaps not always in the way that
black Philadelphians had hoped. In an anti-restriction meeting just one week after the
one chaired by Forten, prominent white Philadelphians denounced efforts to spread
slavery into Missouri, in part by claiming that it would increase the value of slaves,
therefore undermining any attempt to use colonization to promote emancipation. They
did not reject colonization, but they did recognize the genuine conflict between slavery
extension and the sort of consensual emancipation that the ACS claimed to advocate.
This argument would later be taken to the floor of the House by John Taylor of New
York. 7
The efforts of black Philadelphians opposed to slavery extension were recognized
by their foes as well as by their allies. The pro-slavery St Louis Enquirer took note of it,
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and expressed hope that it would undermine efforts to prevent the spread of slavery. For
many critics of slavery restriction, the activism of free blacks only illustrated the
fanaticism which they claimed was behind any effort to prevent the admission of
Missouri as a slave state. 8 Whether or not it had an effect on the immediate debate over
the admission of Missouri, their attempt to use free black political protest to tar the entire
slavery restriction movement foreshadowed a crisis that was to come.
Congressional leaders, with the support of Northerners like Roberts in
combination with a solid South, were able to secure enough support to pass their
compromise measure, which linked the admission of the two states of Missouri and
Maine. It also restricted slavery west of Missouri and north of its southern border. This
would not be the end of the matter however, for the new state’s constitution provoked
another crisis. Not only did Missouri’s constitution prohibit the legislature from passing
any emancipation act, but it stipulated that free blacks would be excluded from the state
altogether. These measures proved profoundly disturbing, not only to northerners who
had supported the first compromise, but also to moderate southerners. Robert Goodloe
Harper, for example, privately considered Missouri’s constitution to be in conflict with
the United States Constitution. Henry Clay managed to engineer a compromise measure
which was so vaguely worded that both sides could see it as a victory yet as the historian
Robert Forbes has recently noted, in practical terms this second Missouri Compromise
served as an argument that blacks were not American citizens. 9 If black citizenship was
the cost of compromise over slavery, free blacks refused to willingly relinquish the rights
that many of them had come to see as their birthright.
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“Stop the Runaway!” demanded an 1823 advertisement in the Baltimore Patriot,
seeking the return of a fugitive by the name of Frank Reed. “As he has relations in the
neighborhood of Philadelphia,” noted the owner, “it is supposed he may have gone
there.” Though the raw numbers of slaves who escaped to Pennsylvania may have been
exaggerated, it is clear that the threat posed by the proximity of free black communities
across the border profoundly disturbed Maryland slaveholders. Slaveholders recognized
the connections that existed between blacks in Baltimore and Philadelphia and perceived
these links as a threat to slavery. This perceived threat was an incentive for Baltimore
slaveholders to negotiate with their slaves, providing the enslaved with an opportunity to
purchase their own freedom. Owners assumed that slaves who saw some possibility of a
negotiated freedom, rather than an assured lifetime of bondage, would be less likely to
flee. 10
Self-purchase, facilitated in part by the threat of a nearby haven in Pennsylvania,
provided Baltimore slaves with their most common route to freedom. For a time at least
these concessions by owners slowed the flight of fugitives, but the ultimate creation of a
large free black community in Baltimore had unintended consequences for the institution
of slavery. While the threat of flight to the north may have been exaggerated by fearful
slaveholders, the growth of the free black community in Baltimore itself would prove a
much greater challenge to slavery. Fugitives could “melt into anonymity” among the free
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blacks of Baltimore, either as a permanent escape from slavery, or as a way to prepare for
a flight to the north. 11
The growth of this free black community, and the threat that it posed to slavery
did, of course, provoke a response from slaveholders. Maryland law provided an
abundance of restrictions on the economic, social and political rights of its free blacks.
“Vagrants” could be seized and sold into forced labor, while the children of those who
had been seized were bound as apprentices. Free blacks required a license to purchase
firearms or liquor, and were prohibited from selling any number of goods without the
written permission of either a justice of the peace or of three “respectable persons” who
could vouch for them. They were not allowed to operate a boat without the supervision
of a white, and religious services had to be supervised by white pastors. Most serious of
all, of course, were actions deemed to promote the escape of slaves from bondage. Such
offenses could lead free blacks to be punished as slaves. 12

Maryland lawmakers and office holders could not, of course, regulate the free
black community of Philadelphia, at least not directly – but that did not mean that black
Philadelphians were unthreatened by slavery. The desire of Maryland slaveholders to
recover fugitives and the lucrative possibilities of slave catching led to what the historian
Julie Winch has termed “the other underground railroad.” 13 While fugitives from slavery
found their way north, many African Americans, whether or not they were legally
enslaved, were captured and sold south.
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Kidnapping, often carried out by organized rings, posed a constant threat to black
Philadelphians. Violent stories of the capture of free blacks by sinister “manstealers”
were a fairly common feature of Philadelphia newspapers. The young and the poor were
particularly vulnerable, but even the wealthy and respected were not immune. Richard
Allen himself was a victim of kidnappers. A Maryland planter, in Philadelphia searching
for a runaway named “Dick,” seized Allen. Fortunately the magistrate called to the scene
immediately recognized Allen, and the mistaken slaveholder was fined and imprisoned. 14
Dramatic stories may have brought tales of kidnapping to the attention of the
public, but free blacks and their white allies fought to provide legal defense against
kidnappers. A large portion of the business of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS)
and its acting committee was devoted to efforts to return those who had been illegally
kidnapped. Though the PAS restricted its official membership to whites, the issue of
kidnapping seems to be one on which it worked closely with black abolitionists. 15 In
addition to its work on individual cases, the PAS drafted resolutions for Congress in
defense of the rights of free blacks, and hired an agent to support legislative measures to
prevent kidnapping in the state legislature. 16
As early as 1799, black Philadelphians had petitioned Congress, requesting some
relief from the practice of kidnapping free blacks in order to sell them into slavery in the
deep south by way of the neighboring slave states of Delaware and Maryland. In
December 1816 and January 1817, at the same time that the founders of the ACS were
14
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meeting to establish that organization, a series of resolutions were introduced by
Pennsylvania and Maryland congressmen, calling for changes to laws governing fugitive
slaves. These resolutions made explicit their aim to defend the rights of “persons of
color, free, or entitled to freedom at a given time,” who were being “carried into
perpetual slavery.” 17
In December of 1817, Congress responded to this agitation with a bill “to amend
the act respecting the recovery of fugitives from justice, and persons escaping from the
service of their masters.” It was reported by John Pindall, a Congresman from Virginia.
Antislavery forces initially supported the bill hoping that they would be able to attach to
it measures that would protect the rights of free blacks. When it became clear that the bill
would in fact strengthen the efforts of masters to recover fugitives while doing nothing to
defend against kidnapping, they turned against it. The bill was defeated handily. 18
The enemies of slavery in Pennsylvania then turned their eyes to the state
legislature. In January 1819, the PAS resolved to send a bill to Harrisburg which would
correct “the outrage committed on the people of colour under the Fugitive Slave Law of
the United States.” Proponents of the bill were particularly concerned to prevent
aldermen and justices of the peace from conspiring with kidnappers. The law passed on
March 27, 1820 made kidnapping a felony punishable by a fine of $500 to $1,000, and
seven to twenty-one years hard labor. It also fined justices of the peace who cooperated
with kidnappers. There had been some concern within the legislature of Pennsylvania
that this bill would deter legitimate attempts to recapture fugitives, and by the
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gubernatorial elections of that year, the kidnapping bill had become a political issue.
Philadelphia Democrats charged Federalist candidate Joseph Hiester with indifference to
the crime of “MANSTEALING.” The politics of race were hardly clear, however, as the
same Democratic partisans insisted that Hiester was only elected due to illegal votes
including those cast by “negroes who were runaway slaves.” 19
The Pennsylvania law quickly provoked response from states to the south. In the
US House and Senate, Congressmen from Virginia and South Carolina sought to
challenge the provisions of the law which they argued undermined the operation of the
federal fugitive slave law, though their efforts did not produce any results. In Maryland,
the response was particularly pointed. One celebration of the fourth of July in 1821
included an ironic toast to “Our Sister States, north of us, whose philanthropy it is to
deprive us of our fugitive slaves – the receiver is as culpable as the thief.” The Maryland
State Legislature soon began to receive petitions calling for them to counteract the efforts
of their northern neighbors to hinder the operation of the fugitive slave law. 20
The tension between the two states was exacerbated by an incident in which a
master named Samuel Griffith was killed trying to recover a fugitive who had fled to
Pennsylvania. The fugitive, John Read, had escaped his Baltimore master and settled just
west of Philadelphia. When his former master discovered his whereabouts and set out to
reclaim him, Read killed him and an overseer he had enlisted to help him. What
particularly disturbed Maryland slaveholders was the fact that the judge instructed the
jury that if Griffith had not intended to take Read before a judge, then he was in violation
of the law of 1820 and, therefore, Read had been acting to prevent the commission of a
19
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felony. As a result, the jury acquitted him of the murder of Griffith (though he was
convicted for the killing of the overseer). The Maryland Legislature, in response to this
and other incidents, called on their Governor to confer with the Governor of Pennsylvania
in order to resolve tensions between citizens of the two states. In his annual message,
Gov. Hiester expressed sympathy for the owners of runaway slaves, while at the same
time admitting that there needed to be some protection from the threat of kidnapping. 21
In response to these efforts by Marylanders to bend the will of the elected officials
of Pennsylvania, the PAS addressed the legislators of their native state. The slaveholders
of Maryland, declared the Pennsylvania abolitionists, were fortunate that their
Pennsylvanian neighbors did not do more to undermine an institution which they so
profoundly loathed. While they insisted that they hoped that harmony between the two
states could be preserved, the Pennsylvanians insisted that it was their state’s
responsibility to defend the rights of all of its citizens, noting that “in our constitution no
distinction of colour is to be found.” 22 The idea that black Pennsylvanians were, in fact,
citizens of Pennsylvania (whatever this meant in its specifics) was a central part of efforts
to defend free blacks from kidnapping (and not coincidently to undermine efforts to
recover fugitive slaves). This idea was profoundly troubling for slaveholders, especially
those who lived so close to the borders of Pennsylvania.
While Pennsylvanians and Marylanders struggled over the border between slavery
and freedom, events to the south raised tensions to a fever pitch. In May of 1822, white
South Carolinians began to uncover what seemed to be a massive conspiracy, led by a
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free black carpenter named Denmark Vesey. Investigators later pieced together evidence
of a plan for free and enslaved blacks in and around Charleston to seize the city’s arsenal
and slaughter whites in an effort to strike a blow against slavery. The local AME church,
of which Vesey was a class leader, seemed to be at the center of the plot. 23 News soon
began to filter north, appearing in ominous reports in Baltimore and Philadelphia papers.
Some warned that some of those who been involved in the plot had fled north and settled
in Philadelphia. The Democratic Press lamented that Philadelphia was being made a
“Botany Bay to receive the convicts of the southern states.” 24
There was some truth to these claims. Hundreds of refugees from the Charleston
AME church were welcomed by Richard Allen and his Philadelphia church. In
particular, a pastor named Morris Brown, fleeing the wrath of white authorities (and
white citizens who razed his church), became a close friend and confidant of Allen.
Brown was taken in by Allen and soon became a spiritual ally, serving on Bethel’s board
of trustees. In the coming years Brown and Allen would travel the region together,
preaching and organizing the AME church. 25
If the close ties between black Methodists up and down the Atlantic coast
reinforced the feeling of solidarity free blacks in Philadelphia had with their brethren in
the South, these ties proved profoundly disturbing to many southern whites. Equally
troubling was the role that free blacks had played in the conspiracy. South Carolina
responded, in December of 1822, with “an act for the better regulation of free negroes
and persons of color, and for other purposes.” It sought to prevent contact between
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slaves and free black sailors by requiring black seamen to be jailed upon entering any
South Carolina port, to be released when their ship departed. In this way, it was hoped
that black sailors would no longer be able to spread “the moral contagion of their
pernicious principles and morals.” 26
This Negro Seaman Act was not simply a response to paranoia; it was rather an
attempt to undermine the very real influence that free blacks, especially sailors, had on
slavery. Throughout the Atlantic, sailors served as “vectors of revolution,” a multiethnic, multi-racial class of workers who had played a crucial role in fomenting conflict
for decades. More narrowly, it is clear that black sailors had been a source of at least
some of the antislavery literature which had found its way into the hands of enslaved
South Carolinians, and Vesey himself had spent time at sea. Perhaps more disturbingly,
the conspirators of 1822 had hoped to receive assistance from Haiti, and had attempted to
correspond with Haitian President Boyer in order to enlist his aid. 27
The legislature of South Carolina demonstrated a genuine fear of the influence of
free blacks, but it also showed just how difficult it was for legislators to address these
concerns without violating the Constitution. In such cases, it was already clear to many
in the South that state’s rights must trump constitutional scruples. Could the fear of slave
revolt justify the denial of equal protection under the law to citizens, even if those
citizens were free blacks? For that matter, could free blacks be citizens? 28
The actions of southern legislatures once again forced northerners to address the
question of black citizenship, a question that many in the North preferred to avoid.
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Custom often allowed white northerners to deny blacks the full rights of citizenship,
voting for example, while at the same time allowing them to sidestep the thorny problem
of the exact status of free blacks. The veneer of consent helped to conceal the forces
which confined African Americans to a distinctly second class citizenship throughout the
north. 29
Southerners were quick to point out the hypocrisy of northern antislavery, yet it is
striking that at least in the 1820s many northerners were loathe to deny free blacks all
claims to citizenship, even if it was not exactly clear what that meant. A memorial from
“Masters of American vessels, lying in the Port of Charleston” protested the Negro
Seaman Act both on the grounds of the economic costs it imposed and its unlawful
imprisonment of “free coloured persons, native citizens of the United States.” It is worth
noting that the memorial specifically mentions “native” citizens, singling native birth out
as an irrefutable source of citizenship. A Baltimore newspaper which commented on the
affair noted that the law violated “the first clause in our declaration of independence.” 30
The Negro Seaman Act also produced problems for American diplomacy. British
ships also sailed into Charleston harbor. The imprisonment of free black sailors who
were also British subjects was a violation of the Commercial Convention of 1815, which
had guaranteed to American and British seamen free access to the two nations’ ports.
When ship captains brought their complaints to the attention of Supreme Court Justice
William Johnson, he declared the law to be unconstitutional, though the South Carolina
court upheld the law. The British Minister, Stratford Canning protested the Act to the
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Secretary of State, John Quincy Adams. The appeals of a foreign power to the secretary
of state finally seem to have brought action on the situation, and within weeks black
sailors were once again free to sail into Charleston harbor without fear of immediate
imprisonment. Yet almost right away prominent South Carolinians banded together in
“An Association” in order to enforce through private means what had been untenable as
public policy. 31
It is difficult to know just what free blacks in Philadelphia and Baltimore made of
these events to the south. Certainly many of them would have been aware of the
controversy, since it was reported on extensively in the local press, and they could not
have avoided seeing the implications for themselves. First of all, at the heart of this
conflict was the question of the legal status of free blacks, in South Carolina but also in
the United States and internationally. Secondly, the actions of the South Carolina
legislature had made an explicit link between the rights of free blacks and the stability of
slavery: free black liberties posed a threat to the institution of slavery. Finally, the
rhetorical strategies that had been used to challenge the law resonated with free black
political culture: black citizenship was claimed both on native and cosmopolitan grounds.
On one hand, native American birth was singled out as an irrefutable source of
citizenship. On the other, free blacks derived American rights from membership in
another nation.

Though free black resistance to African colonization had pushed nativity to the
center of black political discourse, the events of the 1820s demonstrated that for many
free blacks cosmopolitanism retained its appeal. An oration delivered by Jeremiah
31
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Gloucester helps demonstrate the continuing creative tension between nationalism and
cosmopolitanism. The eldest son of John Gloucester, Sr., founder of the First African
Presbyterian Church, in Philadelphia, Jeremiah would ultimately succeed his father in the
pulpit. 32 Gloucester delivered his oration on New Year’s Day, 1823, in the midst of the
crisis over the Negro Seaman Act.
The occasion, the anniversary of the abolition (by Britain and the United States)
of the slave trade, had traditionally provoked an international perspective in orators
whether white or black. Though such speeches had customarily pointed to the AngloAmerican tradition of international slavery, and Gloucester maintains some of this, his
history of antislavery is largely an American one. He lists off dates on which various
states had outlawed the slave trade, pointing to the fact that they preceded the actions of
the British. When Gloucester talks of the international fight against slavery, he points
particularly to the martyrs who had helped found the new nation of Haiti. He especially
notes that the contribution of the Haitian revolution should not be seen as confined to the
island St. Domingue. “Their views,” he insisted, “no doubt extended to all who were
bleeding under the yoke of bondage.” Their revolution was not simply a blow against
slavery in their own land, but rather one which aimed to undermine slavery throughout
the world. In fact, he suggests that the implications are even broader than this, and that
Haitians “have proclaimed the imprescribable rights of man.” 33
Even in a speech which culminates in a call for “Patriotism itself [to] be lost in
universal philanthropy,” Gloucester continues to insist on a connection to the United
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States. “We love this country” he insists, “but we do detest the principle of holding
slaves.” His justification for this detestation, however, is not perhaps what one would
have expected. He does not cite the inhumanity of slavery, or its violation of the rights of
men, but rather warns that “it tolls the death bell of this republic.” He then turns to a
denunciation of African colonization, noting that the recent expansion of slavery into
Missouri demonstrates that white Americans are not genuinely interested in using
colonization to end slavery. It is, he insists, merely a way to remove free blacks so as to
strengthen the bonds of slavery. He does not, however, close the door entirely on
colonization (even African colonization) but rather he objects to this particular
organization. He lauds the potential evangelization and civilization of Africa, but doubts
the potential of the ACS to accomplish this. Gloucester makes it clear that he will not
renounce his claim to be an American citizen, and he calls on his listeners to “defend the
rights and liberties which you enjoy in this city.” 34 Even in an oration that maintains a
strong sense of the cosmopolitanism of black identity, specific claims on American
nationality are also strong, especially in the sections dealing with colonization and the
challenges to free black rights.

If some free blacks left the door open to some form of colonization, the resistance
of most free blacks to the American Colonization Society continued to present problems
for that organization. While in its public discourse, the ACS continued to claim that
black resistance to their efforts was waning, in truth free black suspicion remained
substantial, especially in Philadelphia. As it struggled to appeal to free blacks, while at
the same time soothing suspicious southern slaveholders, the ACS increasingly
34
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emphasized the importance of African Colonization to the undermining of the
international slave trade. Supporters of the ACS continued to insist that they were part of
a solution to “a vast and increasing evil” (though whether this referred to slavery or free
blacks was left conveniently unsaid). At the same time, the bulk of their annual report of
1822 focused on the centrality of colonization to the fight against the slave trade. Of
course, since the United States had already outlawed the slave trade, this was
significantly less controversial than any effort to strike against domestic slavery. 35
Events had also helped push the ACS toward an emphasis on the slave trade as
the focus of its efforts. In Georgia, in 1818, a Spanish slave ship had been seized by
American authorities, and the “rescued” passengers were to be auctioned off.
Colonizationists sought to use this prospect as a means of raising funds both from private
sources and from the federal government. They also argued that by conceiving
colonization as a means of fighting the slave trade, they would give additional latitude to
the Federal Government to support colonization under the Slave Trade Act of 1819. 36
Similar events transpired in Baltimore, when a Columbian privateer, the General
Paez, sailed into Baltimore harbor in August 1822. It had intercepted a Spanish slaver
not far from Cuba, and had taken on board fourteen Africans who had been among the
forty-two slaves on the Spanish ship. Though it was unclear what these sailors thought
(none of them spoke much English or Spanish) local antislavery activists and
colonizationists became convinced that the men were being held involuntarily and sought
to claim authority over them through the ACS. Once again, supporters of the ACS saw
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an opportunity to enlist the power of the Federal Government in their efforts to promote
colonization. Eventually ten of the Africans would be reunited with their families in
Africa as part of a commercial venture linking Baltimore merchants and the West African
colony.
It is possible that the emphasis on undermining the slave trade (rather than the
removal of free blacks) may have softened the opposition of some black leaders towards
the ACS. In April 1823, while the ACS struggled to gain legal control over these
Africans, Richard Allen himself presided over a prayer service at the departure from
Baltimore of a ship carrying black settlers destined for West Africa. Nevertheless, most
free blacks remained wary of African colonization. 37

Free African Americans and Haiti

If free black suspicion of the ACS posed one threat to African colonization, an
alternate destination in the Caribbean presented another. Interest in the emigration of
black Pennsylvanians to the West Indies went back to the late eighteenth century, when
the Pennsylvania Abolition Society explored the possibility of colonizing free blacks on
the island of St. Domingue. Later, Prince Saunders, an American-born free black,
became an advocate of Haitian emigration, settling in Haiti himself for a time. In 1818,
Saunders addressed many of the black Philadelphians who had so forcefully opposed
African colonization, hoping to convince them that Haiti was a superior alternative. It
seems that he was somewhat successful, as interest in Haiti flourished among black
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Philadelphians. Around the same time, free blacks in Baltimore established an
organization to promote Haitian emigration. 38
Political instability had served as a deterrent to these plans, but after Jean Pierre
Boyer unified the island under his control, he renewed his predecessors’ efforts to recruit
free black settlers from the United States. In March 1824, a Presbyterian pastor and
white agent of the ACS from New York named Loring Dewey contacted Boyer. His
stated aim was to determine, or allow American free blacks to determine, the suitability
of Haiti for American settlement and the possibility that Boyer would provide financial
and legal support for such settlement. He inquired specifically about the economic
possibilities for settlers, but he also asked about the religious and political rights that
emigrants could expect. In response, Boyer sent an agent, Jonathan Granville, to the
United States with funds to charter ships for American settlers. Granville also attempted
to convince free blacks of the virtues of the Haitian republic as a destination. 39
Many black Philadelphians who had vehemently opposed African colonization
(especially under the auspices of the ACS), were cautiously optimistic about emigration
to Haiti. This optimism was aided by the fact that many gens de couleur who had fled
from St. Domingue to Charleston after the Haitian revolution had then settled in
Philadelphia in the wake of the backlash to the Vesey conspiracy. For these men and
women, the appeal of a stable Haiti outweighed their attachments to their adopted home.
These Haitian refugees cannot, however, account for all of the interest in emigration
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among black Philadelphians. Haitian emigration even proved to be popular among
leaders who had so recently invoked the ties of African Americans to their native soil in
denunciations of the ACS. Most prominent among these were Richard Allen and James
Forten. 40
Allen in particular became the foremost African American advocate of Haitian
emigration. In August of 1824, black Philadelphians met and organized a society to
promote the emigration of black Philadelphians. According to newspaper reports, “a very
large number of coloured people” in Philadelphia were “solicitous to embark for Hayti.”
Allen personally contacted President Boyer, communicating the interest in Haiti he saw
among black Philadelphians, and expressing his hopes that Boyer would be able to
provide a refuge for oppressed Americans. By September, some sixty free blacks had
sailed for Haiti with hundreds more hoping to follow. 41
Richard Newman, Allen’s biographer, has convincingly argued that while he
certainly hoped to expand the AME church into the Caribbean, Allen was not simply (or
primarily) interested in Haiti as an evangelical. Allen also hoped that Haitian emigration
would promote black citizenship. This would, of course, be the case for those who
sought to settle in the black republic, but Allen also hoped that emigration would benefit
those who remained behind in the United States. Newman suggests that Allen saw Haiti
as a “safety valve” which would reduce the pressure building up in Eastern cities like
Philadelphia (just as the West served as a safety valve for white Americans). Black
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poverty reinforced for many whites the inferiority of African Americans and bolstered
arguments against black citizenship. By alleviating black poverty, Allen hoped to
undermine these arguments. Furthermore the fact that Haitian emigration was led by
blacks, and the fact that the destination was a nearby black republic, rather than a distant
and poorly understood Africa, led many free blacks to see Haitian emigration as a part of
the fight against slavery, the very antithesis of African colonization. 42
This did not mean that Allen did not have concerns about the new Haitian
republic and the place American emigrants would have within it, and these concerns were
telling. When Prince Saunders had spoken in Allen’s church in 1818, he had trumpeted
the Haitian revolution as a triumph which united political liberties and Christian reform.
It is likely that Saunders’s depiction of Haiti as a land open not only to black politics, but
also to Allen’s brand of Christian reform was part of what made Haitian emigration so
appealing to Allen. In his initial correspondence with President Boyer, Allen singled out
his concern that the religious liberties of American emigrants must be safe. If he did not
see Haitian emigration as simply an opportunity to convert Catholic Haitians, Allen was
profoundly concerned about the preservation of religious practices and institutions. This
should not be surprising, and it in fact provides insight into how Allen and many
Americans (black and white) understood citizenship. Religious and political liberties
could not be separated, and for many American Protestants, Catholicism loomed as a
threat to both. Boyer and his emissaries were quick to insist that the rights of emigrants
to practice their religion would not be denied, though Boyer did add the proviso that this
was dependent on the assumption that they would not “seek to make proselytes, or
trouble those who profess another faith than their own.” If Boyer promised religious
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liberties, it is unclear that he was willing to allow all that Allen and others hoped they
would achieve in Haiti. 43
The concerns of less prominent free blacks are somewhat more difficult to
surmise, but it is possible to read backward from the assurance offered by Boyer’s
emissaries and other advocates of Haitian emigration. Evidently Allen was not the only
potential emigrant who expressed concern about religious liberties. Jonathan Granville
found this particularly frustrating, singling out black Methodists as a “class of lunatics,”
though in public he offered repeated reassurances that religious practices would be
protected. 44 Many advocates of Haitian emigration also made sure that their arguments
did not challenge the rights of African Americans to the land of their birth. As we have
seen, many opponents of African colonization argued that cooperation with the ACS was
an implicit surrender of black claims on American citizenship.45 It was important, then,
especially for a white advocate of Haitian emigration such as Benjamin Lundy, to
acknowledge that “I am decidedly of the opinion, that the country in which a man is born
is his rightful home.” 46 While the ACS often claimed that Africa was the true home of
black Americans, emigrationists tended to shy away from these sort of claims, while still
celebrating Haiti as a land of opportunity for African Americans.
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To the south, in Baltimore, there was also considerable interest in Haiti as a
potential location for free black emigration. Lundy, who had recently relocated his
antislavery newspaper to Baltimore, was an early supporter. In July of 1824, a “most
respectable” group of men met to form the Baltimore Emigration Society, and in
September Citizen Granville addressed both this group and also “a numerous meeting of
the respectable people of color,” on the subject of Haitian emigration. Granville
evidently answered the questions which were posed by his black audience to their
satisfaction; the meeting formed a committee to coordinate the emigration of those who
were interested. 47
Though there was considerable excitement over Haitian emigration, there was
also considerable concern. Leaders of the ACS quickly saw the new project as a threat to
their own. In the summer of 1824, the ACS sent two agents north with instructions to
promote the society in the Northeast. In Philadelphia, the two found that talk of Haiti
completely overwhelmed interest in African Colonization, and they did not even attempt
a collection. Though the annual report of the ACS portrayed this competing interest as
just one more obstacle which the society was able to overcome, it was clear that support
for Haiti as a destination was seriously undermining the ability of the ACS to develop
support in the major northern cities. 48
There were other concerns as well. Though Loring Dewey had been associated
with the ACS when he made his initial overtures to President Boyer, the managers of the
society insisted that the two projects must not be combined. Some feared that a
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connection with Haiti would further undermine southern support for the ACS. In June
1824, Robert Goodloe Harper, Maryland Federalist and one of the Vice-Presidents of the
ACS, wrote to Loring Dewey concerning Dewey’s plans for Haitian emigration. While
expressing concern that Haitian emigration would not contribute to the Christianization
of Africa, “a still more immediate and formidable objection” to the merging of the two
schemes, he insisted, “arises from the alarms and apprehensions of the southern
states…which would be excited in the highest degree, be seeing the negro population of
the islands in the neighborhood thus increased.” Eventually, the Rev. Ralph Gurley,
secretary of the ACS, would even imply in print that Haitian emigration served as a
means of allowing runaway slaves to escape their masters. 49
The very thing that appealed to free blacks was what made Haiti so dangerous to
the ACS and its efforts to build a national coalition in support of colonization. Though
Haiti certainly presented the possibility of escape from American oppression, it also
promised a continuing connection to the United States, and to the struggle against
slavery. Haitian emigration promised citizenship not by removal from the United States,
but by the embrace of a larger conception of citizenship. The relationship between free
blacks in the United States and American emigrants to Haiti would be an ongoing one,
whether that relationship concerned the church, commerce, or the international politics of
anti-slavery. While many slaveholders were suspicious of the ACS as a front for
antislavery evangelicals, quite obviously the kind of international black community
which Haitian emigration posed was a threat of a much more pressing sort. For decades
Haiti had loomed as a premonition of what could happen in the United States. A direct
connection between Haiti and American free blacks was simply intolerable.
49
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As interest in Haiti grew, the eyes of many Americans turned to Presidential
politics, and though the issue of slavery was not perhaps primary in the election of 1824,
it continued to lurk in the dark corners of American politics. Party lines remained blurry
in Pennsylvania and Maryland. Maryland newspapers had ceased to record party labels
of candidates, and though Federalists maintained political influence in some parts of
Pennsylvania, the presidential election muddied even the remaining political distinctions.
The figure who caused the most confusion, of course, was Andrew Jackson. While many
leading political figures expressed doubts as to the general’s prospects, Jackson inspired
unmatched zeal among his supporters. Among politicians, he drew from several different
pools, including those who continued to consider themselves Federalists. Though it
appears amusing in hindsight, some of Jackson’s opponents sought to tar him as too
friendly to Federalism, as an advocate of political “amalgamation.” In both states, many
of Jackson’s supporters made the workings of elections themselves an important issue,
contrasting their candidate’s popular support with the back room, caucus maneuvering of
other candidates. 50
Jackson’s appeal, especially in the election of 1824, was difficult to pin down.
While Jackson would later become known as a critic of the “American System,” the use
of the power of the federal government to promote economic development, this was not
the case in 1824, when he was seen by many, especially in Pennsylvania, as a supporter
of internal improvements and even the protective tariff. What was at the heart of
50
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Jackson’s image, both for his supporters and for his detractors, was his military service.
While Jackson’s victory over the British at New Orleans was roundly celebrated, his
actions fighting the Seminole in Florida were controversial. For detractors, including his
rival for the presidency, Henry Clay, Jackson’s performance in Florida had shown him to
be unfit for the Presidency. Detractors portrayed the general as a Caeser, a Cromwell and
a Bonaparte rolled into one. 51
Jackson’s supporters turned these criticisms on their heads. Where critics saw a
military chief operating outside the bounds of the law, a violent man, unrestrained by
civilization, his supporters trumpeted a man of action, acting in defense of his country,
noting that those who criticized him, including Clay, did so from Washington, far from
danger. For many of these supporters, the most disturbing thing about the Seminole had
been that they were offering a haven for runaway slaves. If Jackson acted in a brutal
manner, they insisted, it was only to meet the brutality of his foes, who Jackson’s
defenders depicted as savages, slaughtering women and children. Even the execution of
the British citizens Ambrister and Arbuthnot, which had aroused considerable outrage,
was depicted as virtuous. Jackson, insisted his staunch defenders at the Philadelphia
Columbian Observer, was defending his nation against foreigners, British agents who
both sought both to stir up the Americans’ savage neighbors, and who helped undermine
American slavery. It was Clay whose “soul melted to tenderness in behalf of Arbuthnot
and Ambrister” while expressing no care for “women and children who “had been
inhumanly butchered.” The threat to the republic came not from Jackson, but from
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corrupt politicians conspiring with (or ignoring) traitors operating on the borders of the
United States. 52
Though slavery had hardly disappeared from public discourse or politics,
Jackson’s foes seem not to have made a special issue of his slaveholding, even in states
like Pennsylvania, where slavery was generally unpopular. Of course three of the four
major presidential candidates in the election of 1824 were slaveholders, and the fourth
had hardly distinguished himself as an opponent of slavery (at least as of yet). This does
not mean, however, that Jackson’s appeal had nothing to do with the politics of slavery.
As the historian Mathew Mason has noted, while criticism of Jackson’s conduct in the
Seminole War had initially been more generally about abuse of power and the rule of
law, after the Missouri controversy many northerners began to see the expansion of the
United States into Florida through “the lens of slavery’s expansion.” 53 Recall, for
example, that Jackson’s execution of Ambrister and Arbuthnot had been invoked in the
middle of the Missouri debate itself as the appropriate action to take in the face of those
who would undermine slavery.
Perhaps just as importantly, though he did not comment on it directly, Jackson’s
actions hinted at what attitude he would take toward that other threat on the edge of
southern slavery: Haiti. Southern defenders of slavery had long attributed the Haitian
Revolution to the influence of outsiders, English abolitionists and French radicals. They
feared that Haiti, in turn would contaminate the slave south, producing equally bloody
results. Jackson, who was of course a slaveholder as well, would be a man who knew
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how deal with such threats. It should also be noted that though Jackson had been at least
supportive of the ACS at its inception, by 1824 his name no longer appeared under the
list of vice-presidents of the society. The ACS was just the sort of organization of which
Jackson’s supporters were suspicious, an alliance between Washington politicians and
northern evangelical reformers. Such a group was not to be trusted.

At the same time, the ACS itself was being shaped into a more sophisticated
organization under the leadership of its new secretary, Ralph Gurley. Gurley sought to
shape the ACS, reeling from domestic threats and from a bloody revolt in its colony in
Africa, into a disciplined, national organization. Central to this mission was the
publishing of the press organ of the ACS, The African Repository and Colonial Journal,
which came off the presses in March 1825. Gurley used the African Repository to
trumpet the success and happiness of African colonists and to publicize the support of
white Americans of all sections. Gurley also encouraged clergymen to devote
Independence Day sermons to the theme of colonization, and asked that collections be
taken up to support the ACS. Though from its inception the ACS had attempted to link
the patriotic with the sacred, never before had this connection been so explicit. Through
the use of the Fourth, Gurley hoped to overcome perceptions that colonization was a
sectional undertaking, rather than a national one. 54
If the ACS had hopes that its new strategies would strengthen its support
throughout the nation, it still held little appeal for free blacks. In Philadelphia and
Baltimore, free blacks continued to favor Haitian emigration over African colonization.
Richard Allen continued to forward on to Benjamin Lundy letters depicting Haiti in a
54
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favorable light and refuting the doubts that had been raised about the suitability of Haiti
as a place for African Americans. Lundy printed them along with essays celebrating
emigration as a crucial weapon in the war against slavery. 55
In the summer of 1825, as supporters of colonization attempted to link the day of
American independence with the ACS, free blacks in Baltimore celebrated their own
Independence Day. On August 15, black Baltimoreans gathered to celebrate the recent
French acknowledgement of Haitian independence. William Watkins, a free black
teacher and leading opponent of African colonization, addressed the crowd, celebrating
Haitian independence as an unparalleled event of “momentous importance.” In his
address, Watkins imagined a newly freed slave, traveling to a land where he is considered
a brother and citizen, implicitly advocating emigration. Recognition of Haiti by a
European power, suggested Watkins, will only increase that land’s attraction for
oppressed African Americans, yet there is a larger meaning to Haitian independence as
well. Haiti and its struggle to be recognized among the nations of the world were a part
of the larger struggle against slavery. If black Americans had a special connection to
Haiti, it is was also clear, at least according to Watkins, that they retained an attachment
to the “land of our birth,” and he pointed to the significant progress that was being made
in the United States. Watkins depicted Haiti not as a home for African Americans, but as
a symbol around which he constructs a broader, cosmopolitan identity. In general, the
embrace of Haiti provided free blacks with a way to reassert the international identity that
had become so problematic in the wake of the founding of the ACS. Two days later,
black Baltimoreans held a second celebration, reasserting this cosmopolitanism. The
final toast of the night was to “Their Excellencies Presidents Adams, Boyer and Bolivar.”
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It is telling that though terming themselves “Sons of Africa,” the celebrants had their eyes
on the Americas (though not simply the United States) as their home. 56

“Emigrants Returning” announced an August 1825 headline in the Genius of
Universal Emancipation. What followed was a sarcastic letter from emigration advocate,
Loring Dewey, making light of claims that these returns meant the failure of Haitian
emigration.
Surely, if all the emigrants from Europe to this country, are delighted, and all
from the old to the new western states, are never homesick and never sigh to
return to their native vales, the emigration to Hayti ought to be stopped… 57
But emigrants were returning, though as Dewey pointed out, the numbers were small at
first. The returns provoked a propagandistic war in which each side sought to make use
of them for its own purposes. Defenders of emigration either made light of the numbers,
as Dewey did, or tried to depict the returnees as lazy and servile. The government of
Haiti took this line, at times employing language that is disturbingly close to that of the
American slaveholder, or perhaps the more negrophobic of colonizationists. Those who
were unhappy, insisted Citizen Granville, had come expecting an easy life of gentility
“with the old coats and boots of their masters.” If they wished “to return to the broom
and the shoe brush” of their masters in the United States, good riddance to them. 58 While
we are rightly skeptical of such language, there is perhaps some truth behind it. Certainly
those who had been living in large cities like Philadelphia and Baltimore might have
found it difficult to turn immediately to the agricultural work that was expected of
56
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unskilled emigrants. If we are wary of the blanket dismissal of such men as “lazy,” it
certainly is plausible that many returnees just did not like the work that was being asked
of them.
Critics of Haitian emigration took a different approach to the experience of the
returnees. Newspapers like the Richmond Enquirer reprinted the letters of returning
emigrants, taking pains to note their respectability and intelligence, and depicting Haiti as
a land of suffering. For such critics of Haiti, emigration was a cruel hoax which tricked
gullible free blacks into settling in a land of “political and religious tyranny.” Of course,
such reports are also difficult to take at face value. As Benjamin Lundy pointed out, the
newspapers which reprinted these letters had little love for free blacks. Primarily they
feared the destabilizing influence that Haiti might have on American slavery. Lundy
even attributed the negative depiction of Haiti to the work of “foreign” newspaper editors
seeking to make a profit off of such accounts, which he insisted were manufactured by
the agents of slaveholders. 59
What does seem to emerge from these accounts is a picture of emigrants’
experiences which had reinforced their cultural ties to their native United States. Many
returning emigrants were reluctant to criticize conditions in Haiti, which remained a
potent symbol in antebellum America. Haiti was invoked by Americans both to celebrate
black self-sufficiency and progress, and alternatively to point to the inability of blacks to
govern themselves. Returning free blacks knew that defenders of slavery would make
use of any negative impression of conditions in Haiti to argue that blacks were better off
and happier as slaves. It is no surprise that many who returned remained reticent about
their experiences. Yet it is also clear that many emigrants had found in Haiti a land
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which was profoundly different, politically and culturally, from their native land. Some
of these differences were celebrated, of course, but others seemed troubling and it is
probable these differences contributed significantly to their desire to return to the United
States.
Religious differences seem to have been particularly important. Certainly critics
of Haitian emigration believed that emphasizing the lack of religious liberty, and the
prominence of the established Catholic Church, was an effective means of deterring black
emigration. Yet we also have evidence of religious conflict among supporters of
emigration. In 1824 Methodist missionaries in Port-au-Prince petitioned President Boyer,
asking for support of their society which had suffered both from crowd violence and from
official restrictions on their right to meet publicly. The petitioners praised Boyer and
expressed hope for the emigration of Americans to Haiti.
American emigrants also seem to have felt alienated by political conditions and
by their inability to speak the language of most native Haitians. One former emigrant
reportedly told a Baltimore colonizationist that “language, religion and even notions of
civil liberty” prevented the “amalgamation” of American’s into Haitian society.
Defenders of emigration dismissed the American’s political frustrations as the complaints
of servants, who expected to be princes upon arrival in Haiti, but emigrants found a
political system that was quite different from the one they had known in the United
States, and they also encountered Haitian resistance to the political participation of
American immigrants. Americans also found themselves isolated by the English
language, a fact that the ACS made a centerpiece of their argument for African
colonization. While in Haiti, settlers would find an established country into which they
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must fit, in Africa, they insisted, colonists would find a familiar language, religion and
government. Haitian emigrants also found significant political turmoil, even if they
remained reluctant to announce this to white Americans eager for news of Haitian
anarchy. 60
The next few years saw a renewed vigor in the opposition to African colonization
among free blacks. While Haitian emigration was never denounced with the passion
reserved for the ACS, the experience of Haiti led many free blacks to reject all plans to
abandon the United States. For many, the language of 1817 would have a new resonance
and would be virtually canonized in the emerging black and white abolitionist print
culture. If Haitian emigration provided free blacks with an opportunity to re-embrace
cosmopolitanism (while at the same time refusing to reject their American citizenship
outright), their actual experience in Haiti led them to reassert their ties to their native
land.

As free blacks struggled with the questions of Haitian emigration, Haiti was
suddenly pushed into the national spotlight. A letter, likely written by Henry Clay,
appeared in the Philadelphia Democratic Press advocating American participation in a
proposed meeting of representatives of newly independent Latin American nations. In
April 1825, the National Journal published an article outlining a proposed meeting to be
held in Panama that October. Items to be considered by this Panama Congress included
possible military operations to promote the liberation of Cuba and Puerto Rico, efforts to
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prevent future European colonization in the western hemisphere, promotion of trade, and
the possible recognition of the Republic of Haiti. 61
In the wake of Andrew Jackson’s defeat in the election of 1824, politicians
opposed to the Adams administration were casting about for issues around which to rally.
Martin Van Buren, who had supported Crawford in the presidential election but had,
subsequently, moved into the Jackson camp, identified the Panama Congress as an issue
which could be used to unite the sort of national political party he hoped to build. In
March 1826, Senator Hayne of South Carolina rose in the Senate to protest against the
sending of a United States delegation to the Panama Congress. His critique began with
constitutional principles and a call for a return to the advice of Washington to avoid
entangling alliances, but he quickly turned to the issue of slavery a question which Hayne
claimed “not even open to discussion, either here or elsewhere.” He warned that the
Panama Congress posed a danger to the institution of slavery, and was particularly
concerned about the recognition of Haitian independence. His suspicions were
heightened by the appointment of Philadelphia Congressman John Sergeant as one of the
commissioners.
We are to send, it seems, an honest and respectable man, but a distinguished
advocate of the Missouri Restriction – an acknowledged abolitionist – to plead the
cause of the South at the Congress of Panama. Our policy with regard to Hayti is
plain. We can never acknowledge her independence.
Hayne went on to allege that the entangling alliances of the Panama Congress were
simply an international extension of the “restriction and monopoly” of the domestic
“American System.” 62
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Hayne’s opposition was, perhaps, unsurprising, but of greater interest is that
Joseph Hemphill, congressman from Philadelphia, also opposed the Panama Mission.
Though he addressed the bulk of his speech opposing the appropriation to his concerns
over entangling the United States in the matters of foreign governments, he too
acknowledged the threat that the Panama Mission posed to slavery. Though noting his
own opposition to slavery, he went on to say “the more I see and become acquainted with
southern gentlemen, the more I am convinced of the inutility of propositions from nonslaveholding states on the subject of emancipation. They are only calculated to produce
irritation without the prospect of accomplishing good.” Though Hemphill had been one
of the champions of slavery restriction in the Missouri Debates, and though he continued
to be an advocate of internal improvements, after the election of 1824 he had become a
supporter of Andrew Jackson, and Jackson had come out as an opponent of the Panama
Congress, a body he considered “useless and dangerous.” 63 Like Van Buren, it seems,
Hemphill recognized the danger that agitation of the slavery issue posed to a national
Jackson coalition.
Indeed Clay had been a staunch supporter of the Latin American revolutions and
as Secretary of State was an advocate of American participation in the Panama Congress.
Clay, who remained a leading advocate of the ACS, was interested in Haiti not as a
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destination for free blacks, but as a trading partner for the US. In this way, Hayne was
not far off the mark in linking the domestic economic development of the American
system with the efforts of the Panama Congress to promote trade among the nations of
the hemisphere. Clay had recognized the potency of these fears and had tried to head
them off. His agent in Haiti had been attempting to arrange it so that Haitian ships would
not attempt to enter southern ports, and also that any Haitian ambassador would “be such
in colour as not to offend the prejudices of our Country.” Regardless, opponents of the
Adams administration were firm in their opposition to the Panama mission, and were
frank in their admission that Haiti and the threat it posed to southern slavery were the
reason for their opposition. Commercial ties with such a nation could not be tolerated,
insisted southern Congressmen, much less official diplomatic relations. Despite its
popularity among many throughout the North (especially in Pennsylvania where the
legislature passed a resolution in its support), the fight over appropriations to fund the
mission dragged on so long (it passed in May 1826) that the Panama Congress adjourned
before American representatives could arrive. 64

Though critics of the Panama Congress did not mention it, African Colonization
also constituted an important part of the “American System.” In Philadelphia and
Baltimore, many of the same men who actively promoted internal improvements and a
tariff to protect nascent American industries were also active in the ACS. Such men
hoped that African colonization would ultimately promote economic diversification in the
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South, while at the same time preventing the sectional tensions which often stood in the
way of the kind of active government support of industry and economic development
which they advocated.
The American System and African Colonization faced similar obstacles to public
support. Both struggled to defend themselves as national in character, and faced charges
that they favored the interests of one section over another. Federal support for either
invariably faced Constitutional challenges, and raised the specter of an increasingly
powerful central government. For this reason, advocates of both movements had to walk
a dangerous tightrope between consent and coercion. Just as colonizationists had
emphasized the consensual nature of their project from the very beginning, advocates for
the use of the Federal government to support economic development, whether through
internal improvements, a protective tariff or the national bank, needed to allay fears that
they sought to promote the power of government to coerce its citizens. Clay took to the
floor of the House in 1824 to defend the proposed protective tariff in terms that were
strikingly similar to his earlier defense of the ACS. Not only did he contend that the
tariff was in the national interest, but he emphasized that no man was forced to pay; it
was assessed “voluntarily,” he insisted not “by compulsion.” 65
These perceived connections could pose problems for advocates of colonization,
as they sought to present their society as above partisan or sectional interests. One
Philadelphian agent of the ACS complained to the parent society that in Pennsylvania the
ACS was seen as “a political engine” on account of its support by Clay and opposition by
Jackson, adding that the “partizans of the Gen view us with some suspicion.” In South
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Carolina, Robert Turnbull published a series of pamphlets later collected as The Crisis,
insisting that colonization, the tariff and internal improvements were all part of a larger
effort to subjugate the South through the power of the Federal Government. 66
The specter of Haiti augmented fears about the security of slavery. Advocates of
African colonization not only tried to prevent Haitian emigration from drawing off
support, but they also desperately tried to differentiate the two projects. Separating the
two, they hoped, would make it possible to assuage the sectional tensions over slavery
while at the same time opening up the Caribbean to American manufacturers. Free
blacks sought to use Haitian emigration to do the opposite, creating a transnational black
community which would become a weapon in the war against slavery.
Events in Baltimore only served to increase the fears of the defenders of slavery,
and hinted that the supposed gradual and consensual antislavery of colonization might
become something more active and threatening. Daniel Raymond, a noted political
economist, twice ran for a seat the Maryland Legislature on an antislavery platform.
Raymond had been active in the Antislavery Society of Maryland, and had also served as
secretary of the Baltimore Emigration Society. Though an advocate of Haitian
emigration (and ambivalent about African colonization), Raymond insisted that neither
plan could end slavery on its own. He rejected the idea that slavery could be ended
consensually as the ACS proposed, but insisted that the government of Maryland needed
to take an active role, setting a date after which all slaves would be emancipated. He
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sought to appeal to the non-slaveholding whites of Baltimore on both moral and
economic grounds, insisting that the persistence of slavery did not serve their interests. 67
Raymond the economist was a staunch advocate of a protective tariff, further
linking political antislavery with the supporters of the American system. Comparisons of
the prosperous free states with the economically backward slave states were a staple of
his campaign rhetoric. While Benjamin Lundy’s Baltimore publication, The Genius of
Universal Emancipation, celebrated Raymond’s opposition to slavery, it also provided a
forum for his economic ideas. It was not, however, only those favorable to Raymond
who noted these links. The Richmond Enquirer vigorously denounced his economic
thought, which it claimed promoted a despotic power for the Federal government. It also
linked his economic writings with the Adams administration, and with Henry Clay. The
same paper also gleefully reported his poor showing as an antislavery candidate. 68

Fugitive Slaves and State Politics

Not only did Daniel Raymond fail to attract the “mechanics of Baltimore” to his
antislavery banner, but the slaveholders of Maryland were more determined than ever to
do something to prevent the escape of fugitive slaves across the Pennsylvania border.
After years of inaction by the governments of neighboring states, the Maryland
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Legislature appointed a delegation which it empowered to confer directly with
legislatures in adjoining states. After securing the passage of a Delaware law to facilitate
the return of fugitives, the delegation traveled to Harrisburg to push for similar legislation
in Pennsylvania. Benjamin Lundy mocked the “accommodating disposition” shown by
the Delaware legislature, and hoped that Pennsylvanians would provide more resistance.
The democratic newspapers also noted the impending arrival, though they pointed out the
“respectability” and intelligence of the Maryland commissioners. Two of the
commissioners, Ezekiel Chambers and Robert Goldsborough, were active supporters of
African colonization. 69
The arrival of the commissioners stirred up considerable debate in the
Philadelphia Press. The editors of the Democratic Press called on the legislature to work
closely with the Maryland delegation, insisting that it was their “constitutional”
responsibility to do so. The Aurora similarly defended the commissioners, insisting that
“every friend of good order and of the poor negroes themselves must desire to see it
passed.” Both papers denied that their support of the bill indicated a love of slavery, but
pointed instead to the need to promote the Union, and reminded readers that slavery had
not been entirely extinguished from the state of Pennsylvania. Interstate compromise,
they hoped, rather than antislavery activism, would lead to the gradual end of slavery in
both states. 70
Others in Philadelphia did not look so kindly on the Maryland delegation.
Readers of Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser flooded the paper with letters on the
69
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subject, most of them opposing the bill. Some emphasized the extravagance and pomp
with which the commissioners were greeted by Harrisburg, depicting them as Southern
aristocrats seeking to dominate their northern neighbors. Others simply saw the whole
controversy as a distraction from the real business at hand. A supporter of the bill, on the
other hand, while admitting the evils of slavery, insisted that the bill would improve the
lives of slaves since it would deter them from running away, which would ultimately lead
their masters to treat them more kindly. 71
Many of those who opposed the proposed measure did so on the grounds that
Pennsylvania must not fail to defend the liberties of its free black citizens. In fact,
opposition to the Maryland delegation led white Pennsylvanians to assert the citizenship
of the commonwealth’s free blacks more explicitly than ever before. One letter writer
warned, “let us beware, lest by allowing a door for kidnappers to seize on one class of our
free and equal citizens we barter the principles of our liberties for the good opinion of the
state of Maryland.” The Pennsylvania Abolition Society also invoked the need to defend
“the rights of our own citizens” in its formal protest to the state legislature. 72
The vital place occupied by claims of black citizenship in the opposition to the
fugitive bill reinforced for black Philadelphians the importance of maintaining those
claims despite the ambiguous place of free blacks in Pennsylvania. While many blacks
were willing to forgo their right of suffrage in the face of custom (and the threat of
violence), the crisis provoked by the Maryland commissioners demonstrated that there
were rights accorded to citizens of Pennsylvania which free blacks could not afford to do
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without. It also illustrated how black citizenship in one state could be a powerful tool to
undermine slavery in another.
In is perhaps unsurprising that the fugitive bill also provoked the most direct
political action by free blacks that Pennsylvanians had yet witnessed. Not content to
speak through the press, or through their white allies in Philadelphia, Richard Allen and
John Gloucester travelled to Harrisburg themselves in order to oppose the bill personally.
They even used an encounter with Philadelphia legislator John Roberts on a street car as
an opportunity to press him on the subject, though Roberts was not swayed, and wrote
derisively of Allen as one who “like his people generally…abuses the language
unmercifully.” Allen’s and Gloucester’s efforts did not go unnoticed in the press, and
Benjamin Lundy joked that he would like to how the Maryland commissioners would
react when they came face to face with “the sable deputies.” 73
The legislature remained deadlocked over the measure until a young
representative from Philadelphia, William Morris Meredith, offered a compromise.
Meredith had been in frequent contact with Philadelphia abolitionists (including Richard
Allen), and his father kept him appraised of the increasingly intense opposition of many
in his home district to any accommodation to what one correspondent termed the
“Maryland invasion.” In response to the concerns of his constituents, Meredith’s
compromise strengthened the protections against kidnapping, while at the same time
making it easier for slaveholders to capture those who they could claim legally. While
opponents of the bill were genuinely concerned about the kidnapping of free blacks,
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Meredith was no doubt correct, at least in part, in his assertion that those who denounced
the bill were really interested in preventing the recovery of fugitive slaves. 74
It is perhaps surprising that Meredith would take such a prominent role in a
controversial bill. Certainly opinion was mixed in his home district, but the opposition to
any compromise with the agents of Maryland was fierce (Meredith’s father termed it “the
hurricane that is blowing), while the support for the measure in Philadelphia seems
lukewarm. It is clear that Meredith did see it as a constitutional imperative that
Pennsylvania should support efforts to recover slaves, and he also worked to ensure that
the bill included a strengthened defense of the rights of free blacks. He also used the
controversy over the fugitive bill as an opportunity to press for emancipation of
Pennsylvania’s few remaining slaves. 75 Yet Meredith’s public and private defense of his
actions points some of the ways in which slavery was entangled with other political
issues.
Elected in January to fill the seat of a recently deceased member from
Philadelphia, Meredith came into office eager to promote a vigorous program of internal
improvements. Support for elements of the American system was more or less a
requirement for Philadelphia politicians, as the young lawyer discovered. According to
one letter writer, Meredith had been left off of the ballot at the previous election because
he had been deemed insufficiently supportive of such projects. By the time he won the
special election, he was considered a “zealous” supporter of the internal improvements.
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In particular, Meredith was eager to demonstrate to his constituents that he was a capable
advocate of government support for canal building. 76
The canal Philadelphians were most eager to promote was the Chesapeake and
Delaware Canal. For some time, Philadelphia merchants had been warily eyeing the
rising city to its south. In the decades which followed the revolution, Baltimore had
grown dramatically, and its location in the Chesapeake gave it access to the farmers of
the Susquehanna valley, a market that many Philadelphians felt was rightfully theirs.
Since the eighteenth-century, some Philadelphians had explored the possibility of a canal
linking the Delaware and Chesapeake Bays which would provide Philadelphia with
access to the farmers of the Susquehanna, but the project proved troublesome. In 1825,
Congress had passed a bill to provide support for the canal, but as was always the case in
such projects, this support depended on the conviction that it would be in the national
interest, not simply in the interest of some state or section. Of course those parties who
did not profit from the proposed projects tended to call into question the whole
proposition that the general interest was being served 77
In this case, the state through which most of the canal would pass, Delaware,
stood to benefit relatively little. The main beneficiary would be Philadelphia; the loser
would be Baltimore, which in fact stood to lose a great deal (though it was presumed that
the Eastern Shore of Maryland would benefit). Support for the canal was, therefore,
dependent on cordial relations between Pennsylvanians and Marylanders. Both the
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Pennsylvania and Maryland Legislatures had purchased stock in the Canal Company (as
had the Federal Government), and in his defense of the bill, Philadelphia Congressman
Joseph Hemphill noted that the Maryland legislature had been the first to incorporate a
company to construct such a canal. Nevertheless, there continued to be concern in
Baltimore about the effects of the new waterway. 78
“Zealous” advocates of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, therefore, had an
incentive to promote harmony between the governments of the neighboring states of
Maryland and Pennsylvania. Meredith’s public defense of his support for the fugitive bill
emphasized the need for such sectional harmony, though he did not explicitly state that
such harmony was an essential foundation for securing support for canal building. He
emphasizes the common ground between Pennsylvanians and Marylanders, despite their
differences of “feelings” concerning slavery, and he denounces those who would label
“our fellow citizens of the Southern States” as “man-stealers.” He calls for moderation
and understanding of “our Southern brethren.” Though ostensibly the bill was intended
to protect both the rights of free blacks and of slave holders, Meredith’s public defense of
the bill focused on the need for cooperation between the white citizens of Pennsylvania
and Maryland. 79
There were other suggestions that linked the fugitive slave issue with the need to
cooperate on internal improvements. When the Maryland legislature had resolved to
send its delegation to Pennsylvania, a Baltimore legislator named Benjamin Howard (he
had defeated Daniel Raymond in order to attain his seat) had made a telling suggestion.
A prosperous Baltimore lawyer and later a Jacksonian congressman, Howard was also an
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advocate of internal improvements. In “a speech of considerable weight,” Howard
advocated empowering the delegation to confer with Pennsylvania’s legislature on both
the fugitive slave question and “on the subject of Canals,” though it was ultimately
decided to leave the two questions as separate. Perhaps not coincidentally, Howard’s
father, John E. Howard, had been an early and vigorous advocate of the American
Colonization Society. 80
The “problems” created by free blacks had the potential to disrupt the delicate
harmony on which the support for federal internal improvements depended. A broadly
conceived American System needed to address these problems if it hoped to have any
success. African Colonization sought to promote sectional harmony by removing free
blacks from the United States altogether. Other supporters of internal improvements
sought to promote interstate harmony by attempting to prevent fugitive slaves from
seeking a safe haven across state lines.

The ACS continued to hope that Baltimore and Philadelphia would become fertile
grounds for African colonization, but instead found significant resistance to their plans.
In Baltimore, Charles C. Harper ran for a seat in the Maryland Assembly declaring that
he “would devote all the means at [his] command” to the support of African
Colonization. Though he went to great lengths to distance himself from those who also
advocated the abolition of slavery, Harper only fared slightly better than did Daniel
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Raymond, and fell far short of winning the seat. Privately, agents of the ACS admitted
that free black support of colonization in the city of Baltimore had been disappointing. 81
In Philadelphia, the ACS seemed to have made some progress among white
opponents of slavery. Ralph Gurley, on a visit to Philadelphia, reported that “The
sentiments of the Quakers have, I believe, changed much in our favor,” and not long after
this Philadelphians formed an auxiliary to the ACS. Nevertheless, and despite high
expectations, agents of the ACS continued to be disappointed by the lack of public
support for colonization in the city of Philadelphia. Free blacks remained for the most
part staunchly opposed to the ACS. 82
In December of 1826, supporters of African colonization hoped that they had
achieved a breakthrough. John H.B. Latrobe and Charles C. Harper, agents for the
Maryland Colonization Society, organized two meetings of free black Baltimoreans in
order to promote black support for colonization. The first, held at Bethel church, was
only moderately attended, but the second, this time at the Sharp Street African Church,
attracted a much larger crowd. The white agents introduced a resolution that was
intended to represent the sentiments of “respectable free people of color.” According to
Harper, an “immense majority” supported this proposal, though he noted that some of the
leaders urged a change in some of the language of the proposal. Harper also admitted
that there was a minority, led by Jacob Greener, which opposed the resolution. 83
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The ACS quickly attempted to turn the supposed support of free blacks in
Baltimore into a public relations coup, as proof that free blacks did in fact desire to leave
the United States for Africa. Within the month, the memorial that had been approved by
the Sharp Street meeting was reprinted in the African Repository. The language of the
memorial is not as denigrating of free blacks as was much of the discourse of
colonization (presumably this was the result of the changes suggested by the free black
leaders themselves). Yet crucially the language does contribute to the idea that free
blacks consented to their own exclusion from American citizenship. “We reside among
you, and yet are strangers; natives, and yet not citizens…Our difference of colour, the
servitude of many and most of our brethren, and the prejudices which those
circumstances have naturally occasioned, will not allow us to hope, even if we could
desire, to mingle with you someday, in the benefits of citizenship.” African colonization
is even described in natural metaphors, as the removal of an “extraneous mass,” which
will promote the “health and moral sense of the body politic.” The overall effect is to
depict the presence of free blacks in the United States as unnatural and unhealthy for
all. 84
While agents for the ACS attempted to promote public interest in their project,
their allies in the legislature pushed for active government support. Ezekiel Chambers,
Maryland Senator (and one of the commissioners who helped secure Pennsylvania’s
fugitive slave bill), introduced a memorial calling for congressional support for African
colonization. Unsurprisingly, Robert Hayne of South Carolina rose immediately to
protest the ACS as “wild, impractical [and] mischievous,” and the proposal ultimately
went nowhere. In March 1827, the Maryland legislature passed a bill to appropriate one
84
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thousand dollars per year for the ACS. Though this sum was not really adequate support
for the proposed endeavor, the supporters of colonization had some reason to hope that
they were making progress in securing public funds. A similar bill was soon presented
in the Pennsylvania legislature. 85
Many free blacks were especially eager to counter the impression that they had
embraced the language of the ACS. In particular, they sought to counter the idea that
they had no hopes (or even desire) to become full citizens of their native country.
“Africanus,” writing in the Genius of Universal Emancipation, insisted that
Born in the United States it would be very unnatural for me to have no love for my country. My
taste, manners, habits, customs and opinions prove my attachment to the American Republic; and
it is impossible for me to resist the desire of remaining peaceable under the protection of its laws,
perfectly contented to share the blessings that flow from the institutions resulting from its free
86
principles.

The writer also countered the idea that the memorial embodied the true sentiments of the
free blacks of Baltimore. For this writer the language of the memorial is critical, while he
is less concerned with whether or not some individuals wish to emigrate. The issue is
what their actions, and the words which colonizationists have tried to associate with those
actions, have to say about the place of free blacks in American society.
William Watkins, writing as “a colored Baltimorean,” reiterated these points a
week later, as he proceeded through the language of the memorial in order to counter the
lines that were most objectionable. Watkins, like “Africanus” rejected the idea that free
blacks had no hope to “mingle with you one day in the benefits of citizenship.” He also
argued that even those who supported the memorial did so not as a general statement of
the sentiment of the free black community (as the ACS had presented it), but rather as a
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narrow statement of those who did wish to leave. Since, as Watkins pointed out, only ten
Baltimoreans had sailed on the recently departed ship headed for the coast of Africa, any
attempt to apply their sentiments to the larger black community was a misrepresentation.
He also hoped to reassure his free black brethren in New York and Philadelphia that
despite the insistence of the ACS, most of Baltimore’s free blacks shared their animosity
toward African colonization. 87
Writing to the recently established Freedom’s Journal, James Forten echoed the
two Baltimore writers, insisting that the memorial was the work of white agents of the
ACS and did not reflect the true feelings of the free blacks of Baltimore. He also noted
that at a recent meeting in Philadelphia, called specifically to counter the Baltimore
memorial’s claims of black support for the ACS, not a single attendee supported
“colonization in any foreign country whatever.” Freedom’s Journal also buttressed
Forten’s claims by reprinting a piece written by Russell Parrott, in which he reminds the
reader that “with all her imperfections, still she is my country, the home of my affections,
in which is centered my most ardent hopes.” 88 Through print, these writers hoped to
reinforce the idea of a united front against colonization, and sought to undermine
attempts to depict free blacks as willing, consenting participants in their own removal
from their native country.

If the leaders of the Jacksonian coalition were working hard to push the issue of
slavery out of political discourse, it kept reemerging in Philadelphia politics. In 1826,
Joseph Hemphill, the congressman who represented the city of Philadelphia, resigned his
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seat due to poor health. Hemphill had been a Federalist but had migrated into the
Jackson camp, and as has been noted had significantly moderated his public stance on the
issue of slavery. His public opposition to the agitation of the slavery question (which
emerged from the Panama debate), was noted by newspapers both north and south.
Hemphill was in fact singled out by one paper as a prime participant in the acquiescence
by northerners in a Southern dominated Democratic party. He resigned not long after his
much publicized speech on the Panama Mission (though there is no indication that one
was related to the other). 89
The race to fill the open seat would ultimately be seen by many as a referendum
on the politics of slavery. In October 1826, former Federalist John Sergeant, the Adams
candidate, was opposed by Jacksonian Henry Horn and the Federalist Thomas Kittera.
The election resulted in a tie between Sergeant and Horn. The seat remained open until a
special election the following October. In that special election, Hemphill returned to the
field (evidently his health had recovered). Partisans explicitly framed the contest as a
battle between the presidential candidates, Jackson and Adams, and it attracted wide
notice, and outside commentators depicted it as a fight over the issue of slavery. On the
eve of the election, Duff Green, the Jacksonian editor, warned that Sergeant’s allies “the
Aristocracy, the Bank, the Abolition Society and the bar of Philadelphia,” sought to
reopen the slavery question. After Sergeant won the election, his defenders pronounced
it a victory for political antislavery. “Pennsylvanians no slavites” trumpeted Benjamin
Lundy in the Genius of Universal Emancipation, proclaiming Sergeant the “celebrated
advocate of the anti-slavery cause.” Philadelphian William Rawle recorded in his journal
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that he had voted for Sergeant despite his dislike for John Quincy Adams. “I think the
best interests of the country” wrote Rawle, “require that the Southern Policy should not
obtain too much ascendancy.” 90
As the 1828 presidential election approached, supporters of the Adams
administration and enemies of Andrew Jackson hoped to use the issue of slavery to woo
Pennsylvania voters. James Buchanan, writing to Jackson in late 1826, noted that the
General’s opponents had attempted to link Jackson with some of his more radical
southern allies, but that in Buchanan’s opinion this had not worked. In 1828 however,
anti-Jacksonians in Philadelphia, especially the editor of the Democratic Press, John
Binns, tried a new approach. In a series of printed attacks, they depicted Jackson not
simply as a slaveholder but as a slave trader. Binns printed broadsides with the famous
iconic image of the chained slave which read, “Am I not a man and Brother? General
Jackson has been a slave dealer – a trafficker in human flesh, a Buyer and Seller of Men,
women and Children for filthy lucre…” Jackson personally denied these allegations, and
his Philadelphia supporters attempted to refute them in print. 91
It is telling that Adams partisans chose to focus on the more sensational slave
trading charge rather than on the more concrete, sectional contrast of a pair of
Northerners (Adams and Richard Rush) opposed to a ticket of Southern slaveholders
(Jackson and Calhoun). While Pennsylvanians were generally opposed to slavery, as the
events surrounding the Maryland Fugitive Slave Bill had demonstrated, they tended to be
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most disturbed by slavery when it touched them in some way. The kidnapping of free
blacks, or the requirement that their state and local government might be forced to defend
slavery, were things that profoundly concerned Pennsylvanians. As the landslide victory
of the Jackson and Calhoun ticket showed, however, the implications of the presidential
election for the issue of slavery had failed to dissuade nominally anti-slavery
Pennsylvanians from supporting the Hero of New Orleans. In a somewhat ominous turn,
some Philadelphia supporters of the General, in fact felt comfortable enough with the
connections of their candidate with the institution of slavery to turn it into a kind of badge
of honor. According to one report, joyous Jackson partisans had celebrated their victory
by parading around Philadelphia “what appears to be a vile print of a negro driver, with a
hickory whip in one hand, and pointing scornfully at a negro but with the other, as an
emblem of their victory.” 92
There is fairly little evidence as to the attitude of free black Philadelphians toward
the presidential election of 1828. Freedom’s Journal, which provided fairly extensive
coverage of the actions of black Philadelphians, made only passing reference to the claim
that Jackson had been a slave trader. 93 More illuminating, perhaps, is a satirical print
from the series “Life in Philadelphia” by Edward Williams Clay. A political supporter of
Henry Clay (who Edward claimed, without evidence, to be a distant relation), and bitter
critic of Andrew Jackson, Clay drew a series of images mocking the pretensions of black
Philadelphians (especially focusing on wealthy blacks). Historians have used them to
illustrate the pervasive racism of Northern white society. They certainly do that, but
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perhaps they can also serve as a window on free blacks themselves, not simply on white
racism. 94
In one of these images, an older, respectably dressed black man grabs a shabbily
attired black youth and shouts “What de debil you hurrah for General Jackson for?” The
older man has a copy of the anti-Jackson Democratic Press while the younger one wears
a hat made of the pro-Jackson paper The Mercury. In one sense, like the others in the
series, this print serves to mock the attempts of black Philadelphians to act in ways that
are deemed racially inappropriate. In this case, it also mocks the seeming confusion of
the young boy who does not seem to know enough to see that he should not be a
supporter of the slaveholder, Jackson. It is possible (the print also features a throng of
white celebrants in the background) that the boy acts as a stand in for all of the
Philadelphians who were too foolish to recognize that they had been deceived by the
Jackson movement; in essence, a black Philadelphian who supports Jackson is only
slightly less ridiculous than any Philadelphian doing so.
The image also hints, perhaps unintentionally, at black political engagement.
Though we know that it is unlikely any black Philadelphians voted in this election, it is
possible that they watched electoral politics more closely than we may have thought. The
image implies that the two black Philadelphians have been following their candidates
through the partisan press, and that the elder of the two feels that it is important to set the
younger straight, to guide his political allegiances. The older is the more recognizable of
the two; we can imagine him as Edward Clay’s twisted version of James Forten, perhaps,
predictably pro-Adams. Yet though Clay plays the Jacksonianism of the younger one for
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laughs, perhaps it too can tell us something, especially about non-elite African
Americans. Is it possible that a young black Philadelphian might have identified
something in the Jackson movement that showed him promise, a kind of politics that
spoke to his desires? We do know that Jackson’s “Proclamation to the Free People of
Color” before the battle of New Orleans, in which he declared “I knew how well you
loved your NATIVE country,” had entered into the canon of black political discourse. 95 It
is possible that some black Philadelphians saw a popular, nationalist movement as the
road to black citizenship. After all, the popular nationalism of Jackson may have had
more in common with the black nativist political appeals which had emerged out of the
movement against colonization than they did with the sober cosmopolitanism of pre-1817
black discourse. None of this should be construed as an argument about Jackson’s
subsequent actions as president, and as I have noted, many observers did see the
proslavery implications of the Jackson movement, yet it is possible that for many
Philadelphians (even black Philadelphians), the differences among the candidates on the
issue of slavery were not as clear as they would be in hindsight.

The 1820s had proved to be a crucial decade for black politics. As national
political leaders sought to diffuse the sectional tensions over slavery by redirecting
electoral politics into national parties, free blacks in Baltimore and Philadelphia
continued to fight against slavery by exploiting the border between the Maryland and
Pennsylvania. At the same time, they attempted to use Haiti both as a tool in this fight
against slavery and as a way of imagining a transnational black identity which did not
95
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compromise their claims on American citizenship. In crucial ways, black politics
mirrored the larger politics of the United States in these years. Like the national parties,
free blacks had to navigate the thorny politics of federalism, sometimes looking to the
national government, but also to the state and local authorities, as they pressed their fight
to influence the power relations of the early republic. Like other Americans, they too
sought to come to grips with what it meant to be an American, with what was an
American’s relationship to the wider world. What was clear by the end of the decade,
however, was that free blacks could not afford to renounce their claims on American
citizenship, and that such claims were dependent on demonstrating that free blacks were
not foreign to the United States, that they were in fact Americans.
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Chapter Three – Citizenship, Reform, and the Necessity of Black
Politics
In accordance with a public notice, issued by “the Coloured Citizens of
Philadelphia,” calling for a meeting of “their brethren throughout the U States,” a group
of men met in the fall of 1830, in the city of Philadelphia. The group called for a
nationwide network of free blacks, working together to “devise and pursue all legal
means for the speedy elevation of ourselves and brethren to the scale and standing of
men.” One of the means they supported for accomplishing their ends was the promotion
of black settlements in Canada, but they also were sure to make it clear that this did not
indicate an abandonment of their claims to American citizenship, claims which they
grounded in the Declaration of Independence. 1
Richard Newman, the historian and Richard Allen biographer, has noted a
phenomenon he terms “shadow politics,” which he defines as the “mimicry of formal
political activity in black-controlled institutions.” Newman argues that “shadow politics”
demonstrated free blacks’ sense of themselves as active (if not full) members of the
American political nation. At the same time, due to the location of these political
practices within black institutions, Newman suggests that they may have played a role in
the growth of a “more militant black consciousness,” and served as a catalyst for the
development of later black-power movements. 2
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The activism of free blacks in the early 1830s, exemplified by the national
convention movement, and centered in Philadelphia (and to a certain extent Baltimore),
provides ample evidence of the kind of political practice which Newman depicts. What
the activism of the early thirties also demonstrates is a desire on the part of free blacks
not simply to mimic white politics, but to influence it, in part by efforts to link their own
efforts with broader, white led reform politics. This black reform politics continued to
stress the connections between black citizenship and the fight against slavery, while
demonstrating that slavery and its cousin, racial proscription, constituted an assault on the
liberties of all Americans.
The first black convention, which met in September of 1830, was precipitated by
the need to aid the free blacks of Cincinnati. Authorities in that city, alarmed at the rapid
growth of the free black population in their state, declared in 1829 that they would begin
enforcing Black Codes which had been on the books for decades, giving free blacks thirty
days to comply with them (including a required posting of a $500 bond to ensure good
behavior). White mobs refused to wait for the law to take effect, and terrorized
Cincinnati’s black neighborhoods. As a result, an estimated 1,000 to 2,000 free blacks
left the city, most intending to settle in Canada. 3
With these events in mind, delegates from seven states met at Richard Allen’s
Mother Bethel Church. Even though the convention had been initially championed by
Hezekiah Grice of Baltimore, Pennsylvanians dominated the convention, with Allen
himself being elected President. Twelve of the twenty-six delegates were from
Pennsylvania, while among other states only Maryland sent as many as four. The
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meeting set about organizing itself, establishing “The American Society of Free People of
Color for improving their condition in the United States; for purchasing lands; and for the
establishment of a settlement in the Province of Upper Canada,” and drafted a
constitution which detailed the goals and form of the new institution. Officers would be
elected at an annual meeting, and the society itself would meet quarterly. Provisions
were made for the establishment of auxiliaries throughout the nation. 4
The name of the parent society hints at a tension that existed from the start: that is
the need to support a new settlement outside the United States while at the same time
retaining their claims on their native land. While the organization agreed to assist the
foundation of a Canadian settlement, they coupled that support with a continuing
opposition to African colonization. In fact, the conditions of the “afflicted country” of
Africa are contrasted with “the language, climate, soil and productions” of Canada, which
they noted were remarkably similar to those of their native United States. They also
make it clear that the choice to emigrate to Canada was not one freely made, but that it
was coerced by unjust laws. To reiterate their contention that most free blacks would
remain in the United States, the society joined its support for Canadian emigration with a
commitment to improve the conditions of those who remained. 5
The first annual meeting of the convention expanded on the sentiments of the
organizational meeting and made even more explicit the political aims of free blacks. 6
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The language of this meeting continued the now decades old tension between
cosmopolitanism and nationalism. While reasserting their intention to support the colony
in Upper Canada, the printed discourse of the meeting was also suffused with the
language of nativity which had long been such a crucial part of black politics. The
benevolent work of emancipation being carried out in Britain and Denmark is contrasted
with the cruel laws of “our own native land…the birthplace of our fathers…the land for
whose prosperity their blood and our sweat have been shed and cruelly extorted.” The
same language is used to denounce the efforts of the ACS. The convention also reiterated
its position that “the spirit of persecution” was behind the willingness of free blacks to
consider emigration to Canada, not any consensual relinquishment of American
citizenship.7
In addition, the meeting introduced a twinned embrace of the Declaration of
Independence and the US Constitution as sources of black citizenship. The convention
resolved to read both at every subsequent meeting, noting that the principle of equality
enshrined in the Declaration was “incontrovertible.” Furthermore, they called for the
Fourth of July to be set aside as a day of “humiliation, fasting and prayer,” at which
collections should be made in support of the national convention movement. In this, they
were on one hand mirroring the efforts of colonizationists, who had for several years
employed the day for their own purposes, while on the other they were hoping to contrast
their own orderly and pious observation of the day with the often raucous public displays
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from which they were excluded. With this in mind, the convention also counseled
against the continuance of black public processions on any day. 8
The convention, and the Conventional Address in particular (drafted by
Philadelphians, Belfast Burton, Junius Morel and William Whipper), also took up a
language of constitutionalism that had not been prevalent in previous black discourse.
The Constitution, declared the convention, “guarantees in letter and spirit to every
freemen born in this country, all the rights and immunities of citizenship.” Efforts to
deny blacks these rights were termed “unconstitutional” rather than simply unchristian or
unjust. 9
Efforts to develop a constitutional, political challenge to slavery and racial
discrimination frequently encountered this tension between nationalism and
cosmopolitanism. This was especially the case as the British government moved towards
emancipation. British emancipation provided perhaps the best available model for
political antislavery, but it was one that was freighted with risk. Defenders of slavery
frequently pointed to the connections between British and American abolitionists as
evidence that the effort to emancipate American slaves was a foreign import, if not an
outright attempt by British monarchists to enslave their former American subjects. In the
face of a resurgent colonization movement, and perhaps especially after Nat Turner’s
rebellion had led many whites to reconsider their resistance to the coerced expulsion of
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free blacks, those who wished to celebrate an international abolitionist movement needed
to be careful so as not to be seen as abandoning their American rights.
In a January 1831 letter to the Liberator, for example, James Forten mentions “the
change in the British Ministry,” and the resulting “determination to do away with the
curse of slavery in the colonies.” Forten seems to recognize the need to couple his global
critique of slavery with a reminder of his own indisputable American roots. His family,
he noted, had resided in Pennsylvania since the time of William Penn, and he himself had
fought in the revolution. To accentuate this point, Forten asked “am I now to be told that
Africa is my country by some of those whose birth-place is unknown?” Two weeks later,
in another letter to Garrison, Forten noted that even for “aliens who have been in this
country three or four months,” racial distinctions between whites and blacks were vast, a
phenomenon that Forten links to the efforts of the ACS to depict Africa as the rightful
home of American free blacks. Though there is no explicit denial of the rights of
citizenship of those with lesser claims, the implicit argument is clear. Appeals to
international antislavery were not a denial of devotion to one’s native country.
Forten looked at the progress of British Emancipation as an omen that the coming
year would witness “great events,” and that “the tyrants of this country, must tremble.”
Of course, he had no way of knowing that in an obscure corner of Virginia, Nat Turner
was making plans to bring about “great events” in his own way 10 Turner’s Rebellion
would fuel a resurgence in the colonization movement, both among those who saw it as a
means of gradually ending slavery and among those who were primarily concerned with
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eliminating the growing free black population. Yet these reactions to Nat Turner also
spurred a renewal of free black politics, which rose to meet the newly assertive
supporters of colonization, and hoped to expose and exploit the contradictions within the
movement.

Nat Turner and Reactions on the Border

In late August, 1831, dark rumors of a slave revolt began to filter north from
southeastern Virginia. While initial newspaper reports were vague, the outlines of the
events unfolding in Southampton County soon became clear. In the early morning of
August 22nd, Nat Turner and six others set in motion a plan which had long been
germinating. A little after two, they entered the house of Joseph Travis, silently, by using
a ladder to slip in an upper window. Travis was Turner’s current master, and was the
owner of one of his companions. Turner’s owner, the twelve year old Putnam Moore,
slept nearby. According to the account he later gave, Turner struck the first blow with a
hatchet, though due to the darkness of the room, what he intended to be his master’s
deathblow glanced off the side of his skull. Will, one of the others, quickly finished off
Travis with an axe.
Turner and his associates hoped to work quickly, striking fear into the hearts of
slaveholders and swelling his group’s numbers as the enslaved flocked to his banner.
They planned to take this band to the nearby town of Jerusalem where they hoped to
capture a large supply of arms. Though not all had gone according to plan, by the middle
of the 23rd, Turner and his allies had killed more than fifty whites without losing one of
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their own, and their insurrection had grown to include fifty or sixty rebels. It quickly
became clear, however, that they were not all as committed as Turner’s initial band.
About a half deserted as they made camp for the night, and a skirmish the next day
essentially scattered Turner’s forces. Realizing that his revolt had failed, Turner secreted
himself in a nearby cave, where he was able to evade capture for several months. 11
Baltimore and Philadelphia papers, like those throughout the nation, followed the
story as it unfolded. The initial reports, drawing heavily on the written accounts of
eyewitnesses, at times estimated the numbers of insurgents as in the hundreds, while at
other times reassuring the readers that the cause was only “plunder, and not with a view
to a more important object.” Lists of the white victims were also reproduced. Before
long, newspapers were reassuring readers in the North that the insurrection had been put
down, though they continued to follow the story as Turner himself eluded the
authorities. 12
The reports of the successful suppression of Nat Turner’s rebellion seem to have
done little to assuage the fears of residents of Baltimore who nurtured suspicions that
Turner, like so many black fugitives before him, had found his way to their city. One
report had it that a black man who had recently been committed to the Baltimore jail on a
charge of horse stealing was in fact “General Turner” himself. Though the press quickly
refuted the story, the claim was passed along to papers in other cities, including
Philadelphia. 13
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It was not only the paranoid fears that Nat Turner was walking among them that
stoked the fears of white Marylanders. There were reports that rebellion had spread south
into North Carolina, and (more disturbingly) north, along the Eastern Shore of Maryland,
even into Delaware. Within months of the Turner insurrection, the mayor of Baltimore
had received evidence (some more convincing than others) of alleged conspiracies in and
around Baltimore. In the wake of Nat Turner’s rebellion, many Baltimore slave owners
sought to remove the threat of slave rebellion by selling their enslaved property. In the
two years following the rebellion, slave sales doubled in Baltimore. Yet for many white
Marylanders, the city’s large free black population was the obvious cause of these threats,
and they intended to do something about that. 14
“The good people of South River,” declared one meeting of white citizens in a
community along the Western Shore of Maryland, “have no hesitation in expressing their
belief that the diabolical spirit which induced the misguided wretches of our sister state to
the perpetration of such abominable and hellish crimes has been infused into a certain
portion of our population throughout the state.” Like other meetings in the southern
portion of the state, it called not for some form of emancipation, but rather for the more
careful control of free blacks, and if at all possible their deportation. Another similar
meeting declared emancipation to be “repugnant to the rest of the state,” and called for its
prohibition. Though whites across the state were nervous about the free black population
in their midst, they did not speak with one voice on the subject. Another meeting, further
north in Queen Anne’s county, denounced the proposed restriction on manumission as
“cruel, impolitic, unjust, dangerous, and unauthorized by the constitution.” They also
14
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advocated the removal of free blacks from the state, but hoped that this would be a part of
the gradual emancipation of all Maryland’s slaves. 15
Petitions representing these diverse positions were directed to a joint committee
of the Maryland legislature, chaired by Henry Brawner, owner of more than fifty slaves,
and representative of a district dominated by slaveholders. The committee itself was
controlled by slaveholders. Six of the seven members represented districts in the
southern portion of the state, and the seventh, the northerner, owned six slaves himself.
Yet when in March Brawner’s committee of slaveholders issued its report on the state’s
black population, the document declared slavery an “admitted and awful evil.” The
Brawner report called for the removal of all blacks, both free and enslaved, from
Maryland. Of course, it assumed that the state’s free blacks would be first, and to go
along with this it called for a strengthened force to police the free blacks who remained in
Maryland. 16
While the language of the report looked to the “recent events” to the South as
confirmation of its claims as to the threat posed by slavery, it was also clearly shaped by
Maryland’s northern border with Pennsylvania. According to the Report, Maryland’s
“situation, along the border of a free state,” had made obvious the virtues of free labor
over enslaved. The removal of blacks would, it argued, dramatically change the face of
Maryland, encouraging white immigration from other states, promoting economic
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development, and allowing the state to invest in northern style free schools. Intellectual
and scientific achievements would follow. 17
The Brawner Report appealed to African colonization as an integral part of its
plan to free Maryland of its black residents, but in one crucial way it differed from the
stated position of the colonization societies. Brawner and his associates acknowledged
the right of slaveholders to their property, and therefore admitted that “without their
owners consent, none of them can be touched.” In this way, they shared the attitude of
leaders of the ACS. Yet when it came to Maryland’s free blacks, or those who would
become free, consent was no longer necessary. Brawner recognized, perhaps due to more
than a decade of free black opposition to African colonization, that consensual emigration
was not adequate for the purpose of removing Maryland’s free black population. Force
was essential. 18
In response to Brawner’s Report, the legislature of Maryland passed two bills: one
“an act relating to the people of colour of this state” and the other “an act relating to free
negroes and slaves.” Together, these bills sought to promote the gradual end of slavery
in the state of Maryland, while at the same time removing the state’s black population.
The first bill required that newly enslaved blacks be removed from the state. The
preferred destination was to be Liberia, and the law appropriated money to pay for
transportation to the colony, but if this was not possible, the newly emancipated were to
be simply removed. The second bill sought to halt the increase in Maryland’s black
population. It declared that free blacks entering the state were required to leave within
ten days. Those who did not were to be fined fifty dollars per week, and those who were
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unable to pay this fine were to be arrested and their labor auctioned off in order to cover
this cost. The importation of enslaved blacks was also prohibited. The free blacks who
remained were subject to more stringent control, with a particular eye on preventing the
cooperation between the free and the enslaved. Severe restrictions on ownership of
firearms and the right to gather (whether for religious or “tumultuous” purposes) were
instated. In certain cases free blacks were liable to be punished as slaves would be. 19
While the new legislation allowed the coercive power of the state to promote the
removal of black Marylanders from the borders of the state, it proved largely
unsuccessful. Maryland’s free black population continued to grow over the next decade,
both in raw numbers and as a percentage of the state’s total population. To a significant
extent, this was because North Maryland slave owners winked at the law, and continued
to manumit slaves without securing their removal from the state. The law had provided a
loophole which enabled judges to grant manumitted slaves who exhibited “extraordinary
good conduct and character” a one-year permit to remain in the state, which it seems was
liberally employed in the north of the state. If the framers of the two bills sought to
create an all-white Maryland, many white northern Marylanders seemed to be content to
take advantage of the labor of free blacks while depending on the law to control them. 20
The securing of state cooperation was a victory for the Maryland State
Colonization Society. Maryland men had been among the founders of the American
Colonization Society, and the state auxiliary had been one of the first to be established.
19
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In 1827, the same year that the state legislature had appropriated an annual sum of $1,000
to support colonization, the state society was reorganized, yet by 1831, that society was
languishing. Convinced that the parent society, which attempted to appeal to the
concerns of supports both North and South, was limiting the ability of Maryland to
promote its own colonization plans, leading state colonizationists founded a new society
in 1831. The new society made it clear that it did not seek to interfere with the rights of
slaveholders: “The Society, here in the outset, most explicitly disclaim all intention to
interfere in the smallest degree with the slave population. It would teach the slave
obedience, rather than create in his breast one feeling of disaffection.” Free blacks were
to be the targets of its efforts, though it went on to suggest that colonization might
ultimately lead to voluntary emancipation. 21
If the legislation spurred by the Brawner Report helped address colonization’s
chronic shortage of funds, it was less successful in addressing a second problem, that is,
the resistance of free blacks. In the pages of Lundy’s Genius of Universal Emancipation,
William Watkins, writing as “A Colored Baltimorean,” continued to dispute those who
called for free blacks to embrace colonization. Black Baltimoreans also continued to use
mass meetings as a way of demonstrating popular opposition to colonization. A March
1831 “respectable meeting of persons of color” of Baltimore, expressed its distrust of the
American Colonization Society, and lamented the ACS’s success in seducing “many of
our warm and sincere friends.” For black opponents of colonization, and the whites who
listened to them, the actions of the Maryland Legislature laid bare the fiction that
colonization rested on the consent of free blacks. Commenting on this meeting in the
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Liberator, Garrison compared the colonizationists to the people of Georgia who sought to
justify the removal of the Cherokees as consensual. 22
Watkins also sought to turn the ACS’s appropriation of the Fourth of July on its
head. While claiming for African Americans the rights announced in the Declaration,
Watkins noted the efforts of colonizationists to link the national day of celebration with
the idea that blacks could never enjoy the “rights of freemen” in the United States. Their
success in doing so, he lamented, led him to retire, “pensive and solitary, to contemplate
the past and the present as connected with our history in the land of our nativity.” As we
have seen previously in African American discourse (perhaps most famously in David
Walker’s Appeal to the Colored Citizens of the World), Watkins couples claims of
abstract, natural rights with an expression of a physical attachment to the land of their
birth. He closes with the hope that black connection to the United States, and to its
republican institutions, would soon lead white Americans to recognize the claims of
“300,000 home-born citizens of the United States.” 23
Yet while the public sphere remained a crucial ground on which free blacks
disputed the claims of colonization, it was not the only ground. Supporters of
colonization were troubled by the public opposition of free blacks to their efforts, but
more disruptive were the direct tactics black Baltimoreans used to undermine
colonization. The Maryland Colonization Society chartered a ship, Orion, with the
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intention of sending a group of emigrants to the colony in Liberia (despite unresolved
issues over the relationship between the Maryland society and the ACS). As the date of
departure grew near, black opponents of colonization stepped up their efforts to
undermine the voyage. Anti-colonizationists repeatedly visited prospective emigrants in
their homes, hoping to dissuade them. Even after those who remained willing had
boarded the Orion, they were followed onto the ship by local black leaders, who
continued their efforts to convince them to remain in the United States. Ultimately, the
Orion set sail with only thirty one emigrants, though the ship could hold more than
sixty. 24
In the face of such organized opposition, the Maryland Society stepped up its
public appeals to prospective emigrants. Many of the leaders of the colonization
movement in Maryland were convinced that opposition to their cause stemmed from the
willful misrepresentations of “some of the leading coloured people” of Baltimore. They
therefore hoped that “true” representations of the conditions in Liberia, especially if they
came from black settlers themselves, would set the record straight. In at least two
separate pamphlets, Maryland colonizationists quoted the authority of Francis Devany,
High Sheriff of Colony of Liberia. Not only had Devany been enslaved in the United
States, but he was later employed as a sail maker in Philadelphia by James Forten.
Hoping that the testimony of this prosperous colonist would counter the prominent public
opposition of his former employer, the MCS used Devany’s testimony to depict Liberia
as a place where the oppressed free blacks of Maryland might prosper both economically
and politically. His description of the new colony not only depicted effortlessly
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prosperous farms, but also noted that “We serve as jurymen, and are tried by jurymen of
our own colour… Schools are provided for all the children in the Colony.” 25

Even though they were further removed geographically from Southampton
Virginia, Philadelphians did not by any means feel themselves immune from the events
of Nat Turner’s Rebellion. Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser warned of impending
riots which would rival the Haitian revolution, and warned further that these conflicts
would not stop at the Mason-Dixon Line. The Inquirer printed the panicked letter of a
man who claimed that “five hundred!!!” free blacks had arrived at the port of
Philadelphia in the past few months, and another claimed to have witnessed “eight or ten
other colored men [who] had just arrived here from Southampton, Virginia.” White
Philadelphians who were already uneasy about the free blacks in their midst, now felt that
they had new justification for their suspicions. 26
A number of these concerned citizens met on the evening of November 23rd for
the purpose of promoting African colonization. The meeting appointed officers and a
committee of four to draft resolutions, which were approved unanimously. They claimed
to have “ample demonstration that the free colored people of the northern and eastern
states were the original and ostensible, if not real cause of the creation of the present
disaffection existing among the slaves.” The group warned that the “recent massacres in
the southern states” were a harbinger of “an approaching crisis” in the American republic.
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While of course claiming that they abhorred slavery, the colonizationists insisted that
they recognized the rights of slaveholders, and sought to reassure “our friends and
countrymen of the south” that they did not wish to provoke insurrection among slaves.
The removal of northern free blacks would perhaps be the first step on the road to gradual
emancipation, but the primary reason for the necessity of colonization was, according to
these men, that it would help prevent future slave rebellions and that it would save the
republic itself. 27
This meeting constituted a significant change from previous efforts to promote
African colonization. First, its resolutions primarily emphasized the national threat posed
by black Philadelphians, rather than their “degraded status” (in fact, only those opposed
to colonization are termed “idle and profligate”). Second, this particular group of
colonizationists came close to dropping the veneer of consent, at least as far as free
blacks were concerned. Where earlier meetings had been insistent that colonization
would only come about with the consent of the colonists, this one predicts that “the time
[is] rapidly approaching when it will be found indispensably requisite…that all negroes
within the boundaries of the United States be removed to Liberia or some other place as
easily accessible…” Third, this meeting sought to speak for the “working class,” which it
singled out as particularly supportive of colonization. It warned of the threat posed by
black emigration to the nearby, “foreign power” of Canada, and denounced the efforts of
southern states to push emancipated slaves into the free states. The leadership of this
meeting also seems to have been distinct from that of previous (and subsequent)
colonization groups, and its methods seem to much more closely mirror those of partisan
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politics. It resolved to organize on a ward by ward basis in order to promote these ends. 28
If earlier efforts to promote colonization had been linked with elite, National Republican
politics, this meeting tilted in a more Jacksonian direction.
As before, free blacks in Philadelphia responded quickly to this new attempt to
advocate African colonization. Black Philadelphians seem to have recognized these
changes in the rhetoric of colonization, and their criticism changed accordingly. One of
Garrison’s black correspondents expressed hope that the legislature would ignore the
words of “a set of tippling shopkeepers and their customers.” A resolution drafted by a
meeting of black Philadelphians, including William Whipper and Robert Purvis,
commented ironically on “these gentry” who were calling for colonization. It also termed
the colonization meeting a “caucus” in which “a few officious young men in a Republican
country, presume[ed] to legislate for a respectable body of their fellow citizens,
possessing rights as sacred and dear as theirs, without making them a part in their
legislation.” 29 At a time when denunciations of the caucus and the political
maneuverings behind it were a staple of political discourse, black Philadelphians sought
to depict these new colonizationists as the worst kind of politicians, while they,
themselves were patriotic, republican citizens.
While renewed support for African colonization seemed to confirm black
suspicions that the threat of force lay behind the consensual rhetoric of colonization,
developments in the state legislature led them to fear that their state’s southern boundary
was hardly a firm defense against the political power of slavery. When the state
legislature convened in December 1831, a Democrat from Philadelphia Country named
28
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Franklin Vansant submitted a resolution calling for measures to prevent the emigration of
free blacks into Pennsylvania, unless they posted a $500 bond to ensure “good behavior.”
Many whites did not want Pennsylvania to be the destination of free blacks driven across
the border from their neighbor, Maryland. Other legislators introduced measures to
control the movements of free blacks already residing in Pennsylvania, requiring a
registry of free blacks, and forcing blacks who wished to move to a different county to
prove their legal residence in Pennsylvania. The legislature also considered ways to
strengthen the state’s efforts to assist in returning fugitive slaves. 30
The response of black Philadelphians to these proposed measures demonstrates
just how important the concept of black citizenship was (however contested) to their
efforts to secure their own liberties in the face of the legal protections afforded slavery.
In a memorial sent to the legislature protesting this proposed legislation, free blacks
openly claimed the rights of citizens. Whatever may be the status of other questions, they
had assumed that they were “citizens for protection,” that is they expected equal
protection under the law. They denied they were asking for any new privileges, or
pushing for disputed rights like suffrage (though they insisted, in an aside, that they were
owed this right as well). While from a certain point of view, this strategy comes off as
cautious, it serves to place free blacks as the defenders of existing rights, afforded them
by the state’s constitution, while their opponents are depicted as seeking radical change. 31
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At the same time Maryland and Pennsylvania were considering what should be
done with their black residents, enslaved or free, Virginians were having their own debate
about the future of slavery. For many white Virginians, especially those in the western
part of the state, Turner’s rebellion illustrated the inherent dangers of slavery. For others,
Turner was simply a madman, and his rebellion did not indicate any underlying problem
with slavery. While these two sides entertained profound differences, both saw African
colonization as compatible with their vision for the future of the Old Dominion. For
some, colonization provided a means of gradually emancipating slaves without increasing
the size of the state’s free black population. For many others, however, colonization
would provide a means solidifying the institution of slavery by removing free blacks who
undermined it. In this way, colonization served as a support for an emerging proslavery
paternalism, which argued that blacks were better off (and happier) as slaves. By this
logic, colonization was both expedient and just: expedient because it removed the
dangerous influence of free blacks, and just because the only chance for free blacks to be
truly happy (excluding the possibility of re-enslavement) was for them to be sent to
Africa. 32
When viewed together, and in comparison to Virginia, the reactions to Nat
Turner’s rebellion in Maryland and Pennsylvania reveal a volatile borderland in the
slavery debates. For many whites in both of these states, the ability of blacks, whether
free or enslaved, to move across this border was disturbing and needed to be controlled.
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For the men who drafted Maryland’s Brawner report, the proximity of free territory
destabilized slavery, even while it held out promise for a more prosperous and
harmonious Maryland (free of all blacks). The border also made problematic a Virginiastyle defense of slavery on the grounds of paternalism. Even if it was assumed that free
blacks were the cause of discontent among the slaves, white Marylanders could
theoretically remove freed blacks from their own state, but could do little about those
who lived just to the north.
For many white Pennsylvanians, on the other hand, the threat posed by fugitives
taking advantage of the protection (legal or otherwise) offered by the free soil of the
North, demanded laws to protect the whites of the state. The danger that Maryland would
simply push its unwanted black population north into Pennsylvania seemed even more
horrifying, and claims of free blacks to the protection of the law as citizens even more
threatening than they had been before. White Pennsylvanians feared that immigration of
Maryland blacks, whether free or enslaved, would swell Pennsylvania’s already
disturbingly large free black population, upsetting the state’s delicate racial balance.
Yet these events also held out promise to free blacks in Philadelphia and in
Baltimore. The proposed law to restrict black emigration into Pennsylvania failed to pass
the legislature. While certain colonizationists were more forceful in their insistence that
free blacks needed to be removed from the United States, and more willing to entertain
the idea of forceful removal, white Philadelphians were hardly unanimous on this matter.
Indeed even some of those opposed to the legislation, and to the threat of coerced
removal, remained amenable to colonization. Even while they reprinted the resolutions
of the November 1831 pro-colonization meeting, for example, the editors of the United
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States Gazette expressed disagreement with many of the principles contained in it. They
doubted that northern free blacks had been in any way responsible for Nat Turner’s
rebellion, and suggested that black Philadelphians were in fact less likely to suffer in the
area of “moral deportment” than similarly situated whites. The editors claimed to support
colonization but echoed the insistence of free blacks that they who were born in the
United States had no natural connection to Africa, and that whites had no more right to
send them there than they had a right do the same to whites. For the editors of the
Gazette, colonization seemed to be just one of many options whereby free blacks might
improve themselves. 33
In Baltimore, despite the fact that coerced removal from the state had become the
law, the free black population continued to grow. Enslaved men and women, as
convincingly demonstrated by historian Stephen Whitman, exploited the economic and
social conditions of Baltimore in order to secure their own emancipation. Legal
authorities looked the other way when those emancipated slaves were not removed from
the state. There was just too much of a financial incentive for the owners of slaves, and
for those who employed the labor of free blacks, to disregard the law. Additionally, free
black resistance made it difficult for colonizationists to carry out their plans, even with
the generous support of the state government. “I shall hereafter, if I live, do less”
lamented ardent Maryland colonizationist, Moses Sheppard, “if I apply my time, I will
not give money, if I give money I will not occupy my time, the blacks are not sensible of
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the favor offered them, and the whites are not conscious of the importance of the
measure.” 34
The border between slavery and freedom proved to be a crucible of black politics.
Free blacks living in Baltimore and Philadelphia could not afford to ignore politics or
public policy. The response to Nat Turner had shown that there were many whites who
were eager to use the coercive power of the government in order to deprive blacks of
many of the legal protections that they enjoyed, even their right to remain in the land of
their birth. It also showed, however, that there was latent opposition to the use of such
coercive force among other whites, and that free blacks needed to marshal this sentiment
for their own defense. In particular, free blacks in both cities sought to show that African
colonization was necessarily coercive. They hoped that philanthropic whites would come
to see that support for colonization was inconsistent with a belief that blacks had a right
to legal protection in their native land.
The reaction to Turner’s Rebellion also demonstrated to free blacks the necessity
of a political strategy for influencing these matters. It had become clear that voluntary
associations, such as the various colonization societies, sought to work in cooperation
with elected officials, forming a complicated web of political power. Black politics
looked to shape this complex political tangle.
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African Colonization and American Politics (National and Local)

At the same time residents of Philadelphia and Baltimore were struggling with the
aftermath of Nat Turner’s rebellion, and the increasing concerns about their growing free
black populations, African Colonization reemerged in national politics. This
reemergence also coincided, not coincidentally, with the crisis over South Carolina’s
nullification of the “Tariff of Abominations.” Though many slaveholding politicians,
especially those from the lower South, feared colonization as the first step on the way to
federally mandated emancipation, Border South politicians continued to promote
colonization as an integral part of sectional reconciliation.
The Nullification Crisis was ostensibly about the unequal consequences of the
1824 tariff, but as historian William Freehling has convincingly demonstrated, the fears
that the federal government would assume the power to abolish slavery lurked behind
protests over unfair taxation. South Carolinians had suffered from the economic hard
times of the 1820s, and saw the tariff, which was meant to protect northern manufacturers
from cheap English goods, as the chief cause of their economic troubles. By 1828, the
state legislature asked John C. Calhoun to lay out the case for state nullification of the
tariff. Tellingly, South Carolina had first nullified federal law when it dictated that the
post-Vesey Negro Seaman Act was unconstitutional. The state senate declared that need
of the state to suppress slave rebellion surpassed “all laws, all treaties, all constitutions”
and South Carolina continued to imprison black seamen in violation of federal law.
Calhoun’s anonymously published defense of South Carolina’s right to nullify the tariff
was a carefully argued defense of minority rights within the framework of the US
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Constitution; specifically it sought to create a way to defend the social, racial and
economic hierarchies of South Carolina, while also holding together the precarious bonds
of the federal union. 35
Even as Calhoun was advancing his vision of nullification as a means of avoiding
disunion, Henry Clay was advancing his own legislative program intended to promote
union. As has already been noted, Clay had taken the lead in pushing for federal support
of African Colonization. Perhaps the clearest attempt to integrate colonization in Clay’s
broader American System, however, came in 1832, with the Public Lands Bill. On April
16, Clay reported to the Senate a bill providing that the bulk of the proceeds of the sale of
public land would be distributed by the federal government back to the states, which
would be empowered to use these to fund internal improvements, education or African
colonization. 36
The debates over the bill proved contentious, especially with regards to the
federal government’s role in promoting African colonization. Clay sought to head off
concerns over rampant federalism by reaffirming his belief that the federal government
had no power over slavery. To counter arguments that the whole nation should not be
forced to financially support colonization because it benefited only a select few “eastern”
states, Clay responded that “the evil of a free black population is not restricted to a
particular state, but extends to and is felt by all.” It was, he insisted, distinct from the
question of slavery. He noted that a number of slave states had in fact supported
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colonization with state funds. The bill finally passed the Senate, but the House postponed
the bill until the next legislative session, owing to the opposition of southern and western
Congressmen. 37
Meanwhile, the Nullification Crisis was reaching its climax. Despite Calhoun’s
insistence that nullification was a means of saving the union, not destroying it, many
leading proponents of nullification were less cautious in their denunciations of the threat
of federal power, and warned that disunion would surely follow if the government
persisted in its course. In response to this stance, President Andrew Jackson issued a
proclamation denouncing the nullifiers on December 10, 1832. While he acknowledged
that their arguments against the tariff may have been legitimate, he denied that states had
the legal right to nullify federal law, and declared that “disunion by armed force is
treason.” Jackson hoped to appeal to the patriotism of the people of South Carolina,
whom he claimed had been deceived by their leaders. 38
Henry Clay stepped into this crisis hoping to once again avert a potential sectional
showdown. At least one of Clay’s Philadelphia correspondents insisted that the upper
South slaveholder was the only national politician who had it “in his power to heal the
dissensions between the North & the South.” Clay pushed through Congress a legislative
compromise which included a tariff reduction coupled with a “force” bill which would
grant the president the authority to use the armed forces to enforce the law. 39
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Yet what has not always been recognized is that Clay continued to push his public
lands bill, along with its provision for support of African Colonization, as a part of his
larger effort to undermine sectionalism. Many slaveholders continued to oppose this bill,
in part because, in the words of Alexander Buckner, a Jacksonian Senator from Missouri,
it was “well calculated to disturb the quiet and peaceable enjoyment of a certain
description of property in the slaveholding states.” Nevertheless, the bill passed the
Senate once again, and this time the House passed it as well, on March 1, the very day
both the compromise tariff and force bills were enacted. “Yesterday was perhaps the
most important Congressional day that ever occurred,” wrote a jubilant Clay, “the
Compromise bill, the Land bill and the Enforcing bill having all passed during it.”
President Jackson signed both the Compromise Tariff and the Force Bill the next day,
though he pocket vetoed the Public Land bill. 40
It was not only in the halls of Congress that the connections between the
nullification crisis and slavery were recognized. “It will not be denied that modest
Pennsylvania has equal rights with her proud sister Carolina, and if Carolina can nullify a
law then Pennsylvania can do the same,” noted a letter to Poulson’s American Daily
Advertiser. It went on to suggest that the law Pennsylvanians might nullify would be the
Fugitive Slave Law, a law he insisted that his state opposed as fully as Carolinians
40
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opposed the Tariff. “Now this law Pennsylvania does not like, and suppose she should
follow the example of Carolina and nullify this obnoxious law? What would be the
consequence?” 41 In this formulation, the Pennsylvanian becomes the defender of the
union, through his willingness to support a law he deems odious. Yet it also serves as a
warning to the slaveholder. The nullifier depicts federal power as a threat to slavery, yet
as this letter shows, federal power was also presently marshaled in defense of slavery,
especially in the border states. Threats of disunion could cut both ways.
The nullification crisis also presented an opportunity for northern protectionists to
depict themselves as virtuous defenders of the constitution. Pennsylvania supporters of
the tariff argued that “blighting, blasting, withering” slavery (not protectionism) was the
source of South Carolina’s economic distress. Slavery, they insisted, was both a drag on
the economy and a threat to the federal union. One Philadelphia broadside predicted that
this dissolution of the Constitution would come as soon as January 1834. 42
Colonizationists saw their cause as the only solution to the political threat of
slavery, but just as Clay needed to navigate the thickets of American federalism in order
to secure Congressional funding for colonization, colonization societies themselves had
to negotiate sectional tensions. They did so with a federal structure which in certain ways
paralleled that of the government. As has been previously noted, from its founding the
American Colonization Society had to balance the concerns of constituencies with
significantly divergent attitudes toward slavery. If it had initially attempted to assuage
sectional differences with vague language, the challenges the ACS had received, both
from the white defenders of slavery and from white and black abolitionists, had made this
41
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task more difficult. These challenges had illuminated the inherent tensions in
colonization’s national coalition.
This tension was particularly acute in Maryland. While Maryland slaveholders
might have been more favorable to depictions of slavery as a “necessary evil,” at least in
comparison to those in Virginia, they still feared any implication that government power
might be used to force emancipation upon them. Maryland colonizationists were
therefore always careful to assert their devotion to the principle “that any action upon the
subject of slavery belongs exclusively to the States respectively, in which the Institution
exists.” Yet on the other hand they, unlike many colonizationists further south, generally
portrayed their organization as a means of ultimately emancipating their state’s slaves.
“The State Society looks forward to the time, and by all proper means would hasten it,
when Maryland shall cease to be a slave holding State.” Privately, Maryland
colonizationists feared that connections to colleagues in the lower South were
undermining their ability to promote colonization in their own state, and to appeal to
northerners for financial support. 43
Maryland colonizationists sought to operate their own state society, independent
of the ACS, as a means of resolving these sectional tensions within the movement. Some
of the organization’s supporters argued that Maryland was uniquely situated to serve as
the model of African colonization. The 1834 annual report of the Maryland Colonization
Society went as far as to say that “if Maryland, thus situated, cannot succeed in the
experiment, other states may well despair, and the friends of the cause throughout the
land may well be disheartened.” Privately Maryland based colonizationists urged the
43
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national organization to focus its efforts on their state. “Tell the rational friends of
freedom and Emancipation,” wrote Moses Sheppard “their efforts are weakened by being
diffused over the vast Southern and Western Country, let them concentrate their force on
Maryland.” These men sought to make Maryland into a bulwark against the radical
abolitionism of the North, while at the same time reassuring moderately antislavery
northerners that they were, in fact, seeking the ultimate end of slavery. 44
Free blacks in Baltimore were faced with a catch twenty-two. On one hand, white
supporters of colonization argued that it was impossible for free blacks to live peacefully
in the state of Maryland. On the other hand, foes of abolition used the “peaceful”
behavior of free blacks in Baltimore as a contrast to the degraded and volatile free blacks
of other parts of the country. Black Baltimoreans found themselves in an almost
impossible situation. In response to one anonymous inquiry by “A WHITE CITIZEN” as
to whether they would turn their backs on their “peaceable and orderly” past, three black
pastors chose to emphasize their respectability and stake in society as a guarantee of their
continued good behavior. John Fortie, Nathaniel Peck and William Levington sent a
letter which was published by Niles Register in which they reassured white readers they
and the rest of black Baltimore “have always been a docile people.” William Watkins
wrote to Garrison of his displeasure at the subservient tone of these pastors, yet at the
same time, he requested that Garrison not publish this letter (which was his usual
practice). If the strategy which these pastors pursued was upsetting to Watkins, he
certainly recognized that in the context of mid-1830s Baltimore it made a certain sense.
44
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Maryland colonizationists pointed to the riots in cities to the North as evidence for the
need to remove free blacks to Africa, and as a demonstration that the life of the enslaved
black was preferable to that of the free. The letter of the three pastors used the “docility”
of black Baltimoreans, and the stability of their community, as an implicit argument
against the need for colonization. Surely they knew that riots along the lines of those in
Philadelphia and New York would only have strengthened the arguments of those who
called for the removal of all free blacks from the state of Maryland. It is possible that the
pastors might also have hoped that their emphasis on the good behavior of free blacks
would undermine the argument of the defenders of slavery, who claimed that the
paternalism of slavery was the only way to ensure good order among African
Americans. 45
Maryland colonizationists sought to use their state society to avoid the
contradictions within colonization, but their black opponents hoped to undermine
colonization by pushing these contradictions to the forefront. Privately, Baltimore
colonizationist Moses Sheppard acknowledged that some slaveholders supported
colonization as a means of rendering their slave property more secure. He hoped that
such men could be forced to unintentionally do the work of emancipation. Sheppard also
argued that an African colony had to be initially peopled by free blacks; only after free
men had established the colony could newly emancipated men and women be
successfully incorporated. 46 Sheppard recognized the conflict within colonization, but
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continued to see it as the road to the ultimate extinction of slavery in Maryland and
eventually the United States.
William Watkins, in a series of letters sent to the Liberator, used the
contradictions of Maryland colonization in order to thwart efforts to use the federal
structure of the society as an advantage. Writing for an audience of northerners, both
black and white, Watkins’s letters challenged the idea that colonization in Maryland was
truly devoted to emancipation, and insisted that they, like lower south colonizationists,
were really interested in strengthening the grip of slaveholders on their property. He
noted that Maryland colonizationists praised the intelligence of free black colonists, and
required them to make a pledge of temperance before departing for Liberia. Yet those
who remained behind they considered incapable of self-control or self-government.
Watkins mocked this inconsistency, and pointed to it as “the legitimate fruit of
colonization,” and its attempt to appeal both to northern foes of slavery, and its southern
defenders. 47
Watkins’s writing demonstrates a dramatically different style from that which is
found in the letter written by Fortie, Peck and Levington, but the two approaches had a
great deal in common as well. Like Watkins, the three pastors sought to exploit
inconsistencies in white rhetoric. Watkins makes a forceful argument that free blacks
have a right to remain in the land of their birth, but the pastors also argue for their own
right to continue to live as free men in their native land, to enjoy what limited legal rights
that the state of Maryland and the city of Baltimore granted them. Perhaps the most
important difference arises from the audience for these two documents. Watkins is
writing for a northern, abolitionist audience, Fortie, Peck and Livingston for a local one.
47
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While free blacks in Philadelphia and Baltimore recognized the need to combat
the rhetoric of the colonization society, they also witnessed the willingness of
colonizationists to use the force of the government to stifle dissent. While visiting
Baltimore in the summer of 1832, Philadelphia Methodist pastor, Charles Gardiner,
received a warning that he was in violation of the Maryland state law which dictated that
free blacks visiting the state could not stay longer than ten days. The law was a part of
the post-Turner effort to prevent free blacks from instigating slave rebellions, but it seems
that colonizationists were also willing to use it to prevent northern free blacks from
“poison[ing] the minds of the colored people” against colonization. Gardiner sought
passage back to Philadelphia, but was arrested on board a ship before he could depart.
The arresting officer informed him that “The Colonization Society has obtained a warrant
against you for staying over your time.” Gardiner ultimately escaped conviction by
claiming that illness had prevented him from making a timely departure, but it was clear
to all, that colonizationists were seeking to use the power of the government to prevent
black Philadelphians from spreading their influence to Baltimore. 48
Whatever side of the Maryland-Pennsylvania border they found themselves on,
free blacks in Baltimore and Philadelphia were forced to address the political realities of
the backlash to Turner’s rebellion. Colonization was resurgent, and in contrast to its
earlier veneer of consent, its supporters seemed willing to use the force of the state as a
means of promoting the expulsion of free blacks. Whites also seemed much more willing
than before to use the power of the state to control free blacks, especially to prevent their
movement across the border. Yet free blacks in this border region also understood the
national implications of their local political struggles. White colonizationists and
48
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politicians had to deal with both the local concerns about the threat posed by the border
and with national tensions within the federal structure of their organizations and
governments. Free blacks saw these tensions and sought to exploit them.
Frederick Bailey was thirteen at the time of Nat Turner’s rebellion. Born into
slavery on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, by the late twenties Bailey was living in Baltimore.
Years later, he recalled that as a young boy, growing up in rural Maryland, he developed
a great desire to see the city of Baltimore. For Bailey, Baltimore was a place to see
things that one could never see on a rural plantation. “Even the Great House itself, with
all its pictures, was far inferior to many buildings in Baltimore.” Yet once he found
himself in Baltimore, he found the city bewildering, and boys tormented him calling him
“Eastern Shore Man.” Before long, though, he acclimated himself to life in the city. 49
Baltimore presented opportunities not available in his former home on the Eastern
Shore. None was more significant than the chance to become literate. Despite the
disapproval of his master, young Frederick (with occasional help from white playmates)
taught himself to read. Before long, his master’s fears would be realized, as literacy
opened Frederick’s eyes to the world beyond his immediate surroundings. He had heard
the word “abolitionist” whispered, as the cause for a slave’s disobedience, for example,
but could not make sense of it until he got a hold of a copy of the Baltimore American.
In it, he learned of the efforts of northern abolitionists to end slavery in the District of
Columbia. From that day forward, he recalled, whenever abolition was mentioned, he
drew closer to listen. 50
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Bailey would later comment that “a city slave is almost a freeman, compared to a
slave on a plantation,” still he looked north, and “paid particular attention to the direction
which the steamboats took to go to Philadelphia. Yet as he looked for an opportunity to
escape to free territory, Bailey immersed himself in the political institutions of black
Baltimore. He participated in the debates hosted by the East Baltimore Mental
Improvement Society (an organization made up of primarily free blacks). He joined the
Bethel African Methodist Church, but left after five of the trustees published a letter
condemning northern abolitionists. He later joined the Sharp Street church, whose
pastor, John Fortie, had signed the letter (mentioned previously) which defended the
peacefulness of Baltimore’s black community. Bailey also had an opportunity to witness
the racial tensions that existed in Baltimore, despite the relative freedoms that the city
afforded African Americans. These tensions culminated in a severe beating which Bailey
suffered at the hands of white co-workers. 51
In September 1838, Frederick Bailey, soon to be known as Frederick Douglass,
escaped to the North, perhaps the most significant political act that the enslaved could
undertake. 52 Yet Douglass, during his time in Baltimore, had been a part of a network of
black institutions which must also be seen as political. Black churches, as has often been
noted, were political centers of the black community. They also negotiated with white
authorities (whether legal or ecclesiastical) for power and autonomy. In many cases they
tied their parishioners to coreligionists in the northern states as well. Churches, along
51
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with a host of other black institutions, fought to shape the public perception of
Baltimore’s black population, and sought to empower their congregations in the face of
white supremacy. Perhaps most importantly, black institutions helped make the borders
of slavery less stable, providing opportunities for the enslaved to escape from bondage.
Baltimore, with its rich if constrained black public life, proved to be a crucial
political school for Frederick Douglass. Years later, one of his associates from these
years would remind Douglass that he had, in a debate, stated that he would not stop until
he reached the United States Senate. 53 Over the years Douglass’s actions and words
would demonstrate his capacity to learn and adapt to his circumstances, but he always
maintained a keen appreciation for the importance of politics, even when he positioned
himself as the antithesis of the corrupt American politics he saw around him. His famous
rumination on the meaning of the Fourth of July, delivered years later, bears a striking
resemblance to the political and rhetorical milieu of his youth. 54 His later canny
negotiations with President Lincoln perhaps owed something to the political lessons
learned on the streets of Baltimore. 55
Douglass did not tarry long in Pennsylvania; though his escape took him through
Philadelphia, at the urging of a black porter he caught the first train he could for New
York City. 56 Many fugitives did, however, settle in Philadelphia and in other areas along
Pennsylvania’s southern border, and many whites feared that if nothing were done, even
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more would do so. The historian Steven Hahn has noted that these communities of
escaped slaves might be fruitfully thought of as “maroon” settlements, communities of
fugitives within a slaveholding society, banding together in common defense against the
power of slaveholders. As he points out, there are profound political implications of
these kinds of settlements. 57
Attempts to find secure legal defense for these communities, in large part to find
white allies willing to defend black rights, was the driving force behind black politics in
Pennsylvania. Yet fugitives, and their free black allies, also practiced other kinds of
politics. Like white Americans, African Americans participated in a host of public
associations which formed the foundation of a politics of reform. Black politics took
shape in the context of this reform politics, and the efforts of free blacks to wield political
power were intertwined with it.
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Chapter Four – “A Christian Party in Politics”: Moral Reform and Free
Black Politics in Philadelphia
Discussions of the debate among abolitionists as to the propriety and utility of
political action have often centered on the late 1830s, and the fracture of the American
Anti-Slavery Society (in part) over the issue of politics. Yet this debate was not new in
the late 1830s, and as historians have demonstrated, the issue was not simply about the
morality of voting. Many abolitionists who sided with Garrison in this split did, in fact,
believe in voting. 1 If we are to take a step back, Garrison’s own attitude toward politics
and voting was much less clear in the early 1830s, though even then he was quite careful
as to just what sort of political action was appropriate.
In an 1834 letter addressed to “The Colored Inhabitants of Boston,” and printed in
the Liberator, Garrison lamented that in the recent election, Black Bostonians seem to
have been active supporters of the Whig candidates. This support was, he insisted, a
grave error. “Now if there be a party,” continued Garrison, “which you should dread and
oppose more than any other, it is THE WHIG PARTY.” The Whigs were, he argued, in
league with slavery, and he blamed the recent riots largely on Whigs in New York and
Philadelphia. Additionally, he noted, at the head of the party stood Henry Clay, slave
holder and colonizationist. Yet Garrison did not altogether denounce the willingness to
vote, nor did he necessarily oppose political parties. He called for a particular kind of
politics and a particular kind of party.
We do indeed need a christian party in politics – and not made up of this or that sect or
denomination, but of all who fear God and keep his commandments, and who sincerely desire to
seek judgment and relieve the oppressed. I know it is the belief of many professedly good men,
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that they ought not to ‘meddle’ with politics; but they are cherishing a delusion, which, if it do not
prove fatal to their own souls, may prove the destruction of their country.

Garrison noted that though he was specifically addressing the black voters of Boston, he
hoped that his words would be heeded by all blacks who possessed the right to vote. 2
The context of Garrison’s words forces us to push back our discussion of
antislavery politics several years. While he had been slow to embrace the antimasonic
movement, by the early 1830s, Garrison had come to embrace antimasonry. In fact, there
were powerful, ideological and organizational bonds between the abolition and
antimasonic movements. In the election of 1834, the one in which black Bostonians had,
to his dismay, supported the Whigs, Garrison endorsed the Antimasonic congressional
candidates. 3 When he spoke of a “christian party in politics,” then, if he was not
specifically calling for support of the Antimasons, it is clear that their particular brand of
partisan politics was on his mind.
The phrase itself, “A Christian Party in Politics,” takes us back even further, and
returns us to Philadelphia. In a Fourth of July sermon delivered in 1827 (less than a year
after the kidnapping of William Morgan which sparked the antimasonic movement), the
Rev. Ezra Stiles Ely, pastor of the Third Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia, called for
the creation of “a Christian Party in politics, which I am desirous all good men in our
country should join.” Ely argued that a union of all the members of “any one of the
denominations of true Christians” would drive from politics the enemies of Christianity,
among which he included Deists, Socinians, and others of unorthodox belief. Though
Ely had initially supported fellow Presbyterian Andrew Jackson rather than the Unitarian
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John Quincy Adams, by 1830, Ely took up the antimasonic cause. Antimasons quickly
seized on Ely’s conception of a “Christian Party,” and many saw their movement its
fulfillment. 4
From the late 1820s to the early 1830s, the antimasonic movement of
Pennsylvania gradually built its political organization and electoral strength. As its
gubernatorial candidate in 1829, the party ran Joseph Ritner, a former state legislator and
speaker of the Pennsylvania House. Though he had been a supporter of Jackson in 1828,
many of Ritner’s policy positions placed him in conflict with Jackson’s party. He
supported the tariff, public education, temperance, and ultimately the anti-slavery
movement. In 1829, Ritner was defeated soundly, though he polled a respectable 40% of
the vote. Desire to check the political influence of Freemasonry was, of course, the raison
d’être of the party, but it was quickly broadened into a political coalition, even among
those who remained devoted to the party’s original purpose. Perhaps chief among these
men in Pennsylvania was Thaddeus Stephens, elected to the state legislature in 1833.
Stephens, a determined opponent of Masonry, and eventually one of the most radical
antislavery voices in Congress, perhaps more than any other figure embodies what
historian Ronald Formisano has termed the “reactionary” and “progressive” populist
tendencies in the Antimasonic party. 5
Many National Republicans recognized the need to cultivate alliances with this
new movement, as the number of antimasonic members in the state legislature grew from
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fifteen in 1829 to thirty-three in 1832. Yet not all were optimistic about the possibility of
such a coalition. “We cannot by any course we may pursue conciliate the Antimasons,”
wrote Philadelphian John Sergeant to Henry Clay, “or gain from them a single vote.
They go on doggedly for antimasonry, and, I believe, are more opposed to us than they
are to Jacksonism.” Yet other of Clay’s correspondents from Philadelphia recognized the
necessity of conciliating the Antimasons, even while recognizing that such political
maneuvering had to be handled delicately. Though in 1829, resentment against
Philadelphia had been a focus of Antimasonic rhetoric (and as a result the city and county
were among Ritner’s weakest counties), by 1832 it is clear that many National
Republicans, especially in Philadelphia, had made their peace with Antimasonry.
Ritner’s vote in the city of Philadelphia jumped from 7% to 58%, and though he once
again lost to Wolf, it was by the slimmest of margins. Statewide he won more than 49%
of the vote. 6 Where Ritner would stand on the questions of slavery and black rights was
not yet clear, though he would soon prove himself an ally of abolitionists and even
something of a friend to the black citizens of Pennsylvania.
It is unclear what black Philadelphians thought of the antislavery potential of
Pennsylvania’s antimasonic movement, yet what is clear is that black Philadelphians
were searching for ways to push the issue of slavery into the discourse of politics. In the
early 1830s, the clearest model for an anti-slavery politics was not to be found in any
American legislative body, but in the British Parliament. Perhaps the most prominent
figure in the British antislavery movement was William Wilberforce, so when he died in
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July 1833, it was no surprise that black abolitionists determined to honor his memory
publicly. A committee of seven was appointed to arrange for the celebration of
Wilberforce’s life, and it voted unanimously to ask William Whipper to deliver the
eulogy. The printed account of this eulogy included these organizational details, perhaps
as a means of arguing for the legitimacy of Whipper’s view as an expression of the black
community, but certainly also acting as a performance of black politics. It is telling that
Whipper addresses his eulogy to “my fellow citizens.” 7 Born in Lancaster County, by the
late 1820s, Whipper had relocated to Philadelphia and quickly established himself as a
leader in Philadelphia’s black community, and as an exceptionally learned writer and
orator. 8
Perhaps what is most striking about Whipper’s eulogy is its emphasis on
Wilberforce’s combination of evangelical charisma and political savvy. Unsurprisingly,
he is held up as a model of Christian virtue and defender of true religion. “To celebrate
his acts and to reverence his memory,” Whipper tells his audience, “is to render homage
to the cause of religion, morality, and public as well as private virtue.” Yet if Whipper
celebrates his subject’s morality, and his ability to win the public to his side, he also
devotes a substantial portion of his address to Wilberforce’s political efforts. Much of
the eulogy is devoted to recounting Wilberforce’s decades of work within Parliament,
and the skill with which he advanced a series of antislavery measures. Over the course of
his efforts, Whipper notes, Wilberforce became a skillful political tactician, and “though
7
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so often defeated, had sufficiently learned the encampments and bulwarks of the enemy,
to understand what materials were necessary to be obtained to carry the citadel.” His
work, in Whipper’s eyes, is the embodiment of a Christian republican politics, uniting
moral suasion and practical politics. In this, Whipper was not alone. As the historian
Bertram Wyatt-Brown has noted, Wilberforce was seen by many Americans as an ideal
of Christian statesmanship, and perhaps as the model for the kind of leader that Ezra
Stiles Ely had hoped would lead a “Christian Party in politics.” 9
It should also be unsurprising that while celebrating Wilberforce, and explicitly
contrasting British antislavery politics with the politics of the United States, Whipper was
compelled to return to the language of black American nativity. During the 1830s, black
Philadelphians increasingly came to realize that the struggle against slavery could not
stand alone. It needed to be a part of this sort of reform politics. Yet if Wilberforce
stood out as an example to Americans, and as a figure of international, evangelical
humanity, Whipper insisted that he not be misunderstood. He had the right to criticize
the United States not as an outsider, but as a citizen. “When we speak of America,” he
insisted, “we do it with those feelings of respect that are due to it as our country – not as
the land of our adoption, nor with the alienated breath of foreigners; but with the
instinctive love of native born citizens.” 10 Wilberforce was an example of how effective
a politics of Christian reform might be, but Whipper recognized that if they were to play
a role in that politics, it would have to be not simply as men, or even as Christians, but as
Americans.
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Temperance and Antislavery in Philadelphia

The black conventions of the early 1830s were suffused with language that
demonstrates their participants’ conviction that the conventions were, in fact, a part of a
larger political process. Yet their politics also constituted a critique of the prevailing
political culture of the day. This critique was unique to free black politics in certain
respects, but in others it echoed the anti-partisan politics of other nineteenth century
Americans. Subsequent conventions reiterated the resolution of the first meeting that
discouraged black processions, especially those which were held on the fourth or fifth of
July. Instead, free blacks were encouraged to meet on those days for the purpose of
prayer, and with the intention of discussing subjects relevant to their “moral and political
improvement.” In fact, the members of the conventions turned the denial of certain
political rights into a kind of public virtue: “Let us refuse” declared the 1834 convention,
“to be allured by the glittering endowments of official stations, or enchanted with the
robe of American citizenship.” 11 The exclusion of blacks from full citizenship had
rendered their patriotism pure, in contrast with those who exploited their political rights,
and partisan politics, for private gain.
Similarly, a call for the support of temperance served a dual political purpose
within the black convention movement, and in black politics in general. From the first,
the conventions depicted moral reform as central to the mission of their organization, and
temperance was the quintessential moral reform. In fact temperance reformers, black and
11
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white, argued that their efforts were important not simply on their own merits, but
because temperance was the foundation for all moral reform. 12 Black temperance was
first of all an effort to make blacks more worthy of citizenship in the eyes of whites, but it
was also a performance of political action. Participation in black temperance societies
rendered free blacks fit for politics while it was itself a political act.
Crucial to this political performance was the insistence that black temperance was
not an admission that blacks were more intemperate than whites; the report of the
committee on temperance at the Third Annual Convention argued that the opposite was
true. Yet it also noted that blacks were held to a higher standard. 13 Black temperance,
then, aimed not to bring free blacks up to the level of whites, but rather push for a level of
virtue and self-control among free blacks that even whites would have to recognize.
The push for temperance, like the fights against slavery and for black citizenship,
combined moral suasion with direct political action. The earliest temperance reformers
had emphasized the need for better enforcement of legal measures which were designed
to curb drunkenness, but were largely unenforced. In the 1820s, temperance began to
take on a new character, in certain ways foreshadowing the turn of abolition towards
“immediatism.” The new temperance reformers insisted that respectable men must
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totally renounce the use of alcohol; any moderation in this course, they insisted, would
ultimately undermine efforts to combat drunkenness. Self-reform would ultimately lead
to a transformation in public opinion, which would in turn lead to the prohibition of
alcohol. This reform was to be produced by a loose confederation of local and state
organizations under the umbrella of the American Society for the Promotion of
Temperance, and then later the American Temperance Union, organized in Philadelphia
in 1833. 14
Yet even as the larger movement against drunkenness was emphasizing the need
for moderate men to reform themselves as a prerequisite to political action, an older type
of political action remained important. In Pennsylvania, for example, Antimasonry
helped inject temperance into the political struggles of the early 1830s. In the
gubernatorial election of 1832, the Democratic candidate, George Wolf, sought to appeal
to temperance voters, even though the Antimasonic Joseph Ritner was known as a
temperance man. Wolf’s efforts were undone, however, when his support of the
licensing of oyster cellars in Philadelphia became known. Antimasons insisted that Wolf
was not a genuine friend of temperance, but rather would favor “any scheme that
promises him popularity, as is proved by his professing himself the friend of temperance,
and licensing a thousand grogshops, that he may gain the votes of Philadelphia.” 15 As
this line of criticism suggests, Antimasons not only saw drunkenness as a social ill which
needed to be rooted out (in part by legislation), they also depicted drink as a fundamental
part of the corrupt party politics they hoped to destroy.
14
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If temperance was often linked to Antimasonry, it was also connected to the fight
against slavery. 16 The perceived connection was so strong, that southern representatives
to the 1833 convention in Philadelphia which organized the American Temperance
Society (ATS) called for a resolution stating explicitly that the subject of slavery was
“entirely disconnected” with that of temperance. Adding to this measure, another
southern representative called for a rule which would ban any representative of the ATS
from speaking on any subject other than temperance. It was argued that the perceived
connections between the two reforms were undermining temperance efforts in the
slaveholding states. These resolutions were ultimately defeated by those who argued
both that such a disclaimer was unnecessary, and that it would give tacit approval to
slavery. 17
Additionally, temperance crusaders had often drawn analogies between slavery
and drunkenness. The closing of the international slave trade provided a model for what
could be accomplished through politics. Perhaps the most famous analogy between
slavery and intemperance came from Lyman Beecher, who argued that the horrors of
drunkenness were just as great as those of the Atlantic slave trade. “Yes in this nation
there is a middle passage of slavery, and darkness, and chains, and disease, and death.”
insisted Beecher, “But it is a middle passage not from Africa to America, but from time
to eternity, and not of slaves whom death will release from suffering, but of those whose
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sufferings at death do but begin.” 18 It should be noted, however, that Beecher’s analogy
was to the slave trade, and not simply slavery itself. Nevertheless, it helped connect, and
popularize the connection of, slavery and drunkenness.
Free blacks who sought to unite the fight against slavery with the fight against
alcohol were not, then, the first to attempt to do so, yet their efforts differed in some
important ways from those of their white predecessors. Perhaps the most prominent
attempt to compare slavery and intemperance came from William Whipper. It had been
Whipper who had proposed a resolution at the second black convention, calling for the
formation of black temperance societies to support “total abstinence from the use of
ardent spirits.” He was elected president of the Colored Temperance Society of
Philadelphia two years later, and delivered his thoughts on the two related reforms in his
address to the society’s annual meeting. The address was reprinted in the Liberator. 19
Perhaps the most crucial difference between Whipper’s address and Beecher’s
was the fact that Whipper compared intemperance not to the slave trade, but to slavery
itself. Beecher had used the middle passage as a point of comparison because it was an
evil whose enormity could be recognized by all of his listeners. Of course, in Whipper’s
audience, opinion on slavery itself was similarly unanimous, but Whipper did not simply
use slavery as a point of comparison, but instead used it as an extended metaphor for
intemperance. While Beecher had merely compared the numbers involved, or the level
of suffering, Whipper examines the related tyrannies of drink and slavery, and uses one to
18
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illuminate the other. Most damning is the ability of alcohol to induce the willing
surrender of self-control. “The slave hates his situation, and only remains in it because
his bonds are forcible. The other loves it, because having slain his reason and selfrespect, it promotes his animal luxury.” Whipper is careful to insist that his call for black
temperance is not an admission that free blacks are more prone to drunkenness than
whites. He is hardly exhibiting a failure to understand, as one historian has argued, “how
intemperance, racism, and slavery worked systematically to prevent black advancement
and limit black freedom.” Instead, his analogy places black resistance at the heart of his
call for temperance, and is an implicit argument against a paternalistic view of slavery.
Slavery is only the lesser evil because the enslaved resist it. 20
Whipper also helps to forge in his audience the connection between the fight
against slavery and the struggle against drink. He is not, of course, attempting to
convince his audience to oppose slavery; he takes their hatred of slavery as a given. Yet
it would also be incorrect to say that because Whipper is declaring temperance to be the
greater evil that he is then downplaying the evils of slavery, or the need to fight against it.
The analogy cuts both ways. Whipper calls for his audience to support temperance
because drunkenness is akin to slavery, but he also argues that temperance is, and should
be seen as, a form of antislavery. If his audience would embrace the principles of
temperance, he insisted, “the moral force and influence would disperse slavery from our
land.”
On one hand this might seem a naïve proposition, that temperance would end
slavery by convincing whites that blacks were in fact equal whites, and it would be, if
Whipper’s call were not part of a larger reform vision. The larger context of this
20
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analogy, however, demonstrates that Whipper is trying to merge the specific concerns of
black Philadelphians with the broader reform politics around him. As noted, Whipper
was speaking as the elected president of the Temperance Society, and he acknowledges
this fact in the opening words of his address. Soon after, he argues that those who are
engaged in temperance reform “are exercising the highest order of legislation.” Later,
after insisting that the “political elevation of our whole people” must be a part of
temperance reform, he makes a case that such reform is needed because of the political
influence of alcohol. “[T]heir power is strongly felt in our legislative assemblies; and
they more than partially rule our government.” As with slavery, this political power
could only be overcome by a change in grass roots public opinion. Once this change had
been accomplished, though, “government power” would be used to legislate against the
evils of “uncontrolled liberty.”
Whipper closes with an even more explicit claim about the connections between
antislavery and temperance, noting that “wherever we see what we term a true
abolitionist, he is invariably a friend of the temperance cause.” Part of Whipper’s aim
was to solidify this connection in the minds of his audience, and in the minds of those
who would read his words when they were reprinted. The political context in which
Whipper makes his argument about slavery and intemperance is the key to understanding
it. Whipper would eventually become the most prominent advocate of an approach to
reform which other free black activists would label “visionary” and impractical. Yet
Whipper was perhaps more farsighted than his critics. He recognized that antislavery
could not stand alone. It needed to be a part of a broader reform politics.
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Though the decade saw some of the most robust black activism the United States
had yet witnessed, 1830s also saw a disturbing escalation of interracial violence on the
streets of Philadelphia. White assaults on black Philadelphians were not new of course,
but the mobs of the thirties achieved a level of brutality and destruction that had never
been previously seen. The first instance of this new breed of violence occurred in 1829.
In this case, at least according to published reports, more whites were injured than blacks.
Yet indications as to the cause of this clash link it with later incidents in which black
Philadelphians were to become the victims of white mobs. The conflict occurred on a
Sunday afternoon, and observers linked it to white resentment of black worship services.
While noting that there were some free blacks in the city whose conduct was deserving of
respect, the Philadelphia Chronicle attributed the riot to the mass of free blacks who were
“of an opposite description.” It suggested that the Mayor could prevent these sorts of
conflicts if he would keep this sort in order. “On Sundays, especially, they seem to think
themselves above all restraint, and their insolence is intolerable.” The link between black
religious services and white violence suggests that the implications of an emerging black
reform politics were at least partly responsible for provoking white resentment. Black
churches were rightly recognized as distinctively political institutions. 21
In the summer of 1834, black Philadelphians received ominous warnings of
violence. Benjamin Lundy, writing in the Genius of Universal Emancipation, warned
that “the professed lovers of ‘Union and Equal Rights’” were planning “to get up a mob,”
21
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similar to the one that had recently tormented black and white abolitionists in New York.
The spark came a month later. Tensions had been simmering for a few days, since a
small skirmish between blacks and a white fire company, and the next night a gang of
fifty or sixty attacked one of James Forten’s sons while he was out running an errand.
Three nights later, on August 12, a group of whites attacked a carousel known as the
Flying Horses which was frequented by the black youths who had been involved in the
fire company altercation. After demolishing the Flying Horses, the mob turned its
attention to a nearby black church and black residences, but was soon dispersed by the
mayor and constables, bringing a brief respite to the neighborhood. 22
The next night, the white mob returned, and in force. Rioters targeted black
residences and churches in an area astride the southern border of the city. The black
Methodist church on Wharton Street was completely destroyed, and the African
Presbyterian Church was also severely damaged. Before the rioting was done, three days
later, thousands of dollars in property had been looted and destroyed. The mayor and
sheriff ultimately swore in three hundred special constables who, along with the militia,
helped finally quell the destruction. 23
Anti-black mob violence surely had a multitude of causes. A commission which
investigated the riot declared that white rioters were motivated by concerns that they
were losing jobs to their black neighbors, yet a close study of the riot has indicated that
the majority of rioters were largely safe from black competition for their labor. Historian
Emma Jones Lapsansky has argued that of equal importance was white resentment,
22
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especially among Irish immigrants, of the image of the black social “progress.” Rioters
bypassed scores of black homes and focused their destruction on targets which served as
prominent symbols of black success. This then was a backlash against the black strategy
of self-improvement, and the public performance of that self-improvement. 24
Whatever the motivations of the rioters, partisan newspapers quickly fit it into a
larger political and cultural conflict. In the mayoral election of the previous year, the
democratic Pennsylvanian had repeatedly claimed that Whig candidate John Swift had
privately declared his desire that the “damned Irish were exterminated from the face of
the Earth.” Following the riots, Whig presses attributed the violence to “ruffian
foreigners,” and claimed that they were intended to advance the cause of the Democratic
Party. The Pennsylvanian disputed this claim, and insisted that the riots had been
instigated by the “Bank” press, and to incendiary abolitionist publications, while stoking
the resentment of Irish-born Philadelphians against the Whig Party. 25
Black Philadelphians had their own take on how to make sense of the riots. One
telling approach is illustrated by a resolution introduced by William Whipper (seconded
by Robert Purvis) at the following year’s black convention. It attempted to refute the
proslavery argument against abolition which held that once freed from the bonds of
slavery, free blacks would inevitably seek revenge against whites.

Resolved, That the Christian forbearance practiced by our people during their persecution by those
mob riots of 1834, merits the praise and respect of the whole Christian world; and it is a most
successful refutation of the pro-slavery arguments advanced in this country, by men who are
marked by inveterate and warlike dispositions.
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Resolved, That their peace, quietude and humility, during that period of excitement, have, in point
of civilization and Christian kindness, placed them far above the agitators, abettors, or actors of
that humiliating and degrading persecution. 26

Whipper turns the riots into a demonstration of the superiority of the black victims when
compared with their white adversaries. He also makes it clear that the rioters themselves
are a part of a larger, pro-slavery movement at work in the country. They are not simply
motivated by hatred of their black neighbors. They, along with their “agitator” and
“abettors” are a pushing a national, pro-slavery argument.

Jury Trials and the Importance of Black Citizenship

The historian Noel Ignatiev has argued that Irish Philadelphians who participated
in the antiblack riots of the 1830s saw their citizenship as characterized by three main
rights: the right to sell one’s own labor, the right to vote, and the right to riot. Black
Philadelphians certainly claimed the first two, but there was another citizenship right
which was seen by many as even more fundamental: the right to the protection of the
laws of Pennsylvania. This protection was especially critical in kidnapping and fugitive
slave cases. For black Pennsylvanians, the ability to claim citizenship enabled them to
demand the protection of the law rather than simply ask for the benevolent protection of
whites. It also, not incidentally, enabled them to cast kidnapping and the reclamation of
fugitive slaves as southern assaults on the free state of Pennsylvania. 27
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The question of black citizenship, and the implications of this for slaveholders,
had occasionally surfaced in the Pennsylvania legislature. In 1831, for example, the
question of whether or not the Pennsylvania House could grant a black man a divorce
induced a significant anxiety over the concern that the legislature would inadvertently
assert a black right of citizenship. 28 In late 1836, however, free blacks and their white
allies began a coordinated effort to push for a bill granting a jury trial to those accused as
fugitive slaves. This campaign bore many of the hallmarks of what would later be
identified as political antislavery.
In the fall of 1836, the Young Men’s Anti-Slavery Society of the City and County
of Philadelphia, an organization in which Philadelphia’s black elite played an active role,
began circulating a memorial intended for the state legislature. It noted that a bill
granting the right of trial by jury to a claimed fugitive had been introduced at the last
session. The signers asked that their legislature take up this measure as a “safeguard of
justice.” The Pennsylvania Freeman also reported that abolitionists in Pittsburg had
drafted a similar document, demanding that black citizens of the state of Pennsylvania be
granted a right which they noted was enshrined in the Declaration of Independence. 29
Over the next few months, the campaign for the bill broadened. The
Pennsylvania Freeman, under the headline “THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
WILL DESTROY SLAVERY,” argued that by granting a jury trial to fugitives, not only
would the state of Pennsylvania be defending “the rights of citizens,” but it would be
striking a critical blow against slavery. “How few fugitives from slavery will be
28
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reclaimed when the claimants shall find themselves compelled to establish their claim
before an open court?” While the defenders of slavery invoked the Constitution as their
defense, noted the editorial, the document was in fact a weapon to be used against
slavery. The Freeman also reprinted a memorial from Pittsburg which noted the
prevalence of light skinned slaves in the South as evidence that all citizens of
Pennsylvania were at risk, not only those who were easily identified as black. The
“moderate” Pennsylvania Abolition Society also drafted a resolution calling for the trial
by jury for accused fugitives, as did the state antislavery convention which met in
Harrisburg in January. 30 Recognition of the importance of the issue led a diverse group of
antislavery men and women to act in cooperation, and to do so employing political, rather
than moral, tactics and rhetoric.
In the midst of this campaign, Pennsylvanians received the most encouraging sign
yet as to the efficacy of political antislavery. In his annual address to the state legislature,
Pennsylvania Governor Joseph Ritner denounced the efforts of the national government
to undermine “all the principles of Pennsylvania policy. He then went into a long list of
state interests that had been thwarted by the presidential administration, including
national funding for internal improvements, Clay’s land distribution bill, the protective
tariff, the United States Bank, “and last, but worst of all, came the base bowing of the
knee to the dark spirit of Slavery.” He went on to lay out a political anti-slavery
platform: “opposition to slavery at home,” opposition to the admission of new
slaveholding states, and opposition to the existence of slavery in the District of Columbia.
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While he admitted that Constitutional rights of other states must be respected, Ritner
warned that allowing southern states to dictate concessions on this issue, especially any
ban on the free discussion of it, risked turning a consensual union into “subjection.” 31
Pennsylvania opponents of slavery responded with overwhelming support for
their antimasonic governor. The Young Men’s Anti-Slavery Society passed a resolution
praising Ritner for his “bold determination and honest rectitude of purpose in fearlessly
asserting and nobly defending our right to think and act for ourselves, independent of the
will of southern dictators.” It contrasted this manly stance with the “servile and fawning
policy of other northern rulers.” The Pennsylvania Abolition Society also passed a
resolution expressing its support for the governor, and the Pennsylvania Inquirer, though
hardly an advocate for abolitionism, noted with approval the section of Ritner’s address
in which he denounced the political power of slavery. The national abolitionist press also
took note, and the Liberator quoted the address approvingly. 32
John Greenleaf Whittier, in Harrisburg for the state antislavery convention,
praised the governor. There was a latent support for antislavery in Pennsylvania,
according to Whittier, and Ritner, “the sturdy farmer” was helping to awaken it by flying
“the banner of Free Discussion” out in the “mountain breezes of Pennsylvania.” The
antislavery poet met with the governor, and came away impressed. Ritner expressed
support for the antislavery convention, and one of his sons even served as a delegate from
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Washington County. 33 In Ritner, Pennsylvanians had their most overtly antislavery
governor perhaps until the Civil War.
“The Senate have done no other thing all this week than debate the Negro Bill,”
complained Philadelphia state senator, George Baker in March 1837. 34 Despite the
lengthy debate, and despite the antislavery sentiment of the chief executive, the state
legislature rejected the bill which proposed to grant fugitives a trial by jury, yet the
legislative fight provided political antislavery in Pennsylvania with some hope. Once
again, it was clear that antimasons were the most likely supporters of antislavery
legislation. The jury bill was defeated in the house without a record of how the
legislators had voted, but when the bill came up in the senate, though it was defeated,
every antimasonic senator supported it. “The defeat of the Bill,” wrote Whittier, “is to be
ascribed entirely to party feeling. Every Whig and Van Buren member of the Senate
voted against it: the antimasonic members only sustaining it.” 35 Supporters of political
antislavery, in Pennsylvania at least, recognized that even though Whigs and Antimasons
had entered into a political coalition, not all members of that partnership were equally
friendly to the rights of black Pennsylvanians.
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Black Citizenship and Pennsylvania’s Constitutional Convention

At various times, Pennsylvanians had expressed their dissatisfaction with the
constitution which had been ratified in 1790, but reform efforts failed to gain traction
until the mid-1830s. Opposition to constitutional reform had often cut across party lines,
but in 1834 a faction of Democrats took up the cause of reform. They formed a statewide
association which advocated a constitutional convention, and the legislature passed a bill
putting the issue to a referendum in October 1835, when the measure was approved.
When the convention assembled in Harrisburg on May 2, 1837, a Whig-Antimason
coalition enjoyed a one vote majority over their Democratic opponents, and elected John
Sergeant to the Presidency. 36
The issue of black citizenship had not been a particular concern of those who had
called for the convention, but during the discussion of the suffrage article of the new
convention, John Sterigere, a Democratic delegate from Montgomery County (just west
of Philadelphia), moved for the insertion of the word “white” in the language dictating
who was eligible to vote. 37 On June 19, the convention took up the issue. Supporters of
this language, like Benjamin Martin of the County of Philadelphia, emphasized the public
prejudice against blacks, and suggested that the advocates of black voting were simply
seeking “to degrade the poor laboring white man.” 38 Opponents questioned the language,
citing the indeterminacy of the word “white” and Sterigere withdrew his amendment, but
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on June 22, Martin attempted once again to add language which would restrict the
franchise to whites. 39
In defense of his position, Martin cited both the increase in the free black
population, especially in Philadelphia, and what he claimed was the inability of blacks to
be elevated to the level of whites. “Much has been done for these people,” Martin
insisted “schools have been kept up – they have been instructed in all the sciences, and in
the rudiments of religion, and I have known but one solitary instance of a good result.”
He noted that a man “James Fortune, a sail maker” was the exception. 40 After a brief
debate on the issue, Martin’s language was defeated, in a vote that crossed party lines.
The reasons for this defeat were complex, but for many delegates, the rejection of the
language was not an explicit embrace of black voting, but was rather a postponement of
the issue. One delegate suggested that the issue would be determined for them by a
pending court case in Luzerne County. 41
The question of black citizenship was again raised, though indirectly, by the
debate over what to do with a petition of free blacks from Pittsburg which called for the
defense of their right to vote. Foreshadowing the turn that the issue would later take,
Charles Jared Ingersoll of Philadelphia argued that he opposed the granting of the vote to
blacks, at least in part because it was an affront to “those who were born in the southern
portion of the Union,” prompting Thaddeus Stevens to note, wryly, that he “never had
heard of a nabob or despot who lacked defenders.” Stevens turned this line of defense
39
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around. “Are we to be told, sir, that we are not to print this memorial because it will be
offensive to the South?” This was, insisted Stevens, “a servile and unworthy motive of
action.” 42 Here there were obviously parallels to the fight in Congress over what to do
with abolitionist petitions. Whether or not these reflections of the national debate
determined local attitudes, the convention voted to print the memorial. 43
Black Philadelphians had anticipated that the reform convention might pose a
challenge to the right of black suffrage even before Sterigere offered his amendment.
Not content to leave their political rights in the hands of their white allies, black leaders
called a meeting which convened in Mother Bethel on June 5th. The meeting opened with
hymn singing and prayer, after which Frederick Hinton addressed the group, passing
along the facts that had been communicated to him from the convention at Harrisburg. It
was decided that the meeting should draft a memorial to the convention, denouncing any
attempt to deprive black Pennsylvanians of their right to vote. Hinton and Charles
Gardiner were appointed to take the memorial to the convention personally, in hopes that
they would “be heard on their own behalf, before the bar of the Convention.” 44
Though the convention adjourned without adding “white” to the language of the
constitution, black advocates for political equality could hardly declare victory. By the
time the convention reconvened in January 1838, this time in Philadelphia, the issue of
black voting had become somewhat more prominent and contentious. On one hand, this
was the result of an election in Bucks County (just north of Philadelphia) in which it was
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claimed that Democratic candidates had lost due to illegal black votes, prompting
Democratic officials to challenge the election in county court. On the other hand, the
issue of black voting was increasingly tied to the national struggle over abolition and the
political power of slavery, especially the fight over the Congressional Gag Rule. 45
On January 6, 1838, Hinton and Gardner delivered to Philadelphia delegate James
C. Biddle the memorial that came out of the Bethel meeting. Though this memorial has
been characterized as “moderate” in tone, perhaps a more useful way to look at it is as a
pragmatic attempt to address the political realities of the debate over black voting.
Certainly there was some attempt to demonstrate black progress as an argument against
disfranchisement, but this was only a part of the argument which the memorial made. Of
the ten resolutions included, only the final one focused on black progress. The first made
a universal appeal to the divinely ordained equality of men. The rest approached the
question of black voting rights from a number of practical and legal angles, in particular
emphasizing that restricting the suffrage to whites was a violation of existing rights,
rights that Pennsylvania had long recognized belonged to free blacks. 46 This approach
demonstrates that the free black authors recognized that these were the grounds on which
the issue would be determined. Opponents of black suffrage argued that blacks had never
been granted this right, and depicted attempts to promote black voting as a “modern”
innovation. The defenders of black suffrage argued that it was the advocates of
restricting the franchise to whites, who were seeking to change the definition of
citizenship.
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One recent study of the Pennsylvania convention and the attempt to restrict the
franchise to whites has characterized it as the culmination of a shift from racial
paternalism to racial ascriptivism. While white Pennsylvanians had once held out hope
that blacks could be raised to the level of whites, and thus granted citizenship, by 1838,
whites held that blacks were incapable of citizenship in a white republic. In this telling,
blacks trying to demonstrate their worthiness were fighting a hopeless, rearguard battle
against forces which held that no amount of self-improvement could make a black worthy
of political rights. 47 The debate over the measure to restrict the suffrage, however,
indicates that this narrative oversimplifies the racial attitudes of the delegates to the
convention.
Even Democrats who supported the introduction of the word “white” into the
language of the constitution made their arguments for this restriction in a multitude of
ways. For many, the inherent inferiority of blacks was the foundation of their support for
restriction, but even they did not feel that they could leave the argument at that. They felt
the need to expand their argument, perhaps in hopes of swaying those who were
uncomfortable with a position which rested on inherent and immutable racial difference.
John McCahen of Philadelphia County, for example, argued that lack of military service
rendered blacks undeserving of the right to vote. 48 George Woodward pointed to the
difference between white and black emigration as a basis for racial restriction.
Europeans, he noted, had consented to become Americans. “But sir, the negroes never
assented, and their presence here, since it was procured by fraud and force, could not be
construed into an adoption of the country, or an acquiescence in its forms of
47
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government.” 49 There were of course problems and inconsistencies with these
arguments. Perhaps they were just a veneer for underlying hard racism. Yet at the very
least they point to the fact that the arguments for racial restriction were not yet so simple.
Even John Sterigere, who had first introduced the word “white” to the convention, felt the
need to distinguish the “political rights” under discussion from the “natural rights” of the
Declaration of Independence which he conceded had included blacks. 50
Those who voted for racial restriction, whether from the Democratic Party or the
Opposition, also pointed to the implications of black voting for the national politics of
slavery. William Meredith, a Philadelphia Whig, sought to straddle the fence, admitting
the intelligence and virtue of some blacks, while at the same time supporting distinctions
within citizenship. He also warned that black voters would be primarily interested in
undermining slavery, and that the convention was under an obligation “not to interfere in
the domestic affairs of the people of the south.” 51 Democrat Robert Fleming noted that
granting citizenship to blacks might produce constitutional problems if blacks from
Pennsylvania sought to have a southern state respect those rights. 52 Woodward expressed
the national stakes of the debate most clearly. “If this point could be gained,” he insisted,
“if the negro could be elevated to political equality with the white voters of Pennsylvania,
this excitement would acquire a new impulse, and the war of the abolitionists against our
southern brethren would be waged with redoubled ferocity.” He admitted that blacks
were, in fact, capable of self government, but insisted that due to white prejudice that
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could only be in Africa. 53 Even some delegates who ended up voting against racial
restriction expressed concerns about getting involved in the concerns of other states. 54
Supporters of black voting also noted the national implications of the issue. “My
principle objection,” contended Antimasonic delegate Emanuel Reigart “is that it will be
viewed in the south as a triumph of southern principles in a northern state.” 55 Walter
Forward insisted that notions of the inability of blacks to govern themselves were part of
an old aristocratic doctrine which had somehow found its way from South Carolina to
Pennsylvania. 56 Abstract defenses of the constitutional rights of free blacks were
combined with moral appeals, but the most pointed denunciations of racial restriction
took the form of warnings that it was an attempt by southern slaveholders to impose their
power on the state of Pennsylvania.
As the debate drew to a close and the vote neared, the very presence of black
spectators in the gallery became controversial. A group of black Philadelphians,
including James Forten, Jr., was forcibly expelled from the convention. Soon after, the
convention voted to add the word “white” to the suffrage requirement, by a vote of
seventy-seven to forty-five. Prominent among those supporting the restriction were
Philadelphia Whigs, William Meredith and Joseph Hopkinson. 57 Both men had national
political connections, and in Meredith’s case, larger political ambitions. Neither
supported, at least publicly, the notion that blacks were inherently inferior, and
Hopkinson had in fact argued that blacks had been permitted to vote under the
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Constitution of 1790, yet they both voted for racial restriction. 58 The issue was not the
abstract question of racial difference, but rather the political problems posed by black
suffrage. Whether one pointed to national implications or local ones, the Whig members
who opposed racial restriction portrayed themselves as moderates seeking to diffuse a
potentially explosive issue.
On this ground, the petition drafted by black Philadelphians in late 1837 once
again proved to have been attuned to the sorts of political arguments which were
ultimately crucial to the success of the “white” amendment. In it, Hinton and Gardiner
had argued that black disfranchisement, rather than assuaging political conflict, would
actually promote it, creating dissention within society by creating artificial distinctions. 59
When the convention also rejected a proposal to provide jury trials to accused fugitive
slaves, on the grounds that such a measure constituted a threat to the Union, it also
demonstrated that at issue was a larger conception of black citizenship. As Thomas Earle
pointed out, many defenders of denying blacks the right to vote had argued that this
simply denied them “political rights,” while still granting them “civil rights.” The
rejection of the right to trial by jury, however, proved that such distinctions were far from
clear, and that the protection of the union and the defense of southern rights demanded
ever larger concessions. It was, in the words of William Yates, a Philadelphia
correspondent for the Colored American, “a base bowing of the knee to the spirit of
slavery.” 60
Black Philadelphians were discouraged by the vote of the convention, but quickly
mobilized to oppose the ratification of the new constitution. They also needed to respond
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to two recent legal decisions declaring that free blacks had, in fact never held the legal
right to vote in Pennsylvania. 61 A committee headed by Robert Purvis drafted the
“APPEAL Of Forty Thousand Citizens, threatened with Disfranchisement, to the people
of Pennsylvania,” which was read before a public meeting in the First Presbyterian
Church. One historian of the disfranchisement of black Pennsylvanians has noted that
while the Hinton-Gardner memorial had emphasized black progress as an argument for
black suffrage, the “Appeal” was more legalistic. 62 While this is true up to a point, as
with the previous document, Purvis’s “Appeal” demonstrated a much more complicated
engagement with the arguments that had been made at the convention itself.
The case it makes is a conservative one in a literal sense, in that it points not to
black progress, but to the contribution which blacks had made to the history of the United
States, and to the precedent of black citizenship. Equal citizenship is not something that
black Pennsylvanians need to earn; they and their ancestors had already earned it. “We
honor Pennsylvania and her noble institutions too much to part with our birthright, as her
free citizens, without a struggle.” 63 Purvis was not calling for black suffrage as a radical
change, but as the preservation of an existing right. The proposed convention, on the
other hand, he depicted as a radical departure.
Of equal importance was the reason for this proposed change. “We do not believe
our disfranchisement would have been proposed,” argued Purvis, “but for the desire
which is felt by political aspirants to gain the favor of the slaveholding States. This is not
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the first time that northern statesmen have ‘bowed the knee to the dark spirit of slavery,’
but it is the first time that they have bowed so low!” He went on to argue that this
change, combined with the refusal of the convention to provide for the right of an
accused fugitive to a jury trial, was in fact a part of a southern plot to extend slavery to
the north. The south would not stop here, though, warned the “Appeal.” Since the
numbers of free blacks in Pennsylvania were relatively small, the slaveholders “may
demand that a portion of the white tax-payers should be unmanned and turned into
chattels.” The new constitution was, it argued, an assertion of the power of southern
slave holders, and an attempt to enslave free Pennsylvanians. 64
Additionally, black Pennsylvanians continued to place the American Colonization
Society at the center of this conspiracy to deprive them of their American birth-right
citizenship. Advocates of disfranchisement had justified their position, at least in part, on
the hope that it would encourage free blacks “to look to Africa for a home.” Robert
Purvis also pointed to colonization as a prime motivation for disfranchisement in the
“Appeal.” 65 In a certain sense, this was unfair, since colonization had been invoked on
both sides of the issue during the convention. 66 Yet for free blacks, especially, perhaps in
Philadelphia, opposition to colonization had always had a broader significance.
Colonization stood as a symbol for how good men, men who considered themselves
friends of the slave, could fall under the sway of slaveholders. It was these men who
were the focus of black political rhetoric. There was little reason to appeal to the men
who considered blacks to be unalterably inferior to whites, or those who consciously
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sought alliances with slaveholders. On the other hand, it was possible that those who had
more conflicted views on the issue could be convinced that they were, in fact, doing the
work of slavery.
As black Philadelphians continued their fight against the new constitution,
tensions over abolition simmered. Dissatisfied with the fact that it was often difficult to
find halls which were open to their meetings, abolitionists had decided to build their own.
Its stated purpose was to serve as a place where “liberty, equality and civil rights could be
freely discussed,” a purpose which was recognized by contemporaries as an explicit
reference to the Congressional Gag Rule. On May 14, 1838, Pennsylvania Hall opened its
doors for the first time, and Philadelphia abolitionists David Paul Brown addressed a
large crowd on the subject of “Liberty.” This was followed by a lecture on “The duty of
temperance men at the ballot-box.” Over the next several days, the Hall hosted a number
of antislavery speakers, including some from the Anti-Slavery Convention of American
Women, which was then being held in Philadelphia. 67
As soon as the Hall opened, Philadelphians who were opposed to abolition made
known their displeasure. Rumors spread that the Hall was a site of “amalgamation.”
Attacks on the Hall itself had begun as soon as it opened, and on the night of May 17, a
large mob gathered outside, threatening the Hall and those inside. Mayor Swift
convinced the abolitionists to adjourn for the evening, assuring them that if they would
do so, he would disperse the mob. Nevertheless, soon after the mayor departed the scene,
the crowd attacked the Hall in earnest, turning on the gas jets and lighting them on fire.
Within hours, Pennsylvania Hall had burned to the ground. While the Hall itself was the
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main target on the first night, over the next two days, the mob turned its sights on black
Philadelphians. Rioters set fire to the Shelter for Colored Orphans, and attacked a black
church. 68
Contemporary accounts of the Hall’s destruction place it at the center of the
political struggle over slavery and the rights of black Pennsylvanians. The Hall’s
stockholders denounced the destruction of the building as a blow against free discussion
and as the work of the South. The Democratic Pennsylvanian, while lamenting the mob’s
violence, insisted that the abolitionists themselves were mostly to blame. “[We] utterly
condemn every effort to admit the negro race to the right of suffrage, as contended for by
our opponents in the reform convention, as we do the attempts now making to effect a
first step toward the amalgamation of the races, giving them an equality in social
intercourse.” 69
The impression of black abolitionists that colonization was behind the assault on
the Hall was surely strengthened by the report of the grand jury on the destruction of the
building. Under its foreman, prominent colonizationist Eliot Cressen, the jury expressed
lukewarm criticism of the rioters, while placing the blame for the riot largely on the
shoulders of abolitionists. It was especially critical of the offense which abolitionists did
to “the nicer feelings of the public” when “individuals were brought into close and
familiar intercourse, whom long habits and a well ascertained and established sense of
propriety had invariably kept asunder.” 70
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As Pennsylvanians prepared for the October elections, the issues of slavery and
race were pushed into the forefront as never before. The ratification of the constitution
was on the ballot, of course, but slavery and sectionalism emerged as important issues in
other races as well. Governor Joseph Ritner was up for re-election, and the Democratic
Pennsylvanian in Philadelphia mocked the sitting governor both for declaring himself an
abolitionist and for allowing his allies to deny this claim. In the 3rd Congressional
District (encompassing the northern portion of Philadelphia County), Democrat Charles
Jared Ingersoll ran against incumbent Whig Charles Naylor. Ingersoll had been one of
the most prominent defenders of racial restriction at the convention, and an eloquent
champion of southern rights. His Whig opponents depicted him as a southern aristocrat,
disdainful of the “laborers of the North” and an advocate of “Lynch Law.” Naylor and
Ritner, on the other hand, were celebrated for “lifting the key-stone above the reach of
national dictation and oppression.” 71
The ratification of the constitution, of course, involved more than the question of
black suffrage, yet that issue was far from marginal to the rhetoric of the campaign.
Whig/Antimasons sought to strike a balance befitting their mixed position on black
suffrage. For the most part, the anti-ratification rhetoric focused on the “STAUNCH
HEART-OF-OAK ROOF” that had been the old constitution, which they contrasted with
the new document they characterized as a partisan patchwork. They did not, however,
ignore the issue of black voting. In one of a series of essays opposing the new
constitution, “Young Hickory” denounced the suffrage clause, even while admitting that
he did not support black suffrage. 72 Democrats were not nearly so circumspect in their
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campaign to support ratification. On election day, the Pennsylvanian featured the
following, in large print, on its front page:

All who are opposed to NEGROES votingAll who are opposed to LIFE
OFFICESAll who desire an extension of
the Right of SuffrageWILL VOTE
FOR THE AMENDMENTS 73
If black voting had not begun as a primary concern of the debate over constitutional
reform, it had emerged as perhaps the most visible (certainly the most contentious)
element of the proposed constitution.

The election must, then, be seen at least in part as a repudiation of black suffrage,
and of the perceived abolitionism of Ritner, yet black Pennsylvanians also had reason to
hope. The Democratic candidate, David Porter, defeated Ritner, but by a mere 2%.
Ritner’s vote total actually increased over his victorious 1835 effort, but the Democratic
vote was not split as it had been three years before. The constitution was approved by an
even slimmer margin, with 50.3% of voters supporting ratification and 49.7% opposing.
The partisan composition of the state house was unchanged, while the Whig/Antimasonic
coalition actually increased its majority in the senate. 74
The election results were disheartening to black Philadelphians, but they did not
constitute any compelling reason to turn their backs on politics. It may have come as
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little comfort to disfranchised blacks, but the new constitution had hardly been approved
by an “overwhelming majority,” as one historian has suggested. 75 Ritner had been
defeated, but the slim margin of that loss, combined with the continuing strength of the
Whig/Antimason coalition, held out hope that the state government might eventually
prove to be an ally in the struggle against slavery and for black citizenship. The debates
in the convention, and the campaign against ratification, had pointed to the fact that the
question of citizenship had not been closed off by a consensus around hard racism.
White Pennsylvanians may not have considered blacks to be their equal, but a fair
number of them felt it important that black Pennsylvanians be afforded some political
rights. Even more were profoundly uncomfortable with the idea that southern
slaveholders could influence these questions on Pennsylvania’s soil. Free blacks
continued to exploit these two lines of argument as a means of shaping a formal politics
which now legally excluded them. They also recognized that the battle within their
state’s Whig/Antimasonic coalition was the crucial one. As they had recognized in the
fight against colonization, it was essential that free blacks convince those who would
claim to be their allies that they were, in fact defending slavery.
After accepting the position as editor of the Pennsylvania Freeman, abolitionist
poet John Greenleaf Whittier wrote of his impressions of his new home in Philadelphia.
“Politics has much more to do with our cause here than in New England,” he wrote,
“reforms are carried out at the ballot-box instead of the Church.” 76 Pennsylvania has not
often been seen as a main front in the political struggle against slavery. It provided only
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tepid support for the Liberty Party in the 1840s, for example. 77 Yet the struggle for black
citizenship and against slavery in the 1830s demonstrated that free blacks in
Pennsylvania had been engaged in a different sort of antislavery politics. This politics
often eschewed ideological purity for practical necessity, and it sought to build coalitions.
It helped to develop a rhetoric that emphasized the defense of northern rights against the
encroachment of slaveholders’ power. In short, it prefigured much of what would
characterize antislavery politics in later years.
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Chapter Five – Black Politics and Practical Antislavery
Our brethren of Philadelphia occupy an enviable position in the great cause of abolition and
reform. Their locality is most favorable. They are immediately in contact with the AMERICAN
regions of Slavery, where, as a free and virtuous population, in their lives and example, they can
demonstrate, at once, the injustice of slavery, and the utility and feasibility of emancipation. 1

The editor of the Colored American, reporting on his attendance at the August 1837
meeting of the American Moral Reform Society (AMRS), expressed his belief that
Philadelphia held a critical position in the struggle against slavery. Yet despite his high
hopes for the meeting, Samuel Cornish did not like what he saw. “The colored citizens of
Philadelphia, many of them wealthy and intellectual, are visionary in the extreme,” he
explained to his readers. The Philadelphia based leaders of the AMRS (he singled out
Robert Purvis and William Whipper), were “vague, wild, indefinite and confused in their
views. They created shadows, fought the wind, and bayed the moon, for more than three
days.” Cornish was especially troubled by the insistence of some of the leaders of the
AMRS that the organization should avoid all “complexional” designations. 2 Frederick
Hinton, a Philadelphian himself, also wrote to Cornish, concurring in his assessment of
the “blind and furious objections” which “were urged against the admission of the
designation "free people of color." Beyond this, these same men declared that the object
of the Society should be to aid all men, not simply “the colored community.” 3
These criticisms sparked a robust contest, fought out mainly in the black press,
over the merits of the AMRS and its aims and tactics. The “names” issue was
particularly contentious, in part because for critics of the leaders of the AMRS it was
emblematic of the organization’s entire approach. Cornish in particular exhorted these
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Philadelphians to channel their efforts into practical efforts to promote black moral
reform. William Whipper became the de facto spokesman for the AMRS, and carried on
an extended defense of the Society in the pages of the Colored American. These debates
can help us see the growing fissures in black activism (which in some ways paralleled
those emerging at the same time in the larger antislavery movement), but they also show
us some of the ways in which the politics of black Philadelphia was unique.
Though critics of the AMRS claimed that its leaders sought to avoid use of
racially specific language because they were ashamed of their color, the linguistic
disagreement was really reflective of a tactical difference. The leaders of the Moral
Reform Society contended that any embrace of exclusively black institutions would
undermine their larger efforts to eliminate complexional differences in American society.
“We further believe,” argued Whipper, “that all unnecessary distinctions among men,
ought at once and forever, to cease. That they should only be distinguished by their
virtues and vices.” He admitted that this notion might be “visionary,” but refused to
apologize for that. Whipper and his allies not only refused to use racial language, but
also insisted that their organization should aim for the moral reform of all people, not just
those of their own race. They sought, through their words and actions, to undermine
America’s racial order. 4
In practical terms, it should be noted, the American Moral Reform Society
remained a “black” organization. From the start AMRS had balanced its commitment to
4
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the promotion of the principles of moral reform “among the colored race” with
denunciations of “national or complexional distinctions.” 5 Though whites who
sympathized with them were invited to participate, free blacks maintained their
leadership (contrast this with the often ceremonial presence of blacks among the
leadership of many white led antislavery societies). While the AMRS was rhetorically
dedicated to color-blind moral reform, it is unclear what this meant in practical terms.
Certainly the moral reform efforts that spun off of the organization seem to have
generally been aimed at aiding free blacks. 6 It seems that the critique of the AMRS
position on “color” had such resonance because it buttressed the claim that the Society
was impractical, “visionary.” Practicality was of paramount concern for these critics of
the leadership of the AMRS.
Criticism came from within Philadelphia as well as from outsiders. As noted,
Frederick Hinton became a prominent critic. Even as the AMRS maintained its
opposition to the use of the term “colored,” the Colored American, in 1838, began
publishing a Philadelphia edition (along with its original New York edition) under the
proprietorship of Stephen Gloucester. At the time Gloucester remained active within the
AMRS, though differences would soon emerge. An August 28, 1838 meeting in support
of the Colored American made it clear that many Philadelphians saw support for the
newspaper as a criticism of the “visionary” position of the AMRS on complexional
institutions. The meeting denounced these principles as “frivolous…founded on the most
5
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incorrect principles, and calculated (if adhered to by our people,) to reflect disgrace upon
them, and retard the advancement of their best interest.” Going further, it declared that
the members of the meeting would not support the newspaper under any other name. 7 A
number of the men who attended this meeting were also active in the rival “Philadelphia
Association for the moral and mental improvement of the People of Color” (AMMI),
which specifically devoted itself to the promotion of moral reform among “people of
color.” 8
William Watkins of Baltimore also emerged as a prominent, though somewhat
more moderate, critic of the AMRS. In a letter to AMRS supporter John Burr, Watkins
justified his support for institutions which exclusively aided blacks with a parable. While
journeying to Philadelphia, he wrote, he had witnessed two men, one white one black, fall
overboard. The white men who remained on board immediately set about helping the
white man who was drowning while ignoring the drowning black man because of their
“deep-rooted hatred against a sable hue.” Watkins, of course, devoted all of his energies
to rescuing the drowning black man. He insisted that this course of action was neither
selfish nor inconstant with the principle of racial equality. It was simply a practical
response to the reality of white racism.
Watkins letter was published in the Colored American as evidence of the flaws of
the AMRS. Soon after though, William Whipper also published the same letter in the
National Reformer (The official organ of the AMRS). Whipper denied that his position
on the color issue was as fanatical as his opponents claimed, and argued that there was no
real difference between his and Watkins’s positions. Watkins did after all admit that he
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opposed the “prodigal use, or unnecessary parade” of the word “colored” (despite his
insistence on the practical necessity of the word). Watkins had also admitted an
admiration for the principle of supporting the moral reform for all regardless of color,
even while doubting its practical implementation. Above all, Watkins called for all
parties to find their common ground. If Whipper could plausibly claim that his own
position was not substantially different from Watkins’s, he had more difficulty countering
the assertion, also made by Watkins, that emphasis on these questions had undermined
the ability of the AMRS to accomplish any practical good for the free black population of
Philadelphia. The leaders of the AMRS themselves seem to have recognized as much,
though they attributed their failure to the vastness of the task before them, rather than to
their own tactical failings. 9
If disputes over the “color” issue were most prominent, they were not the only
sources of disagreement surrounding the approach of the AMRS. At the 1838 meeting of
the Society, Stephen Gloucester raised an objection to one of the resolutions presented to
the meeting. The resolution (penned by William Whipper) attributed the “disabilities
under which we labor” to the “spirit of the Church and the government under which we
live.” Gloucester, pastor of the Second African Presbyterian Church which hosted the
meeting, moved that the latter portion be changed to “the worldly spirit of a great portion
of professed Christians.” Gloucester, like many black pastors felt that the church needed
to play a central role in any moral reform project. The AMRS, however, was
increasingly vehement in its denunciation of the church (including black churches), and
took a position close to William Lloyd Garrison’s on the issue. Whipper’s original
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resolution was upheld by a nineteen to eleven vote. After the convention, Gloucester and
many of his Presbyterian allies withdrew from the AMRS. 10
This was not Gloucester’s first attempt to promote the role of the black church in
the anti-slavery movement. In 1837, the New York based abolitionist publisher Joshua
Leavitt had lectured at Gloucester’s church on the Christian duty to promote
emancipation. The congregation was moved by the address and resolved to create an
anti-slavery society which they named for the speaker who had inspired them. Later,
after the burning of Pennsylvania Hall, Gloucester, along with two other men, was
appointed by the organization to a committee charged with finding a location for antislavery speakers. In addition to his involvement with the Leavitt Anti-Slavery Society
based in his congregation, Gloucester was one of the members who founded the
American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society after the split in the ranks of the American
Anti-Slavery Society. 11 Gloucester was only the most prominent of the many black
pastors who disagreed with the blanket rejection of the church as pro-slavery, and who
sought to work within the church to promote moral reform and to fight against slavery.
Disagreements over the approach that abolitionists should take toward politics
also played an important role, on a national scale, in the 1840 split within antislavery. By
the late 1830s, many abolitionists had grown dissatisfied with Garrison’s leadership, and
contended that the Garrisonians’ increasingly critical stance toward the church, support of
women’s rights, and resistance to coordinated political action had become an obstacle to
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an effective anti-slavery movement. Not all of Garrison’s critics opposed him on all of
these grounds, but together the disagreements on these issues helped to shatter the
American Anti-Slavery Society. Many of the men who formed the church oriented
American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society were also critics of Garrison’s position on
voting, though many Christian abolitionists continued to hope to work through the
existing parties. 12
In regard to its attitude toward the church, the American Moral Reform Society
can be seen as thoroughly Garrisonian, but its position on voting was less orthodox. On
July 31, 1839, abolitionists converged on Albany, New York for a special meeting,
intended to discuss the direction that the antislavery movement should take, especially as
to voting and political action. Despite Garrisonian objections, the convention strongly
endorsed political antislavery tactics, and called for all abolitionists to use their vote to
fight against slavery. In discussing the Albany convention, Whipper and the National
Reformer called for moderation between the two sides, insisting that both moral and
political action were needed weapons in the war against slavery. When the Anti-Slavery
Society for Eastern Pennsylvania met in May 1840, it passed a resolution disapproving of
the Albany Convention, advising abolitionists to “scatter their votes, or absent themselves
from the polls.” Though the vote was passed by an overwhelming majority of 93 to 27,
members of the AMRS (including Charles Gardner, Daniel Payne and Robert Purvis)
were conspicuous among the nays. 13 Whatever their position the church and its place in
the fight against slavery, black Philadelphians seem to have taken a practical attitude
toward the morality of voting.
12
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Leaders of the AMRS also challenged the allegation that they were impractical
visionaries in other ways, perhaps none more important than their support of the work of
the Philadelphia Vigilant Association. Black Philadelphians had long been crucial
supporters of fugitives from slavery, but the increasing numbers of those fleeing north
into Pennsylvania convinced many that a formal organization was needed to support this
work. In August 1837, a number of these men established the Vigilant Association of
Philadelphia, electing the black dentist, James McCrummell as its first President. The
group met openly and raised money through advertisements in the Pennsylvania Freeman
and through public celebrations. By 1839 the group had grown substantially, and was
reorganized with Robert Purvis (who had helped found the Association) as its president.
The standing committee and officers of the newly organized Vigilant Association
included both supporters of the AMRS and those who had been highly critical of Purvis
and Whipper’s “visionary” opposition to complexional institutions. The National
Reformer printed accounts of the Association’s meetings, and Whipper used the pages of
his journal to promote the fundraising efforts of the Vigilant Association. 14
There were real and passionately defended differences among free black activists
in Philadelphia; in some cases these differences paralleled those which splintered the
larger antislavery movement in these years. Yet it is also true that the context of the city
of Philadelphia helped to produce a distinctive sort of activism among free blacks living
in this border city. During the 1840s, free blacks in Philadelphia (and in the border city
to the south, Baltimore) would also struggle over the relationship of the church to the
work of antislavery. Those struggles, however, would not prevent the emergence of a
14
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rough consensus as to the importance of political action and, perhaps most importantly,
the need to cooperate in defense of fugitives from slavery. Paradoxically, critics further
to the north scolded Philadelphians for either obsessive ideological purity or for excessive
compromise, but neither critique was fair. Instead, the importance of their proximity to
the border helped to produce a distinctive form of “practical abolition,” among free
blacks in these two cities. 15

Colonization and Immigration

By the late 1830s, the abolitionist critique of colonization (along with some
financial mismanagement) had dealt a substantial blow to the American Colonization
Society, but the colonization movement proved resilient. Increasingly, local and state
societies in the North sought to operate independent of the national society, along the
lines of the Maryland model. The ACS reorganized itself, and in 1838 adopted a new
constitution which made it into a federation of state societies, and the national
organization was dramatically stripped down. This enabled northern societies more
latitude to claim to be the real advocates of emancipation, while continuing to cast
abolitionists as fanatics and visionaries. 16
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On May 29, 1838, less than two weeks after the burning of Pennsylvania Hall,
Philadelphia colonizationists held a public meeting at the Musical Fund Hall. According
to the Pennsylvania Inquirer, the hall was filled to overflowing well before the meeting
was scheduled to begin. Robert Breckenridge of Baltimore (whose brother, John, had
been president of the Philadelphia society) was the first speaker. He was followed by
Philadelphia pastor George Bethune. While proclaiming his abhorrence of slavery,
Bethune denounced the abolitionists as irresponsible firebrands, and defended
colonization as the only true antislavery measure. He used the recent burning of
Pennsylvania Hall to illustrate his point. He regretted the mob, but pointed to the
abolitionists as the cause. “If the Hall had not been set on fire,” he insisted, “there were
elements enough within to have produced spontaneous combustion,” and he pointed to
the blackened walls of the hall as a reminder of what abolitionists would do to the entire
South. 17
In October of the same year, Joseph Ingersoll, president of the Pennsylvania
Colonization Society, addressed the annual meeting of that organization. Ingersoll was
active in Whig politics, having been elected to the United States House in 1834, though
he declined to run for re-election (he would rejoin the house in 1841). 18 In his address he
sought to position colonization as the middle ground between the defenders of slavery
and radical abolitionists. “American colonization neither proposes nor effects by any of
its measures the continuance, or the immediate abolition of slavery,” he insisted. “Of its
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ultimate consequences every one may judge, for it has no concealment or disguise in its
movements or aims.” Ingersoll denied that blacks were inherently inferior to whites,
arguing instead that race was a product of environmental conditions. These conditions
were, however, according to Ingersoll, nearly impossible to overcome. “How powerful
must be the causes that give to identity the seeming and the effect of irreconcilable
difference.” In order to make sense of this difference, Ingersoll returned to a metaphor
that colonizationists had used before, though with a new twist. White prejudice had made
blacks “pilgrims and strangers here.” He went on, “the African population is colonized
already; colonized in the heart of the land of their birth, in the centre of their earliest and
only recollections.” 19 Here is his rejoinder to black claims that their nativity entitles
them to American citizenship. Colonizationists (and others) had long noted that African
Americans were aliens in the land of their birth. Ingersoll went a step further and argued
that due to American prejudice they were already colonized.
Ingersoll also pointed to what would be a crucial element to colonization in the
coming years. “Where we welcome to or shores yearly as many emigrants as would
rapidly melt away a mass equal to the whole of our coloured population, and they too not
aided, encouraged, urged.” It is perhaps unsurprising that immigration into the United
States should have come to shape American’s understanding of attempts to emigration
from their shores. This was a period in which the United States (and especially midAtlantic cities like Philadelphia and Baltimore) saw an unprecedented level of
immigration. 20 Seeing colonization as a sort of immigration in reverse did a substantial
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amount of ideological work. On one hand, it was a crucial part of convincing the public
that African colonization was feasible. They were not intending to pay for or coordinate
the transportation of all of America’s free blacks. They were merely seeking to set in
motion a process whereby blacks would ultimately remove themselves from the United
States.
The immigration parallel also sought to assuage the fears of free blacks. Despite
their occasional threats of force, colonizationists generally still sought to reassure free
blacks that colonization was to be consensual. By comparing colonization to
immigration, they were pointing out that they were not suggesting to free blacks anything
that white immigrants were not doing of their own free will. Colonizationists also hoped
to quell black concerns about the cultural differences between Africa and the United
States. Because they were white, Ingersoll suggested, European immigrants rapidly
became integrated into American society. Similarly, colonization would easily transform
“chattels…into makers and administrators of law.” 21 Colonization could transform
Africa and the United States; all that needed to be done was to reverse the dynamics
which pushed immigrants out of Europe and pulled them to the United States.
Maryland Colonizationists employed a similar rhetoric of immigration. John
Latrobe, President of the Maryland Colonization Society presented his report to the
annual meeting in 1838, a report which pointed to European emigration as a crucial
model. It argued that free blacks would never be willing to emigrate to Africa until they
saw that it was in their interest to do so. The task of the Colonization Society, then, was
Philadelphia: A History of Ethnic Groups and Lower Class Life, 1790-1940 (Philadelphia: Temple
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to create a prosperous enough colony that Maryland free blacks would see it in their
interest to settle there. Annual immigration from Europe, it noted, was triple the annual
growth of the free black population. Furthermore, “These emigrants come here with their
own means…they come because it is more attractive to come to American than to stay at
home. They come because they think it is in their interest to come.” Though the report
emphasized that it was the Society’s task to promote the “pull” on the African end, it also
noted the significant “push” in the United States. “When it is considered too how much
stronger are the inducements for the colored man to remove from America,” it became
clear that “the tide of emigration from this country will set in that direction, even more
strongly than the tide now sets from Europe to the United States.” 22 The immigration
parallel, at least in the hands of colonizationists, helped to portray African colonization as
natural and inevitable. It also helped to reframe race as the primary marker of American
citizenship, even as it ostensibly claimed that race was merely a product of environment.
Despite their desire to convince free blacks that colonization was in their
“interest,” colonizationists in Baltimore and Philadelphia seem to have recognized that
black opposition remained a serious obstacle. Stephen Gloucester had tried to gain
access to the Philadelphia Colonization meeting, but was denied entrance. “They had an
officer at the door,” he informed the editor of the Colored American, “and said that the
Society or Managers had said, no blacks could come in.” The exclusion of blacks from
colonization meetings only confirmed black suspicions as to the underlying motivation of
the movement. 23 Even if they hoped that they would be able to win free blacks to their
side, colonizationists were under no illusions as to existing black opinion.
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Opposition to African Colonization continued to be an important part of black
political discourse. In July 1838, the Common Council of Philadelphia published its
report on the burning of Pennsylvania Hall. Not long after, a Philadelphia correspondent
wrote to the Colored American with a scathing account of the report, damning it as an
affront to the United States Constitution, and claiming that it was built on the lies of the
colonization movement. The writer, signing himself “Censor,” denounced the report as
inconsistent with the rights of speech and assembly which the Constitution guaranteed to
all citizens. The report even hinted that the invitation of “citizens from distant States” to
speak at the Hall had been part of the reason for its destruction, though “Censor” noted
that the Constitution also required “citizens of each State, shall be entitled to all the
privileges and immunities of citizens in the several States.” 24
Ultimately, however, the report’s tacit defense of the rioters rested on the claim
that abolitionists had promoted racial amalgamation, presenting a scene of inter-racial
social intercourse not seen “since the days of William Penn.” The mob was, the report
claimed, a defender of the traditional racial order. “Censor” denied that this was the case.
He insisted that white fears about racial amalgamation were a product of Colonization
propaganda. “Black and white walking arm in arm," he maintained, “was very common
in the city of Penn, until the colonization ‘mad dog’ cry of ‘amalgamation,’ admonished a
peaceable people to discontinue the "social intercourse." He casts colonizationists, and
the mob, as the innovators, and defends abolitionists as the defenders of traditional,
Constitutional liberties. 25
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Black Philadelphians had often defended themselves by contrasting their own
sober, orderly actions with the drunken riot of their oppressors. “Censor” takes this
rhetoric a step further. In defending the managers of Pennsylvania Hall against claims
that they allowed “unpatriotic speeches,” he denounces the claims of the Common
Council report as “Jesuitical” (a term he uses twice). He positions white and black
abolitionists as the defenders of protestant honesty, while tarring the defenders of the
mob as dishonest “Jesuits.” Of course it was often the abolitionists who were denounced
for their religious infidelity, but here the writer makes the conscious choice to claim the
banner of religious orthodoxy. He later goes on to make the religious contrast into a
political one.
The managers of "Pennsylvania Hall," as citizens, had as undoubted a right to
erect a building and dedicate it to "free discussion," as Deists and free thinkers
have, who are protected in their orgies in "Tammany Hall," and to expect that
protection from the civil authorities that the laws of the land have guaranteed to
them. 26
The actions of the abolitionists are contrasted with the quintessential symbol of
Democratic partisanship.
Most historians of nineteenth-century American politics have agreed that it was a
period which saw an unparalleled engagement with electoral and partisan politics. While
some historians have attributed this political participation to the work of party hacks and
propagandists (rather than to genuine interest), it is unquestionable that nineteenth
century elections witnessed levels of turnout that were never again matched.
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Additionally, for many Americans partisan allegiances had a significance which went
beyond Election Day. 27
Yet amidst the partisanship, many Americans continued to express their devotion
to an anti-partisan ideal, though anti-partisan should not be confused with non-partisan.
While many reform movements claimed the anti-partisan mantle in these years, political
parties also could proclaim themselves as opponents of partisanship. Often it was third
parties that claimed this distinction in contrast to the major parties, 28 but the major parties
themselves also did so. The Whig party in particular appealed to voters as an antipartisan party. 29 This phenomenon had, by the mid-nineteenth century, deep roots in
American political history. In his examination of this concept in Jeffersonian politics,
David Waldstreicher notes that nationalism served the purpose of allowing partisans to
portray themselves as anti-partisan. “An anti-partisan stance,” writes Waldstreicher,
“could work if one identified one’s own party, not as a party, but as the real nation.” 30
In his depiction of the report of the Common Council on the burning of
Pennsylvania Hall, “Censor” engaged in a distinctive form of partisan anti-partisanship.
In doing so, he drew on elements of antebellum political culture, but at the same time
used them for the particular purposes of black Philadelphia abolitionists. The rioters and
those who defend them are linked both to “Deists” and to Catholics, religious outsiders
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who nevertheless are protected by the American Constitution. Linking them together
under the partisan banner of the Democratic Party, allows “Censor” to depict himself, and
black abolitionists in general, as anti-partisan, and therefore as the true representatives of
the nation.
In the pages of the National Reformer, William Whipper had his own take on
anti-partisan partisanship in his account of the 1838 election in Pennsylvania. While he
lamented that both parties were trying to outdo each other to depict their own candidates
as the defenders of slavery, he also asserted that had blacks been allowed to vote, “the
disfranchised voters could have re-elected our patriotic governor [Ritner].” For Whipper,
both parties are corrupted by desire to appeal to the slave power, yet a politician, even
one like Ritner who is the nominee of one of those parties, can stand above partisanship.
Partisanship and subservience to slavery go hand in hand, while patriotism enables a
party politician to resist “southern thralldom.” 31
The election of 1838 was not a complete disappointment for Pennsylvania
abolitionists. As usual, Whigs maintained their hold over the city of Philadelphia, but
when the common and select councils of the city met to choose the mayor, they chose
Isaac Roach rather than the incumbent John Swift, by a vote of eighteen to twelve. Many
abolitionists were profoundly disappointed by Swift’s inability to defend Pennsylvania
Hall from the rioters who set fire to it. Swift’s supporters announced their opposition to
the councils’ decision, and attributed Roach’s victory to the “the abolition party, and
secret enemies in the Whig ranks.” 32 It seems that abolitionists had considerable
influence in Philadelphia politics, and they had of course learned that the protection of
31
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local officials (such as mayors) could prove just as important as that of state and national
officials. As had been the case in the reform convention, the crucial battle was often
within the Whig party.
Efforts to fight for the right to vote had also, it seems, helped make black
abolitionists in general more amenable to political action than their white colleagues.
They might be critical of the corruption of politics, or the subservience of political parties
to the power of slavery, but few, even among those most devoted to Garrison, spurned
voting in principle. Even those who might have been sympathetic to non-voting in theory
would have seen the important symbolism of the franchise. It was one thing for a white
man to refuse to vote on principle; for a black man to denounce voting as immoral would
have called into question his own efforts to secure the franchise. Free blacks had long
seen the right to vote as a crucial part of their larger fight for full citizenship, and by 1840
free blacks, whatever their disagreements on other questions, largely agreed on the
importance of black citizenship to their efforts to fight against slavery.
Even subtle qualifications of this assertion seem to have fallen away. William
Whipper had long argued that moral reform needed to play an essential role in making
blacks good citizens, though he had always been sure to argue that this not be construed
as arguing that whites were superior. In 1839, Whipper declared that his earlier assertion
that free blacks needed to be elevated prior to being made citizens had been a mistake.
“We now utterly discard it and ask pardon for our former errors. “We do now henceforth
and forever deny that in the republican sense of the term, the colored population need to
be elevated,” he wrote in the National Reformer. “If we are asked, what evidences we
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bring to sustain our qualifications for citizenship, we will offer them certificates of our
BIRTH and NATIVITY.” 33

Christian Antislavery and the Battle within the Church

Many African Americans continued to see the existing churches as crucial
battlegrounds in the fight for black citizenship. Though many black churches were part
of African American denominations, others continued to operate within white-dominated
ecclesiastical bodies. These national organizations sought to assuage sectional
differences over slavery. Often this meant that black parishioners were disfranchised
within their denomination. Black citizenship was just as threatening to the unity of
national denominational organizations as it was to more formally political institutions.
Yet black Christians refused to accept this disfranchisement, and sought to work within
the church, to use it as a means of fighting against slavery. Even as some white and black
abolitionists were calling for a withdrawal from corrupt, compromising churches, many
free blacks on the border saw their work within such churches as an essential form of
practical antislavery. To an extent, this effort was part of a larger strategy of free blacks
to depict themselves as sober, virtuous citizens.
In the spring of 1840, the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
met in Baltimore. Tensions over slavery had been growing within the church, and three
factions had emerged: southerners, abolitionists and northern conservatives. The conflict
between southerners and abolitionists dominated the Conference, while conservatives did
33
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their best to hold the sides together. 34 Among its other business, the conference decided,
by a vote of 75 to 56, to pass the following resolution, submitted by prominent Georgia
pastor, Ignatius Few:
Resolved, That it is inexpedient and unjustifiable in any of our ministers to admit
the testimony of colored persons against white persons, in church trials, in those
states and territories where the testimony of such persons is rejected in the courts
of law
At the time, the Methodist Episcopal Church contained 70,000 black members. 35 The
language of the resolution itself makes it quite clear that this was a measure dictated by
expediency, rather than by theological concerns. It also reminds us that voluntary
organizations, such as churches, did not stand outside of American politics, but were
rather a part of it. Denominational conflicts over the rights of black members were not
simply a result of white bigotry; they were directly related to the political and legal
restrictions which the formal political system had settled upon as a means of quieting the
conflicts over slavery.
The members of the Sharp Street and Asbury Churches met in May in order to
draft a resolution of protest to the General Conference. Perhaps the conference’s actions
were made even more immediate to them by the fact that it had met in their own city of
Baltimore. Whatever their thinking, the members of the two churches denounced the
actions of the conference. “We feel called upon most solemnly to PROTEST against this
act of the General Conference, whereby every colored member of the church is
unjustifiably and unnecessarily disfranchised and degraded.” The protest argued that the
resolution both undermined the work of the church and strengthened “that unholy pride
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of caste.” They reasserted their determination to remain within the church in which they
had been raised, while at the same time insisting on their right to be heard. Though
representatives of the meeting presented their resolution to the bishops, it was not read
before the conference itself. William Watkins insisted that it had an effect on those who
read it, however, and it was eventually reprinted in the abolitionist press. Some white
Methodists also took up the cause of their black brethren, and reference to the Few
resolution featured prominently in calls for a meeting of antislavery Methodists to be held
that fall. 36
Conservatives within the church had sought to preserve the unity of Methodism
for both ecclesiastical and political reasons. They were, of course, concerned that the
splintering of the church would undermine its ability to carry out its religious
commitment to save souls, but Methodists also believed that their church played an
important role in promoting morality within American politics. This role, however,
would be compromised if the unity of the church could not be preserved. The question
of church discipline and its connection to the law, and the conflict surrounding it, was an
essential part of Methodism’s understanding of its relationship to American civic life.
Prior to the 1840 convention, conservatives had primarily seen abolitionists as the most
dangerous threat to church unity (though Southern defenses of slavery were also
somewhat disturbing). After the 1840 conference, however, northern conservatives
increasingly saw subservience of ecclesiastical to civil law in these matters as an affront
to Methodism itself. Abolitionists, especially the most radical among them, increasingly
left the Methodist Episcopal Church, but many of the conservative who remained saw the
Few Resolution as a great embarrassment, and as evidence that Methodism could not
36
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continue to appease slaveholders while at the same time hoping to accept blacks into their
church as spiritual equals. This conservative antislavery, with its resistance to southern
domination, would ultimately splinter the church in 1844. 37
The congregations of Sharp Street and Asbury were not alone in seeking to work
within protestant denominations. Daniel Alexander Payne had been born in Charleston
South Carolina, where he became a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In
1841, after moving to Philadelphia, he would join the AME Church, but in the 1830s, he
attended the Lutheran Seminary at Gettysburg Pennsylvania, where he was licensed as a
preacher in 1837. He accepted the offer to become the pastor of a Lutheran church in
Troy New York (though he maintained close connections with Philadelphians, especially
the leaders of the AMRS). 38
In 1839 Payne was ordained by the Frankean Synod of the Lutheran Church (a
group of Lutherans who had “come out” of the regular church in order to take a more
radically antislavery position), and on the occasion of his ordination delivered a blistering
denunciation of slavery. 39 Payne was speaking in support of a report which laid out the
Synod’s course of action in regard to slavery. He made the case that slavery not only
brutalizes man, but that it also robs him of his moral agency and “subverts the moral
government of God.” Payne drew on his own experience in South Carolina to argue that
despite the presence of a few missionaries in the state, slaveholders were determined to
prevent the religious instruction of the enslaved. What was even worse, he contended,
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through their obvious hypocrisy, masters led slaves to reject Christianity outright. “A
few nights ago” Payne related, “between ten and eleven o'clock a runaway slave came to
the house where I live for safety and succor. I asked him if he was a Christian. ‘No sir,’
said he, ‘white men treat us so bad in Mississippi that we can't be Christians.’” It was the
responsibility of Christians to speak out and to act against slavery because slavery was
incompatible with the church’s mission. Payne’s words may have helped win support for
the report, which was passed unanimously. Additionally, the synod expressed its
approval of the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, and resolved to send
delegates to the upcoming Albany convention of the American Anti-Slavery Society. 40

African Colonization and Maryland’s “Black Law”

In the late 1830s and early 1840s, free blacks in both Baltimore and Philadelphia
once again flirted with the idea of emigration. In large part this was produced by the
economic depression initiated by the financial collapse of 1837. The British Caribbean
was the site of particular interest and a group of free blacks in Baltimore sent two men,
Nathaniel Peck and Thomas Price, to investigate conditions in British Guiana and in
Trinidad. Some black Philadelphians also expressed interest in black emigration to one
of these two places. Important for advocates of emigration was black leadership and
agency in these efforts, in contrast to the white led colonization movement, but many free
blacks continued to see emigration as just colonization with a different face. 41
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The formation of the Frankean Synod had been in part a rejection of the Lutheran
Church’s general support for colonization, a fact which doubtless appealed to Daniel
Payne. Colonization remained a great concern for free blacks in Philadelphia and
Baltimore. A large meeting held at St. Paul’s Lutheran Church in Philadelphia (Purvis
and Stephen Gloucester were among the leadership) reasserted the refusal of black
Philadelphians to consent to leave “their native land,” and denounced the efforts of
colonizationists. They singled out for abuse the pastors who actively supported the
colonization movement, suggesting that they would be better off “attending to the
spiritual affairs of the church, and purging it from the sin of slavery.” 42 Yet events to the
South would soon make the colonization threat even more ominous for free blacks living
along the mid-Atlantic borderland.
On March 21, 1840, both the Senate and the House of Maryland passed a law
which was intended to strengthen the laws of 1831 in regard to free people of color. The
new law stipulated that no free black may enter the state of Maryland, whether that
person “intends settling in this state or not.” The penalty for the first offense was to be
$20, with $500 for a second offense. If the offender could not or would not pay the fine,
he was to be sold by the Sheriff to the highest bidder. Proceeds from either the fine or the
sale were to go to the state colonization society. 43 Here was the clearest evidence yet that
not only was colonization a proslavery conspiracy, but that it sought to enslave the free
blacks it could not remove “by their own consent.”
Black Philadelphians used the Maryland law to call into question the motives of
colonizationists operating in their own city. In a letter (which was later published) to the
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General Agent of the Pennsylvania Colonization Society, Charles Gardner recalled his
experiences in Maryland in 1832, when he had been arrested at the request of the
Maryland Colonization Society. Now that society had become the direct beneficiary of
“kidnapping and selling of free men,” yet no branch of the American Colonization
Society (including Pennsylvania’s) had denounced this arrangement. The Pennsylvania
Society had, in fact, petitioned for a related law which would have taxed free blacks in
order to support colonization. While Pennsylvania colonizationists might have hoped to
distance themselves from their southern colleagues, Gardner reminded his readers that
“the enlightened colored man has not been deceived as yet.” 44
That summer, David Ruggles, the black New York abolitionist, organized a call
for a “National Reform Convention of the Colored Inhabitants of the United States of
America,” to be held in New Haven, Connecticut. The convention was intended as a
means of organizing more effective opposition to slavery and colonization, but it is clear
that the Maryland law was seen as clear evidence for the immediacy of their cause. “The
existence of the late Maryland Black Law,” insisted the call for the convention, “should
arouse every colored inhabitant of this Nation to a proper sense of his endangered
condition, and inspire every bosom with a righteous and indignant zeal against
oppression.” The call was cosigned by an impressive array of black activists from across
the North, including a substantial number of Pennsylvanians. Both William Whipper and
Robert Purvis signed on to the initial call, though both would eventually withdraw their
support. In a letter to Ruggles they explained that they could not attend a convention
organized on “complexional lines.” 45
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If Purvis could at times seem to privilege ideological purity over practical
concerns, he also recognized that practical needs could overwhelm ideological
differences. Only a few months after the disagreement with Ruggles, Purvis served as the
secretary for a meeting, held at the Methodist Episcopal Wesley Church on Lombard
Street, intended to support the Colored American. Purvis spoke at length before offering
the resolution of support for the paper. He reiterated his opposition to racially exclusive
institutions, but noted that though he disagreed with some of what the previous speaker
(Stephen Gloucester) had said, “yet there were many other reasons besides those that he
had given, why the Colored American should be sustained.” The importance of
maintaining the black press trumped Purvis’s continuing belief that “complexional”
organizations were counterproductive. Though he did not mention it, the need to support
the Colored American had become even clearer in light of the closing of Whipper’s and
Purvis’s journal, The National Reformer, the previous winter. 46 Practical necessity
trumped ideological purity.
Practical-minded abolitionists also recognized that elections remained
tremendously important to the antislavery struggle. While abolitionists, white and black,
struggled over the question of political action, they found themselves embroiled in the
coming presidential election. Henry Clay had provoked the ire of many abolitionists
(even those who had previously supported him) with his February 1839 speech criticizing
abolition. Clay had known that the address would cost him some support in the North,
but he hoped those losses would be counterbalanced by stronger support among southern
Whigs. Antimasons and abolitionists within the Whig party rallied to William Henry
Harrison, who ultimately emerged as the party’s candidate. Later, the executive
46
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committee of the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society would point to Clay’s defeat as
“another indication of the increased deference paid by politicians to the wishes of
abolitionist,” and applauded “the substitution of one at least less prominent on the proslavery list.” Obviously, even if these abolitionists took credit for Clay’s defeat, they
were hardly warm friends of the Hero of Tippecanoe. 47
Yet even if Harrison was no abolitionist, many abolitionists remained devoted to
the Whig Party. John Greenleaf Whittier claimed that many Pennsylvania abolitionists
opposed the Liberty Party and its candidate, James G. Birney, because they saw it as “a
Van Buren trick to defeat the Whigs.” Pennsylvania Democrats sought to reinforce this
connection between Whigs and abolition. James Buchanan termed Harrison “the
candidate of the united Whig, Antimasonic and Abolition party!” It was not only for
public consumption that Buchanan made these connections. Privately he expressed to
Van Buren his doubts that “any of the Southern States, after the recent developments on
the subject of abolition, [would] give its vote to Harrison.” Philadelphian George M.
Dallas warned a North Carolina correspondent that if Harrison won even a single large
southern state, it would “dissolve the existing league against Abolition, leaving it to range
in the Eastern and Middle States unresisted, if not constantly recruiting.” 48 Voters on
both sides of the slavery issue (and in either political party) saw great significance in the
presidential election).
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If many Philadelphia abolitionists continued to support the Whig Party (even in
opposition to a more explicitly anti-slavery Liberty candidate), it is not clear where black
Philadelphians stood. Though black Philadelphians were disfranchised, they were
generally supportive of political action. Yet they seem not to have taken a strong position
on the Liberty Party. Perhaps this was owing to the general weakness of the party in
Pennsylvania. 49 Despite this silence, at least some white Philadelphians saw a connection
between African Americans and the presidential election. On the evening of the vote, a
mob attacked Mother Bethel Church, breaking most of its front windows. 50 Black
churches, it seems, especially prominent ones like Bethel, stood as symbols of the
political influence of their congregations. For some white Philadelphians the interjection
of antislavery into partisan politics was a disturbing development, one which could
ultimately be traced back to those black churches.
The connection between the black church and electoral politics was undoubtedly
reinforced by a meeting which was held at St. Thomas Episcopal Church two months
later. With Robert C. Gordon, Jr. in the chair, a meeting convened on January 13, 1841
in order to discuss the actions that should be taken in order to recover the right of
suffrage in the state of Pennsylvania. It was decided that the group should petition the
state legislature, asking both for the return of black suffrage, and for the granting of a jury
trial to those accused of being fugitives from slavery. Accounts of the meeting indicate
that there was some disagreement as to the propriety of using the word “colored” in the
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petition which the group drafted, but that a large majority supported the use of the
word. 51
A day before (seemingly without any prior communication), a group of free
blacks had convened in Pittsburg for the same purpose. The Pittsburg meeting settled on
a statewide convention as the best means to secure black suffrage, while Philadelphians
emphasized the importance of petitioning the legislature. On one hand, too much should
not be made of this difference. An April meeting of the “disfranchised citizens of the city
and county of Philadelphia” expressed its support for the statewide convention (while
reaffirming the importance of petitioning the legislature). While the AMRS condemned
the proposed Pittsburg meeting on the grounds that it was called on “complexional
grounds,” another group of Philadelphians met in August and repudiated this argument,
appointing fifteen delegates to the convention. Ultimately, these men did not attend the
convention, but they did send a letter of support which was entered into the minutes of
the convention. The fifteen delegates from Philadelphia were also placed on the roll of
the convention. 52
On the other hand, the differences between the political strategies in eastern and
western Pennsylvania do speak to underlying philosophical differences. Philadelphians
seem to have been more inclined to work within the existing political system, petitioning
the state legislature rather than calling for a state convention. This tendency went hand in
hand with the link which black Philadelphians made between the right to vote and their
demands for the right to trial by jury for fugitives. Black Philadelphians saw suffrage as
part of a larger citizenship which would use the laws of the state of Pennsylvania as a
51
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means of protecting blacks from slavery. By necessity this involved a willingness to
work within the existing political system. Tendencies should not be mistaken for hard
differences, however. The Pittsburg convention also pointed to the importance of using
the laws of Pennsylvania to protect free blacks. “We pay our taxes, then, not the less for
our vote, but the more for the protection of the laws.” Defenders of the convention also
recognized that it, like the petition, was ultimately dependent on the support of white
Pennsylvanians; supporters of the statewide convention simply felt that it was the most
effective means of convincing whites. 53
As black Philadelphians worked within the political channels of their state, free
blacks in Baltimore faced an ominous threat in their own state. Maryland colonizationists
had increasingly hinted that their reluctance to coerce black removal was abating. While
the 1841 convention declared its hope that blacks would voluntarily remove themselves
from the state, it warned that this might not always be the case.
If regardless of what has been done to provide them with an asylum, they continue to persist in
remaining in Maryland, in the hope of enjoying here an equality of social and political rights –
they ought to be solemnly warned, that in the opinion of this Convention, the day must arrive
when circumstances that cannot be controlled, and which are now maturing – will deprive them of
the freedom of choice, and leave them no alternative but removal. 54

This passage provoked an impassioned denunciation from a meeting of free blacks as far
away as New Bedford, Massachusetts. In the chair of this meeting was a former resident
of Baltimore, Frederick Douglass, who had not yet emerged as a national figure. 55
Douglass surely knew that such hints, implying that coercion ultimately lay behind the
colonization societies’ “mask” of consent, were not new, but the threat of forced removal
would soon become all too real for Maryland free blacks.
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In January 1842, a meeting of Maryland slaveholders convened in the House of
Delegates in order to discuss the growing free black population and danger it posed to the
institution of slavery. Whatever our disagreements, argued one speaker, “one thing [is]
certain,” slaveholders needed to enact measures which would regulate the enslaved “so as
to make them more valuable and to lessen the influence of the free negroes with them.”
From the beginning, the delegates recognized the delicacy of the issues they debated, and
they sought to control the portrayal of their meeting. Only delegates were to be allowed
into the meeting, and reporters wishing to be admitted only “if his veracity could be
vouched for by any gentleman a member of this convention.” They were especially
sensitive to the fact that their actions might be used to produce excitement among
abolitionists.56
The fears of the delegates were quickly confirmed. Charles Torrey, a Boston
abolitionist who was at the time operating in Washington, had gained admittance to the
convention as a reporter. (It seems as if he was vague as to the nature of the paper for
which he worked.) He aroused the suspicions of a number of delegates and was asked to
leave; when he resisted, he was arrested. Papers were found on him indicating that he
was an abolitionist. Torrey was brought before a judge who was doubtful that the papers
his accusers produced were adequate evidence to bring him to trial for violating
Maryland state law. Torrey’s admission that he had spoken to black residents of
Baltimore, however, was sufficient to convince the judge that the prisoner should be held
for further examination. Torrey had evidently told some of the delegates that a black
Marylander had informed him that “he would die before he would leave the state.”
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Torrey was confined to a Maryland jail for several days, in a cell he shared with a black
family, until a judge decided he should be released. 57
Torrey’s imprisonment was reported on in the North, and became further evidence
that slave holders, even in the border states, sought to infringe upon the liberties of white
men as well as black. The Liberator denounced “southern cowardice and ruffianism,”
but it was not only the abolitionist press which expressed outrage at the secrecy of the
convention and the treatment of Torrey. In Philadelphia, the Public Ledger, hardly an
abolition journal, expressed its doubts about the treatment of Torrey, arguing that “taking
notes” should not constitute a criminal offence “even in a slaveholding state, jealous as it
is of its institutions.” 58 Torrey’s arrest may, in fact, have had the opposite effect than that
which was intended by those who ejected him from the convention. While Torrey’s
reports would have likely been printed in the abolitionist press, his arrest helped to bring
the Annapolis convention to the attention of a broader northern public.
Once the convention drafted a memorial to the legislature making its suggestions
for legal changes which would protect the property of slaveholders, it found that it faced
problems even greater than northern public opinion. The convention called for new
restrictions on private manumissions (seeking to close loopholes left by previous
legislation), combined with more stringent controls on the behavior of free blacks.
Several measures also sought to cut down on the ability of the enslaved to flee the state.
The publication of these suggestions promptly provoked the opposition of many
individuals across the state of Maryland. Prominent among these opponents were white
Methodist Churches throughout the state. (Charles Torrey noted that Maryland
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Methodists had “recovered not a little of the noble spirit of their founders.”) The Light
Street Methodist Church hosted a particularly large (and interdenominational) protest
against the proposed legislation. The meeting declared that the new laws would violate
the civil rights of both blacks and whites, and denounced the convention as a betrayal of
Maryland’s “medium position between the two great sections of our country.” Thanks in
part to this opposition, the bill which would have made the slaveholders recommendation
into law failed in the state senate. 59 A year before, the national annual conference of the
Methodist Church refused to recognize a petition from black congregations. In 1842,
however, white Methodists stood in defense of the rights of the free blacks, thousands of
whom worshiped within their denomination.

The Vigilant Association, the Prigg Decision, Irish Repeal, and the Riot of 1842

In late 1840, as William Johnson travelled through Pennsylvania with the object
of securing support for the Colored American, he submitted his observations for
publication in the paper. While in Philadelphia, he was pleased with the level of support
he found for his efforts. He also noted the following:
There is one fact touching Bethel Church, which you will be proud to have decorate the columns
of our paper, viz: at the monthly concert of prayer, on the last Monday evening in each month, for
the emancipation of the enslaved millions in our country, a collection is taken up for the
Philadelphia Committee of Vigilance.

When he returned to Philadelphia after travelling the rest of the state, he found himself
attending yet another meeting in support of the Vigilant Association, this one held at St
Thomas. Both white and black abolitionists addressed the crowd, which consisted of
59
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both men and women. The Rev Daniel Payne closed the meeting with an exhortation to
take the money that would have been spent on unnecessary food, clothing and
entertainment, and instead lay it “upon the altar of the bleeding fugitive.” In this way,
Johnson noted, enough was raised to “colonize $5,500 worth of cattle in Canada, with
their own consent.” 60
Whatever their disagreements on other issues black Philadelphians seem to have
come together in order to support efforts to aid fugitives from slavery. Under the
leadership of Robert Purvis, the Vigilant Association provided crucial support to
hundreds of fugitives. Those fleeing slavery were given shelter, medical care, and legal
assistance, and were ultimately shuttled north. The Philadelphia Association worked
with its counterpart in New York, bridging any differences that existed between activists
in the two cities. Black pastors and black churches played crucial roles in the functioning
of the Vigilant Association, both in its public face and in aiding its more clandestine
work. While many antislavery organizations of the period were only nominally interracial, both blacks and whites were actively involved in the work of the Vigilant
Association. Women also played a crucial role in raising funds to support the
organization. 61
Efforts to aid the fugitive encompassed both legal and extra-legal methods, and
depended on tactics that were public and those which remained in the shadows.
Protectors of fugitive slaves operated in the face of hostility from a significant portion of
the white population, and yet the fact that they also made no real secret of their existence
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or of their purpose helps to demonstrate that in another sense they were dependent on the
support of white public opinion. The public efforts to raise funds for the Vigilant
Association presented clear targets for any whites who might have wanted to use violent
means to thwart the organization. Even when the Vigilant Association operated outside
of the law, it depended upon the laws of the state (and upon sympathetic officials) to
undermine the efforts of slave catchers to recover runaways.
Those laws on which the Vigilant Association depended were called into question
in the buildup to the case of Prigg vs. Pennsylvania. In 1832, a black woman named
Margaret Morgan had moved with her free husband from Maryland to Pennsylvania. She
had been living essentially as a free woman, even in Maryland, though her owner had not
formally emancipated her. After the death of Morgan’s original owner, Margaret
Ashmore, who claimed to have inherited title to Morgan, sent her agent, Edward Prigg,
along with others, to recover her property. Prigg applied to the Justice of the Peace in
York County, Pennsylvania for warrants to recover runaways, and having received them
seized Margaret Morgan and her children and returned with them to Maryland. Soon
after, he was indicted by a Pennsylvania grand jury for kidnapping, under the kidnapping
law of 1826. 62
These events quickly escalated into a conflict between the state governments of
Maryland and Pennsylvania concerning the border and their conflicting laws about
accused fugitives crossing that border. The governor of Pennsylvania requested that the
governor of Maryland extradite the accused kidnappers. Maryland’s governor refused,
handing the issue over to the legislature, which passed resolutions declaring that the
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Pennsylvania kidnapping law was in conflict with the United States Constitution. They
in turn sent a commission to the legislature of Pennsylvania seeking to address these
concerns. Pennsylvania legislators refused to amend their law, but both sides agreed to
present the case to the judiciary for resolution. In May 1840, the case finally ended up
before the United States Supreme Court. 63
On March 1, 1842, Justice Story delivered the opinion of the Court. He declared
that Pennsylvania law was unconstitutional because it interfered with the slaveholder’s
constitutional right to reclaim his property; Prigg could not, therefore, be prosecuted as a
kidnapper. Yet if Pennsylvania’s anti-kidnapping law was now voided, Story’s decision
opened up other legal avenues for the protection of fugitives. The right to reclaim a
fugitive slave, Story reasoned, was a legal relationship between the slave owner and the
Federal Government. States could not, however, be compelled to act. They could, if they
chose, pass laws which would facilitate the return of fugitives, “unless,” Story noted
“prohibited by State legislation.” This last insight would ultimately be exploited by
numerous northern states as a loophole in the Constitutional right of masters to recover
fugitives. 64
Reaction among abolitionists was mixed. Garrison termed the decision “the
additional ounce that breaks the camel’s back.” It was a recognition by the Supreme
Court that the right to own a slave was a national right. “The Rubicon is crossed,” he
insisted. 65 Others saw the decision in more pragmatic light. “No state magistrate,
officer, or citizen in the Free States can be compelled to aid the recaption of a fugitive,”
noted the Emancipator. It lamented the fact that the decision had nationalized slavery,
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but pointed out that Chief Justice Taney had dissented from the opinion because it did not
compel the states to aid in the recovery of fugitive slaves. The National Anti-Slavery
Standard also picked up on the antislavery potential of the decision, warning that
“already the Marylanders have had reason to chasten their exultation at the
decision…The Marylanders will find that the law is against them, let it decide as it
will.” 66
While American courts and legislatures struggled to determine the legal structure
in which abolitionists and fugitives would operate, events on the other side of the Atlantic
were also playing a role in shaping antislavery politics. In 1840, American abolitionists
had enlisted Daniel O’Connell, the great Irish political leader, in their efforts to appeal to
Irish immigrants in the United States. They asked him to sign an address calling on Irish
Americans to support the abolition movement. O’Connell signed their address, and in the
next year, activists secured more than 60,000 signatures to go with his. The black
abolitionist, Charles Lenox Remond brought it with him when he returned to the United
States in December 1841, and American abolitionists set about publicizing it. The
Pennsylvania Abolition Society printed copies which it distributed from its Philadelphia
office. 67
The publication of the address in the United States did not have the desired effect,
and it in fact seems to have provoked some of the clearest and most forceful expressions
of Irish-American hostility to abolition. The editor of the Democratic Pennsylvanian
called for an investigation into the veracity of the address, and reprinted a memorial from
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a meeting of Irishmen in Pottstown Pennsylvania which called the address “a hoax.” The
memorial went on to insist that the Irish in America should only be addressed as
“citizens” and not as “a distinct class.” 68 An Irish Repeal meeting in Baltimore termed
the O’Connell address “a fraud” and denounced it as “a fire-brand thrown between
Irishmen and their native fellow citizens.” They used the occasion to vigorously reassert
their allegiance to the United States, and to denounce abolition as a monarchical English
plot. 69 The National Repeal Convention, held in February in Philadelphia, denounced
efforts to connect the causes of abolition and Irish Repeal, and passed a resolution
expressing a desire not to interfere in “the Governmental Institutions of this country.” 70
As Irish Americans were finding hostility toward abolition to be a valuable way
of asserting their loyalty to American institutions, the Vigilant Association of
Philadelphia was escorting fugitive slaves north in growing numbers, and making no
secret about it. To handle the increasing costs of this higher volume of fugitives, the
Association eliminated the salary for its secretary and stepped up its fundraising efforts.
The flow of fugitives coming into the hands of the Vigilant Association only seems to
have increased with the Prigg decision, as the summer of 1842 saw the handling of 117
cases (as compared to 32 cases during the same period the year before). 71 While Prigg
was to be a barrier to some of the formal means that free blacks hoped to use to aid
fugitives (specifically the jury trial), it opened the door for the sort of semi-legal means
employed by the Vigilant Association.
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In the midst of this cauldron of racial tension, the most respected black man in
Philadelphia, James Forten, passed away, on March 4, 1842. An estimated three to five
thousand mourners attended Forten’s funeral, held at St. Thomas’s Church, and roughly
half of these were white. Two of the most prominent black leaders in the city, Robert
Purvis and Stephen Gloucester, gave public addresses commemorating Forten’s life. 72
The addresses, both of which were eventually published and both of which were
delivered in black churches, have much in common, but there are also some significant
differences. A comparison helps us see how these two men responded to the life of
James Forten, and how they used his memory to set a path for black activism in the years
to come.
Purvis, Forten’s son-in-law, delivered his remarks in Mother Bethel Church. He
took as a crucial contribution of Forten’s life his leadership in opposition to African
Colonization. In relating Forten’s experience as a prisoner of war during the Revolution,
Purvis makes much of the prisoner’s refusal to accept an offer of transportation to
England. “I am here a prisoner for the liberties of my country,” Purvis has Forten say, “I
never, NEVER, shall prove a traitor to her interests.” For Purvis this foreshadows
Forten’s lifelong commitment to securing his American birthright. He also points to
some of the concrete examples of Forten’s public service. Again he points not to recent
examples, but looks for the deep roots of Forten’s activism. He quotes at length an
exchange over Forten’s protest of the fugitive slave law from 1800.
Purvis also pointed to the mass of interracial mourners at Forten’s funeral as
evidence that “he was a model, not as some flippant scribbler asserts, for what is called
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‘colored men,’ but for all men.” He specifically notes Forten’s support of Garrison.
“The course pursued by Mr. Garrison he ever thought conformable to the true antislavery principles.” He emphasizes Forten’s ecumenicalism, and applauds his desire to
aid all those in need, “not bestowing nor graduating his gifts by the mere color of his
skin.” 73
Gloucester’s address, delivered after Purvis’s and making reference to it, places
greater emphasis on Forten’s character and piety. Speaking in his own church, he
specifically links elements of Forten’s virtuous personality to early Americans like
Franklin and Washington. Gloucester also gives prominent place to Forten’s rejection of
colonization and in general to his patriotism, yet it is clear that the pastor, Gloucester, is
most interested in Forten as an exemplar of Christian virtue. He also places relatively
greater emphasis on Forten’s service to his home church of St. Thomas. Not only was
Forten a generous patron, but “his attendance at church was regular,” notes Gloucester,
“his seat was not vacant.” Gloucester notes that Forten was also generous to other
churches, both through his gifts and through his presence, but in line with Gloucester’s
own feelings, he seems to have seen Forten as one who saw the church as the locus of
black activism. He also recalls that Forten’s last public address was on the subject of
“union among ourselves as a people.” He enlists Forten among the supporters of black
unity, yet sees the center for that unity in black congregations within white controlled
denominations. 74
The two addresses, having much in common but also exhibiting significant
differences in emphasis, help us see the churning cauldron of racial conflict which would
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soon erupt in Philadelphia. Both point to Forten as the embodiment of black claims to
American citizenship. Purvis sees Forten as the embodiment of his own rejection of
complexional distinctions, while Gloucester emphasizes Forten’s call for racial unity.
Both celebrate his virtues and his prosperity and set him up as a man to be admired by all
(even whites). Both addresses would surely have been inflammatory for those who
resented black success. Each address celebrated Forten’s temperance (though Gloucester
placed greater emphasis on it). Purvis’s address spoke directly to the question of fugitive
slave laws, but both men were publicly recognized as leaders of the Vigilant Association;
both addresses were delivered in churches which hosted the activities of that
organization.
A few months after the delivery of Gloucester’s address, on August 1, members
of the Moyamensing Temperance Society gathered for a procession in honor of the
anniversary of West Indian emancipation. This organization seems to have been inspired
by the emergence of the Washingtonian movement. While traditionally temperance
reformers had focused their efforts on preventing respectable members of society from
drinking, the Washingtonians sought to reclaim the drunkard, and were generally more
democratic and populist. The procession on August 1 was largely made up of reformed
alcoholics, and the path it was to take was carefully chosen because it would pass by a
large “proportion of objects needing a temperance reformation.” The group passed
peacefully along its route until it reached Fifth and Shippen (now Bainbridge) Streets,
where conflict erupted. According to one report, a white bystander attempted to obstruct
the procession, and was then pushed aside by one of the black participants. Before long
this small confrontation had expanded into widespread riot. White rioters quickly turned
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their attention to houses occupied by black residents, and fighting continued for much of
the day. Police were eventually able to quiet the disturbance to a certain extent. That
night a large group of citizens met in Independence square in order to call for peace and
determine the means by which it might be secured, but there were fears that the rioting
was not yet complete. 75
It soon became clear that the worst damage was yet to be done. At a quarter to
nine o’clock that night, there were reports that Smith’s Beneficial Hall, which had been
recently completed, paid for by black activist and businessman Stephen Smith, was on
fire. At first there were no flames visible, but before long the entire building was
consumed. Soon after, nearby Second Colored Presbyterian Church, where Stephen
Gloucester was the pastor, was in flames as well. Firefighters confined their efforts to
preventing the flames from spreading beyond these two buildings. 76
The next day, the fighting resumed. One observer noted that the mood of the
rioters on this second day “was of a more threatening character” compared to the day
before. He also noted that this day’s rioters were “almost to a man, strong, hardy-looking
men and were, almost without exception Irishmen.” One group of rioters was poised to
attack Robert Purvis, who lived near the scene of the first day’s riot, but a Catholic priest
intervened. The violence continued throughout the day, though it seems to have been
scattered throughout the city. The military was called upon to quell this second day of
rioting. Military authority was able to restrain the force of the mob, which by one report
had threatened “the destruction of every church, hall, and public edifice belonging to the
75
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blacks,” but it was legal force that produced the final insult to black Philadelphians. On
August third, a grand jury declared that a black temperance hall, which had somehow
survived the riot, was a public nuisance. In order to protect neighboring buildings,
should this hall again be the target of arsonists, it was ordered torn down. 77
Philadelphians set about trying to make sense of the riots. Purvis, Charles
Gardner and Daniel Payne sent a letter to a number of Philadelphia newspapers (not just
those friendly to abolition) in an attempt to explain what they saw as the cause of the riot.
They gave an account of how the temperance march was organized, carefully noting that
white abolitionists had nothing to do with the procession. The cause of the riot, in their
estimation, was the effort of the opponents of temperance (especially tavern keepers) who
had suffered due to the reformation of former drunkards. They dismissed the claims that
the riot had been sparked by certain inflammatory banners carried by the procession. 78
One banner in particular had been singled out as evidence that the black marchers
had incited the riot. Rumor held that this banner featured the words “Liberty or Death,”
that it alluded to the revolution on St Domingue, or that it depicted slaves massacring
their owners. Black Philadelphians brought the banner in question before the police and
mayor to dispel these accusations, but the actual banner was provocative in its own way.
The banner in question featured the image of a black man, pointing at a broken chain
with one hand and at the word “LIBERTY” above his head with the other. In the back
ground were a sinking slave ship and a rising sun. On the back of the banner, there was
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an inscription: “The young Men’s Vigilant Association of Philadelphia, ‘How grand in
age, how fair in youth, are holy friendship, love and truth,’ instituted July 23d, 1841.” 79
This banner, while perhaps not as inflammatory as rumor would have had it,
represents the confluence of various streams of black activism, and it graphically depicts
why many of the white rioters saw that activism as such a threat. It intended to show that
temperance was not simply about helping free blacks, but that it was part of a coordinated
effort against slavery. If the visual metaphor on the front was not enough, the inscription
on the back made this clear. The banner connected the Vigilant Association with
temperance reform and British Antislavery; though they had probably not intended it, the
banner could not have been better designed to bring out the hostility of Irish antiabolitionists.
Robert Purvis was deeply wounded by the events of 1842. “I know not where I
should begin,” he wrote to Henry Clarke Wright in the wake of the riots, “nor how, or
when, to end in a detail of the wantonness, brutality and murderous spirit of the Actors, in
the late riots.” Yet if Purvis was shocked by the violence of the rioters, his most bitter
words were aimed at those who abetted them. “Press, Church, Magistrates, Clergymen
and Devils are against us…I am sick – miserably sick – everything around me is as dark
as the grave.” Purvis was so disheartened by what he perceived as the apathy of the city
of Philadelphia that he moved his family out of the city. 80 He did not, however, turn his
back on the activism which tied him to black Philadelphia, and he remained a vigorous
defender of the fugitive slave.
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Yet withdrawal was not the only option for black Philadelphians in the wake of
the riot; if there was reason to despair, there was also reason to hope. Though Purvis
lamented that the press was “against us,” there was considerable sympathy for the plight
of free blacks in the newspapers of Philadelphia. Some of this sympathy was, of course,
Janus faced. The Democratic Pennsylvanian, for example, lamented the riot as a tragedy,
but placed much the blame for it on blacks themselves, ultimately calling for laws “to
prevent their assembling in a way likely to bring about collisions.” 81 Others were more
genuinely sympathetic. The penny daily, the Public Ledger, expressed special outrage at
the decision to tear down the temperance hall in the wake of the riots, denouncing it as a
concession to “mob law.” 82 The form of this outrage points to a crucial opportunity for
free blacks hoping to cultivate the sympathy of white Philadelphians. The riot needed to
be depicted not as a focused assault on abolition, or on free blacks, but rather as a
violation of property and of respectable members of the community.
This is the way Stephen Gloucester and the trustees of the Second Colored
Presbyterian Church sought to portray the riot. In a letter to the Public Ledger,
Gloucester provided a brief history of the church. It depicted the church’s moral and
religious respectability, but also placed great emphasis on their financial independence
and respectability. “In a moment,” writes Gloucester, “the result of eighteen years of
anxiety and labor, and to secure which has cost near 10,000 dollars, has become a heap of
ruins.” At the heart of the letter is the expectation that the majority of Philadelphians
(even including some of the rioters themselves) would sympathize with Gloucester and
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his congregation, if they only knew the true nature of that congregation. 83 If Purvis’s
response is one of despair, Gloucester’s is one of optimism.
Yet in the hopes of appealing to a broader public, Gloucester and the trustees of
Second Presbyterian significantly downplayed the involvement of their church in the
antislavery movement. They insisted that they had not had anything to do with the
procession which sparked the riot, and in fact declared that “on no occasion has our house
been used for the discussion of any of those topics which are so exciting at the present
time.” This statement was, perhaps, intentionally vague; certainly we have seen that the
church had been a site of black activism in the years leading up to the riot. Yet the letter
does point to a genuine divergence of opinion of the tactics of activism. Gloucester was
lecturing on temperance at the same time his church was attacked, but he was doing so at
a church in Wilmington, Delaware. Many Philadelphians had chosen to celebrate the day
not with a public procession, but with sober, reverent church services, and Gloucester
was not the only black leader to point this out. 84 At least since the mid-1830s, many
black leaders had been arguing that public processions were counter-productive. 85
Gloucester had evidently been among those who had counseled against the temperance
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procession on August 1, and encouraged his congregation instead to worship at a service
held that morning at Bethel. 86
Implicit in Gloucester’s letter was an attempt to position his black congregation as
a part of a larger coalition in a cultural conflict; they were on the side of sobriety, order
and religion (not simply the side of blacks or of abolition). When the Emancipator
reprinted this letter, it coupled it with a letter by a white pastor, and former resident of
Philadelphia, who made this contrast explicit. Rev. Matlock pointed to the enemies of
temperance as the cause of the riot. The owners of “grogeries,” who had suffered
financially due to the work of black temperance, had instigated the violence. Yet
Matlock did not stop there, but contrasted the character of the mass of rioters with that of
the free blacks of Philadelphia. “These degraded whites, most of them low foreigners,
could not endure that the black population should rise above them and therefore
conspired to trample them into the dust.” It was “the white laborers, especially the
Irish,” he noted, who “were resolved on rooting them out.” [italics in original] Placing
the two sides of this riot in the context of a larger cultural conflict would help, Matlock
hoped, to enlist a larger portion of the white population in the cause of the free black.
“Will not the friends of temperance, of religion, of moral virtue,” he asked “weight those
things and afford their countenance to their colored fellow-citizens in this day of their
calamity.” 87
The operations of the Vigilant Association seem to have been disrupted to a
certain extent, by the riots of 1842, but in December 1843 the Association met publicly in
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order to re-organize itself. They resolved to recommend that each denomination in the
city should form an auxiliary to support the work of the Vigilant Association. Robert
Purvis continued his connection with the Association, but he stepped down as President.
His place was taken by Charles W. Gardiner, pastor of the First Colored Presbyterian
Church (which hosted the meeting). 88 The Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society continued
to praise the Vigilant Association, attributing to its work “a continuous procession of
fugitives from southern injustice to the land of freedom.” 89
Black Philadelphians also continued their struggle against racial discrimination in
their city. Daniel Payne and James J.G. Bias published an account of the forceful
ejection of Jabez Campbell, a Methodist pastor on his way to Philadelphia, from a
railroad car. 90 A group of black Philadelphians, led by James McCrummell, established a
weekly newspaper, which they titled The Elevator. This paper (as its name would
suggest) was devoted “to the moral and political elevation of the colored community,”
and the abolitionist press pointed to it and other examples of black publishing as evidence
for the intelligence and sophistication of free black communities. 91

Nativism and Black Philadelphians

While free blacks continued their struggles against slavery and racial
discrimination, long simmering conflicts between immigrant and native whites rose to a
boil. Irish immigrants had long composed a significant portion of the population of
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Philadelphia, and tension between native Protestants and Irish Catholics had been a
consistent undercurrent to city politics. In the 1833 mayoral election, for example, the
Democratic press claimed to have an “affidavit proving that John Swift, Mayor of
Philadelphia, did say that he wished THE DAMNED IRISH WERE EXTERMINATED
FROM THE FACE OF THE EARTH.” 92 The 1840s, however, saw unprecedented Irish
immigration into Philadelphia, which helped these conflicts rise to a magnitude never
before seen.
Of the many ways in which the Protestant majority sought to assert its control
over the public culture of antebellum Philadelphia, among the most upsetting to Catholics
was the use of the public school as a forum for the teaching of Protestant theology. The
central symbol of this practice was the use of the King James Bible as a textbook. In the
early 1840s, Catholic Bishop Joseph Kenrick chose to make a stand on this issue, arguing
that Catholic students should not be required to read from a version of the bible of which
they did not approve. This insistence, in turn, became evidence for many Protestants that
Catholics were seeking control of the city’s schools in hopes of keeping the light of
knowledge and of true religion from Catholic school children. The Bible issue became a
rallying point for nativist and anti-Catholic Philadelphians. By 1844, there were “Native
American” associations in nearly every ward of the city. 93
These tensions erupted into violence in May 1844. On April 27, Irish threats
forced the postponement of a planned nativist meeting in a private residence. Nativists
responded to this perceived violation of their rights by planning a public meeting, to be
held in the middle of a heavily Irish neighborhood in Kensington. At first, Irish
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protesters sought to shout down their native opponents, but eventually the nativists were
driven from the stage they had erected, which the crowd promptly dismantled. This
initial skirmish ended with relatively little bloodshed, but a few days later the nativists
returned to the site of the first meeting, but with ten times their initial numbers. This time
the two sides erupted in gunfire. Over the next few days, violence continued between
nativists and Irish. By the end of the riots, two Catholic churches (along with numerous
Irish residences) lay in smoldering ruins. 94
The partisans of the riots of 1844, at least those on the native side, explicitly
placed the conflict within the context of the anti-black violence which had preceded it.
This song was published in the same year as the riots (verses 1,3, 18 and 19 are included
out of a total of 19 verses.)

Oh in Philadelphia, folks say how
Dat Darkies kick up all de rows,
But de riot up in S’kensin’ton,
Beats all the darkies twelve to one.
An’ I guess it wasn’t de niggas dis time, etc.
…
Oh de peaceful Natives go away
An meet up dar anudder day,
Den de Irish get half shot all round,
An den de shoot de Natives down.
An’ I guess it wasn’t de niggas dis time, etc.
…
Den for church burners soon de mayor
Offered a reward quite rare,
But to catch dem dat killed freedoms sons
De state couldn’t find no laws nor funds.
Oh I guess it wan’t so in old times, etc.
But decent folks am quiet now,
Still newspapers keep up a row.
De spin long lies about de riot,
Because they’re makin’ money by it.
94
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Howebber ‘taint de niggas dis time, etc. 95

The lyrics display obvious sympathy for “freedom’s sons,” the Nativists, and though the
song lays most of the blame on the drunken Irish, the politicians of Philadelphia are
indicted as well, as are the newspaper publishers who took the side of the Irish. Though
the stereotyped black dialect clearly demonstrates the composer’s racist impression of
black Philadelphians (and asserts a certain distance,) it also enlists black voices on the
side of the Nativists.
The Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society had tended to echo the Garrisonian line
which for the most part condemned the American church for its pro-slavery sympathies.
The 1844 annual report, however, demonstrates a significant shift in its portrayal of the
conflict between native Protestants and immigrant Irish Catholics. The report first notes
that a significant number of Protestant denominations had taken firmer stands against
slavery. It also celebrates the fact that the past year had brought no new mob violence
against black Philadelphians or the abolition movement. The report does, however,
comment on the nativist riots of the same year. Alluding to the Irish-Catholic victims of
nativist violence, it notes that,
The authors, abettors and palliators of the horrible crimes of 1842, and the pro-slavery riot of 1843
– the city which looked on with indifference or complacency, and the official authorities who
winked at or actually aided in the work of the mob – have begun to see those effects of their folly
and wickedness, which we from the first foretold, and to learn by bitter experience how vain is the
hope to escape the penalty of that divine law which dooms the transgressor to eat the fruit of his
own doings, and be filled with his own devices. 96
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This is far from embracing the nativists’ political stances, but it does demonstrate the
recognition of Pennsylvania abolitionists that there was something of a common interest
between the two movements.
The 1844 annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society also shows an
organization doing its best to prevent divisions over political questions from ripping it
asunder. A resolution to divide along political lines was rejected, and the organization
called for Pennsylvania abolitionists to avoid being drawn into the coming Presidential
election. Yet the meeting expressed surprising optimism concerning the course of
American politics. It attributed the opposition of Whig politicians to the annexation of
Texas, and the Democratic desire to make annexation a non-party issue, to the growing
influence of antislavery. 97 While antislavery Pennsylvanians continued to show little
interest in the Liberty Party, many of them saw some promise in the existing two parties.
Certainly Philadelphia Whigs seemed to hope that antislavery voters would
remain loyal to the Whig Party. While not explicitly embracing antislavery (which would
have been difficult with Henry Clay at the top of the ticket), Whig politicians
nevertheless wooed antislavery voters, and hinted that they were the true foes of the slave
power. Liberty Party Presidential candidate James G. Birney was repeatedly denounced
as a “locofoco.” Whigs also brought Kentucky anti-slavery Whig, Cassius Clay, to
Philadelphia to speak on the Whig Party and slavery. These efforts seem to have been at
least partly successful. Whigs lost both the gubernatorial and presidential elections by
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slim margins, but in neither race did the Liberty candidate win even one percent of the
vote. 98
The failure of the Liberty Party in Pennsylvania must be at least partly attributed
to the actions of the two major parties. Historian Michael Holt has argued that the
Liberty Party made its greatest gains in places where the Whig Party had declined
significantly. Antislavery Whigs felt free to vote for the Liberty Party when there was
little chance of electing Whigs. 99 This was not the case in Pennsylvania, where Whigs
remained competitive well into the 1850s. Additionally, Leonard Richards has argued
that in the 1840s, Pennsylvania Democrats had become some of the most reliable
northern defenders of slavery. 100 Antislavery Whigs in Pennsylvania, therefore, saw a
significant difference between the two major parties, and they saw a real possibility of
electing their candidates.
While the Liberty Party failed to make significant inroads into the Pennsylvania
electorate, the newly organized Native American Party made a stunning debut. Nativists
won two of Philadelphia’s three Congressional seats and came in a close second in the
city’s mayoral election. Nativists did not run a gubernatorial candidate, and seem to have
voted for the Whig candidate by about a four to one margin. It was clear that the Nativist
Party had done what the Liberty Party was unable to do: it won a significant number of
Whigs to its side. 101
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Nativists were quite clearly not abolitionists, and in fact some prominent political
nativists would prove themselves to be opponents of the antislavery cause. Their
electoral success, however, and the significant connections which did exist between
antislavery voters and nativist voters, meant that anyone hoping to promote antislavery
politics in Philadelphia needed to be attentive to the nativist vote. Nativists, in turn, were
sometimes friendly to the cause of political abolition. The political antislavery paper,
The National Era, noted in 1847 that the Philadelphia nativist publication The Daily Sun,
“often contains sound anti-slavery articles.” 102
More important, however, was that nativist language provided a way for free
blacks to think about and illustrate the injustice of their own unequal status. Robert
Purvis had moved his family north of Philadelphia to rural Byberry, but he could not
escape white prejudice. Not long after moving to the country he joined the “Bensalem
Horse Company,” at the request of some of the members. Subsequently a number of
other members moved to have him expelled from the group, when it was discovered that
the light-skinned Purvis had “African blood.” In an account of this affair, the
Pennsylvania Freeman noted the irony that the “prime mover” behind the expulsion of
Purvis was “a certain Dutchman whose deep mulatto complexion…would cause him very
likely to be taken for one of African blood sooner than he.” Martin Delaney’s Pittsburg
Mystery reprinted this account, and used the contrast with the “Dutchman” to emphasize
Purvis’s elevation. “But that Dutchman should have considered it a privilege to belong to
a company of which Robert Purvis was a member.” 103
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Free blacks had long used such comparisons to illustrate the injustice of their
treatment in their native land. The rise of white nativism only made such comparisons
more salient. Sometime after this incident with the Horse Company, Purvis, who had
become interested in the breeding of livestock, wrote a piece for a local paper about the
desirability of emphasizing local stock, rather than imported. “Ought we not to make
more account of our native breeds, and seek by judicious crossing and care in all other
respects, to attain the end we have not yet reached in the matter of stock raising?” He
noted the great virtues of many of the fruits that were native to his region, and asked
“Why can’t we therefore, on the same principle, raise native cattle of corresponding
excellence?” Purvis’s biographer suggests that he was not simply speaking of cattle here,
but that he intended his comments additionally to relate to the injustice by which
immigrants were granted legal privileges denied native born Americans. 104 Purvis was
no nativist, but such comparisons were deeply meaningful to free blacks struggling
against racial caste.

Practical Abolition on the Border

In February 1847, black Pennsylvanians saw some convincing evidence of the
progress of antislavery within their state. Quickly, with very little debate and very little
controversy, the Whig majority passed a new anti-kidnapping bill in both houses. The
Democratic governor signed it into law. At the beginning of February, the Eastern
Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society (with Robert Purvis as President) had appointed
they faced from white Americans, was evidence that they were better off in Africa, away from American
prejudice.
104
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agents to go to Harrisburg in order to help push the House bill through the Senate. It
quickly became clear that the bill would pass the Senate without much trouble, and the
agents never left Philadelphia. 105
This law was one of the new batch of “Personal Liberty laws” passed in the wake
of the Prigg decision. It took full advantage of Justice Story’s contention that states
could not be compelled to support efforts to reclaim fugitives. In addition to providing
penalties for any attempt to enslave a free citizen, the law also prohibited the state
government from aiding slave catchers; the courts would not be allowed jurisdiction in
such cases, nor could any jail be used to hold a person claimed as a fugitive. Masters had
a right, as guaranteed by the Constitution, to reclaim their property, but it must be done
without “illegal violence.” Finally, the law repealed the provision of an earlier law which
had allowed masters to bring slaves into the state for six months.106 Unsurprisingly, the
Anti-slavery press lauded the bill, but Whig papers were also lavish in their praise.
“Slavery in Pennsylvania has received its deathblow,” declared the North American, a
Whig newspaper. The Liberty Party Convention of Pennsylvania passed a resolution
praising “the last Legislature of Pennsylvania…for passing the bill to prevent kidnapping,
and to abolish all vestiges of slavery in the State.” That legislature, of course, contained
not a single elected representative of the Liberty Party. 107
If developments in Harrisburg gave hope to those who sought to fight slavery
through political means, others continued to seek to work through the church to achieve
antislavery ends. In early 1847, Stephen Gloucester had travelled to Britain, primarily to
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raise money to pay for a new church building, yet he also found opportunities to promote
his own approach to fighting slavery in the United States. In May he attended the
meeting of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. He declared to this meeting that
“it is time for every man, who respects either humanity or religion, to concentrate his
energy for [slavery’s] entire destruction.” Yet he also suggested that the most effective
means by which this would be done were “peaceably and quietly.” He declined to go
into specifics, but noted that “kind language has always accomplished the most good.” 108
These comments were, of course, veiled criticisms the Garrisonian approach to abolition,
perhaps especially the violent denunciations of the American church. This would not be
the last time Gloucester attempted to distinguish himself, tactically, from Garrisonians.
While in Great Britain, Gloucester made appeals for funds in (among other
places) congregations of the Free Church of Scotland. In 1843, Thomas Chalmers had
led about one third of his fellow Presbyterian clergymen out of the established Church of
Scotland into a new denomination. Without state support, the Free Church was
dependent on voluntary weekly offerings of its congregations. In order to place the
church on firmer financial footing, Chalmers had appealed to American congregations for
support; much of that support ended up coming from southern congregations (especially
in South Carolina). Chalmers denounced slavery as “a great evil” and “inimical to
Christianity,” but he refused to cut off slaveholding Presbyterians, even as he called for
antislavery churchmen to “bring direct influence to bear on the American legislature.”
Garrisonian abolitionists (as well as many British abolitionists) denounced this position,
just as they denounced American churches for compromising with slavery. While he was
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in Great Britain during 1845 and 1846, Frederick Douglass campaigned vigorously
against the Free Church for its acceptance of money from slaveholders. 109
“Stephen H. Gloucester the Betrayer of the Cause of his Enslaved Fellow Men,”
trumpeted a headline in the Pennsylvania Freeman. Gloucester, claimed abolitionist
Henry C. Wright, had not only accepted the tainted funds of the Free Church, but he had
used the opportunity to denounce American abolitionists by name. Wright insisted that
Gloucester had “repudiate[d] American abolitionism,” and that he had declared sympathy
for American slaveholders, stating that “a man may be a slaveholder innocently.” 110 This
account of Gloucester’s speech was contradicted by at least one who had been in
attendance at the service in question, but many American abolitionists were outraged by
the seeming betrayal of the antislavery cause. A group of black Philadelphians met in
September, at a Masonic hall, in order to voice their protest, and declare that Gloucester
was “not a fair representative of the colored people of the city and county of
Philadelphia.” 111
When Gloucester returned to the United States in early1848, he was denounced
by many abolitionists, perhaps most prominently Frederick Douglass. 112 Yet Gloucester
insisted that he had not abandoned the fight against slavery. In 1848, the Philadelphia
Institute hosted black abolitionist speakers William Wells Brown and Charles Remond.
The two, along with Robert Purvis addressed a large audience, with a particular focus
upon the failures of the black church to adequately embrace the fight against slavery.
The site for this meeting was chosen after several of the large churches in Philadelphia
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declined to host it. After the main speakers had finished, they invited to the stage any
who wished to defend the actions of the church. Daniel Scott, a pastor of the Baptist
Church, rose to defend the black church. While he was speaking, Remond evidently
heard the voice of Stephen Gloucester, voicing his approval, and he invited Gloucester to
the platform. Rising, reluctantly to the stage, Gloucester declined the invitation to speak
at this meeting, but agreed to debate Remond at a future date, insisting that he would
“prove that the churches of Philadelphia were anti-slavery.” 113
The two met four days later at the Little Wesley Church; each was allotted twenty
minutes to speak. Gloucester used his time to defend the anti-slavery character of his
own church as well as other black congregations in the city. James J.G. Bias, who was
not friendly to Gloucester’s position granted that “Mr. Gloucester did as well as men
generally do when contending against the right.” Remond followed and attempted to
refute Gloucester’s claims. When the audience was asked to vote as to who had won the
debate, Remond was declared the victor, though Gloucester had evidently also had
significant, vocal support. 114 Though much of the black community of Philadelphia
rejected the tactics of pastors like Stephen Gloucester, considering them to be
compromise with slavery, there seem to have been significant numbers who took a
different approach.
In October 1848, Frederick Douglass travelled to Philadelphia, in part as an effort
to raise support for his journal, The North Star. To his dismay, he found many of the
churches there closed to him. Eventually, a number did allow meetings to take place in
their sanctuaries, but there were some significant holdouts. “The churches most hostile to
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the Anti-Slavery movement, and bitterly opposed to opening their doors,” wrote
Douglass, “are Stephen Gloucester's, St. Thomas's, and Large Bethel.” Gloucester was
singled out as “a viper,” but Douglass also had unkind words for the pastors of the two
other churches. He noted that there were members of these churches who were genuine
enemies of slavery, and contended that it was the leadership who were to blame for their
churches’ actions. 115
Douglass’s supporters also organized a three day anti-slavery convention, which
was held at the Brick Wesley Church, and which they hailed as “the commencement of
better days” for the antislavery movement in Philadelphia. The convention, Douglass
noted, was filled to overflowing, and not just with those who endorsed his approach to
antislavery. He noted in particular that Isaiah Wears and John C Bowers were critical of
the convention’s attitude toward the black church. “It sounded rather strange, however,
to have colored men preferring the old mad-dog charge of Infidelity, Anti-Sabbath, AntiChurch, Anti-Ministry, &c., against the abolitionists,” lamented Douglass, “These stale
charges, caught from the lips of their evangelical oppressors, were blown into our ears by
a Mr. Wears and Bowers, with all the enthusiasm of newly discovered truth.” 116 On one
hand, these men (stalwarts of the black antislavery movement in Philadelphia) were
likely defending their own congregations. Wears was a member of Mother Bethel, and
Bowers was a member of St. Thomas; both churches had been singled out by Douglass
for criticism. 117 Yet it is also important to note that the two men did not simply seek to
defend their own churches. They challenged the whole tenor of the convention.
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Douglass may have dismissed them as the unfortunate “echo” of “the stale slang of
slaveholders,” but it seems many black Philadelphians who were active in the fight
against slavery were not comfortable with his attitude toward the black church. 118
Two months later, those two men found themselves in Harrisburg, officers at a
convention calling for the repeal of black disfranchisement; Wears was Vice President,
while Bowers was the Recording Secretary. Leading up to the convention, black
Philadelphians had positioned themselves as (potentially) virtuous voters amidst an
unruly political system. “Now that the "noise and confusion," incident to an
electioneering campaign, is subsiding,” wrote one black Philadelphian, “permit me to call
your attention to another, and to at least a portion of the community, a much more
important matter, than that of a partisan election, because the principle involved should
have precedence.” 119
The convention itself drafted two addresses, one “An Appeal to the Voters of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,” and the other “An Appeal to the Colored Citizens of
Pennsylvania.” The first made the case for black voting by appealing to American
institutions. It nods to events abroad “We have been witnesses to those soul stirring
appeals in behalf of republicanism in foreign lands,” as a means of channeling the zeal
that many Americans showed for the republican revolutions in Europe into the cause of
black suffrage. Yet as had long been the case in black political rhetoric, comparisons to
foreign events needed to be balanced by assertions of the American-ness of blacks, and of
their arguments. “We make no foreign issue with you – we place ourselves on your own
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declaration of rights and principles. On these hang our future hope, and with them we
will stand or fall.” In the second appeal, the one addressed to black citizens, the authors
made this point even more directly: “If we are asked what evidence we bring to sustain
our qualifications for citizenship, we will offer them certificates of our BIRTH and
NATIVITY.” 120
While some black Philadelphians pressed for an alteration of their state’s voting
restriction, others continued to hope to advance black rights within the major Protestant
denominations. When confronted with claims that his church, St. Thomas, was
proslavery, William Douglass scoffed at the idea that any black Philadelphians were
proslavery, and called for unity among all African Americans. He pointed to the example
of recently defeated Mexico “who saw a strong, powerful, and formidable enemy making
in-roads upon her borders, instead of rallying…she paralyzed her own arm, by suffering
herself to be torn asunder by inward factions and a party spirit.” 121
Whatever his public defense, however, one wonders if he was stung by the
criticism, and the following spring, Douglass renewed his congregation’s petition to
participate in the State Convention of Protestant Episcopal Church. A 1795 rule had
declared that St. Thomas would not send a delegate to the convention, and after a protest
by the church in 1843, the rule was reaffirmed and broadened to include any church “in
like peculiar circumstances.” The petition was referred to a committee where it was
ultimately rejected. The majority report, reaffirming the earlier decision, pointed to “the
120
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color and other physical properties of the parties, their political and social condition – and
their consequent unfitness, from all of these causes, for the situation of legislators and
rulers in the church planted in Pennsylvania.” It also went on to suggest that agitation on
the “colored race,” was liable to produce political and denominational turmoil. 122
The report of the committee’s minority disputed these assertions. It applauded the
improvement that the congregation had undergone in the years since the earlier decision,
noting that while they had once lacked the “literary qualifications” which would have
made it possible for them to participate in the convention’s decisions, this was no longer
the case. The report also denied that allowing black congregations a voice on the
convention would produce turmoil. Perhaps most importantly, it reminded the
convention that “God has made of one blood all nations of men.” When the two reports
were put to a vote by the whole convention, the majority report was accepted, though the
representatives of St. Thomas may have been encouraged that the clergy supported it by
only a slim margin, forty-four to forty-two (the laity supported the majority report
resoundingly, fifty-one to sixteen). 123
Black Baltimoreans also devoted themselves to religious organizing in the late
1840s. On October 13, 1849, a number of black clergymen, along with lay delegates,
held the first Maryland State Convention of the Colored Protestant Methodist Churches.
Nathaniel Peck chaired the meeting. He was the pastor of Israel Colored Protestant
Methodist Church, which had recently seceded from the AME Church. 124 The meeting
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was intended as a way to more effectively organize the different black Protestant
Methodist Churches and to “unite in one inseparable interest all the colored Protestant
Methodist churches in the United States.” In order to promote this goal, the meeting
called for a national convention, to be held in Philadelphia the following summer. These
Black Methodists saw themselves as leaders of a national, black controlled organization,
but they clearly recognized that any such organization needed to have strong roots in
Philadelphia as well. It also seems that they had a vision that the significance of their
organization extended beyond strictly doctrinal boundaries, as a number of black
churches were included as corresponding members: black Presbyterians, Zion
Methodists, even Quakers. The larger ambitions of the meeting are also suggested by the
decision as to where their proceedings were to be printed: the Baltimore Sun, but also the
North Star, The National Anti-Slavery Standard, and the Pennsylvania Freeman. 125

A New Yorker and correspondent of Frederick Douglass’s North Star, signing
himself “Observer,” noted with disgust the “sad failures” he had witnessed on a recent
trip through Philadelphia. Despite the promise of the Harrisburg meeting, he lamented,
little of its program was put into place. Black Philadelphians, he contended, focused on
the things which divided them, rather than on those which brought them together.
Let the quiet of the church, the stability of ordinary societies among us, the accumulation of
dollars and cents, the anniversaries of Odd Fellow societies, the display of Free Masons, the levees
of Sons and Daughters of Temperance, the suppers of Good Samaritans and Fancy Balls and
parties, be made subordinate for the time being, to the great and true idea of our moral, social,
political and religious recognition. 126

Many historians have echoed this criticism of these black Philadelphians who had
supposedly turned their backs on the struggle against slavery. Julie Winch has argued
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that this period marked the point at which the black elite of Philadelphia divided, with a
small cadre of motivated men and women embracing Douglass’s form of activism, while
a larger group “limited the scope of their activism and abandoned any cause which they
believed would provoke a hostile reaction from whites.” 127
Yet we should be careful not to uncritically accept this argument, an argument
most prominently voiced by Douglass himself. These objects of Douglass’s scorn
certainly did not accept the notion that they had turned their backs on the anti-slavery
cause. Douglass and his Philadelphia allies may have termed Stephen Gloucester a traitor
to his race, but Gloucester disputed this claim, and did so publicly and at antislavery
meetings. Douglass may have claimed that fraternal orders were a distraction from
political engagement, but as the historian Stephen Kantrowitz has recently argued, for
many black Freemasons, the order constituted a means of participating in American
politics and as a forum for asserting the right of African Americans to American
citizenship.128 Black associations were not merely a distraction from the real business of
black political activism, they were a form of black politics.
In embracing this type of political action, black Philadelphians were perhaps more
aware than Douglass of the similarities between their own community and the one that
lay to the south in Baltimore. The correspondent to The North Star may have seen black
organizations as a distraction from the real struggle, but white Baltimoreans did not. In
1848, black residents of Baltimore had formed a “Philanthropic Order of Sons of
Temperance,” an organization similar to white temperance groups. Under pressure from
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whites, spearheaded by Deputy Attorney General Pinckney, the group disbanded. Even
as whites decried the supposed degradation of the free black community, they recognized
that such an organization had significance far beyond its effectiveness in promoting
temperance. 129
Black Philadelphians and black Baltimoreans embraced a kind practical
antislavery uniquely suited to their region. While some black churches avoided certain
types of antislavery meetings (and thus drew the ire of abolitionist critics), many of those
same churches served as critical points along the Underground Railroad. This was true
both in Philadelphia, and in Baltimore, where constables frequently searched black
churches in hopes of apprehending runaways. 130 William Douglass, in response to claims
by Frederick Douglass that the former’s church was “proslavery,” joked that southern
masters ought to bring their “property” into one of the maligned “triune band of proslavery brothers.” Despite the heated rhetoric of his critics, William Douglass reminded
his readers that this was not the case, and that such “pro-slavery” churches remained safehavens for fugitive slaves. 131
The black Philadelphians who shied away from the sorts of tactics advocated by
Frederick Douglass (or Garrison, or the supporters of the Liberty Party), may have been
cautious, but we should not underestimate their commitment to the fight against slavery.
Like their counterparts in Baltimore, they recognized that the rights that they did enjoy
were precarious. Perhaps more than free blacks who lived further north, they were
constantly aware of the threat of slavery. Yet their ability to defend their political and
social rights, and to fight against slavery, was dependent on their success in appealing to
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whites. In this they were not very different from black activists based in Boston or in
New York. For many black Philadelphians, however, the tactics advocated by those
northern activists seemed ill-suited to the political context of the border. There was a
latent anti-slavery among many whites in this region, but black Philadelphians recognized
that their argument needed to be situated within their local political culture.
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Chapter Six – The Fugitive Slave Law and the Tumultuous Politics of
the Early 1850s

On the evening of October 14, 1850, a group of black Philadelphians met in Brick
Wesley Church, on Lombard Street below Sixth, in order to attack the recently adopted
Fugitive Slave Law. A friendly account in the North Star described it as “the recent large
Meeting of the colored citizens of Philadelphia”; an openly hostile notice in the
Baltimore Sun termed it “very largely attended,” adding that “several of the colored
orators have made flaming speeches against [the law]”. 1 The organizers of this meeting
intended not merely to rally black Philadelphians into opposition to the law. They also
hoped to make a larger case to the white public.
The resolutions passed by the meeting attempted to place resistance to the
Fugitive Slave Law squarely in the American Revolutionary tradition. The law, claimed
the resolution’s authors, violated both the Declaration’s guarantees of “inalienable rights”
and the Constitution’s provisions for protecting those rights. They pointed specifically to
the Law’s conflict with “Art. 1. Sec. 6,”of the Constitution, ‘[which] declares that "the
privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended;" and Art 5. of the
Amendments, that "no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law.’ Just to make clear their analogy between their own struggle and the
struggle of the Founders, the authors closed the preamble to the resolutions with a
declaration that “we hereby pledge our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor” to
resistance of the bill. The resolutions themselves attacked the bill from any number of
angles, appealing to law, morality, a defense of the family against efforts to tear it apart.
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One resolution (hinting at a rhetorical construction that would become ever more
common in the coming decade) pointed to the hypocrisy of white northerners who
applauded and welcomed the refugees of foreign tyrannies even while spurning those
who fled from domestic tyrants. 2
The Fugitive Slave Law, and the political struggle around it, revealed the tangled
web of antislavery politics. The passage of law itself was driven by the dynamics of
national political parties, as well as by the desire of many southerners to protect slavery
and many northerners to defend the “Union.” Yet in order to function in a state like
Pennsylvania, the law needed the support of Pennsylvanians, and of state and local
governments. It would become clear that even many of those who seemed to support the
new law were concerned that it not become cover for unscrupulous kidnappers. Black
politics would seek to exploit this concern.
At the same time, the political conditions of Pennsylvania were in flux.
Abolitionists had often derided Whigs as no better than their Democratic rivals, yet some
Whigs had proven to be valuable allies in the state and local fight against slavery. When
the Whig Party began to collapse in the state, and when that collapse did not yield a new,
clearly antislavery successor, black Philadelphians were faced with no clear path. In
Baltimore, free blacks were increasingly assertive, as they sought to turn even the African
Colonization movement into an opportunity to shape American politics.
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The Fugitive Slave Law

In January 1850, Senator James Mason of Virginia introduced a new fugitive
slave bill on the floor of the Senate. Many slaveholders had grown increasingly
distressed by northern resistance to the existing laws. The new law, claimed its
supporters, was needed in order to guarantee that northerners would fulfill their
constitutional obligation to return fugitive slaves. Slaveholders also sought to remedy the
weakness of the federal government in such matters, by increasing penalties for those
convicted of aiding fugitives, by expanding the number of federal officials to whom slave
catchers might turn for adjudication, and by requiring northern whites to serve in slave
posses. 3
This proposed fugitive slave bill would ultimately be claimed as a part of a larger
sectional compromise by the old Compromiser himself, Henry Clay. Yet if Clay was
willing to seek a middle ground on certain issues which divided the Union, on this he was
unwilling to compromise. He declared that he would support “the furthest Senator from
the South in this body to make penal laws, to impose the heaviest sanctions upon the
recovery of fugitive slaves, and the restoration of them to their owners.” William Seward
countered southern extremism with an amendment which would grant accused fugitives
the right to a trial by jury, but this proposal was dismissed out of hand by the Senate.
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Eventually, the bill took shape, and it was, in the words of historian Thomas Morris, the
embodiment of the “radical proslavery position.” 4
But such a bill faced serious opposition in the North. Antislavery senators were,
of course, infuriated by the proposed legislation, but even many Northerners whose
devotion to antislavery was lukewarm found the bill distasteful. As the discussion of the
bill dragged on during the first half of 1850, a number of attempts were made to
reintroduce some sort of jury trial as a means of protecting the rights of northern free
blacks, but all were defeated. The bill which would eventually become law on September
18, made few, if any, concessions to northern concerns. 5 Northern politicians, as is
commonly recognized, denounced the bill for its violation of the rights of northern
whites, its coercion of reluctant northerners into free state versions of southern slave
patrols. Fears for the potential loss of white liberties were real and widespread. The
recognition of the importance of these fears for white liberties, however, should not
obscure the very real concerns many Northerners had about threats the new law posed to
free black rights.
A letter printed in the Philadelphia Inquirer gives some sense of the Whiggish
response to the impending Fugitive Slave Bill. Slave owners would only be satisfied,
complained the writer, if the Federal government set up a line of troops along the
northern border of the slave states in order to “watch for the runaway niggers.” He
admitted that the Constitution required all northern states to “deliver up fugitives from
labor,” but noted that the difficulty arose “in proving that the parties claimed as fugitives
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are really such.” The writer denied that the southern jurisdiction of the slave owner could
be trusted to make this determination. Only by placing such determinations in the hands
of northern juries could “the rights of the free colored citizens,” be preserved. “I do not
think,” continued the writer, “any measure which does less than this, even if passed, can
be successfully administered.” 6
Though pro-slavery extremists got the bill they wanted, many of them feared that
the writer was correct. Even with the new law, the owners of slaves were still ultimately
dependent upon the acquiescence of northern whites. The law was written to facilitate
the return of fugitives, but without northern support, even this new, more stringent law
would be difficult to enforce. “Where slaves are disposed to escape, and a vast
community of allies are on their borders,” noted the Washington Southern Press, “no law
can be effectual.” 7 Slaveholders wanted assurances from the northern public, as well as
the legal right to recover their property.
If border state slaveholders hoped for signs of reassurance from their neighbors to
the north, the reports of free black reaction to the new law were ominous. “The passage
of the fugitive slave bill, or some other cause,” reported the Philadelphia correspondent
of the Baltimore Sun, “has thrown our colored population into a state of feverish
excitement, which I fear may cause some difficulties.” 8 A week later, he reported that
“the colored people are holding a meeting tonight in one of their churches, in opposition
to the fugitive slave law. It is very largely attended.” The correspondent worried about
the consequences of this sort of meeting, and counseled that “it would be well to put a
stop at once to such meetings of the colored people and their abettors.” The following
6
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night, he reported that another meeting had been held, though this one included both
black and white participants. 9
The first case brought in Philadelphia under the new legislation indicated that
there might be some difficulty enforcing it. The presiding judge decided that the
claimant failed to present adequate evidence that the accused was, in fact, his slave, but
the large, multi-racial crowed which gathered outside the courthouse made it clear that a
different verdict might have been difficult to enforce. Newspapers both to the north and
to the south reprinted local accounts of these events, and wondered how the white masses
would treat the new legislation. 10
Some political historians have criticized recent scholarship which has emphasized
the importance of rhetoric and language, especially in the struggle over slavery, while
slighting the messy political maneuvering of partisan politics. 11 Yet slave holders knew
that no matter how a federal fugitive slave law was written, its effectiveness in preventing
the escape of the enslaved was dependent on the willing and active support of
Northerners. A legislative victory was but the first step in stemming the flow of
runaways from the Border South. Black and white abolitionists, of course, had made it
clear that they would oppose both the law and any attempts to recapture fugitives, but
abolitionists remained a small minority in the North (especially in the border North).
9
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What was perhaps more important was how non-abolitionist whites would regard the
legislation. In order to reassure slaveholders that the Union was sound, Northerners
needed not simply to repudiate those who would assist fugitives. They needed to
demonstrate that the vast majority of Northerners would vigorously defend the rights of
southern slaveholders. In this case, language (and the public performance that went
along with it) was a crucial battleground in determining whether or not a piece of
legislation would accomplish what its supporters hoped it would accomplish. 12
The Whiggish Inquirer sought to steer a moderate course between sectional
extremists. It admitted that there were features of the Fugitive Slave Law which
“conflict[ed] with the popular sentiment of freemen.” It was best, however, to address
these flaws “peaceably, quietly and if not without excitement, at least without any
attempt at the nullification of an act of Congress.” Peaceful administration of the existing
law, it insisted, was the key to averting the danger of disunion. It even suggested that
extreme northern resistance to the law was just what southern fire-eaters desired.
Southern extremists hoped that the Compromise would fail, since they felt that there was
little chance the northern public would allow the faithful execution of the Fugitive Law
anyway. The Inquirer argued that it was only through northern moderation that southern
extremists could be taught a lesson. 13 Whether such “moderation” was intended as a
means of isolating southern extremists or as a way to assuage the concerns of
slaveholders, the question remained as to how such moderation would be demonstrated.
12
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On November 21, in a sort of extreme expression of their moderation a large
group of Philadelphians met at the Chinese Museum in order to express their “allegiance
to the CONSTITUTION and the LAWS of OUR COUNTRY.” Friendly accounts
estimated the crowd to be in the thousands with thousands more denied entry due to
overcrowding. The meeting itself was carefully orchestrated to be an expression of the
“honest feelings of the citizens of Philadelphia.” The call for the meeting explicitly
stated that this was to be a gathering “without distinction of party,” and speakers were
carefully chosen to provide a partisan balance. Excerpts of accounts of the meeting
would be published in various papers, and a complete account would soon be published
by the committee of arrangements. The published accounts sought to emphasize the zeal
of the meeting’s support for the Compromise of 1850, and in particular for the Fugitive
Slave Law. One such account notes, for example, that during the reading of the
resolutions passed by the meeting they were “frequently and warmly cheered, particularly
those sustaining the Fugitive Slave Law.” 14
Despite the efforts of the organizers to create a pageant of unanimity and nonpartisanship, fault-lines did emerge in the program. The aged Whig, John Sergeant,
opened the meeting in the chair, and issued brief remarks. He denied that there was a
single “disunionist or secessionist” within the borders of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. All Pennsylvanians, Sergeant insisted, were devoted to the Union, and so
as long as a law was constitutional, he reasoned that Pennsylvanians would support the
enforcement of that law. He echoed the Inquirer’s suggestion that there may be need at
some point to change the law (or even the Constitution), but his remarks emphasized
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loyalty to the Union and respect for the laws. 15 After his brief address he handed the
chair over to George M. Dallas, who proceeded to deliver a somewhat different speech.
Dallas, former Vice President of the United States, and long time Democratic
politician, also began with an extended celebration of the Union and the “ripe fruits” it
had bestowed upon the American people. Yet Dallas also took time for an extended
defense of the Fugitive Slave Law. Here he once again began with similar calls for
adherence to the law and respect for the Constitution. After this, however, he went on to
praise the specifics of the law. “This Fugitive Slave Bill,” declared Dallas, “is just: – just
to the fugitive, just to the claimant of his service, and just to the public.” Furthermore, it
was, he claimed, “expedient.” The law would put down what Dallas termed “an imported
fanaticism,” which had stirred up slaves in the Border South, and which had brought
them to the Border North. For too long public opinion in Pennsylvania had remained
“injuriously inert.” The time had come for the people of the state to reassure the
slaveholding South by “showing that we deeply and sincerely sympathize in the
sufferings and wrongs to which they have been subjected.” 16
If Democratic voices tended to celebrate the justice of the law, and to denigrate
abolitionists, while Whigs called for respect of the Constitution, none of this should
minimize the Whigs’ defense of the Fugitive Slave Law. Yet Whigs were walking a
tightrope. They hoped to position themselves as moderate defenders of the Constitution
while avoiding anything that would seem like servile defense of the Slave Power. Whigs
were also concerned about being manipulated by Democratic puppet masters. The Whig
paper the North American, refused to endorse the meeting for just this reason, claiming
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that it was a “Locofoco” plot intended to benefit the Democratic Party. Even those
Whigs who did speak at the meeting were careful not to paint abolitionists with a too
broad brush. Even as he criticized those who would harbor fugitive slaves, Whig Josiah
Randall admitted that “among the few Abolitionists in our community are to be found the
most exemplary men in private life.” In making his case that the fears that the Fugitive
Slave Law would lead the kidnapping of legitimately free blacks, Randall leaned on the
authority of anti-slavery lawyer, David Paul Brown. Even as he called for a repeal of the
state anti-kidnapping law of 1847, he reassured his listeners that free black
Pennsylvanians would be safe. 17
Compromisers hoped that public spectacles could demonstrate the good faith of
the vast majority of Pennsylvanians, and the willingness of this majority to vigorously
support the recovery of fugitive slaves. Despite their concerns about being manipulated
by Democrats, Whigs sought to make it clear that they were just as eager to show
slaveholders that they were willing to support the new law. A few months after this
bipartisan meeting, Philadelphia Whigs held their own pro-Compromise meeting and
affirmed that the resolutions of the November 21 meeting were the “sentiments of the
Whigs of Philadelphia.” 18 Yet the need for a show of public support to validate
legislative compromise also opened the door for those who opposed the new Fugitive
Slave Law, including free blacks. Black Philadelphians were locked out of political
maneuvering which took place in legislative halls, and they were excluded from the
voting places where political parties struggled for supremacy. What they could do,
however, and what they did do, was work to shatter the illusion of public support for the
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fugitive slave law which its supporters had worked so hard to create. The challenging of
this illusory unanimity would be one of the great political tasks of the decade.

If the politics of the Fugitive Slave Law presented black Philadelphians with both
an ominous threat and political leverage; to the south black Baltimoreans also faced a
challenge to their existing rights, and in facing this threat they too would demonstrate
surprising power. In 1850, the voters of Maryland had approved a call for a Convention
to revise the state Constitution. While the Convention mainly addressed issues of
representation, pro-slavery zealots under the leadership of Curtis W. Jacobs pushed for
measures to eliminate the state’s free black population. Jacobs, a wealthy Eastern Shore
slave holder (who also had significant slave holdings in Alabama), chaired the
“committee on colored population.” 19 The Convention initially approved Jacobs’s motion
that a committee should be appointed to “devise for some plan for the ultimate riddance
of free colored person’s and their colonization,” and adopted a resolution supporting the
taxation of free blacks in order to support this colonization.20 Months later, however,
when Jacobs’s committee submitted its recommendations, the majority of the convention
balked at the harsh measures which it suggested. In its official report, the Jacobs
committee recommended general efforts to remove the free black population, along with
specific measures to deny free blacks the right to acquire real estate, a total ban on
manumission (unless accompanied by departure from the state within thirty days),
registration of free blacks, and a ban on free black immigration. By a vote of 42 to 33 the
19
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Convention refused to even take up discussion of Jacob’s proposals. This was not the last
that Marylanders would hear of Curtis Jacobs, however. 21
If the majority opposed the harsh legislation that the Jacobs committee hoped
would eliminate Maryland’s free black population, there were no disagreements on the
question of the recently passed Fugitive Slave Law. The Convention took time out from
its business in December 1850 to issue a report “On the Late Acts of Congress Forming
the Compromise, etc,” which was unanimously approved, and subsequently printed for
distribution. While ostensibly commenting on the several compromise measures, its
focus was quite clearly on the Fugitive Law. The report denounced northern fanatics
who have resisted their Constitutional obligation to aid the return of fugitive slaves, and
suggested that the new Fugitive Law was “but a tardy and meager measure of compliance
with the clear, explicit and imperative injunctions of the Constitution.” Nevertheless, it
insisted, this new law provided the northern people with an opportunity to demonstrate
their patriotism through their “support [for] the officers of the Government in the
execution of the laws.” 22 Marylanders understood, perhaps better than anyone else, that
the effectiveness of the Fugitive Slave Law lay in the willingness of white
Pennsylvanians to support its enforcement.
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Christiana and its Aftermath

This willingness was put to the test on September 11, 1851, in the small town of
Christiana, which lay between Philadelphia and Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Two days
before, Edward Gorsuch had travelled to Philadelphia. There he obtained warrants under
the new Fugitive Slave Law for four individuals he believed were his slaves. He had
received reports that these fugitives were living in Christiana. Gorsuch then set out for
Christiana, accompanied by a deputy Marshall, Henry Kline, and two Philadelphia police
officers who were paid by Gorsuch in advance. This group intended to meet up with
other men from Maryland, including Gorsuch’s son, Dickinson. Despite their efforts to
travel inconspicuously, a black tavern keeper named Samuel Williams, who was
connected to the Philadelphia Vigilant Association got wind of the plot and brought word
of it to a black network around Christiana. 23
The two Philadelphia police officers quit after learning that local African
Americans had been warned in advance of their arrival, but in the early morning of
September 11th, the rest of the posse arrived at the home of William Parker, where a
guide informed them that two of the fugitives were to be found. Gorsuch and his party
seem not to have realized the danger of the situation. As historian Thomas Slaughter has
put it, the guide “delivered his employers, as if on a silver platter to the very seat of
Lancaster’s anti-slavery resistance.” Parker himself was a fugitive from slavery, and was
committed to resisting the efforts of slave-catchers, with force if necessary. He had been
warned that a slave posse was in the area, and his household (which included Joshua Kite
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and Samuel Thompson who were, in fact, fugitives from Gorsuch’s farm) was ready for
it. 24
Gorsuch and Kline approached the house and called to those inside to surrender
peacefully. While the two sides exchanged words, one of the inhabitants of the house
blew a horn, which was a signal of distress. At least according to some reports, the slave
posse, distressed by this call for help, then began firing. Whatever the spark, both sides
exchanged fire. Before long, however, many who had heard the horn converged at the
scene. Though many were black, these arrivals also included whites who were
sympathetic to the cause of the fugitives. One of these whites, a local miller named
Castner Hanway, urged the slave-catchers to leave, telling them that they would not be
able to recapture the fugitives. More gunfire ensued, and when it finally ended, the slave
posse had been chased off and Edward Gorsuch was dead, possibly shot by one of his
former slaves. 25
The historian Steven Hahn has held up the Christiana riot as an example of the
“paramilitary assaults on maroons” which he sees as characteristic of free black life in
this period. 26 Yet the Christiana riot (and especially the riot’s aftermath), reveals that the
armed resistance of Parker and his allies was but a part of a larger, complex strategy
whereby African Americans exploited the sympathies of white Pennsylvanians, or at least
their distaste for the actions of slave owners like Gorsuch. Some of the key participants
in the riot, including Parker and the fugitives from Gorsuch’s farm, fled north, ultimately
escaping to Canada. A force of around forty-five marines and another forty Philadelphia
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police officers descended on the area, and scoured the countryside, rounding up those
who may have been involved in the riot. 27 The struggle shifted from the bloody ground
around Parker’s house, to the court, and also to the ballot box.
William Johnston, the Whig governor of Pennsylvania, had opposed the new
Fugitive Slave Law, and refused to support a repeal of the anti-kidnapping law of 1847.
Even before the incident at Christiana, his Democratic opponents had tarred him as a
friend to “disunionist” abolitionists. Though this exaggerated the governor’s anti-slavery
feeling, it is clear that Johnston, whether for political or moral reasons, was opposed to
efforts of the Slave Power to extend its authority onto Pennsylvania soil. Yet he also
recognized that many Whigs in his state hated abolitionists, and as the Union meetings
had illustrated, a significant number of Whigs were willing to acquiesce in the
enforcement of the Fugitive Slave Law in the interest of sectional comity. ProCompromise Whigs were troubled by Johnston’s abolitionist sympathy, and in March of
1851, Josiah Randall, a prominent Philadelphia Whig (and participant in the Union
meeting), privately expressed his unwillingness to support Johnston in the coming
election. By a strange coincidence Johnston was journeying to Philadelphia for his reelection campaign on the very day of the riot, and his train had stopped in Christiana
hours after the fighting had subsided. He chose not to get off the train at all, and (it
seems) wanted nothing to do with the explosive situation. It was not until two days later
that the governor would issue a statement on the riot and offer a reward for those
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responsible. His political opponents, of course, depicted his delay as an expression of
sympathy with the fugitives and their allies. 28
If Democrats sought to make political hay from the riot, the Pennsylvania
advocates of slaveholder rights also ran a risk of overplaying their hand. Southern
newspapers called for decisive action, and looked for evidence that the people of
Pennsylvania repudiated the bloody work of Christiana. “The event cannot be passed
over with an indeterminate result,” warned the Baltimore Sun, “without greatly impairing
the confidence of the southern people” in the North’s willingness to enforce the Fugitive
Slave Law, though it expressed cautious optimism based on the response of the press in
Philadelphia. After Governor Johnston lost the election which followed the riot by just a
month, the press (plausibly) attributed his defeat to Pennsylvanians’ desire to demonstrate
support for slaveholder rights. Yet only by bringing the participants to justice could the
state and people of Pennsylvania demonstrate their sincere devotion to the Union. The
District Attorney, therefore, decided that the accused needed to be tried for treason. This
decision, however, risked over-reaching, and raised the chances that the prosecution
would fail to win any conviction at all. 29
The prosecution decided to try the defendants individually, rather than seeking a
conviction of all thirty-eight together; they began with Castner Hanway, the white miller
who had arrived at the scene of the riot in response to the blowing of the alarm, and who
had sought to dissuade the slave-catchers from their task. The trial opened on November
24th, and it was clear from the start that the prosecution faced an uphill battle. The
28
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prosecution worried that it was at a disadvantage in selecting a jury, and the defense
seemed to have much better knowledge of which prospective jurors were friendly to its
case. A vast antislavery network was mobilized to support the defendants, and the
defense was well funded as a result. This support came from black sources as well as
white ones. The Vigilant Association of Philadelphia raised money both to support the
legal defense and to provide for the families of the defendants. Perhaps most ominous, in
the eyes of southern newspaper editors, was the fact that the crowds which filled the
courthouse beyond capacity were black as well as white. 30
The defense, both inside and outside the court, turned on the slippage between
kidnapping and legal fugitive slave recovery. Like Vigilance Societies throughout the
North, the Christiana network which rallied to Parker’s house made little distinction
between aiding fugitives from slavery and protecting free blacks from kidnappers (just as
so often kidnappers failed to make distinctions between alleged fugitives and legitimately
free blacks). 31 Free black Philadelphians tried to demonstrate for the white public how
little practical difference there was between slave-catching and kidnapping. At a meeting
held during the buildup to the trial, a county convention of black Philadelphians called
both for the specific support of the Christiana defendants, and for the general resistance
to ongoing efforts for the “further enslavement of the nominally free colored
population.” 32 Inside the courthouse, the defense sought to portray the conditions in the
border region of Southeast Pennsylvania as a place where kidnappers frequently abducted
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free blacks and sold them into slavery. The response of the rioters, then, was not a
treasonous attempt to undermine Federal Law, but a reasonable defense of the rights of
free blacks. Perhaps in order to underscore their claimed status as American citizens, the
black defendants wore around their necks new, red, white and blue scarves. 33
The jury, it seems, accepted this depiction of the actions of the rioters. They took
just fifteen minutes to acquit Hanway. Eventually, the federal government decided not to
press charges against the other prisoners, as a result of the Hanway verdict. In his report
to the Governor of Maryland, Attorney General Robert Brent attributed the jury’s
decision to conditions in the court (which he felt reflected conditions more generally in
the city of Philadelphia), especially the abundant presence of black spectators. Their
numbers were inflated, he alleged because “free negroes were admitted through the
Marshall’s office into the courtroom, while crowds of white citizens were kept outside
the door.” The prosecution had challenged the notion that kidnapping was rampant on
the border, but the jury, perhaps influenced by the vocal presence of African American
spectators, had determined that the rights of free blacks were under such a threat that
resistance to legally appointed slave catchers could be seen as a reasonable defense of
black rights, rather than an unlawful attack on legitimate agents of the state. Brent
worried that if such was the climate of opinion in the northern public, “it remains to be
seen whether the State of Maryland is powerless to protect her citizens.” 34
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On one hand, the trial illustrated the North’s resistance to the Slave Power’s
impact on white liberties. The case which went to trial, after all, involved a white man
who had refused to aid a legally empowered fugitive slave posse, and who the
prosecution claimed had aided (or led) a treasonous riot of fugitive slaves. Yet what
seems to have been most important in the trial was the concern of northern whites that
southern efforts to recover fugitive slaves often masked the kidnapping of free blacks
who were legal residents (some would claim citizens) of Pennsylvania. Many white
Pennsylvanians grudgingly accepted the abstract principle that they were obliged to
return fugitives from slavery, yet many also harbored serious doubts about the slavecatchers who made this possible. The Whig governor of Pennsylvania had lost an
election, at least in part, due to the desire of “moderate” members of his own party to
show their respect for Southern rights. Yet the Christiana trial had indicated that this
bipartisan consensus was susceptible to challenges.
Black Philadelphians had helped show that concerns about the rights of free
blacks could be used to challenge the willingness of border North whites to support the
new Fugitive Slave Law. Such challenges could be used both to defend those who were
legally free and to provide cover for efforts to aid fugitives. In a letter, written shortly
after the Christiana trial, William Still suggested that one of the benefits of the publicity
granted the trial was that it shined light on kidnappers “who under shelter of the brutish
Fugitive Slave Law, manage to acquire the title of ‘Marshall,’ whereby they have felt
they were authorized to commit all manner of outrage upon colored people with
impunity.” 35 Doubts about kidnapping could undermine Northern willingness to uphold
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the Fugitive Slave Law, and trust in the good faith of slaveholders and those who they
employed.

Rethinking Black Connections to the United States

Historians have long recognized that the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law of
1850 provoked among many free African Americans a re-thinking of their relationship to
the United States. Some northern free blacks responded to the new law by reasserting
their own claims on American citizenship, and by vowing to fight the new law in the
United States. We have seen this already in the meeting of black Philadelphians which
assembled in late 1850 in the Brick Wesley Church. Others began to reconsider their
opposition to emigration, and considered the possibility that the destiny of African
Americans lay outside the United States, or at least that some form of black emigration
could benefit African Americans. Martin Delaney’s 1852 work, Condition, Elevation,
Emigration, and Destiny of the Colored People of the United States is the best known
expression of this reconsideration. 36
Though many of those who were newly receptive to various emigration plans
continued to be skeptical of Liberian colonization, supporters of African colonization
hoped to capitalize on the reaction to the new law in order to change this. Benjamin
Coates was a Philadelphia Quaker who hoped that African Colonization could lead to the
ultimate extinction of the institution of slavery in the United States. He was often critical
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of the leadership of the American Colonization Society for its reluctance to offend
southern supporters by openly opposing slavery. His efforts to secure black allies had,
however, produced little success. 37 In January of 1851, though, he reached out to the
most famous black American, and a staunch opponent of colonization, Frederick
Douglass.
“I have intended subscribing for the North Star for some time,” began Coates,
“and have been prevented from doing so earlier, by the accumulation of newspapers that I
already receive.” He complimented Douglass on the work of his newspaper, and its
efforts to demonstrate the potential of free African Americans. He then went on to
mention that he had recently sent Douglass some clippings on a case in which a free
black Philadelphian named Adam Gibson had been seized under the Fugitive Slave Law,
and despite the testimony of two black witnesses who attested to his free status, had been
taken to Maryland as a slave. It is likely that Douglass would have already heard of this
case, and though Coates was legitimately interested in protecting free blacks from
kidnapping, it is probable that in this case he was hoping that the newly precarious
position of Northern free blacks might help jar Douglass into reconsidering his vehement
opposition to African Colonization. After reminding Douglass of this celebrated
kidnapping case, Coates proceeded to make his case that black emigration to Liberia was
a crucial means of undermining slavery. 38
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Douglass continued to oppose colonization in the pages of his newspaper. He
also, however, continued to print Coates’s correspondence, even as he included
commentary which poked holes in the colonizationist’s argument. Though he continued
to resist Coates’s claims that free blacks would be better off in Africa, Douglass also
praised him as “a humane and benevolent man, a sincere philanthropist.” Douglass
maintained his position that colonizationists aided slaveholders in their attempts to
strengthen slavery, but he did not believe that all colonizationists intended to do so.
Especially in cases of men like Coates, who both called for better treatment of free blacks
in America and claimed that ultimately they would be better off in Africa, Douglass was
willing to admit that some colonizationists were merely misguided. 39
Other Pennsylvania advocates for colonization also hoped that the Fugitive Slave
Law might spark a renewed black interest in African Colonization. The Pennsylvania
Colonization Society sent two agents to speak to a meeting in the state house in
Harrisburg. Their goal was to induce the legislature to appropriate funds to support
colonization. Addressing the group, which included members of both houses of the
legislature as well as the governor, John Durbin argued that African Colonization
promised to be the only “safe, equitable and peaceful solution of the only real danger that
threatens our glorious Union.” He included among his arguments the potential for
colonization to lead to emancipation, though he of course dwelled more on the need to
separate the black and white races. Durbin anticipated his critics, noting that some will
say, “it is impractical to transport to Africa three millions of men women and
children…But what do we see before our eyes?” European immigrants, he insisted, “are
now coming to our shores at an average of a thousand a day.” If such numbers could
39
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flow in one direction, they could do so in the other as well. This was not a new line of
argument, but it would become an ever more important one. The legislature seems to
have found his arguments convincing; they appropriated $2,000 to support colonization.
Like Durbin they seem to have been more interested in removing free blacks than they
were in emancipating southern slaves, since these funds could only be used to transport
black Pennsylvanians. 40
Not long after, a large group of black Philadelphians assembled to express their
specific objection to this legislation as well as to reassert their general opposition to
African Colonization. Meeting at the Philadelphia Institute on April 16, 1852, the group,
which included many of the city’s leading black activists, approved resolutions opposing
the appropriation, declaring their attachment “in common with other American citizens…
to this our native land,” denouncing the American Colonization Society as “the great
enemy to the cause of impartial freedom in our land,” and recommending “to our
brethren to stand firm,” to remain and fight “in this, the land of our birth.” Interestingly,
the meeting was chaired by Martin Delany, who had that very month published
Condition, Elevation, Emigration, and Destiny of the Colored People of the United
States. 41
Delany’s book expressed the notion that black elevation could best be achieved
outside the United States (though still in the Americas). Yet as Robert Levine has
argued, Delany’s work is more conflicted than it is often perceived to be. Much of the
book argues that African Americans have a right to equality in their native United States,
40
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and that such equality is indeed possible. Yet in the middle of the work there is a shift,
one which Delaney signals by bringing up the Fugitive Slave Law, which, he argues, has
“disenfranchised” African Americans. The rest of the work then pushes for black
emigration to Central and South America as a means of elevation. Significantly, Delaney
also points to European immigration as a means of understanding the potential for black
emigration. Just as Irish and German immigrants had elevated their condition by
emigrating, so could African Americans. 42 Yet despite his evolving willingness to
entertain the idea of voluntary emigration, Delany’s participation in the Philadelphia
meeting helps demonstrate that opposition to African colonization (and the implication of
coerced removal) remained a powerful symbol around which a diverse coalition of
African Americans continued to rally.
William Still shared Delany’s willingness to at least entertain the idea that
emigration outside the United States was an appropriate tool for African Americans.
Like most black Philadelphians, Still continued his denunciations of African colonization,
even as the new Fugitive Slave Law made the position of many African Americans in the
United States far more precarious. He had co-signed a call for a meeting in 1851 which
linked the Fugitive Slave Law and a resurgence of colonization as two parts of a larger
pro-slavery conspiracy. Still resolved to remain in the United States to continue his fight
against slavery, but he recognized that for many African Americans (especially those
who were fugitives from slavery), emigration was an appealing option. After Henry Bibb
moved to Canada in response to the Fugitive Slave Law, Still corresponded with the
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black editor, and his letters appeared in Bibb’s Voice of the Fugitive. In 1852, Still
signed a call for a North American black convention to be held in Toronto. 43
Even in this correspondence though, Still maintained his vehement opposition to
“poisonous doctrines” of African Colonization, while also mentioning (without approving
or disapproving) of the growing black interest in emigration to Canada and the British
West Indies. Still’s work with the Vigilance Committee in Philadelphia, of course, had
brought him into contact with many fugitives from slavery who ultimately found their
way to Canada, so he clearly had an understanding of a larger, black network which
stretched into the slave states and north, beyond the borders of the United States. Yet in
his letters to Bibb, Still also writes glowingly of efforts in Philadelphia to establish a
“Colored Mechanics Institute” as a means of improving the condition of free blacks who
remained in the United States. 44 It is clear that for Still emigration was not the solution
for the improvement of black conditions, but rather was one of many solutions.
Crucially, emigration to Canada also allowed the emigrant to continue to be a part of the
struggle against slavery in the United States.

Just as Benjamin Coates had hoped that the new Fugitive Slave Law would spark
a renewed interest in colonization among black Philadelphians, white colonizationists in
Baltimore hoped that the free blacks of their city would warm to the idea of Liberian
emigration. Even before the new Fugitive Law was passed, the Baltimore Quaker Moses
Sheppard (writing to a black Liberian, Samuel McGill), expressed his optimism: “I
believe the colored people of Baltimore are less averse to colonization in Africa than they
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were formerly,” he wrote in January of 1850. Yet he feared that their hopes of “acquiring
equality” might prevent them from understanding their true interests. 45 The failure of the
Jacobs re-enslavement plan at the Maryland Constitutional Convention was certainly
encouraging to free black Baltimoreans, but it was, after all, a victory for the status quo
rather than an improvement.
Sheppard’s letter hinted that small gains for free blacks might actually be a long
term detriment to them, by holding out false hope for equality in their native land. In a
letter to Sheppard, written in 1851, shortly before the Jacobs committee made its
recommendations to the Maryland Convention, Maryland Colonizationist John H.B.
Latrobe wrote that all emigration was driven by the forces of “repulsion and attraction.”
Especially after the Convention rejected a more coercive form of black removal, white
colonizationists recognized that consensual free black emigration had to be driven by
making it clear to free blacks, as Latrobe put it, that “when two races live together, one
will dominate the other. ‘The two can never be upon equal footing as regards social and
political rights and privileges.’” 46
Latrobe made his case publicly later that year, in a published response to the
French novelist, Victor Hugo, who had written a letter in support of abolition. His letter
begins as a refutation of the abolitionists’ proposal of immediate emancipation, but then
generally becomes an argument for the necessity of free blacks to emigrate. The heart of
his argument is that the two races must remain forever distinct, and that history had
shown that wherever two distinct races remained in close proximity, one would be
inferior to the other. Only in Africa could the black man “escape the white man’s
45
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power.” If free blacks would recognize this, he insists, it would provide the requisite
“repulsion” to spur their emigration. Yet he notes an additional source of repulsion, one
which he argues will be decisive. The growth of the white population, “by native birth
and from foreign countries,” he insisted, has begun to convince African Americans of the
necessity of emigration. He goes on to comment that European immigration to the
United States illustrates the practicability of non-coercive removal of a massive
population. “Where the Irishman and German has one motive to leave Europe,” he
writes, “the free black man has ten to leave America.” 47 In other words, European
immigration illustrates the mechanism whereby black removal may be accomplished,
while at the same time providing some of the “repulsion” which is putting that
mechanism into motion.
But how would the free blacks of Maryland respond to this renewed press for
colonization? On July 7, 1852, the Baltimore Sun printed the following advertisement:
THERE WILL BE A PUBLIC MEETING held on THIS (Wednesday) EVENING at 8 o’clock in
the school house attached to Asbury chapel, for the purpose of electing delegates to represent the
48
colored people in the Convention. The public are respectfully invited to attend.

Similar advertisements appeared throughout the month of July. The convention in
question assembled in response to a call, issued by a group of free black men who had
come together in Baltimore a month before. The group, of which James Handy and John
H. Walker (both of Baltimore) were the Chairman and Secretary, hoped to assemble a
statewide convention to consider strategies for the betterment of free blacks in the state.
The circular which called for the convention both alluded to the principles of the
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Declaration as an inspiration to American free blacks and made it clear that the
consideration of Liberian emigration would be the central topic of discussion. 49
The Baltimore press noted the impending convention with approval. The Daily
Times saw it as “evidence of a new and generally unexpected change of sentiment on the
part of the colored population” which was finally turning its back on the false promise of
“equality in social and political rights with the whites.” 50 At the same time, Frederick
Douglass expressed his (pleasant) surprise that such a thing was even possible in former
home. “We did not venture to hope,” wrote Douglass, “that such a meeting could be held
in Baltimore.” It seems clear that stated intention to consider Liberian emigration is what
led white Baltimore to allow such a meeting. Yet if the meeting was only made possible
by its promise of promoting African Colonization, in practice the meeting became
something more complex.
While free black delegates from across the state converged on Baltimore with the
express purpose of considering Liberian emigration, the meeting also became a catalyst
for the expression of opposition to all such plans by those outside the convention. A
crowd of African Americans gathered outside of the convention, and harassed the
delegates on their way in. A number of these “outsiders” also found their way into the
meeting hall as spectators, where they expressed their disapproval of plans to even
consider Liberian colonization. These efforts seem to have had an effect on the
proceedings of the convention. The Dorchester county delegation announced that they
would withdraw from the convention, prompting applause and cheers of “good” from the
spectators. A delegate named Darius Stokes was evidently assaulted by men claiming he
49
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was a paid agent of the ACS. Some of the spectators even managed to gain the floor of
the convention, where they expressed their opposition to Liberian emigration. 51
Even among the delegates there was significant difference of opinion on the
matter of Liberian emigration. Some embraced colonization wholeheartedly, as the best
course of action. Others were more cautious in their endorsement of Liberia. Many
called for more information. Delegates also sought to dispel the idea that they were tools
of the ACS, a notion which they felt explained much of the opposition of the black
public. Resolutions passed by the convention were explicit in their reassurances that
Liberian emigration should be but one option among many. Another echoed the
argument of white colonizationists that European immigration was a crucial factor
driving black interest in colonization.52
John Walker, who had been among the group who had issued the call for the
convention to begin with, emerged as something of a voice of opposition within the
convention. Whether this was a result of outside pressure or whether Walker intended
this course of action from the very beginning is unclear. Whatever the cause, however,
Walker became a voice for those who were concerned that the convention was coming
too close to endorsing the colonizationist position that free blacks had no place in their
native United States. In his initial remarks, Walker expressed hope that the convention
would seek generally to improve the condition of African Americans. He noted that the
circular which called the convention had alluded to Liberia, but hoped that it would
continue to consider all options. He, himself, “intended now to remain where he was.”
At the beginning of his remarks, the crowd had evidently opposed him, yet by the end,
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when he declared his resolve to stay in the United States, opposition had turned to
applause. The official resolutions approved by the convention echoed Walker’s
concerns. “It is not our purpose,” it read, “to counsel emigration as either necessary or
proper in every case.” 53
Earlier in the convention, Walker had proposed that the meeting also organize
some effort to petition the state government in order to “obtain a change of legislation in
reference to the colored people.” This suggestion was opposed by another delegate, who
claimed that such a proposal was contrary to “the spirit of the circular which called them
together.” On the final day, another delegate called for the drafting of a memorial to the
state legislature “praying for more indulgence to the colored people,” though he couched
this request as a means of preparing free blacks for their ultimate emigration. If such
proposals did not go anywhere, they do indicate that some of the delegates (not to
mention the hostile crowd) sought to use the convention for broader purposes than simply
the promotion of Liberian emigration. It was also clear that even the most devoted
supporters of emigration wanted to be clear that free blacks needed to be in control of any
such plan, and that only will full knowledge of the conditions in Liberia would free
blacks consent to emigrate. 54
Frederick Douglass seems to have understood this more expansive implication of
the Maryland Convention. Still a firm opponent of colonization, Douglass praised the
Baltimore Convention which counseled just this course of action for the elevation of the
black race. “Yes!” he wrote, “the free colored people of a slave state have been
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permitted, with comparative safety under official protection, to meet like men.” 55 Such a
display of black political organization was welcome, even if some of its members sought
to promote colonization. To the north, in Philadelphia, opposition to colonization
continued to serve as a point around which black Philadelphians of divergent political
instincts could rally. In Baltimore, on the other hand, a meeting ostensibly organized to
promote Liberian emigration provided the forum both for a robust expression of
opposition to colonization as well as a general display of free black political expression.
In both cities, even free blacks who offered some support to emigration sought to
disentangle their support from any notion that they implicitly endorsed the colonizationist
position that free blacks could not remain in the United States.

The Politics of Vigilance

While the battle against a resurgent colonization was something of a rhetorical
struggle, or at least one that was to be fought in the public sphere, the new Fugitive Slave
Law led black Philadelphians to reorganize their efforts to aid fugitives in more concrete
ways. While the Vigilance Committee had remained in existence (it had, we will recall,
helped raise funds for the Christiana defendants), some Philadelphia abolitionists felt that
by the early 1850s it had come to exist more in name than in practice. Therefore, after
announcing their intentions publicly, a group of Philadelphians, both black and white,
met in December 1852 in order to reorganize the Vigilance Committee. It was decided
that the new organization should be as pared down as possible, with a minimal number of
officers, and it was further proposed that those officers should have clear responsibilities.
55
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There would be only a chairman and a treasurer, and then there would be an acting
committee, made up of four men “who should have the responsibility of attending to
every case that might require their aid.” The chairman of this acting committee would be
tasked with keeping records of their doings. Robert Purvis was appointed the Chairmen,
while William Still was selected to be the first Chairman of the Acting Committee. Also
selected to the Acting Committee were Jacob C. White, N. W. Dupee, and Passmore
Williamson (the lone white man on the committee). Though much of its work was
clandestine, the group itself (and even its acting committee) was quite public; the
Pennsylvania Freeman even printed the addresses of the members of the acting
committee, ostensibly so that those who wished to donate funds would be able to find
them, but this would make it easier for fugitives to locate them as well. 56
Over the next eight years, this Vigilance Committee aided over eight hundred
fugitives from slavery, and it did so without hiding its existence from the public. 57 This
work, therefore, depended on the acquiescence of the broader public. Just over a decade
earlier, a white mob had burned Pennsylvania Hall to the ground, yet the Vigilance
Committee published acknowledgements of contributions in the newspaper. A crucial
part of the willingness of the public to accept the operation of the Committee was the
continued broad concern about the kidnapping of free blacks. Much of the public
concern over the Fugitive Slave Law centered on fears that it provided too much power to
appointed commissioners. These fears were exacerbated by high profile kidnapping
cases. In one such case (already mentioned), a free black man named Adam Gibson was
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seized on a Philadelphia street by the notorious slave catcher and kidnapper, George
Alberti, and taken before the appointed commissioner, Edward Ingraham. The
commissioner declared Gibson to be a fugitive slave named Emery Rice, and Gibson was
taken to Maryland as a slave. Later, Gibson was returned to freedom, and Alberti was
tried and convicted in Pennsylvania as a kidnapper. 58 The case provoked outrage, and
not simply among abolitionists. The Philadelphia Daily News commented, “We have no
idea of sustaining U.S. Commissioners who chose to convert themselves into willing
kidnappers of free negroes.” 59 Concerns about kidnapping could undermine confidence
in the operation of the “legitimate” work of recovering fugitives.
Despite the calls for repeal of the anti-kidnapping law of 1847 among defenders
of “the union,” that law remained on the books as a threat to those who sought to seize
free blacks, and (perhaps) as something of a deterrent to legal slave catchers. While the
union meetings had sought to portray themselves as non-partisan, the effort to repeal the
anti-kidnapping law was decidedly Democratic. Within the Pennsylvania Democracy,
Buchanan men seem to have been the prime movers on this matter. Repeal had passed
the house (by a strictly party line vote) even before the passage of the federal Fugitive
Slave Law, but the measure failed in the State Senate. It was brought up again the
following year and passed both houses in April 1851. Governor Johnston refused to sign
the bill, however, and repeal became an issue in the fall election, when Democratic
candidate, William Bigler, declared his intention to repeal the 1847 law. After his
election, one of his first moves was to issue a call for repeal; he followed this by issuing a
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pardon to the convicted kidnapper, Alberti. Despite these victories for the supporters of
slavery, black Philadelphians continued to publicize the threat of kidnapping faced by
free blacks, hoping that white opinion could once again be rallied to their cause. 60

New Directions for Antislavery Politics

In 1851, the Washington based anti-slavery journal, The National Era, began
publishing installments of a sentimental novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe. When it was
published in book form the following year, Uncle Tom’s Cabin; or Life Among the Lowly
became an instant best-seller. Abolitionists recognized in the book’s popularity among
readers a tremendous opportunity to widen the anti-slavery circle. Yet many veterans of
the fight against slavery, perhaps especially free blacks, were disturbed by the book’s
closing chapters. Perhaps the book’s most heroic character (at least to abolitionists), the
self-emancipated George Harris, decides at the end of the book that even though he is
light-skinned enough that he might “mingle in the circles of the whites,” he will not do
so, but will embrace his “mother’s race.” His yearning for “an African nationality,” led
Harris to conclude that he must leave the United States. But where should he go? Not to
Haiti, who’s people he dismisses as “worn out” and “effeminate.” Such a place is
unsuitable for a proud nation. “Where, then, shall I look,” he asks. “On the shores of
Africa I see a republic.” It is here, in Liberia, that Harris will cast his lot. 61
Stowe’s endorsement of colonization seems to have been particularly painful for
Robert Purvis. In a letter to the editor of the Pennsylvania Freeman, Oliver Johnson,
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Purvis lamented the novel’s Liberian turn, especially since he saw in the rest of the book
the potential to produce “a speedy and mighty change in the nation’s sentiment toward
the cause of freedom.” The conclusion, therefore, hit him as “a terrible blow.” Johnson
printed Purvis’s letter, and expressed his sympathy with Purvis’s disgust at the
colonization portion of the book, yet maintained that on balance the work was likely to
further the work of abolitionists. For Purvis, however, any attempt to widen the appeal of
anti-slavery by embracing colonization and its implicit denial of a place for blacks in the
United States, was ultimately harmful to the cause of African Americans. 62
Purvis continued to be one of the most outspoken, and unbending, critics of any
thaw in the relationship between abolitionists and colonization. He spoke in favor of the
anti-colonization resolution adopted by the American Anti-Slavery Society meeting in
May 1852, and took the opportunity to malign what he saw as Frederick Douglass’s
increasingly conciliatory stance on colonization. Purvis attributed this to what he insisted
was a bribe paid to Douglass by the Philadelphia colonizationist, Benjamin Coates.
Douglass denied this accusation, and denied that he was friendly to colonization, but the
split between the two black abolitionists continued to widen. A year later Douglass
referred to Purvis’s “blood stained riches” (an allusion to Purvis’s white, slave owning
father), in order to explain the former’s hostility to Douglass. 63
Purvis no doubt exaggerated Douglass’s sympathy for African colonization, but it
was true that few could match Purvis in his denunciations of the ACS. In 1853, black
Philadelphians once again met in order to collectively express their opposition to
62
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colonization. This time, the catalyst was a several day-long meeting held not far from
Philadelphia, in West Chester, in which a “warm public discussion” of colonization was
held. A group of black Philadelphians (with William Still serving as secretary) once
again met at Brick Wesley church, where speakers expressed their outrage at the “absurd
notion that Africa alone is their ‘Fatherland’” and the only place where they were entitled
to be “free and elevated.” Also among the speakers was Mary Ann Shadd, editor and
Canadian emigrant. One again, it was clear that opposition to colonization could bring
together those who supported voluntary emigration and those who felt that even this was
an admission that blacks could not be American. 64
Nor were Purvis and his allies content to simply assert a general claim of
citizenship for African Americans. That fall he also publicly denounced the township of
Byberry for barring his children from the public schools. In a letter addressed to the
Director of the Public Schools (but later published in The Liberator), Purvis expressed his
outrage at the violation of his “rights as a citizen, and my feelings as a man and a parent.”
Purvis refused to pay his town taxes until his children were permitted to attend the
school. In this case, Purvis’s claims seem to have been vindicated when the school board
voted to cease its exclusion of black children. 65

At the same time, the electoral conditions in which free blacks had made their
claims were shifting. The elections of 1852 had proven disastrous for the Whigs of
Pennsylvania, as they had for Whigs throughout the United States. In the October state
elections, the Democratic candidate for canal commissioner (the race at the top of the
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ticket) increased his percentage of the vote slightly. The vote for the Whig candidate,
however, declined from 48.6% to 45.2%. The Native American party was the chief
beneficiary of this decline, increasing its share of the statewide vote from 0.5% to 2.4%,
while the Free-soil party (which had not run a candidate in 1852) received a paltry 1.1%
of the 1853 vote. Turnout was down across the board, and Whigs attributed their loss to
the “stay at home” vote, promising that their voters would turn out for the Presidential
election in November. These predictions proved to be unfounded. Turnout for the
November election was significantly higher, but the Whig presidential candidate, Gen
Winfield Scott, increased his Pennsylvania vote by only a percentage point, and the
Democrat, Franklin Pierce, won the state handily on his way to being elected president.
The Free-soil presidential candidate, John P. Hale, won 2.2% of the Pennsylvania vote. 66
The reasons for this Whig decline were somewhat complex. Earlier in the year, in
a letter to Gov. William Bigler, James Buchanan predicted that Whigs would conduct
their campaign on three issues: “1. Tariff, 2. Free Banking Bill, 3. The modification of
the Fugitive Slave Law as intimated in Governor Johnston’s message, for the purpose of
obtaining votes from the Democratic Free Soilers in the Northern Part of the State” 67 In
fact, Buchanan had overstated the Whigs’ determination to run on the issue of the
Fugitive Slave Law. Whigs in Philadelphia not only emphasized the economic issues,
they sought to depict themselves as the party of the Union, while suggesting that men “of
the most rabid Free-soil and Disunion school” were actively supporting the Democracy.
What Buchanan had not predicted was that Whigs (both in Pennsylvania and elsewhere)
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would seek to expand their electorate by reaching out to Catholic immigrants. For a time,
Democratic operatives in Pennsylvania feared that Whigs might have some success
among immigrant voters, yet as the election neared it became clear that most of the
immigrant vote would remain in the Democratic column. Additionally, Whig’s overtures
seem to have alienated groups that had tended to support them in the past; it seems likely
that at least some of the voters who supported the Native American candidate in the
October election then voted for Pierce in November. 68
Despite their disappointment with the outcome of the election of 1852, many
Whigs hoped to bide their time, waiting for the next election when they hoped that they
would be able to exploit the missteps of Democratic officeholders. One again, their
hopes were thwarted and the Whig vote declined once again in 1853. In Pennsylvania,
Whigs sought to rally their base by calling for the privatization of the Mainline Canal, but
this does not seem to have captured the minds of voters they way that traditional Whig
economic issues had often done. What was perhaps just as disturbing to the Whig
faithful, their party’s failure was accompanied by a proliferation of smaller parties,
contesting various issues. As it had in many northern states, temperance arose as a
pressing political issue, and in places where Whigs refused to endorse the prohibitionary
Maine Law, independent temperance tickets cut into the Whig vote. Elsewhere, the
Native American party ran its own candidates, electing four members of the state house
from the county of Philadelphia. The waters were further muddied in Philadelphia by the
existence of separate “consolidation” candidates (as well as consolidation candidates of
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the major parties), men who advocated the merger of the city and county of Philadelphia
into one municipality. As a result of this “crazy-quilt” electoral pattern, the Whig
statewide vote declined to an all time low, and their share of the state house slipped to
twenty-six of one hundred members. 69
The antislavery press in Philadelphia praised what the Pennsylvania Freeman
termed “Political Insubordination.” For years, of course, abolitionists had denounced the
major parties, and had suggested that political wire-pullers had used the national parties
to prevent the anti-slavery will of the people of Pennsylvania. Now it praised “their
increasing disposition to break from the lead of political managers and caucus dictation
and begin to do their own thinking.” 70 Yet Pennsylvania abolitionists could not have
failed to see that the independent thinking of voters had led them not to antislavery
candidates, but to temperance candidates, or to nativist candidates, or reformist
“consolidation” candidates. Also, while they had often maligned the Whig Party for its
subordination to the Slave Power, they also recognized that they had at times found allies
among Whigs. Black Pennsylvanians were perhaps most aware of the difference between
the two major parties. While the Whigs were hardly an abolition party, the Whig
governor, William Johnston had refused to sign the repeal of the anti-kidnapping law of
1847. When they looked at this new political landscape, then, black Philadelphians had
to feel some anxiety about what they saw, as well as a sense of possibility.
The first several years of the 1850s had been tumultuous ones for black
Philadelphians (as they had been for all Americans). The new fugitive slave law had
rendered precarious even the second class citizenship that had been enjoyed by free
69
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blacks north of Maryland. At the same time, the new law illustrated both the willingness
of many Whigs (and nearly all Democrats) to sacrifice black rights on the altar of Union,
while demonstrating the need for free blacks to exploit the concerns of whites concerning
slaveholder incursions into the North. These years also saw a resurgence of African
colonization, and its attempt to define African Americans as alien to American society.
This resurgence was clearly linked to the new, legal assaults on black rights. While these
conflicts simmered, the party to which African Americans had directed their appeals had
begun to disintegrate, its place taken not by an antislavery party, but by a diffusion of
broadly reformist parties.
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Chapter Seven – Black Nativism and the Road to the Civil War

The new principal of the Institute for Colored Youth, Charles L. Reason, was a
native New Yorker, but he very quickly immersed himself in the activist milieu of black
Philadelphia. He overhauled the already rigorous curriculum of the ICY, molding it into
an unparalleled school for the black children of the city. Reason also made the school
into an intellectual focal point of black Philadelphia, attracting speakers from across the
North. Yet like many of the black activists of Philadelphia, Reason coupled his fairly
genteel educational and cultural work with other more radical actions. In his native New
York, he had been active in the struggle to secure political rights for African Americans,
and he continued that struggle in Philadelphia. He protested vigorously when the white
abolitionist, Lucy Stone, agreed to lecture in a hall which barred black attendees. Like so
many black Philadelphians, he also became active in the work of the Vigilance
Committee; he served publicly on the Committee, and he also (less publicly) helped to
forward fugitives from slavery along to William Still and the Acting Committee. 1
Though such hybrid activism had a long history in the city, for many black
Philadelphians (native or not), the political climate of the 1850s provoked a renewed
politicization. In other parts of the North, embrace of a more narrowly antislavery
politics might have been practical. In the border region of Philadelphia, however, free
blacks (whether legally enslaved or not) recognized that it did matter who held office.
Mildly antislavery politicians, who were more inclined to support free blacks against
1
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kidnappers and slave catchers, were far preferable to the alternative. Recent elections
had also demonstrated that Democrats profited when their opposition split its vote among
a number of candidates (as they had in 1853). While further north it might have been
reasonable to support smaller, more purely antislavery politics, on the border, it was more
important to push for a political coalition which was antislavery and which could win.
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, with its ultimate embrace of
African colonization, had pointed to one type of broader, antislavery consciousness
which could appeal to a large segment of the North. Yet for many free blacks broadening
the coalition by appealing to white desire to exclude African Americans from the United
States was a Faustian bargain. What, then, was the alternative? How might black
Philadelphians push for a broader political movement which opposed slavery and
included African Americans in its definition of American? A November 25, 1852 issue
of the Pennsylvania Freeman hints at a few directions such a politics might take. On the
third page, the first article was a comparison of the recent presidential election with the
one four years earlier. The vote for the Free Soil party, it noted, had declined
dramatically. Yet, it warned, if the defenders of slavery felt this was an accurate
depiction of the depth of antislavery sentiment in the country, they were sorely mistaken.
“Unseen and silently, like the deep forces of Nature it is working in thousands of hearts.”
Directly below this column, was an account of how Kentucky slaveholders who had
thought that the Compromise of 1850 had solved all of their problems were now finding
that fugitives continued to stream north, and that new and more effective means needed
to be provided to end this flight. Two columns to the right, appeared a couple of items,
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reprinted from other papers, on the popularity of the political temperance movement in
various states. 2
At the very center of the page, however, was a review of a recent publication by
the Boston-based black abolitionist William Cooper Nell. Nell’s book, Services of
Colored Americans in the Wars of 1776 and 1812, the review tells us, reminds Americans
“of the loyal devotion of the people of color to their country in the hour of danger and
disaster.” Furthermore, it notes, “The impartial foreigner who reads this page of our
country’s history cannot but be indignant at our aggravated and repeated injuries to men
who have imperiled their life in defense of our freedom and rights.” Nell’s work has
been read as a demonstration of black capabilities, as a refutation of claims of racial
inferiority, but some contemporaries pointed explicitly to it as an argument that African
Americans had earned American citizenship. Significantly, the Freeman also uses a
“foreigner” as a reader in order to underline this assertion. 3
Use of the image of the “foreigner” or especially the immigrant as a means of
bringing arguments for black citizenship into relief had, by the 1850s, been a part of
black political discourse for decades. Yet in the 1850s, questions about what it meant to
be an American exploded into American politics as never before. This is clear not only
in the explicitly nativist or anti-Catholic political parties of this period, but also in the
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political culture of the temperance movement and even a reformist crusade like the
consolidation movement in Philadelphia. 4 It is perhaps unsurprising then that in this
period, free African Americans seized upon such constructions as never before. In doing
so, free blacks leaned on a language of black nativism. This black nativism did not (like
its white counterpart) explicitly seek to deny white immigrants certain political rights, but
rather it demanded for African Americans a right to United States citizenship through the
demonstration of the superiority of black claims on America when compared with those
made by white immigrants.

Nebraska and Black Nativism

In January 1854, Stephen Douglas, Democratic Congressmen from Illinois,
introduced a bill which would pave the way for the creation of two new states from the
Nebraska territory, allowing those states (which stood north of the Missouri Compromise
line) to determine for themselves whether or not they would permit slaveholding.
Douglas knew this bill would, “raise a hell of a storm in the North,” and he was, of
course, correct. Opposition to the Nebraska Bill and its repeal of the Missouri
Compromise, galvanized northern antislavery sentiment, and would prove to be one of
the crucial factors in creating the Republican Party. 5
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Black Philadelphians shared the outrage of white Northerners at this proposed
expansion of slavery, and were determined to speak out against it. Their attacks on the
Nebraska Bill, however, demonstrated their own particular take on the matter. In March
1854, prominent Philadelphians organized an “Anti-Colonization and Anti-Nebraska
Meeting.” Joining together opposition to African colonization with their criticism of the
expansion of slavery, these men painted a picture of a larger, pro-slavery plan to
undermine the rights of African Americans, whether free or enslaved. They made it clear
that they did not oppose the Nebraska Bill because it violated the Missouri Compromise,
since they argued that any expansion of slavery was unacceptable. They also denounced
the Homestead Bill which excluded free blacks, noting that “color was not thought of as a
hindrance to their suffering in two wars to maintain the rights of the American people.” 6
Once again, black Philadelphians resisted attempts to expand the antislavery electoral
coalition through concessions to white racism.
The Philadelphia District Annual Conference of the A.M.E. Church established a
committee of its own to address the Nebraska Bill. That committee issued a statement
which illuminated the attitudes of some black Philadelphians towards the politics of
slavery expansion. The report, signed by black activists, William Catto and James J.
Gould Bias, denounced the bill not on the specific grounds that it expanded slavery, but
as a representative example of all the legislation which denied African Americans
equality. They also alluded to the Nebraska Bill as an expression of Slave Power
aggression, “another stretch of that power which, like the horse leech still cries ‘Give,
give!’ or like the grave, “is never satisfied.” They are ultimately less concerned with the
6
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potential expansion of slavery into the new territories than they are with convincing their
white neighbors that any concession to the Slave Power will be answered with a cry for
further concessions. 7
At least one observer noted that the Nebraska Bill did, in fact, render white
Philadelphians less willing to acquiesce in the recovery of fugitive slaves. A
correspondent to the National Anti-Slavery Standard wrote,
The passage of the Nebraska Bill has operated as a practical repeal of the Fugitive Slave Law.
Even here in Pennsylvania, the favorite hunting ground of slaveholders – made such by our
geographical position and political subserviency – it is now next to impossible to execute this
infamous statute. The people have for some time only wanted a pretext for open hostility to it, and
now one is afforded them in the outrage that has been perpetrated in the passage of the Nebraska
Bill. 8

Even the explosive issue of the expansion of slavery, therefore, was channeled through
local issues, as a means of shattering the willingness of white Pennsylvanians to make
sacrifices to the Slave Power in defense of the Union.
Yet northern outrage at these aggressions of the Slave Power did not necessarily
translate directly into political gains. In 1853, nativist candidates had won four of the
state house seats from Philadelphia County. This was but a taste of what was to come.
During the spring and summer of 1854, the nativist (but especially anti-Catholic) KnowNothing movement emerged from the shadows to win stunning political victories across
the nation. 9 In June, the Whig/Know-Nothing candidate, Robert Conrad, became the first
mayor of the consolidated city of Philadelphia; upon assuming office, the new mayor
appointed a police force of exclusively native born officers, and set about aggressively
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enforcing the Sunday liquor laws. 10 Some Whigs reached out to this new, politically
potent movement, hoping to ride it to victory in the fall. Others refused to embrace
nativism, and instead sought to emphasize the issue of slavery, which had been made
more immediate by the passage of the Kansas Nebraska Bill in May. To make things
even more complicated, the Democratic governor had enraged some of the members of
his own party with his appointment of the Catholic James Campbell as postmaster
general. 11
Pennsylvania Free Soilers initially spurned the Whig gubernatorial candidate,
Judge James Pollock, hoping that David Wilmot might be convinced to run instead. In
his nomination speech, Pollock had only offered a vague allusion to the slavery issue.
While his guarded comments failed to excite antislavery activists, temperance and antiCatholic forces within the state saw Pollack as a clear contrast to the sitting Democratic
governor. Free Soilers nominated a separate candidate, David Potts, in May, but
eventually withdrew his nomination and backed Pollock, after the judge issued a strongly
worded letter denouncing the Nebraska Bill and calling for trial by jury for those accused
as fugitives from slavery. During the summer, Pennsylvania Whigs moved to head off
any antislavery voters who might be wavering. “The Whig candidates talk as strongly
against the aggressions of the South as the genuine Abolitionists themselves,” noted the
National Anti-Slavery Standard, “but the game has been so often played by political
parties that they will need to be on probation a long time.” Antislavery voters backed
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Pollock as the most likely option to win, even as they remained skeptical as to his real
commitment to their cause. 12
Pennsylvania Whigs’ newfound zeal for antislavery may have won them votes
among some Pennsylvanians, but their waffling on the issue of temperance cost them
among others. Pollack remained popular among dry voters, but many Whigs running for
offices down the ticket faced independent Maine Law candidates. Other Whigs failed to
reach out to nativists, and as a result faced challengers (both from the Democratic and
Native American parties) who were endorsed by the Know Nothing movement. Pollock
had joined the Know Nothing order, and as a result received their nod, even though the
Native American Party had run a candidate of its own. He won the election handily,
receiving a larger percentage of the vote than any other Whig in the state’s history. It
was clear, however, that his victory was a result of the support of the Know Nothings,
since the Whig candidate for Canal Commissioner lost overwhelmingly to the (proNebraska!) Democrat who had received the support of the Know Nothings. While
abolitionists often claimed that antislavery sentiment was behind electoral success, the
Philadelphia correspondent of the National Anti-Slavery Standard admitted that Pollock’s
sizable victory could not be attributed to his belated opposition to the Nebraska Bill. 13
What did black Philadelphians think of this new political environment? In March
of 1854, Jacob C. White, Jr. (son of the black activist and Vigilance Committee member
of the same name), penned an essay titled “What Rum is doing for the Colored People.”
12
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On a certain level, White’s essay fits into a long tradition of black racial uplift. Only by
abstaining from drink can blacks demonstrate their fitness in the eyes of whites. It is
interesting, however, that White explicitly notes that the consumption of alcohol is not
merely a lower class vice, commenting that “the Respectable Groggeries are ruining the
very class of people to whom we are to look as warriors who are to fight for our liberty
and our rights.” Even more important, White explicitly places his call for abstention
from drink in the larger context of the political temperance movement. “If there are any
people,” he writes, “who have a good reason for advocating the passage of the ‘Maine
Liquor Law,’ or some other kind of prohibitory liquor law, it is the Colored people of this
country.” 14 By connecting black temperance to political temperance, White seems to be
implying some recognition of the shifting political context of his native state.
The shifting sands of politics seem also to have been on the mind of Robert
Purvis, as he rose to speak to the assembled meeting of the American Anti-Slavery
Society in May 1854. Purvis had been invited by Garrison to speak on a topic of his own
choosing, “colonization, colorphobia, the claims of the colored population to freedom and
equality in the land of their birth.” Purvis offered a resolution in which he praised the
progress which had been made “in public sentiment on the subject of the colored man’s
rights.” While he might have pointed to efforts of Whigs in his state to assume the
mantle of antislavery, Purvis did not. Instead he pointed to the public denunciation of the
statements of the Irish nationalist and now New York-based printer, John Mitchel. In his
journal, The Citizen, Mitchel had denied that the owning of slaves was immoral, invoking
the authority of “Moses,” “Socrates” and “Jesus Christ.” If this was not enough, Mitchel
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went further: “we, for our part, wish we had a good plantation, well stocked with healthy
negroes, in Alabama.” The northern public response, according to Purvis, had led to
Mitchel’s “defeat, disgrace and moral death,” evidence that the northern public would no
longer tolerate such servile defenses of slavery. 15
For Purvis, it was not sufficient to point out the public’s repudiation of Mitchel’s
statement; Mitchel himself, and specifically his Irish origins, became significant. The
public’s rejection of this “Irish miscreant,” as Purvis termed him, would become “a
warning to any unprincipled foreign adventurer who may hastily prostrate their servile
souls to the slaveholding spirit of our land.” He contrasted the support that black
Philadelphians had shown for the cause of Irish Repeal with this Irish immigrant’s
treatment of African Americans. Purvis went on to note the irony of the fact that such
foreign born defenders of slavery might become American citizens, while Purvis was
denied this right. “In other words,” continued Purvis, “this liberty-loving patriot shall
decide whether his influence shall be for or against native born Americans, many of
whom are descendents of those who shed their blood in the Revolutionary struggle.” 16
Once again, we have a black activist choosing to connect the struggle for black
rights, and against slavery, to the larger world of politics. Purvis might have pointed
simply to northern outrage at the Kansas Nebraska Bill (and later in his speech he would
move on to that topic). Yet if he was looking at political conditions in his own state, it
was not entirely clear that purely anti-Nebraska politics was such a success. Anti-
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immigrant politics, on the other hand, was ascendant. Purvis’s speech helps weave his
own long held defense of black rights on the grounds of nativity, with the more
immediate public concern with the influence of Irish immigrants. Additionally, though it
goes unmentioned, his continuing opposition to emigration and colonization is surely a
subtext of the speech and its optimistic take on the American political scene. Invocation
of the Revolutionary inheritance of African Americans had, as we have seen, long been a
part of the discourse of black opposition to African colonization. Here Purvis connects
this language with the politics of nativism, and in doing so provides an unexpected
counter to those who had come to see American politics and American society as
irredeemably hostile to African Americans.
In the mid-1850s, the Christian Recorder, the newspaper of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, also emerged as a forum for a sort of black nativist politics. Founded
in 1848 as the Christian Herald, the paper struggled for a time, but was later reestablished in 1852, with its new name. Its stated mission was to publish material on “1.
Religion, 2. Morality, 3. Science and Literature.” 17 Politics also became an important
subject for the Recorder, and its pages chronicled robust discussions of what form black
politics should take. One letter, published under the heading “Our Political Rights,”
exhorted readers to sustain the political efforts which periodically arose during times of
crisis, to continue to petition the state legislature for black political rights. If black
Pennsylvanians had “expended half the zeal in the right direction that has been lost in
denouncing the oppressors and each other, we would, long since have reaped the benefit
in the amelioration of our condition.” Such political optimism did not go unchallenged,
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though. A month later, black Philadelphian and activist Johnson Woodlin challenged the
efficacy of such tactics, even going so far as to suggest that the achievement of full
citizenship in the United States was unforeseeable. 18
Yet if this discussion of political tactics, coming in the midst of the tumultuous
elections of 1854, was influenced by that context, other pieces in the Christian Recorder
engage more specifically with the new political issues. An August 1854 editorial calls
not for the personal renunciation of drink among African Americans, but rather for state
legislation prohibiting the sale of alcohol. It disputes the claims of some who deny the
right of the state to legislate on such matters. 19 The Recorder also frequently gave voice
to strikingly anti-Catholic rhetoric, often featuring stories on its back page which warned
of the international threat posed by Roman Catholicism. In a typical piece from August
1854 (not long after Philadelphia had elected an openly nativist mayor), readers are
warned:
Rome works insidiously among us, as she does everywhere else. Our people must be made
acquainted with her subtleties and plans if we would defeat them…It is only by enlightening the
people on the nature and objects of Rome’s movements that we can hope to save our country from
the dangers which threaten it from that quarter. 20

While the editors drew on the anti-Catholic rhetoric of American politics, they refrained
from endorsing the Know Nothing Party. They did, however, print the letters of readers
who supported Know Nothings. “I would rather be with the Know Nothing party,” wrote
William Moore, a member of the church, in a September 1854 letter, “than stay with the
Do Nothings…” 21
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In September 1854, the free black orator, and former fugitive slave, William
Wells Brown returned to the United States after a sojourn in Great Britain. He
disembarked in the city of Philadelphia, only weeks before the electoral triumph of the
Know Nothing party in the state of Pennsylvania. The Vigilance Committee of
Philadelphia hosted a meeting welcoming him home at the Brick Wesley Church. A
month later, near the end of his extended stay in the city, Brown addressed the annual
meeting of the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society, which met in West Chester. Brown
seems to have taken in some of the messy nativist politics of their city because in his
address he delivered one of the most striking examples of black nativism we have on
record. 22
Brown begins his address with a denunciation of slavery, labeling it a “great
mistake” of the American founders. Yet, he insists, that he dares not reveal to his
audience the true nature of American slavery, “we must wait and let the future historian
complete the picture.” Instead, he urges his audience to look around them if they want to
see the consequences of slavery. The free blacks of the northern states, argues Brown,
were suffering from the degradations wrought by slavery. 23 Here, like so many
proponents of political antislavery, Brown focuses on the effects of slavery on the north
rather than on the evils of slavery itself. Yet by focusing on the plight of free blacks, he
resists the attempt of some political opponents of slavery to emphasize the danger that the
Slave Power presents to white northerners. Free blacks, he insists, must be among those
who are to be defended from the encroachment of aggressive slavery.
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This much is clearly in line with a long tradition in free black rhetoric, but the
way he makes his case that free blacks should be included among those do be defended
owes at least something to the political climate. Brown recounted his recent arrival in
Philadelphia, after his stay in Britain. “There were two passengers on board the
Atlantic,” he recalled, “They were foreigners and I an American.” Yet, he knew that
despite his greater claim on American soil, he still could not expect to be treated as well
as they would be.
We all started to walk up the streets of Philadelphia together; we hailed an omnibus; the two
foreigners got in; I was told that “niggers” were not allowed to ride. Foreigners, mere adventurers,
perhaps, in this country, are treated as equals, while I, American born, whose grandfather fought in
the revolution, am not permitted to ride in one of your fourth-rate omnibuses. The foreigner has a
right, after five years residence, to say who shall be president, as far as his vote goes, even though
he cannot read your Constitution or write his name, while 600,000 free coloured people are
disfranchised. 24

Brown’s point here is not that such men should not be granted the right to earn American
citizenship, but rather that he (and those like him) had already earned that right. By
focusing on their foreign-ness, their ignorance of American culture, even their illiteracy,
Brown connects his own claims for American citizenship with the anxieties of nativist
whites.
Though many antislavery voters hailed the victory of Know Nothing candidates, it
was not entirely clear what the new party meant for the politics of antislavery. In
February of 1855, Fredrick Douglass’s Paper, which had previously paid compliment to
the Know Nothing Party, began to warn of the party’s “inevitable drift in a pro-slavery
direction.” 25 Indeed the Know Nothing governor of Pennsylvania, James Pollock, had
written to John M. Clayton of Delaware of his desire to use the Know Nothing Party as
24
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the foundation of a new, national party. “We have the material,” he wrote, just a few
weeks after his election as governor, “for a ‘liberal, tolerant, high-minded, and truly
American party’ and it will be used.” 26 No doubt black Philadelphians had their own
suspicions about the antislavery devotion of the triumphant Know Nothings, especially
their plans to create a new “national” party. Yet if they had their doubts, they
nevertheless knew that it was imperative that they appeal to the anti-slavery and
(relatively) pro-black sentiment that did exist among some supporters of the party.
On May 24, 1855, the governor of Pennsylvania paid a visit to the Institute for
Colored Youth in Philadelphia. Even though Pollock was interested in forging a national
political party which might transcend the slavery issue, he was willing to reach out to free
blacks in his own state. Jacob C. White, Jr., who had previously distinguished himself
through his advocacy of the temperance cause, delivered the welcoming address. White
noted that when the teachers and students of the Institute had learned that the Governor
would be visiting the schools of Philadelphia, they wondered whether he would be
willing to visit theirs, one devoted to the education of black Philadelphians. They were
glad, therefore, that he had chosen to do so, and given them the opportunity to
demonstrate their successes. He referred to the fact that “this great Commonwealth” did
not grant free blacks the full rights of citizenship, but assured the Governor that the
school was preparing its students for the day when it would. He fondly recalled the
“noble sentiments” that Pollock had issued during his campaign, in regard to “the subject
of Common School Education,” and in what seems to have been a not completely veiled
reference to both African colonization and the nativist politics of Philadelphia, stated his
hope the school would show its students to be “useful, worthy and respected citizens in
26
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this country of our birth and affection,” proof that African Americans “may advance
without an alienation from the land of our nativity.” The National Anti-Slavery Standard
reported that Governor Pollock “seemed especially pleased with the Coloured High
School, and said that his visit to no other in the city had afforded him such satisfaction.” 27
Perhaps White hoped that such arguments would help create a place for free African
Americans in any sort of emerging political coalition.
If White’s address makes a connection between nativism and black rights by
means of a positive assertion of black nativity, another black Philadelphian drew on the
more negative aspects of political nativism in order to make a different sort of case for
black citizenship. Frank Webb had been born in Philadelphia, probably in the late 1820s.
He was connected to prominent black Philadelphians, and seems to have been at least
something of an activist himself. In 1854, Webb delivered a lecture at the black
Banneker Institute on “The Martial Capacity of Blacks.” Around this time, his business
failed, which seems to have provided the spark which led him to write the novel The
Garies and Their Friends. He also accompanied his wife, emerging as a well respected
actress at the time, on a tour which took them to Great Britain. The novel was published
in London in 1857, though Webb set his story in his native Philadelphia. 28
The novel, the second one to be published by an African American, tells a story of
free black life in Philadelphia. At its heart is a riot (seemingly based at least in part on
the actual riot of 1842), in which Irish immigrants terrorize Philadelphia’s black
27
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community. The reason for the riot is not any inherent tension between these two groups,
but it is rather the effort of the novel’s villain, the nefarious lawyer, Stevens. Incensed
that the amalgamationist Garie family has moved in next door to him, Stevens concocts a
plan to murder Garie and to drive the black residents out of his neighborhood (and,
incidentally, to buy up their property for a song). In order to spark the anti-black riot,
Stevens employs a number of Irish thugs who have worked for him before. When they
express concern about the legal consequences of their actions, Stevens assures them that
he will use his political influence to protect them. He also alludes to the fact that these
men are the same ones he uses to deliver the Irish vote in his district on Election Day.
“I’m all right down here, you know,” he brags at one point to a potential office holder, “I
own the boys in this district; and if you say you put some little matters through for me
after you are elected, I’ll call it a bargain.” The Irish thugs carry out their assignment,
and as a result, Garie is murdered. 29
There is not much evidence that the novel received significant notice in the
United States (though it did have some success in England); nevertheless it does provide
some insight into how one black Philadelphian looked at the ethnically charged politics
of his native city. Webb seems to have been writing the book at the very moment when
Know Nothing politics was ascendant. 30 Though the Irish rioters bear no particular
hatred for their free black neighbors, they are easily manipulated by the oily politician,
Stevens. Just as Know Nothings had warned, (Catholic) Irish immigrants with no real
appreciation for the republican institutions of the United States were easily manipulated
by demagogues. It is as if Webb has channeled the riot of 1842 through the political
29
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culture of the 1850s. Similarly, it takes the longstanding abolitionist suspicion of
electoral politics, and places it in a different, though related political culture of the Know
Nothings, which also expressed profound suspicion of political wire-pullers. 31

If black Philadelphians did not know what to expect from the new Know
Nothing-dominated house of Pennsylvania, they had to be encouraged when in January
1855, a Know Nothing legislator from western Pennsylvania introduced a bill “to confer
upon Colored Persons the Right of Citizenship.” It would have granted free black
residents of the state the same “civil, religious and political rights” as other citizens of the
commonwealth. 32 In support of this bill, a group of black Philadelphians drafted a
Memorial of Thirty Thousand Disfranchised Citizens, which they had published and
presented to the state legislature. 33
The memorial draws on the long tradition of black political discourse, but
befitting the political context in which it was written, it is suffused with the rhetoric of
black nativism. The first section is a litany of the abuse suffered by black
Pennsylvanians. “Assaulted on public streets…dragged before a magistrate, incapable of
speaking our language correctly…Forced from our places of business by a population
incapable of comprehending the freedom of our institutions.” If this is too veiled a
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reference, the memorial insists that these offences are “in imitation of that tyranny from
which they have but recently escaped.” In contrast to those who have oppressed them,
“We are native Americans, and since allegiance is due from us, protection and equal
rights are due from the Government.” Later on the memorial shifts from demonstrating
the justice of their claim to demanding citizenship as their right. “Return to us,” they
insist, “those rights of which we are deprived, and which you have so freely given to the
sons of men who fought against your independence.” Near the end of the work, the
authors also invoked the name of Crispus Attucks, the former slave who had been slain in
the “Boston Massacre” of 1770, and who had emerged in the 1850s as a powerful symbol
of the black contribution to the American Revolution. “The first blood shed upon the
altar of American Republicanism,” the memorial reminded its readers, had been the blood
of “a colored man.” 34 Despite the efforts of black activists, however, the bill failed to
pass. The sympathy for black voting rights which did exist was outweighed by its
political risks, and by continuing fears of racial amalgamation. 35

Black Philadelphians and the Rescue of Jane Johnson

On July 18, 1855, a young black man he had never seen before placed a note,
which appeared to have been hastily written, in William Still’s hand. “Mr. Still – Sir:
Will you come down to Bloodgood’s Hotel as soon as possible – as there are three and
34
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they want liberty. Their master is here with them, on his way to New York.” The note
bore no signature. 36
Still immediately headed out in search of his colleague on the Acting Committee
of the Vigilance Committee, Passmore Williamson. Williamson, the sole white member
on the Acting Committee, was a Quaker and a prominent lawyer. The two hurried to the
hotel, and upon finding that the people mentioned in the note had left, the two
abolitionists headed for the ferryboat landing where they had been told they would find
the woman in question, along with her two sons. When they reached the landing, they
found that passengers had already boarded the vessel, and so the two men pushed their
way aboard, and on the top deck, found the woman they had been seeking. Williamson
took the lead; he strode up to the woman, who he would later learn was named Jane
Johnson, and informed her that if she wished to be free, she was, all she needed to do was
to walk to shore with her children. Her master, an elderly man, who it turned out was
United States Minister to Nicaragua, John Wheeler, insisted that she had no desire to
leave him. When Johnson rose to go with the abolitionists, her master attempted to
prevent her, and so Williamson restrained the old man as Johnson and her children were
spirited away by Still and a few black men who had witnessed the scene. 37
After Johnson and her children had escaped, Williamson turned to Wheeler,
handed him his business card, and introduced himself. Shortly after this exchange,
Williamson returned to his office, and from there set out for Harrisburg, where he had a
previously scheduled business engagement. Wheeler, who was in the middle of returning
to his foreign post when this incident occurred, and who had, in fact dined with the
36
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President at the White House the night before, immediately set out to find the federal
Marshall for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. The Marshall, like Wheeler a Pierce
appointee, sent him along to another Democratic ally, Judge John Kane, who eventually
issued a writ of habeas corpus, requiring Williamson to appear in court the next day.
Williamson was gone by then, but once he returned from Harrisburg, he appeared in
court, where he denied that he had knowledge of the whereabouts of Johnson and her
children. Judge Kane declared Williamson to be in contempt of court, and he was taken
to the Moyamensing prison. The five black dock workers who had helped Johnson
escape were also taken into custody. William Still would later be charged along with
these men. 38
The case was politically charged from the start. It seems clear that Judge Kane
was concerned that this incident, and the attention it almost immediately received, would
prove to be politically troublesome for Democrats in the coming elections. Kane’s efforts
produced the opposite effect, and Williamson became a martyr for abolition. A stream of
well-wishers visited him in his cell, and most observers agreed that sympathy for
Williamson had significantly broadened the appeal of the fight against slavery in
Pennsylvania. He served as an embodiment of the fear that the political power of slavery
threatened not only the slaves themselves, but also the liberties of white men and women.
He received favorable coverage, even in the non-abolitionist press; the nativist Sun was
especially applauded by abolitionists for its accounts of the Williamson/Johnson affair,
though unsurprisingly, the Democratic press denounced Williamson and his antislavery
allies. The newly organized Republican Party nominated Williamson as its candidate for
Canal Commissioner (which was the highest state office to be contested in 1855).
38
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According to the Philadelphia correspondent for the National Anti-Slavery Standard,
“Leading Know Nothings are openly out in his favor,” but eventually both the
Republicans and Whigs of Pennsylvania withdrew their candidates in order to unite
behind the Know Nothing, Thomas Nicholson (who was defeated despite this effort at
fusion). Not only was this attempt at fusion on top of the ticket unsuccessful, but
Democrats also retook the state House of Representatives. 39
Black Philadelphians recognized the usefulness of Passmore Williamson as a
martyr, but they also struggled to make sure that the emphasis on the white Williamson
did not erase the contributions of his black allies. When the Colored National
Convention met in Philadelphia in October 1855 (Pennsylvanians were a majority of the
delegates), it sent a committee, under the leadership of Robert Purvis, to pay their
respects to Passmore Williamson. Yet they also coupled this with a resolution reminding
the public of the conduct of the John Ballard, William Custis, John Braddock, James
Martin, Josiah Moore and William Still, the black men who had aided Jane Johnson’s
escape. 40 A September meeting held just north of Philadelphia, in which Purvis also
participated, issued a similar dual celebration of the black and white struggle against
slavery. That meeting also praised the coverage that the nativist Daily Sun had given to
the Williamson case, indicating that even as black abolitionists sought to keep the efforts
of blacks in the public eye, they were also interested in reaching out to political allies that
had not traditionally been favorable to them. 41
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Black Philadelphians surely also recognized that the Know Nothing mayor of
Philadelphia had proven to be something of a friend to the antislavery cause. When a
Louisiana slaveholder came to Philadelphia seeking to recover a woman who had fled
from bondage in the company of a white man, the slaveholder secured a warrant for the
capture of the woman as a fugitive slave and the man for aiding her. Mayor Conrad
evidently felt he was legally bound to allow the seizure of a fugitive slave, but he did
order the police to set free the white man who had assisted her, warning the officer in
question that if he “acted as the agent of Louisiana” he would be discharged from the
police force. 42 Such actions may have given black Philadelphians hope that nativist
politicians would prove to be political allies, or at least they could be had antislavery
sympathies that could be exploited.
The Passmore Williamson/Jane Johnson affair continued to provoke controversy
in the state legislature. Legal maneuvering around a damage suit brought by Williamson
against Judge Kane eventually led the state legislature to weigh in on the matter. The
majority, now Democratic after the 1855 elections, declared that “the right of transit
through Pennsylvania with their slaves is already secured to the citizens of the
slaveholding States by the law of Nations, and the Federal Constitution.” In a letter, later
published in the Provincial Freeman, William Still pointed to this language as evidence
of the proslavery subservience of the legislature (though he hoped that the Governor,
James Pollock, would not prove so servile). The importance of the Williamson case,
especially for Still, lay not just in its demonstration that the Slave Power was willing to
sacrifice the rights of white northerners, but that it sought to make slavery legal in
Pennsylvania once again. A few months earlier, white abolitionist J. Miller McKim had
42
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made a similar point: “[Kane] has laid down doctrines which practically make
Pennsylvania once more a slave state.” 43 While antislavery voters in Pennsylvania were
clearly concerned about the danger that the Slave Power posed to white liberties, it is also
clear that many were genuinely concerned about the expansion of slavery into the Border
North, and the violation of the rights of free blacks.

The Politics of Black Citizenship

In the wake of the 1855 elections, antislavery voters assessed the results and
looked forward to the coming presidential election. Though it had offered guarded
support for the fusion efforts in Pennsylvania, after the election the National Era blamed
the loss on the decision of anti-Nebraska voters to back the Know Nothing candidate.
Had they remained true to the Republican Party, it insisted, they would have triumphed. 44
Nevertheless, they following year, when Republicans did in fact stay true to their own
candidate for president, they suffered a convincing defeat. Despite the fact that national
Republicans focused on Pennsylvania as the key to the presidential election, their efforts
failed. The Republican, John C. Fremont, received a mere 32% of the vote in
Pennsylvania. Almost 18% of the opposition to the Democratic administration voted for
the American party candidate, former President Millard Fillmore. Support for Fillmore
was the result of a combination of factors. Old-line Whigs feared that a vote for the
Republican Party was a vote for disunion. Anti-Catholic voters also were concerned by
43
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rumors that Fremont was secretly a Catholic. As staunch an anti-slavery politician as
Thaddeus Stevens contended that the charge that Fremont was a Catholic “lost us the
Nation.” It was clear that if the new Republican Party wished to win in Pennsylvania, it
would need to expand its appeal to some of these anti-Democratic voters who had
spurned it in 1856. 45
Before the Presidential election, William Still had written that there would be a
substantial benefit in the establishment of a large, strong anti-slavery party, even if that
party failed to win this election. “Even if the Republican party should not succeed in
electing their candidates,” he wrote in June 1856, “they will most assuredly succeed in
establishing a strong Northern party; in exposing the infamy of slaveholding
doughfaceism, &c” 46 Soon after the election, however, black Philadelphians were faced
with the consequences of Republican failure in their state. Even if Republicans had
demonstrated that a broad based, antislavery party could win throughout much of the
North, failure in Pennsylvania had helped throw the election to the Democrat, James
Buchanan, and had enabled the Democrats to hold on to the state legislature. Soon after
the new legislature was seated, a Democratic state senator presented a memorial from
citizens of Philadelphia and Bucks county (just north of Philadelphia), asking for a law
“prohibiting negroes and mulattoes from coming into our State, with view of acquiring
residence.” The fact that such a bill would be proposed was, no doubt, disturbing to
black Pennsylvanians, yet the opposition to this sentiment must have been encouraging,
perhaps especially the handful of Democratic legislatures who expressed embarrassment
45
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at the memorial’s “vulgar party cant.” 47 Such controversy lent the national controversy
over slavery an immediacy that the discussion of the extension of slavery may have
lacked.
When the Taney Supreme Court, therefore, on March 6, 1857, issued its ruling in
the case of Dred Scott versus Sandford, Pennsylvanians, whether black or white, saw the
decision not just in the national context of a struggle over slavery in the Western
territories, but in the local context, of the Border North. As the historian, Paul
Finkelman, has noted, “Taney’s goals in Dred Scott were more political than legal.” He
could have ruled narrowly on the Dred Scott’s case, but instead he used the opportunity
to attempt to resolve the thorny issues of slavery and the power of states to legislate on it.
Most famously, Taney’s decision had declared that Congress had no authority to ban
slavery in the territories, and that African Americans could not be citizens of the United
States. By implication, it also declared that free states did not have the right to
emancipate slaves who were brought into their territory (here Taney was affirming the
position argued by Judge Kane in the Williamson/Johnson case). Here we have the
clearly pro-Southern Supreme Court calling in to question the very existence of “free”
states. 48
Soon after the decision was issued, black Philadelphians met in order to express
their outrage. Unsurprisingly, they emphasized the Supreme Court’s denial of the right
of African Americans to be citizens (rather than the decision’s implications for the
extension of slavery into the West). James M. Bustill was appointed Chairman, and
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William Still served as Secretary of the meeting. Robert Purvis, one of two main
speakers for the day, blasted the idea that free blacks should take comfort in the
declarations of some that the decision was unconstitutional (a line taken by some
Republican politicians). “The Supreme Court,” Purvis reminded his listeners, “is the
appointed tribunal, and what it said is constitutional, is constitutional to all practical
intents and purposes.” It was useless, he insisted, to deny (as some abolitionists did) the
fact that the Constitution defended slavery. The meeting declared that “no allegiance is
due from any man, or any class of men, to a Government founded and administered in
iniquity.” It asserted, furthermore, that under such a Constitution and government
African Americans could only ever be “an alien, disfranchised and degraded class.” 49
Such language might have indicated a retreat on the part of black Philadelphians
(especially Purvis and Still) who had refused to relinquish their claims on American
citizenship. In fact Mary Ann Shadd Cary called on the participants in this meeting to go
beyond the rhetoric which denounced the pro-slavery government. “Do the Purvises,
Remonds, and others, who took part in the meeting intend to stay in the U. States?” she
asked. “If so, the resolutions amount to nothing, if not why not say so friends? Your
national ship is rotten sinking, why not leave it, and why not say so boldly, manfully?”
Yet Purvis did not abandon his native country, and in fact continued to be a strong critic
of those who did. Still maintained a close relationship with those who had emigrated to
Canada (his reports on events in Philadelphia were frequently reprinted in The Provincial
Freeman), but he too remained in the United States. At least part of their reasoning
emerges in a hopeful resolution passed by the Philadelphia meeting.
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Resolved, That we rejoice that slave holding despotism lays its ruthless hand not only on the
humble black man, but on the proud Northern white man; and our hope is that when our white
fellow slaves in these so-called free states see that they are alike subject with us to the slave
oligarchy, the difference of our servitude being only in degree, they will make common cause with
us… 50

As strong as language is in the resolutions, it makes a crucial distinction between the
American nation and the American government. The latter is dominated by the Slave
Power, but the participants in this meeting hold out hope for the former, and in fact see
promise in the awakening of white northerners to the threat posed to their liberties. It is
the hope that the emergence of this sort of criticism of the Slave Power would not lead
white northerners away from the abolitionist defense of black rights, but would instead
lead them to make common cause with free blacks. Of course they did not take this for
granted, and black Philadelphians like Purvis and Still dedicated themselves to efforts to
make sure that the rights of free blacks did not become disentangled from the rights of
white Northerners.
Yet if Still did remain in his native land, Taney’s decision had awakened in him
serious doubts about the possibility of achieving significant progress in the United States.
He shared his disillusionment in a letter to Mary Ann Shadd Carey, written just over a
week after the Dred Scott decision was made public. He noted that some leading black
men in Philadelphia (he singled out Isaiah Wear), saw the decision as further evidence
that no man could be spared from the fight against slavery and racial prejudice. Others
even went as far as to argue that the decision was a good thing, in that it laid bare the
ambitions of the Slave Power, and therefore would bring on the day when the North
would stand united against slaveholder aggression. Still, however, admitted that “I am
not of the number any longer to subscribe to the above ‘staying’ &c. doctrine,” and he
50
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wrote approvingly of those who decided to depart to Canada. If he were to see, however,
free blacks vigorously engaged in the effort to change the United States, Still insisted that
he would change his mind. If this were the case, he argued, “it would then seem
imperative duty to submit to existing circumstances,” but he saw little evidence that such
an effort was under way. 51 His disillusionment, then, came both from the decision itself
and from the seeming lack of active resistance to it. Still’s disillusionment was likely
reinforced by the results of the fall 1857 elections in Pennsylvania. The antislavery
Democrat turned Republican, David Wilmot, received only 40% of the vote in his
campaign for governor. Clearly a significant number of nativist voters could not bring
themselves to vote for Wilmot, and the American Party candidate received just under 8%
of the vote. Democrats expanded their share of the 100 seat legislature from 53 to a
whopping 68. 52
Yet Still’s seemingly disillusioned letter to Carey must be read not simply as a
depiction of the failure of too many black Philadelphians to act; it was also a call to
action. It was, after all, a public letter, one he knew would be printed in the Provincial
Freeman. Still’s Canadian readers might have read his words and felt justified in their
decision to emigrate. He likely hoped that those who had chosen not to emigrate, those
who had remained in the land of their birth, would instead feel guilt over their failure to
do more to fight against slavery and for black equality. Still, after all, continued to stay
and fight.
Still’s work continued to be both secretive and public at the same time. The
Vigilance Committee continued unabated during the last years of the 1850s, as is clearly
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demonstrated in Still’s meticulous records. Much of this work remained secretive, for
obvious reasons, yet the members of the Vigilance Committee recognized that their task
was not simply to support individuals on their way north (as important as that work was).
They knew that the Vigilance Committee, as the organizational heart of the Underground
Railroad, could be a weapon in the broader fight against slavery. Carefully considered
publicity was a crucial part of that effort. Still’s own public references to the
Committee’s work tended to be vague. “P.S. Just had, this evening, a fine arrival, per
underground,” he wrote in one letter to the Provincial Freeman. Yet it is clear that he did
work with other members of the Vigilance Committee to release just enough information
to feed the legend of the Underground Railroad. In a letter printed in the Liberty Bell in
late 1857, James Miller McKim, Still’s colleague on the Vigilance Committee, noted that
fifty men, women and children had “passed through the hands of our Vigilance
Committee in the last fortnight.” Anticipating the interpretation of recent historians,
McKim depicts this flight as something like a slave insurrection. They come “from every
part of the border States,” he notes, and as a result of their flight, “the tenure by which
slave property is held all along our borders is greatly weakened.” The work of the
Vigilance Committee could only have its greatest effect if large numbers of slaveholders
(especially on the border) knew of it, and feared that their slaves would find their way
onto the Underground Railroad. 53
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Yet in these years, some disillusioned African Americans did begin to reconsider
their attachment to the United States, and white colonizationists once again hoped to
soften the aversion of free blacks to African Colonization. For years, Benjamin Coates,
the white Philadelphia Quaker, had been intrigued by the idea of cultivating cotton in
West Africa. This, he hoped would prove an economic boon for Africa, simultaneously
attracting black immigrants from the United States while undercutting the profitability of
cotton cultivation in the slave holding south. In 1858, he published his argument for this
cultivation in a pamphlet, which he sent to numerous prominent abolitionists. He also
suggested the creation of a new organization, the African Civilization Society, which
would promote these goals. Coates admitted, though, that many free blacks would see
this new organization as “only African Colonization under another name, which it really
is.” While some free blacks remained resistant to anything that smacked of colonization,
others expressed support. Former Philadelphian William Whipper, for example,
responded positively to the potential of Coates’s plan. 54
For many free blacks, their willingness to support emigration to Africa (even in
connection with the American Colonization Society) was a part of their growing sense of
black nationalism. Yet as the historian Wilson Moses has demonstrated, black
nationalism was a complex phenomenon. While some advocates of emigration cited their
devotion to the establishment of a black nation, many of the advocates of the ideology of
black nationalism never made a serious effort to settle outside of the United States. Black
nationalism could even be used as a tool for assimilationist ends, as a weapon in the fight
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for black citizenship in the United States. Many advocates for emigration emphasized it
as a practical measure rather than as the fulfillment of an ideological commitment. 55
Similarly, though there does seem to have been a resurgence of interest in African
colonization among whites, it is important that we recognize the diversity among this
sentiment as well. Some white supporters of colonization, like Coates, advocated it as a
means of undermining slavery. Others, driven by the idea that blacks and whites could
never live together peacefully in the United States, hoped that colonization would
ultimately remove the entire black population of the nation. Some whites, however, had
more modest aims in their advocacy of colonization. An editorial in the (by this point)
pro-Republican newspaper, the Philadelphia Inquirer, advocated colonization as a means
of removing the “low and abandoned class of men and women of African descent.” The
paper made it clear however, that it did not support the removal of all free blacks. “There
are,” admitted the editor, “good and bad of all kinds of the human family.” The majority
of free blacks, he insisted, were productive members of the communities in which they
lived. 56
One white Pennsylvania colonizationist, Charles Brown, hoping that even those
who remained committed to the goal of black citizenship in the United States could be
induced to support colonization, offered the following resolution:
While we have no sympathy with those who would deny to the colored man his rights on
American soil, and who advocate African Colonization merely as a means of removing from this
country the descendents of Africa, we do feel a warm interest in what our brethren are doing in
Liberia…When, therefore, the Pennsylvania Colonization Society will assure us that it is not
expatriation which they desire, but the happiness and usefulness of colored persons in
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Liberia…we will cordially lend our influence to carry forward, with them, the same benevolent
enterprise. 57

Pennsylvania colonizationists recognized that while many free blacks spoke the language
of black nationalism while remaining in the United States, others hoped to find a better
life in Liberia, even while maintaining their claim on American citizenship. Whether it
was a result of disillusionment with black progress in the United States, a shift in the
rhetoric of colonization, or a combination of factors, between 1858 and 1860, about as
many Pennsylvania free blacks emigrated to Liberia as had done so in the previous
twenty years. 58
If the elections of 1856 and 1857 had been discouraging for antislavery voters in
Pennsylvania, the elections of 1858 were a different story. In the spring municipal
elections, Alexander Henry, the candidate of the “People’s Party” soundly defeated the
incumbent Democrat. That fall, Pennsylvania Republicans routed their opponents, who
had been splintered by the Buchanan’s support of the clearly fraudulent, pro-slavery
Lecompton government in Kansas. For many Pennsylvania Democrats who had
supported their party during the previous years’ conflict over slavery extension,
Lecompton proved to be a last straw. Democrats in Pennsylvania also shouldered much
of the blame for a financial crisis which afflicted the nation, beginning in late 1857.
Republicans, who had won a mere 30 of 100 seats in the state legislature a year before,
won 67 seats in 1858, a stunning turn-around. It should be noted, however, that these
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Republican victories seem to have been a result of Democratic disillusionment, rather
than a dramatic increase in the numbers of Republican voters. 59

Re-enslaving Free Blacks in the Border South

The politics of Maryland proved to be just as tumultuous as those of its northern
neighbor. In October 1854, Baltimore elected the relatively unknown Samuel Hinks as
mayor; his qualification was membership in the Know Nothing Order. In 1855, the
American Party swept the state, electing four of six Congressmen, fifty-four of seventyfour members of the House of Delegates, as well as eight of the eleven contested State
Senate seats. In 1856 Maryland was the only state to cast its electoral votes for Millard
Fillmore, and in 1857, they elected a Know Nothing Governor. Even though in the state
legislature there was little to distinguish Know Nothings from Democrats when it came to
issues of slavery or free blacks, the Democratic Party of Maryland continued to insist that
the state’s Know Nothings were controlled by antislavery Northerners. Baltimore Know
Nothing Congressman, Henry Winter Davis, insisted that the party must hold “the tongue
on the negro issue,” but reticence opened them up to Democratic attacks. Perhaps just as
disturbing to defenders of slavery was the emergence of Northern-style urban politics,
with its ethnic conflict, machine politics and violent mobs, on the streets of Baltimore. 60
These developments were even more alarming in light of the increasing political
assertiveness of free blacks in the state, particularly in the city of Baltimore. As has
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already been noted, the free black convention held in Baltimore in 1852 (ostensibly in
support of colonization) had stunned even Northern observers. In 1856, another event
made it clear that Baltimore’s free blacks were increasingly attuned to electoral politics.
In the fall of that year, a group of free blacks were returning from a picnic when they
became entangled in an altercation with a group of Irish immigrants. Such altercations
were, of course, fairly common, but in this case, after the blacks drove off the Irishmen,
they did something that indicated that their struggle had some larger significance.
According to one observer, “Spying a political liberty pole, erected by Democrats of that
vicinity, they gave three cheers for Fremont and immediately attempted to pull the pole
and the flag down.” 61 The incident not only illustrated an increasingly assertive black
population’s interest in the Republican Party, but it also contained ominous (for Southern
Democrats) overtones of the connections to be made between the explicitly anti-slavery
extension wing of the Republican Party, and the nativist issues which had broad appeal in
the Border South state of Maryland.
Yet if free black Marylanders had awakened to their potential political influence,
many whites in the state (especially those who owned slaves) remained fearful of their
state’s free black population. In February of 1858, the state legislature passed a bill
tightening restrictions on the manumission of slaves in the state, a move that received
notice in the northern press. Maryland slaveholders also remained concerned about the
numbers of slaves who fled their masters, and a Kent county meeting of slaveholders
warned that abolitionists who helped encourage slaves to escape would be tarred and
feathered. A series of county meetings called for a larger meeting, representing all of the
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Eastern Shore, to be held that fall. This meeting, it was hoped, would help to end what
one Philadelphia newspaper termed the “Slave Stampedes in Maryland.” 62
The initial goals of this convention – greater control of the free black population
and greater efforts to prevent abolitionists from influencing slaves – were unsurprising,
but as the convention unfolded, it took an unforeseen and ominous turn. Several
delegates, most prominently Curtis W. Jacobs (who had been a radically pro-slavery
voice in the 1850 Constitutional Convention), took the position that the only solution to
the problems which free blacks posed to Maryland was the re-enslavement of this
population. “Restoring the free negroes to servitude,” insisted Jacobs, “should at once be
avowed as the only remedy to the evils complained of.” The convention could not agree
to support these drastic measures, but it did call for a second, statewide convention to be
held the following year in Baltimore, where it was hoped that even the representatives of
the parts of the state where slavery was less common could be persuaded to join their
effort. 63
If the prime movers behind the convention hoped that holding their meeting in
Baltimore would convince the whites of that city of the importance of their goals, they
were mistaken. When the convention opened, not a single Baltimore delegate was in
attendance (though eventually a few would attend). The minority of the convention
(under the leadership of Jacobs) called for legislation that would give free blacks in the
state two options: leave Maryland or return to slavery. Additionally, Curtis argued that
the state should sell these re-enslaved blacks at a low price, even allowing payment in
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installments. Thus not only would the free black population of Maryland be eliminated,
but the number of whites with a direct stake in slavery would increase dramatically. The
overwhelming majority of the convention, however, though generally agreeing with the
notion that free blacks were detrimental to the institution of slavery, instead pushed for
more moderate measures, calling for the more rigorous enforcement of laws which
required emancipated slaves to be removed from the state. Some delegates opposed
Jacobs on the grounds that free blacks were essential to the state’s economy, but others
denounced the morality of re-enslavement. The act of returning to slavery those who
“have acquired by our laws and the tenderness of their masters” their freedom would be
akin, declared one delegate to “the highwayman who demands of the traveler his money
or his life.” 64 Even among a convention of slaveholders, there was little support for the
drastic, Lower South remedies proposed by Jacobs. Yet this could change.
On October 16, 1859, John Brown led an ill-fated expedition which seized the
federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, Virginia, hoping to eventually lead a rebellion of slaves
and poor whites. Brown’s rebellion was quickly put down, but it provoked hysteria
throughout the South, including in neighboring Maryland (which had been Brown’s base
of operations). 65 The fact that free blacks had been among Brown’s initial band stoked
the fears of white Marylanders concerning their large free black population. The events
of Harper’s Ferry were fresh in the minds of Marylanders as they went to the polls on
November 6, 1859. In Baltimore, The Sun cast the election as an explicit defense of
Southern “rights and institutions.” In the previous legislature, the American party had
enjoyed significant majorities (of eleven seats in the House and six in the Senate). Both
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houses flipped to the Democratic column in the wake of John Brown’s raid, the House by
a margin of eighteen and the Senate by a margin of two. 66 This new legislature (which
included Jacobs himself) would prove much more open to the re-enslavement plan.
White Marylanders were not alone in the attention they paid to the events at
Harper’s Ferry. Early on the morning of December 13, 1859, Baltimore police broke up
the annual ball of the “association of colored caulkers,” due to some sort of disturbance.
What they found when they did so would prove to be disturbing to white Baltimoreans.
On one part of the floor was a picture, drawn in chalk, of John Brown bearing the
inscription “The martyr – God bless him.” In another part of the room was a picture of
the pro-slavery Virginia Governor Henry Wise, “and near it one of a huge Ethiopian, with
inscriptions unfit for publication.” 67 The incident is striking not simply for the fact that
free blacks expressed their admiration for John Brown, but for the larger political context
into which the men had placed Brown’s raid. The attack on Harper’s Ferry was not
simply a slave rebellion; it was a part of a larger political assault on slavery, one which
free blacks in Baltimore hoped to join.
As the chair the Committee on the Colored population in the state legislature,
Curtis Jacobs helped push for a stringent new law which he hoped would solve the
“blighting influence of free negro-ism.” Eventually Jacobs’s committee submitted a bill
to the legislature that, in addition to placing drastic new restrictions on free blacks in the
state, banned future manumissions and required that free blacks who remained in the state
be hired out for ten year labor contracts. The bill also would create a sizable bureaucracy
which would be tasked with seeing that these measures were carried out. Yet even
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though white Marylanders remained concerned about their free black population, this
measure went too far even for the Democrat controlled legislature. It passed a milder
version of the bill, still quite proscriptive, which barred manumission and allowed each
county to vote on whether it wished to create a Board of Commissioners, which would
make sure that free blacks who did not own property would be hired out for one year
terms. This vote would be held in the fall, at the same time as the presidential election. 68
From the start, black Baltimoreans had rallied to oppose the re-enslavement
campaign. Black Methodists helped to persuade white pastors of that church to submit to
the legislature their opposition to the measures advocated by the convention. Their
memorial declared their rejection of this or any other “oppressive and vexatious changes
in existing laws.” Another white clergyman, Andrew Cross (who was also a Baltimore
city councilman), wrote an open letter to Jacobs, denouncing the “monstrous propositions
before the legislature.” Black churches organized opposition to these propositions, held
days of prayer, and hosted prominent black speakers who railed against re-enslavement.
A petition (ultimately signed by thousands of free blacks) helped to rally white
opposition to the bill which would eventually be placed before the electorate. Ultimately,
more than 70% of Maryland voters rejected even the watered down re-enslavement bills
which were placed before them in November 1860. In Baltimore the bills were opposed
by a nearly eight to one margin. 69
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New Hopes for Black Politics and Citizenship

Black Philadelphians, many of whom had despaired in the wake of the Dred Scott
decision, saw reason for optimism in the last years of the 1850s. Even as unprecedented
numbers of black Philadelphians chose to depart the United States, the vast majority of
free black Philadelphians stayed. Among those who remained there seems to have been a
resurgence in political action, buoyed by a sense that progress was being made. At the
heart of this optimism was a renewed commitment to the fight for black citizenship in the
United States. When he was asked in the spring of 1860, for his opinion of the African
Civilization Society, Robert Purvis responded,
The best judgment of the colored people today is to remain in this country, for reasons as good –
nay, better, than that of any other class – remain. The past and present inspire a faith that no faroff future will bring with it a practical acknowledgement of our just claims to a perfect equality of
rights in this our native land.

70

Black Philadelphians saw that in their state (and throughout the North) anti-slavery
politics were ascendant. They hoped to make sure that anti-slavery politics remained
joined to the push for black citizenship.
On April 2, 1859, slave catchers seized a black man known as Daniel Webster
near Harrisburg. They alleged that he was in fact Daniel Dangerfield who had run away
from his owner in Virginia seven years earlier. He was taken by train to Philadelphia
where he was taken before the United States Commissioner. Nearly as soon as he
accused arrived a large, anti-slavery crowd gathered. As many as possible crowded into
the small room where the hearing was held, but most remained outside (Robert Purvis is
mentioned as one of these). Fearful that they would attempt to rescue the man, police
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pushed back the assembled crowd with “an unusual degree of roughness.” Inside the
hearing, the spectators cheered each move by the defense. Eventually the commissioner
decided that the claimants had not adequately demonstrated that the accused had been
enslaved, and as soon as word of this verdict leaked out, the massive crowd burst into
cheers “so great that the proceedings inside could not have been heard.” When the
defendant finally emerged, he was carried down the street in triumph “upon the shoulders
of a colossal colored man.” 71 Many of the gathered crowd surely remembered when the
Philadelphia police had failed to defend abolitionists from pro-slavery mobs. They must
have marveled at this turn of events, as the city’s police force restrained this anti-slavery
mob. 72
In the spring of 1857, William Still had expressed his skepticism about the
possibility of achieving any measure of black equality in the United States in the near
term, and had even implied his support for Canadian emigration. That letter was printed
in the Provincial Freeman. In the summer of 1859, in a letter to the conservative
newspaper, The North American, Still presented a very different face. He identified
himself as “a colored man and constant reader of your paper,” and offered to share the
grievances of “genteel colored people” in being excluded from the city’s street cars.
While it is perhaps unpleasant, on one hand, to see in Still’s letter a disturbing, if implied,
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acceptance of the denial of the rights of some blacks to use the cars, it is important that
we see Still’s letter in its political context.73
First, the letter obviously demonstrates that Still, by 1859 at least, did see the
possibility of ending some of the legal and customary discrimination faced by black
Philadelphians. What the letter also demonstrated, though, is that Still recognized the
political reality of this struggle. It was not going to be won on the pages of the Liberator
or the National Anti-Slavery Standard. It is telling that the letter is written to the North
American, and not even to one of the relatively more radical Republican papers which
were published in Philadelphia. The North American had been a Whig journal, and later
it had been somewhat friendly to the Native American and Know Nothing Parties.
Though critical of slavery at times, it would hardly have been considered an antislavery
paper. Still seems to have recognized, however, that the paper’s readers were just the sort
to whom he needed to appeal. He made that appeal in a way he hoped would speak to
this segment of the population of Philadelphia. He noted that throughout the North, and
even in New Orleans, African Americans were permitted to ride on streetcars, hoping that
white Philadelphians might be shamed by the fact that even southern slaveholders
permitted free blacks rights that were denied to black Philadelphians. Additionally, Still
blamed any degradation which did exist among black Philadelphians on “groggeries,”
which “low and degrading as they may be, are not licensed by colored men.” In other
words, degraded blacks are the victims of white rum sellers; implicitly, he is also pointing
out the respectable blacks who avoid these establishments, creating a political coalition in
which white and black supporters of temperance can find a home. Still’s letter was not
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successful in the short run, but it did hint at the sort of strategies which would ultimately
be successful. 74
Like their counterparts in Baltimore, many black Philadelphians applauded the
efforts of John Brown. It seems that William Still had been aware of Brown’s plans prior
to the attack on Harper’s Ferry, and three black Pastors from Philadelphia sent a letter to
Governor Wise of Virginia, asking that the bodies of two of the men who had fought with
Brown at Harper’s Ferry be transferred to their care. Black Philadelphians draped their
homes in black in Brown’s honor, and held public prayer meetings. Robert Purvis was
one of the featured speakers at a large meeting held in National Hall, which was attended
both by supporters of Brown and by “Union” counter-protesters. Purvis denounced the
“trembling despots of Virginia,” and warned that the execution of John Brown “marks the
beginning of the end, and I thank God,” he continued, “for this unmistakable sign of the
times which indicates a deeper feeling for the irrepressible conflict.” This remark drew
both cheers and hisses from the mixed audience. Reports in Baltimore newspapers
expressed shock at the level of support for Brown, but also tried to make it clear that
there existed in Philadelphia a considerable opposition as well. 75
On March 2 1860, while addressing the “Colored Evening School” in
Philadelphia, William Still called for a renewed devotion to education among black
Philadelphians. As befit, the occasion, he offered a good dose of “self-help,” but he was
also realistic about the barriers that remained for free blacks in the North. He strikes a
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note of optimism, though, one which is in line with his letter on the streetcars. He notes
that “some of the opposite race have always sympathized with us,” and sees hope in the
growth of this sympathy throughout the North. 76
A few months later, Still expanded on his optimistic vision when he addressed a
meeting in celebration of West Indian emancipation. Here Still invokes the day as
evidence that change is possible. He once again calls for renewed efforts of black selfimprovement, but he also lays out a larger plan which continues his active support for
fugitives. He couples a hope for (and reliance on) white paternalism, with a more active
and confrontational assault on slavery. According to Still this is a particularly important
strategy in Pennsylvania “because we are bordered by three slaveholding states.” Not
only did it mean that black Pennsylvanians had a particular responsibility to aid their
fugitive brethren, but they also must recognize, he insisted, that the eyes of whites (both
from free and slave states) were upon them. It is incumbent upon black Pennsylvanians,
Still argues, that they not only show themselves in the best possible light, but that they
also use what influence they have with “those friendly to us in legislative halls, editorial
chairs and places of power.” 77
Still provides an anecdote which illustrates some of the influence he thinks the
black Philadelphians have. He tells of a newspaper editor, “of an influential and popular
journal,” who had been a staunch supporter of full enforcement of the Fugitive Slave
Law. He was, nevertheless, curious about the workings of the Underground Railroad in
the city, and upon promise of silence, was permitted to witness the “arrival of fifteen
passengers” on the “U.G.R.R.” Upon witnessing this scene, Still tells us, this editor was
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so moved that he donated money to the cause on the spot. 78 The undermining of slavery,
and the fight against discrimination, were dependent upon the efforts of African
Americans, Still told his audience. At the same time, he insisted, it was necessary that
they also appeal to the latent white support for their cause.
As the election campaigns of 1860 progressed, abolitionists throughout the nation
displayed a complex relationship with the Republican Party, and its candidate for
President, Abraham Lincoln. 79 The same was of course true of black Philadelphians,
who recognized Republicans as a vital force in the struggle against slavery, yet who
worried about their moderation and their willingness to abandon a more radical embrace
of black equality. Robert Purvis spoke in the spring of 1860 at the annual meeting of the
American Anti-Slavery Society, and expressed some of this ambiguity. “I could not be a
member of the Republican Party if I were so disposed,” he lamented, “I am disfranchised;
I have no vote; I am put out of the pale of political society.” He railed against the party’s
willingness to support colonization, and the refusal of even its most radical members to
deny the legality of “slavery where it exists.” He would not, therefore, be a Republican
even if he were granted the vote. 80
Yet his rejection of the Republican Party is not so simple as it may seem (and as
some portrayed it). In a speech where he denies that he supports the Republicans, his
harshest words are for “your bogus Democracy.” Additionally, though he denies that he
is a “Native American,” Purvis once again points to immigrants as the worst perpetrators
of mob violence on the streets of Philadelphia, and declares “I protest against the anti78
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republican and unjust distinctions in favor of a stranger and foreigner against a native
born American.” A few months later, at the meeting of the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery
Society, Purvis renewed his criticism of the Republican Party, even as he insisted that he
was friendly to the prospects of the party. 81 He denounced the party, but he also made
clear that he supported it. His denunciations must be seen as an effort to influence the
party, rather than as an attempt to dissuade white voters from supporting Republicans.
Purvis saw himself as a political outsider, and so his role was not to drum up support for
the Republican Party, but rather to shape what sort of party it would be. The New York
Herald reported gleefully on the opposition of Pennsylvania abolitionists to the
Republicans (singling out Purvis in particular), expressing hope that that this opposition
would lead to the defeat of Lincoln. Yet the same issue of the paper featured an article
(on the same page!) which hints at the true feelings of black Pennsylvanians toward the
Republican Party. “We understand,” read the paper, “that among the most liberal
contributors [to the Pennsylvania Republican election fund] were the negroes of the city
of Philadelphia, who handed over some fifteen thousand dollars to their white brethren of
the black republican stripe.” 82 Black Philadelphians could be harsh critics of the
Republican Party, but they also supported it.

Baltimore, Philadelphia and Secession

As Americans went to their polling places in November 1860, it was widely
recognized that Pennsylvania was the key to Lincoln’s chances. Democratic spirits were
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dimmed the month before when the Republican candidate for governor, Andrew Curtain,
had received 53% of the vote. Their hopes were further diminished by splits within the
state party which resulted from an inability to agree on a Democratic presidential
candidate. It was no surprise, then, that Lincoln triumphed in the state, and that he went
on to win the presidency. He received 56% of the statewide vote, trouncing his
Democratic opponents. His margin was smaller in Philadelphia, where he won barely
50%, but even this was a striking change from the election of 1856. In that election only
11% of Philadelphians had voted for John C. Fremont; far more, 34%, had supported
Millard Fillmore and the American Party. 83 In Maryland, the Southern Democratic
candidate, John C. Breckenridge had prevailed by a slim margin (less than one percent)
over the Constitutional Union candidate, John Bell. Lincoln received a mere 2.5% of the
vote in Maryland, and the Northern Democrat, Steven Douglas did not fare much better,
winning only 6% of the vote. 84
Yet if the black Republican Lincoln had received a scant portion of the Maryland
vote, Lower South defenders of slavery, it seems, looked at the voters who had not
supported Breckenridge and saw potential Republican voters. Their fears were perhaps
stoked by the overwhelming opposition to even the watered down “negro law” wherever
it was on the ballot (The Sun reported these results along with the presidential returns). If
Maryland was not yet a Republican state, white Marylanders had clearly rejected the
Lower South-style re-enslavement movement. Free blacks had played an important role
in leading white allies to reject the harsh, pro-slavery measures that had been advocated
by Curtis Jacobs. One wonders if being forced to differentiate their own state’s
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paternalistic racial order from the Lower South version pushed by Jacobs helped solidify
resistance to the Presidential candidate of the Lower South as well. 85
Before Lincoln could take office, seven lower south states (led of course by South
Carolina) had declared themselves seceded from the Union. The debate over secession in
these states was not a question of whether or not slavery needed to be protected; it was a
question of whether or not it could best be protected within the Union or out of it. For
many of the most radical Lower South secessionists, the greatest threat posed by
Abraham Lincoln’s Republican Party was not its explicit opposition to the expansion of
slavery; rather the biggest concern was the danger that a Republican Party would spread
to the parts of the South that were less committed to a strong defense of slavery. 86
Maryland loomed large in the fears of the immediate secessionists. During the Georgia
Secession convention, Henry L. Benning warned that even though there were at the
moment fifteen slave states, this number would decline under the Lincoln administration,
as Upper South slave states (including Maryland) abandoned slavery and became “free
States.” Another participant in the Georgia debates, Joseph E. Brown, warned that a
Republican administration would appoint “Judges, District Attorneys, Marshalls, Post
Masters, Custom House officers, etc.” who would create the nucleus for a Republican
Party in the Upper South. Other Lower South immediate secessionists pointed to the fact
that proto-Republicans had already been elected in parts of the Upper South, including
the Baltimore Congressmen, Henry Winter Davis, who had cast the tie-breaking vote
which allowed the Republicans to elect the Speaker of the House of Representatives. 87
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While the Lower South States seceded immediately, the Upper South (including
Virginia, the biggest prize of all) chose to wait and see what the Lincoln administration
would do. Some of the seceded states appointed commissioners who were to visit the
secession conventions in the Upper South in order to push for immediate secession.
Henry L. Benning, who had already expressed his fears of growing southern sympathy
for abolition while a delegate to the Georgia convention, was chosen to help spread the
gospel of disunion to Virginia. Already, he warned, northern refusal to enforce the
Fugitive Slave Law had rendered slave property precarious in the counties which
bordered on the North. This would only get worse under a Republican administration,
and slave owners in these areas would “get rid of that property which is doomed;” thus
slavery would be forced to move south. Combined with the patronage power of a
Republican administration, he argued, it would not be long before Delaware and
Maryland were free states. Despite the concerns of many convention delegates, who
echoed Benning’s warnings, Virginia chose to wait, rejecting immediate secession. The
seeds for secession had been sown, however, and when, following the fall of Fort Sumter,
Lincoln called for troops to put down the insurrection, Virginia seceded, and was
followed by Arkansas, North Carolina and Tennessee. 88
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African Americans, the Civil War, and the Struggle for Citizenship

If African Americans were cheered by the triumph of the Republican Party and
the election of Lincoln, they also were realistic about the limits of that party’s defense of
black men and women. In a November 1860 address, William Still warned his listeners
that there was much work to be done. Black Philadelphians needed to continue to work
to improve their own “moral, intellectual, political and social, condition,” just as they
continued their aid to “the bondman.” Still himself continued his work in support of
fugitives; in December, 1860, he provided aid to a fugitive family who had escaped with
Harriet Tubman on her last “trip” into Maryland. 89
The outbreak of Civil War, however, dramatically changed the kind of work that
was required of those who sought to aid refugees from slavery. The Union army, of
course, opened up a borderland wherever it went, and what had been a trickle of fugitives
before the war became a flood. “There are upwards of two hundred fugitive slaves
hovering around this camp,” reported black Philadelphian, George Stephens, who was
travelling with the Union army in Maryland. “When this division moves, if it ever does,
a black army will move with it.” 90 Many of those who had been involved in the cause of
the fugitive before the war now shifted their aim to providing aid for this new wave of
men, women and children fleeing from slavery. William Still headed up the “Office for
obtaining Employment for Colored Persons” in Philadelphia. In addition to locating
work for former slaves, this agency aided them in a variety of ways, including locating
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lost relatives and finding housing in the North. It coordinated its work with the newly
established Freedman’s Relief Association in Washington. 91
Yet if the Union army attracted fugitives to its lines, in the opening months of the
War, the Lincoln administration downplayed any implication that the war would interfere
with slavery. Lincoln had stood firm against any of the proposed compromises which
would have violated the Republican Party’s stand against the extension of slavery, but he
recognized that if he was going to hold the Union together, he would need the support of
Border South whites. Any radical moves against slavery would jeopardize the support of
these men. Much to the consternation of many abolitionists, who argued from the start
that a war for Union must become a war against slavery, early in the war Lincoln sought a
conservative path, one that he hoped would reassure his fickle white supporters in
Maryland, Kentucky and Missouri. 92
Lincoln infuriated abolitionists in September 1861 when he repudiated General
John C. Fremont’s declaration of emancipation in the Missouri theatre of the War. Not
only did he think Fremont’s act illegal, but Lincoln believed it jeopardized Border State
support for the Union. Frederick Douglass was so upset that he declared that the
government “has resolved that no good shall come to the Negro from this war.” It is
clear, though, that in statements like this, Douglass was attempting to steer the course of
the administration, not simply to offer his assessment of it. Abolitionists recognized the
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importance of a Union victory, but they also felt that politicians (like Lincoln) needed to
be pushed. 93
Though many abolitionists were suspicious of Lincoln, free blacks throughout the
North demanded that they be allowed to join in the war effort as soldiers. 94 On April 20,
1861, just a week after the fall of Fort Sumter, Alfred M. Green, a black school teacher,
rose to address a meeting of African Americans in Philadelphia. “The time has arrived,”
he began, “when we may again give evidence to the world of the bravery and patriotism
[of our race].” He acknowledged that black service in previous conflicts had failed to
secure full citizenship for black men, and he admitted the great failings of the United
States. Yet for all of its failings, Green insisted that African Americans were devoted to
their native land, and they would defend it against “the howling leaders of Secession and
treason.” Yet Green was not simply interested in fighting a war to defend the Union; he
insisted that black patriotism could help transform the war into a war against slavery and
for black equality. This was an opportunity, he argued, “for creating anew our claims
upon the justice and honor of the Republic.” At the same time, he assured his audience
that black troops for the North would “inspire your oppressed brethren of the South with
zeal for the overthrow of the tyrant system.” 95 Black troops would transform the war,
and they would transform the nation.
Such sentiment was not unanimous, however, and many Northern blacks shared
Douglass’s sentiment about the course of the war. In September 1861, a black man
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signing himself R.H.V., in a letter to the Weekly Anglo-African, wrote that “the raising of
black regiments for the war would be highly impolitic and uncalled for under the present
state of affairs, knowing, as we do, the policy of the government in relation to colored
men.” He argued that black soldiers should not be willing to serve in the armies of a
government that still defended slavery. Yet even this critic of the Lincoln administration
recognized that the alternative was worse. He argued, therefore, that if blacks were to
serve it would also prove a political liability to the current administration, and would help
to bring into power those who would be even worse. 96
This letter brought a reply from Green, which was also published in the AngloAfrican. Though Pennsylvania, like most Northern states, still refused to enlist black
troops, Green noted that black men in Philadelphia and the surrounding area had
organized into companies and were drilling in anticipation of the day when they would be
able to fight. In doing so, Green, argued (presciently), that Northern blacks were
demonstrating themselves to be a fighting force that the Lincoln administration would
eventually recognize it could not do without. When Lincoln recognized that he needed
these men, they would then be in a stronger position, so that “our favor would be more
courted…and our dictation received with more favor and regard.” This would prove a
much more powerful means of influencing the government than what Green termed “our
weak, effeminate pleadings for favor on the merits of our noble ancestry.” 97 For nearly
half a century, black arguments for citizenship had centered on just such invocations of
nativity and past service to the nation as evidence of black devotion to the United States.
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Green correctly noted that black service in the Union army would ultimately prove to be
a much more powerful lever of influence.
Yet even as free blacks ramped up their efforts to force the government to enlist
black troops, they once again found their very claims on America being called into
question. On August 14, 1862, President Lincoln met with a group of black men from
the District of Columbia. “You and we are different races,” he informed them. “We
have between us a broader difference than exists between almost any other two races.
Whether it is right or wrong, I need not discuss; but this physical difference is a great
disadvantage to us both, as I think your race suffer very greatly, many of them, by living
among us, while ours suffer from your presence.” The only answer, he insisted, was for
free blacks to consent to leave the United States to settle elsewhere. Perhaps most
insultingly, Lincoln informed them that in refusing to leave the land of their birth they
were being “selfish.” “For the sake of your race,” he lectured them “you should sacrifice
something of your present comfort.” African Americans across the North were outraged,
both at the renewal of calls for colonization and at the president’s insulting rhetoric. 98
Later that month, Robert Purvis drafted a response to this renewed colonization
movement, addressing it to Senator Samuel Pomeroy, the government’s agent in
organizing the plan. He lamented the fact that colonization had once again reared its
head, and he dutifully recalled the long history of free black opposition to it, quoting the
language of his father-in-law, James Forten, at the January 1817 meeting. The opinion of
the vast majority of free blacks, he insisted, had not changed. “Sir this is our country as
much as it is yours,” he wrote in closing, “and we will not leave it.” Though he
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continued to champion the notion that black nativity was a sufficient reason for black
citizenship, Purvis also embraced the enlistment of black troops in the Union armies as a
new, powerful argument for black equality, especially once the Lincoln administration
changed course and agreed to enlist black troops. In early 1863, Purvis agreed to serve as
a recruiter for black regiments. 99

The Road to Victory and Black Citizenship

Even as Lincoln was lecturing free blacks about their “selfish” determination to
remain in the land of their birth, he knew something that they did not: emancipation was
coming. He had already shown his draft of the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation
to his cabinet, and was only waiting for a Union military victory to make it public.
Lincoln’s willingness to embrace emancipation as a war aim was driven by the actions of
African Americans. In this case, the crucial actors were not the free black activists who
have been the subject of this study, but the slaves who had flocked to the Union lines.
These men and women had forced reluctant Union soldiers, officers and then Lincoln
himself to see the folly of returning fugitive slaves to their former owners, where they
would aid the Confederate war effort. It was far better, they recognized, that these
fugitives, these “contraband” of war, should help the Union effort. 100
Yet if free blacks had not played a prominent role in this great transformation,
they were crucial in producing another great change, which accompanied this turn toward
emancipation. When Lincoln issued the final Emancipation Proclamation, he included
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with it a provision allowing the federal government to enlist black troops for the first
time. Black men, many of whom had been drilling in anticipation of this development,
enlisted in droves. Ultimately 200,000 black men would serve in the Union armed forces
(with 50,000 of these from the Northern States); black troops would prove to be critical to
the success of the Lincoln administration’s military strategy. 101
Since the popular meeting at Mother Bethel which inaugurated the mass black
opposition to the American Colonization Society, black claims for citizenship, and indeed
black political rhetoric, had been powerfully bound up with invocations of black nativity,
and of reminders of black participation in the national struggles of the past (especially the
Revolution). These elements of black discourse had often taken the form of what I have
termed “black nativism.” These arguments for black citizenship were held up against the
inferior claims of certain whites (often immigrants or Catholics), as a way of emphasizing
the injustice of the legal inequality experienced by African Americans. These sorts of
arguments (with or without the tinge of black nativism) had been a powerful means with
which free blacks had exploited the latent sympathy of whites, many of whom did not
believe that the races were “equal” in any real sense.
In the wake of the Civil War, black service in the Union armies, and more broadly
black loyalty to the Union cause, supplanted these older sorts of arguments as the primary
grounds on which African Americans made their claims for full citizenship. This is not
to say that black nativism disappeared from African American political discourse; in
many cases nativist (and anti-Catholic) rhetoric was coupled with depictions of disloyal
whites, in a way that was reminiscent of pre-war black nativism. Black service during
the Civil War, however, seemed to trump all other sorts of justifications for citizenship.
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In Baltimore, African Americans drafted an address to the President himself; the “Loyial
Colard men of Baltimore Citey” demanded that their government reward their loyalty. In
Philadelphia, after the war was over, black military service became the centerpiece of
demands for a “Reconstruction” of Philadelphia to match the Reconstruction of the
defeated South, a strategy that would ultimately prove successful. 102
In Maryland, the enlistment of black men further undermined the state’s support
for the institution of slavery. Maryland, of course, had the largest pool of potential free
black soldiers in the states that had remained loyal to the Union. It also had by early
1863 a large population of “contraband” fugitives who might also contribute to the Union
cause. At first, though, the War Department restricted the enlistment of black troops in
Maryland to those who were already free, hoping to assuage the fears of slaveholders and
those who remained sympathetic to slavery. This move, however, upset the delicate
balance in the state between slaveholding and non-slaveholding whites. Those who
relied on the labor of free blacks saw this as an unfair concession to slaveholders.
Formerly conservative Maryland politicians began to increasingly support the move for
statewide emancipation. The enlistment of black troops in the state only hastened the
flow of fugitives from slavery, and eventually the War Department moved to expand the
enlistment of fugitives. Even politicians who had previously been strong supporters of
slavery began to see little reason to continue to support the disintegrating institution. 103
Free blacks in Baltimore seemed to recognize their newfound clout. On May 1,
1863, a black surgeon and commissioned officer named Alexander T. Augusta had
purchased a ticket in Baltimore and was preparing to take the train to Philadelphia when
102
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he was assaulted by two white men, who pulled the straps off the shoulders of his
uniform. With the help of a police officer, Augusta tracked down the men who had
attacked him; the one they found was taken into custody. The officers later defended
Augusta from another group of whites who attacked him. The incident was taken up in
the press, when an editor of the Baltimore Clipper denounced the black officer for being
so bold as to show himself in uniform on the streets of Baltimore. Augusta mocked this
notion in his account of the incident, published in the Christian Recorder. “While I have
always known Baltimore as a place where it is considered a virtue to mob colored
people,” he wrote, “still, I had a right to expect a safe transit through there, after the
resolution passed only two weeks before, at the National Union League.” The meeting to
which he referred, held in Baltimore, had called for the enlistment of black troops in
order to put down the rebellion. For Augusta, the enlistment of black troops, and just as
important the white recognition of the need to enlist black troops, had transformed
conditions in the state. The right to serve in the military, however, was just a start. The
next year, as a state constitutional convention met, black Baltimoreans held a series of
meetings, announcing that they would not be satisfied with the abolition of slavery; only
complete equality of citizenship would be acceptable. A surprising number of white
Marylanders had come to the same conclusion. 104
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recognized citizen of the United States.” Once the applause died down, he continued.
Some of his colleagues in the anti-slavery movement had warned him to be cautious, that
the war was not yet won and slavery was not yet dead; black men were certainly not yet
equal to white men in the eyes of many. Yet Purvis, who had been as harsh a critic of the
United States government as anyone, refused to be a skeptic. “The good time which has
so long been coming is at hand,” he insisted. 105
“Sir, this is a glorious contest,” continued Purvis. “It is not simply and solely a
fight about the black man. It is not merely a war between the North and the South. It is a
war between freedom and despotism the world over.” The Union army, he insisted, was
not merely fighting against the Confederacy, but against “a pro-slavery Europe and a proslavery England.” Purvis recalled how years before, when he had been in Britain, the
great Irish abolitionist Daniel O’Connell had told him that he would not shake an
American’s hand until he had been assured that he was an abolitionist. Now, Purvis saw
the tables turned; he acknowledged that he had often denounced the government of the
United States, “as the basest despotism the sun ever shone on,” but had refused to
renounce his claims on America and on citizenship in the land of his birth. Now he could
say, “I consider it an honor to be a citizen of this republic,” and it would be the British
citizen, “be he Saxon or Celt,” who would have to prove to him that he was an enemy of
slavery. 106
“Mr. Chairman,” continued Purvis, “I had intended to say something about the
Copperhead Democrats, but these dastards don’t trouble me now. They are as malignant,
as venomous, as traitorous as ever, and perhaps more so, but their power is gone and their
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days are numbered.” These traitors may continue to “denounce the black man as
inferior,” and they “may hound on an Irish mob…but their power is done.” Even in this
moment of triumph, a comparison of the loyal, native black man with the disloyal Irish
immigrant was a useful tool for illuminating the virtues of African Americans. Yet
Purvis recognized that while invocations of nativity had persuaded some whites, they had
often fallen on deaf ears. The service of African Americans to the cause of the Union, on
the other hand, presented a powerful new weapon, one that would ultimately prove more
successful in securing to them the legal rights for which they had long struggled. Purvis
was not naïve, and he admitted that there was still work to be done, but on this day, as he
looked upon “the sacred soil of [America],” he rejoiced. 107
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